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WHAT I TOLD MY SON ABOUT THE BIBLE:
Things the Clergy Does Not Want You to Know
Copyright

Jarmo Koskinen, 1994

WHAT IS THE WORD OF GOD?
I had been a tenured professor at Forevermore College for almost ten years. The college is the educational
arm of their science-oriented new religion, ATIism. It isn‟t a traditional religion and they attract openminded people who can‟t indentify with any of the major world faiths. All the teachers in the Department
of Religious Studies are not members of the Church of All That Is (ATI). However everyone really loves to
work here since the atmosphere is so open to academic inquiry. I rarely bring my work home except to my
study where I often work on marking and even writing papers. All of this changed one day when my early
teenaged son Charlie started asking questions. Years earlier he had been evaluated as a gifted student and
we put him in an advanced studies program. I knew he is bright but I never knew just how advanced he
really is. I was about to find out.
“So Jesus Christ is the only answer. You can find out more about him by listening to this broadcast and in
the pages of God‟s word, the Holy Bible,” concluded the Christian evangelist on television. Charlie turned
off his television and walked down stairs.
“Is it really true Dad?” asked Charlie.
“Is what true son?” I asked.
“What the preacher said on TV,” said Charlie.
“What preacher?” I asked. “I have the news on.”
“I was listening to him on my TV. He says the Bible is God‟s word,” said Charlie.
“Oh. You were listening to a Christian broadcast. Well the Bible is a collection of books but the Old or
New Testament doesn‟t say any collection of books is the word of God or God‟s word,” I said.
“Oh,” said Charlie as he paused. “What‟s the New Testament?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s the part of the book that tells the story of Jesus and his early followers. To many Christians it‟s the
most important part of the Bible. The Old Testament is really the Hebrew or Jewish Bible. It‟s considered
Holy by the Jews and it was also the first Bible of the early Christians. You have to understand the Jews
don‟t believe in Jesus or the New Testament,” I said.
“Does that make the Jews bad?” asked Charlie.
“No! It‟s simply not part of their faith, that‟s all. The Jewish Bible is a collection of books that contain an
inspirational history that starts from the creation account to the stories of the restoration of Judea after the
Persians released the Jews from captivity in the sixth century B.C. It includes the stories about Noah‟s
flood and the tower of Babel and it goes on to speak of the patriarchs who were the original fathers of the
Hebrews. There was Abram, who was renamed Abraham, and his son Isaac,” I said.
“I remember the story of Abraham and Isaac. God tested him by asking him to sacrifice his son,”
interjected Charlie.
“That‟s right, and then Isaac had two sons named Jacob and Esau. Some people say Esau‟s descendants
became the modern day Arab nations. Jacob, who was renamed Israel is the father of the ancient Israelites
and their descendants are the modern day Jews,” I said.
“So the patriarchs are Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,” said Charlie.
“Well they were the first three then Israel had twelve sons who fathered the original tribes of Israel,” I
said. “Israel‟s most famous son Joseph had two sons, Ephraim and Manasseh, and since they fathered tribes
there were really thirteen original tribes,” I said.
“When did they live?” asked Charlie.
“Abraham is believed to have arrived in Canaan, that was later known as Israel and then Judea or Judah,
around 1850 B.C. Joseph had his adventures in Egypt sometime around 1700 B.C.,” I said.
“I remember that,” interjected Charlie. “A long time after his death the Egyptians forced the Israelites
into slavery,” said Charlie.

“Right and that leads us to the story of Moses and his dealings with Pharaoh. There were many plagues
but after the Lord killed the first born of their children and cattle Pharaoh let the Israelites go” (Ex. 12:2932), I said.
“Yes but Pharaoh chased after them and his army drowned in the Red Sea,” interjected Charlie.
“That‟s right only we can‟t be certain the text means the „Red Sea.‟ The Hebrew term literally means the
„Sea of Reeds,‟” I said. “Anyway the story says that in the third month after leaving Egypt the Israelites
made their way to a mountain in the Desert of Sinai and this is where Moses received the covenant and the
Law,” I said (Ex. 19:1-3). Then they were supposed to have lived like nomads for about forty years but the
funny thing is that although we have found artifacts in the Sinai that date back all the way to the Stone Age,
no one has ever found a single piece of evidence to collaborate the biblical account of the Israelite‟s
wanderings in the desert,” I said.
“Maybe someone will still find something,” interjected Charlie.
“From 1967 to 1982 Israeli archaeologists conducted intensive searches but came up empty handed. Of
course it doesn‟t mean there isn‟t anything there but on the other hand it is always difficult to argue from
the lack of evidence,” I responded.
“Do we know where Mount Sinai is?” asked Charlie.
“Well, first of all we have to assume there truly was a Moses and a Mount Sinai and those who think so
have suggested different locations for the mountain,” I replied. “People believe Moses received the Law
around 1250 B.C. After his death Joshua led the people during the conquest of Canaan. This is believed to
have been between 1220 and 1200 B.C.,” I said.
“I remember the story about Joshua and the battle of Jericho. The Hebrew soldiers surrounded the city
and blew their trumpets and the walls tumbled down,” interjected Charlie.
“That‟s right but there is another funny thing,” I said.
“What is that?” asked Charlie.
“After six years of archaeological digs at Jericho a researcher named Kathleen Kenyon did not find any
evidence of destruction in that time. Another researcher named Broshi, who had also worked with the Dead
Sea Scrolls, claims the city had actually been deserted from about the 15th century until the 11th century
B.C. and so were other cities in the area. He said the central hill region of Judea and Samaria was
practically uninhabited. If this was the case then the Israelites didn‟t even have to fight for the land they
settled in,” I said.
“Oh!” exclaimed Charlie in a surprised tone, as he wondered why the archaeological record didn‟t agree
with the story in the Bible.
“Anyway the Bible indicates that after the people settled in the land they entered into a period of time
when judges ruled over a loose net confederation of tribes. The famous stories of Deborah, Gideon and
Samson and Delilah come from this period,” I said.
“Oh, yes,” said Charlie as he beamed with interest. “Samson was the strongest man who ever lived!”
“This period ends in the lifetime of the famous Prophet and Judge named Samuel who lived around 1040
B.C. He anointed Israel‟s first king, King Saul who had some success against the enemies of Israel such as
the Ammonites and the Philistines,” I said.
“Samson fought the Philistines too. And Goliath the giant was a Philistine,” said Charlie as his mind
raced to recall his favorite Bible stories. “David used his sling to knock him out with a stone,” recalled
Charlie, “and then cut off his head.”
“Right, boy you really do remember your Bible stories,” I said with pride in my voice. “It‟s believed
David ruled sometime around 1010 to 970 B.C. He became Israel‟s greatest warrior king. He captured the
city that was later called Jerusalem around 1000 B.C.,” I said. “David was the one who really unified the
tribes into one nation. Now that I think about it, that was probably the greatest feat of his reign,” I said. “It
is interesting that we have two pieces of evidence that suggests David was a real king.
“What do they say?” asked Charlie.
“One is called the Moabite Stone and recently a French scholar named Andre Lemaire reconstructed a
missing letter on the famous Moabite Stone and concluded it contains the phrase „House of David.‟”
“What is the Moabite Stone?” asked Charlie.

“It is the most extensive inscription ever found in ancient Palestine. It is written on a slab of stone called
basalt and they also refer to it as the „Mesha Stele.‟ This inscription refers to King Mesha of Moab who
boasts about a victory over Israel, referred to as the House of Omri, a descendent of David. The other
inscription was found in Northern Israel on a stone called the „Tel Dan Stele.‟ This one is written in a
language called Aramaic. Here, an unnamed king boasts of victories over local ancient peoples including
Israel and the House of David. Anyway we have two references outside of the Bible from around the 8th or
9th century that at least connect to David,” I said. “That‟s pretty good as it is only about a century or so
after the time when the biblical David is believed to have lived.”
“You see the Bible is right,” volunteered Charlie.
“Well, some things it says are supported by archaeology but many things are not. We do not have any
direct evidence, outside of the Bible, that indicates any famous biblical Hebrew prior to David truly
existed,” I countered. “Anyway it is believed that David‟s son Solomon ruled from around 970 to 931 B.C.
He married Pharaoh‟s daughter and built the temple in Jerusalem. Solomon asked the Lord for the gift of
wisdom and the nation prospered. The nation didn‟t stay together for very long. After Solomon‟s death, a
power struggle between his sons, Jeroboam and Rehoboam, resulted in the division of the kingdom around
931 B.C. Israel or Samaria was the northern kingdom and it consisted of ten tribes and Judah was the
southern kingdom of two tribes,” I said.
“What happened to the thirteenth tribe?” asked Charlie.
“It was the priestly tribe called the Levites. They were a class of people who did not have a specific
territory but they occupied some towns, and their surrounding pasturelands, that were dispersed throughout
the nation (Jos. 21). The other tribes were expected to support them in return for their religious services,” I
answered.
“Boy, I didn‟t know you knew so much about the Bible,” said Charlie in an impressed tone.
“Well I‟m not a professor for nothing,” I answered with a smile while thinking that your own children
rarely think you know very much. Some of these dates are approximations but they‟re fairly close to what
is commonly believed. The Assyrians conquered the northern nation around 721-722 B.C. They took the
ten tribes captive and we don‟t have any real record of what happened to them. About one hundred and
twenty-five years later, in 597-598 B.C., the Babylonians took Jerusalem captive and deported many of the
people of the southern kingdom. In 587 B.C. Zedekiah, their vassal king, rebelled and the Babylonians
destroyed the temple and deported even more people to Babylon,” I said.
“Yes that‟s where Daniel was. The evil king had him thrown into a fiery furnace and another time into a
lion‟s den,” said Charlie as he smiled.
“The story says Daniel was a Hebrew prophet who predicted the rise and fall of nations but he actually
served in the courts of three different kings. The Babylonian king, Nebuchadnezzar, was the one who had
him thrown into the furnace,” I said.
“Who were the other two?” asked Charlie.
“Belshazzar is said to have been Nebuchadnezzar‟s son and Darius was a Mede in the so-called MedoPersian Empire; but these two kings aren‟t clearly identified in history. The story says Darius was the one
who had Daniel thrown into the lion‟s den,” I said.
“History tells us the Persian army conquered the Median Empire in 550 B.C. History does not really
identify a Medo-Persian Empire as the Persians were clearly in control. Anyway they also captured
Babylon in 539 B.C. Cyrus the King of Persia sent out his famous decree the following year that allowed
the people of many captive nations to return to their homelands and rebuild their cities and temples. The
Bible makes it sound as if this was specially ordained by God for the Jews, as it doesn‟t mention the other
nations who were also given the same privileges. Anyway, there are stories in the Jewish Bible that speak
of rebuilding Jerusalem and organizing the nation but that is where the real historical narrative ends; at least
in most versions of the Jewish Bible.”
“Doesn‟t it say anything about later periods?” asked Charlie.
“Yes and no,” I said. “There are other passages and books that contain poetic prophecy and other
inspirational literature but the mainstream Jewish Scriptures do not give us any historical references after
the fifth century B.C. Although many scholars claim the literature of the Jewish Bible wasn‟t completed
until the second century B.C.,” I said.

“I thought you said the history ended in the fifth century B.C.!” said Charlie in a puzzled tone.
“It does. There are passages, written in prophetic style, that clearly speak of things in the subsequent
Greek period and other passages that obviously refer to events in the next period, called the Seleucid
period, but after this we‟re left to deal with symbolic language that different religious groups interpret in
various ways. The last of these prophetic passages was probably written in the second century B.C.,” I said.
“Even so prophetic literature isn‟t the same as historical narratives,” I concluded.
“Well, that‟s still a lot of history,” commented Charlie. “Why did you say yes and no earlier?” asked
Charlie.
“The Roman Catholics admitted two other historical books called First and Second Maccabees into their
version of the Old Testament. Protestants churches place these books in a category they call the Apocrypha.
It‟s a word that means „hidden‟ and it‟s used by some churches to refer to books that weren‟t admitted into
their Bibles. The lists of books that are considered „Holy‟ differs from group to group,” I concluded.
“So you‟re saying there isn‟t just one Bible,” said Charlie in a surprised tone.
“That‟s right. First and Second Maccabees speak of events in the second century when the Jewish nation
was struggling under the domain of the Seleucid Kings,” I said.
“Who are they?” asked Charlie.
“The Macedonian General Alexander the Great began his conquests in 336 B.C. and his successful
military campaigns broke the power of Persia and established the Greek Empire that controlled many
countries and areas in Asia and the Mediterranean area, including Palestine.”
“Oh, yes! I remember learning about Alexander the Great in history class,” said Charlie.
“Alexander died in 323 B.C. Twenty-two years later, actually in 301 B.C., the empire was divided into
four domains each of which was ruled by one of his generals. In time only two dynasties had any historical
importance as far as Palestine is concerned, the Ptolemies of Egypt and the Seleucids of Syria. The
Ptolemies ruled Palestine for almost a century before the Seleucid king „Antiochus III the Great‟ took it in
201 B.C.”
“The next Seleucid king, Antiochus IV Epiphanies, came to power in 175 B.C. and was obsessed with the
idea of forcing Greek culture and religion on all the people in his empire. This proved to be a period of
terrible persecution for the Jews,” I said.
“What happened?” asked Charlie.
“He wanted everyone in his empire to worship him, as a god-king, and also Zeus the supreme Greek god.
Pagan altars were set up in towns and villages and the Jews were commanded, on the threat of death, to
sacrifice on them. Thousands of Jews resisted and were martyred for their faith.”
“What does that mean?” asked Charlie.
“A martyr is someone who was killed for their faith. Antiochus even profaned the temple in Jerusalem by
turning it into a temple for Zeus. He even sacrificed a pig on the altar which was very insulting since the
Jews consider pigs to be unclean animals,” I said.
“What does unclean mean?” asked Charlie.
“Clean animals were good for food and sacrifices and unclean animals weren‟t,” I said. “The story says a
brave old priest named Mattathias killed a Greek priest and fled into the mountains to a place called Modin.
His five sons joined him and later a group of zealous Jews called the Hasidaeans also joined the cause.
Together they started the armed resistance. The Jews started to fight back,” I said.
“Cool!” interjected Charlie.
“One of the sons, named Judas Maccabaeus, became very famous. He took over the leadership after
Mattathias died and successfully engaged the Syrian troops in guerrilla warfare for ten years,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“The Jews would hide and surprise garrisons of Syrian troops. They used hit and run tactics and avoided
major confrontations with the main army. The story implies that through persistence and God‟s blessing the
Maccabees successfully broke the power of Antiochus IV Epiphanies in Palestine. Later when the Syrian
soldiers withdrew, Palestine entered into a period of national independence,” I said.
“That‟s awesome,” commented Charlie. “How long did it last?”
“It lasted for about a century. First and Second Maccabees covers forty years of this period of time; 175
to 134 B.C. Their rule came to an end when Palestine and Jerusalem fell to the Roman General Pompey in

63 B.C. That‟s when the Roman era began and in the first century A.D., while the last authentic books of
the Christian or New Testament were written, many Jews were hoping another great leader would arise to
defeat their enemies; the Romans,” I said. “There are some historical references from the Roman period
mentioned in the New Testament but that‟s where the history ends,” I concluded.
“That‟s interesting,” said Charlie. “Okay, why do Christians call the Jewish Bible the Old Testament?”
asked Charlie.
“It‟s because they believe Jesus brought a new covenant, testament or agreement between Christians and
God (Mt. 26:26-29; Mk. 14:22-25; Elk. 22:19-20). Christian preachers and others have been saying: „the
Bible is the word of God‟ or „it‟s God‟s word‟ for centuries but those words aren‟t in the Bible,” I said.
“You‟re kidding!” said Charlie in a shocked tone. “You mean all the talk about the Bible being the „word
of God,‟ ... and it isn‟t even in the Bible?” said Charlie in disbelief.
“That‟s right,” I said. “The word „Bible‟ means a collection of books and the word „Holy‟ implies things
that are sacred. The Holy Bible then, is supposed to be a collection of sacred books. None of the biblical
writers gave us a specific list or reference as to which books should or shouldn‟t be in the collection. There
isn‟t any passage that specifically says: „the Bible is the word of God.‟ Over a period of centuries people
accepted the collection we currently call the Holy Bible. I wish our knowledge of how the Bible came
together was more detailed and better documented,” I said, “but I can tell you what happened.”
“Wow, doesn‟t the Bible say anything about the word of God?” asked Charlie in a disbelieving tone that
also indicated he didn‟t really hear my last comments.
“Sure it does, but it never refers to a specific collection of books. The gospel of John has Jesus using the
term „the word of God,‟ here let me show you,” I said as I reached for my Bible. “It says:
“Jesus answered them: Is it not written in your Law, I have said you are gods. If he called them „gods,‟ to
whom the word of God came, and the Scripture cannot be broken, what about the one whom the Father set
apart as his very own and sent into the world? Why then do you accuse me of blasphemy because I said, „I
am God‟s Son?‟” (Jn. 10:34-36), I said as I read from the New International Version.
“Jesus is referring to a line in the eighty-second chapter in the book of Psalms when he claimed the word
of God came to them whom he called gods,” I said.
“Who are the gods?” asked Charlie as he interrupted.
“Jesus and the writer of the Psalm are referring to people as „gods,‟” I answered.
“Oh,” said Charlie in a puzzled tone.
“The term „the word of God‟ is being used as an inspired message that humans received. It was later
written down and initially referred to as religious writings or „scripture‟ that simply means writings. It took
centuries before significant numbers of Jews came to believe they were sacred or divinely inspired writings
that they referred to as „Holy Scripture‟ or „Sacred Writings,‟” I said. “Jesus defended himself by claiming
„the Scripture cannot be broken.‟”
“What did he mean?” asked Charlie.
“He meant the Psalms were Sacred Writings and therefore they couldn‟t be wrong,” I said. “The people
clearly understood what he meant and they didn‟t refute him.”
“So you‟re saying they believed all the Psalms were „Holy Scripture,‟” affirmed Charlie.
“That‟s what many Jews in Jesus‟ time believed. They thought many of the Psalms were prophetic
utterances that were written down. The term „scripture‟ is also used in another way in the New Testament
and it creates some confusion. Some English Bibles use the term „scripture‟ in II Peter 3:16 when they
really should have simply used the term „writings,‟” I said.
“What‟s confusing about it?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s like I said, the term „scripture‟ only means „writings‟ but sometimes it‟s the short form of „Holy
Scripture‟ or „Sacred Writings.‟”
“How can you tell the difference?” asked Charlie.
“The New Testament never refers to its passages as „Holy Scripture.‟ It took centuries before significant
numbers of Christians gave divine status to the new writings. Holy Scripture to the first century Christians
was solely the Jewish Bible which later Christians called the Old Testament.”

“So if the New Testament uses the term scripture it‟s referring to either writings in general or to the
Jewish Bible,” summarized Charlie.
“Right, but it never refers to itself as Holy Scripture or Sacred Writings. Most of the books in the Jewish
Bible were regarded by many Jews as divine revelation by the end of the first century B.C.,” I said. “There
is something else that is interesting in the example I used about Jesus,” I said as I backtracked.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“Jesus said this scripture is written in the Law” (Jn. 10:34), I said.
“What‟s wrong with that?” asked Charlie.
“„The Law‟ specifically refers to the first five books of Moses. It‟s also called the Pentateuch or Torah.
The author of the fourth Gospel either goofed or the term may have been occasionally used in a wider sense
to include other writings. The Psalms were really a part of a collection of books that were referred to as
„The Writings.‟”
“But Jesus must have believed the Book of Psalms was the word of God,” commented Charlie.
“No! This is where people get confused. Jesus implied the Psalms were Holy Scripture which means
Sacred Writings,” I retorted. “But it took centuries before the Jews referred to these works as Holy
writings.” I repeated. “The Pharisees and some of the other religious groups also believed the Law and the
Prophets and the Writings were Holy Scripture. But the Sadducees, who were one of the leading parties in
Jesus‟ day, only accepted the Law or the five books of Moses. So there were different views about what
„Holy Scripture‟ consisted of.‟”
“That sounds strange, Dad,” said Charlie. “I thought Holy Scripture and the word of God was the same
thing. Aren‟t you being a little nit picky?” challenged Charlie.
“The only reason it sounds strange is you have been listening to TV evangelists who falsely claim the
Bible says it‟s the word of God. The term is used in the Bible but it never refers to a „collection‟ of books.
There is another popular passage in the New Testament that is grossly misunderstood by many modern
Christians. Even many members of the clergy don‟t understand it. It‟s in Paul‟s second letter to Timothy. It
says:
But as for you, continue in what you have learned and have firmly believed, knowing from whom you
learned it and how from childhood you have been acquainted with the sacred writings which are able to
instruct you for salvation through faith in Jesus Christ. All scripture is inspired by God and profitable for
teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness, that the man of God may be
complete, equipped for every good work” (2Ti. 3:15-16), I said as I put down my Revised Standard
Version.
“Many people mistakenly think Paul is referring to New Testament writings but he‟s clearly referring to
writings in the Jewish Bible or Old Testament as Holy Scripture or Sacred Writings,” I said.
“How do you know?” asked Charlie.
“There wasn‟t any New Testament literature in existence when Timothy was a child. Paul had introduced
Christianity to Timothy, and his mother, sometime fairly early in his ministry when there was preciously
little, if anything, in writing on the new religion. Timothy began to follow Paul when he was already a
young man (Ac. 16:1-3). He is reminding Timothy, who had been brought up in the Jewish faith, that the
Jewish Bible is inspired by God. There is simply no way he could have been referring to a ny Christian
literature.”
“I guess Paul wouldn‟t have taken a child with him on his missions,” said Charlie meekly. “What does
the word of God mean?”
“It often means „prophecies.‟ The writers of the Jewish Bible did, at times, indicate them or someone they
wrote about received divine messages that were referred to as the word of the Lord. Let me give you some
examples, I said as I turned to my notes. II Samuel 23:2 recounts David‟s words as he describes the
experience of speaking under God‟s inspiration. It says: „The spirit of the Lord speaks by me, his word is
my tongue. The God of Israel has spoken, the Rock of Israel has said to me ...‟”
“Isaiah 8:11 recounts Isaiah the prophet‟s experience. It says: „For the Lord spoke thus to me with his
strong hand upon me, and warned me not to walk in the way of this people, saying ...‟”

“Jeremiah said, „The words of Jeremiah, the son of Hilkiah, of the priests who were in Anathoth in the
land of Benjamin, to whom the word of the Lord came ...‟” (Jer. 1:1-2).
“Amos the prophet said: I am no prophet, nor a prophet‟s son; but I am a herdsman, and a dresser of
sycamore trees, and the Lord took me from following the flock, and the Lord said to me, „Go, prophesy to
my people Israel‟” (Am. 7:14-15).
“Ezekiel said, „The Spirit lifted me up and took me away, and I went in bitterness in the heat of my spirit,
the hand of the Lord being strong upon me‟” (Eze. 3:14).
“It‟s clear these people claimed to speak under God‟s inspiration but in some cases there is also an
admitted human factor. Jeremiah for example also introduces his book as the „words of Jeremiah‟” (Jer.
1:1), I pointed out.
“But if they received the word of God and it was written down doesn‟t the Holy Scriptures contain the
word of God?” asked Charlie as he smiled as if to say: „now I‟ve got him.‟
“That‟s not bad, Charlie,” I said in an impressed tone. “Even then we have to assume the writers recorded
the messages correctly. Even if they did, this isn‟t the same as saying the Bible is the word of God,” I said.
“Why not?” asked Charlie.
“None of the authors of the Bible claim their historical accounts, narrative or story sections, their details,
numbers and facts were inspired prophecies,” I said.
“I guess not,” agreed Charlie.
“The „word of the Lord‟ was originally uttered and then later written in scrolls and often copied into
books containing all kinds of other information. It doesn‟t always refer to the entire scroll or book and
certainly not any other book or collection of books.”
“So you‟re saying „the word of God or the Lord‟ or these prophecies were often added to historical and
poetic writings. These scrolls or books are more correctly called scriptures or writings,” summarized
Charlie.
“Right but sometimes all the prophecies attributed to a single prophet was recorded in a single scroll. It
still took centuries before any scroll or book was regarded as Holy Scripture. And you also have to
understand that in Jesus‟ day, different Jewish groups used different canons,” I said.
“What do you mean, canon?” asked Charlie.
“In biblical studies the term generally means the same thing as „the Bible.‟ It refers to an authorized
collection of books. Remember the Sadducees only accepted the first five books in their canon or Bible
while the Pharisees also accepted other books. Today‟s New Testament is the canon which Christians have
accepted but most Christian groups also accept the books in the Jewish Bible.”
He smiled a little but then got serious again. “But the preachers on television always refer to the Bible as
the word of God,” protested Charlie.
“The New Testament writers never used the term „the word of God‟ in the way the modern clergy uses it.
They certainly never used it to refer to any New Testament collection of literature,” I said.
“Can you give me any examples?” asked Charlie in a skeptical tone indicating this was an emotional
issue for him.
“At times „the word of God‟ or its short form „the Word‟ is used as an alias of Jesus Christ,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“An alias is another name or nickname that people use. When Jesus was human he was never called Jesus
Christ. People gave him this title sometime after the resurrection when he was believed to be a supernatural
spirit being (Ac. 2:36-38). While he was human he was called by other names such as: „Jesus,‟ „Jesus of
Nazareth,‟ „Lord,‟ „Rabbi,‟ „the Christ,‟ „the Son of God‟ or „the Son of Man.‟ In a sense you could say the
Gospels tell the story of how Jesus the human came to be regarded as Jesus Christ the supernatural spirit
being.”
“Boy, are you ever specific about things,” said Charlie in a tone that expressed admiration and irritation.
“The Gospel of John implies „the Word,‟ or „logos‟ in Greek, was with God and was God. It implies the
Word became flesh as the human called Jesus (Jn. 1:1-14). The book of Revelation, which is often
attributed to this same Apostle named „John,‟ also makes a reference to an individual who sits on a white
horse. One of his names is „The Word of God.‟ He‟s also the King of kings and Lord of lords” (Rev. 19:1116), I said.

“He must be Jesus Christ,” interjected Charlie, “... the supernatural spirit being,” added Charlie after he
paused to think. “So when Revelation speaks of „The Word of God‟ it‟s an alias for Jesus Christ.”
“That‟s one usage of the term. The term is also used in the same way that the related term „the word of
the Lord‟ is used in the Old Testament,” I said.
“You mean in the sense of „prophecies,‟” concluded Charlie.
“That‟s right. Luke, for example, tells us: „the word of God came unto John the son of Zechariah in the
wilderness‟” (Lk. 3:2), I said.
“Are you talking about John the Baptist?” asked Charlie.
“How did you know?” I asked.
“When you said „the wilderness‟ I remembered John ate honey and ... yuk ... locusts in the desert” (Mt.
3:4), answered Charlie. “So John must have been like an Old Testament prophet,” said Charlie, “who
received „the word of God‟ or a prophecy.”
“Right, the writers of the New Testament also use terms such as: „the word of the Lord,‟ „the word of
Christ,‟ „the word of the gospel,‟ „the word of his grace‟ when they‟re referring to the gospel or revelation
of Jesus Christ. For example in the book of Acts it says: „... and when they were filled with the Holy Spirit
and they spoke the word of God with boldness‟ (Ac. 4:31). It also says of Saul and Barnabas: „so being sent
by the Holy Spirit, they departed to Seleucia; and from there they sailed to Cyprus. And while they were at
Salamis, they preached the word of God in the synagogues of the Jews,‟” (Ac. 13:5), I said as I put down
my Revised Standard Version of the Bible.
“The word of God isn‟t a book,” I said. “They were preaching the gospel or good news long before the
New Testament was written.”
“I guess it isn‟t,” agreed Charlie.
“The book of Acts also uses the term in an unusual way. In the King James Version and the Revised
Standard Version it says: „and the word of God increased or grew‟ and the number of disciples multiplied
in Jerusalem greatly; and a great number of the priests were obedient to the faith‟” (Ac. 6:7), I said as I
paraphrased a little. “The New International Version simply states: „the word of God spread‟ (Ac. 6:7). In
each of these contexts the term seems to imply more people believed the gospel or the word of God” (Ac.
12:24; 19:20), I said.
“It sounds funny to say the word of God grew or increased,” said Charlie. “I guess more people were
talking about the gospel.”
“That‟s right, but once again let me point out it‟s something that people talked about. Some years later
people wrote about these events and it eventually became the literature of the New Testament. It also took
centuries before Christians began to regard these writings as Holy Scripture. So you see, neither the Jewish
Bible nor the New Testament specifically claims to „be‟ the word of God,” I said.
“Boy Dad you‟re right. I guess people are confused,” said Charlie as he finally understood.

THE FIRST CHRISTIAN BIBLE
“Dad, the other day you said you could tell me how the Bible came together. I would really like to know
something about that,” said Charlie.
“I‟m delighted that you‟re interested. Let‟s start with the Jewish Scriptures that Christians call the Old
Testament,” I said.
“Okay,” said Charlie sincerely.
“The Jewish canon, in the form we have today, wasn‟t acknowledged in an official sense until the Synod
of Jamnia around 90 A.D. Even then there were still two different canons being used by different groups of
Jews,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“Towards the end of the first century Greek speaking Jews who lived outside of Palestine had more books
in their Bible than those endorsed by the Aramaic speaking rabbis at the Synod of Jamnia,” I said. “The
early Greek Bible is called the Septuagint, from a Latin word that means seventy, and it was prepared to
meet the needs of Greek speaking Jews in Egypt in the third and second centuries B.C.,” I said.
“Which ones did they add?” asked Charlie.

“These are the books that some people refer to as the Apocrypha that we talked about earlier. They are
also called Apocryphal or Deutero-Canonical books. The books that still appear in the Old Testament in
Catholic versions of the Bible are: Tobit, Judith, First and Second Maccabees, The Book of Wisdom,
Ecclesiastics and Baruch. There are also a few additional passages and chapters in the books of Esther and
Daniel.”
“Just to give you a perspective of time, most of the New Testament Apostles were already dead by the
time of the Synod of Jamnia,” I said.
“What is a synod?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s a council or high level meeting of the clergy,” I said.
“Boy, why don‟t they just say council?” said Charlie.
“In a sense you could say the Jewish Scriptures came together in three different stages,” I went on. “Still,
we lack many details about events in each of these stages. The first stage was when the Law or Pentateuch,
came together. Many people mistakenly think Moses wrote all five of these books in the thirteenth century
B.C.”
“You mean he didn‟t?” asked Charlie.
“There is convincing evidence that indicates these books were put together from earlier religious
writings. This evidence suggests there were several writers and editors involved in a process that took
around seven hundred years. In time these earlier religious writings were forgotten and all five books came
to be regarded as the books of Moses,” I said.
“What evidence?” asked Charlie in a surprised tone?
“Give me a minute before I answer that. The second stage deals with how the second Jewish Bible was
gradually built upon the first one. It is known as „The Law and the Prophets or Moses and the Prophets‟
(Mt. 7:12; Lk. 16:29, 31). The final stage deals with how the complete Jewish Bible came into being that at
one time was called „The Law and the Prophets and the Writings.‟ This final version was coming into its
own in Jesus‟ day and it was alluded to in the New Testament as „The Law and The Prophets and The
Psalms‟” (Lk. 24:44).
“It‟s during the last stage when the rabbis got together at the Synod of Jamnia. They didn‟t however, in
the fullest sense, really decide what was to be the Jewish Bible but rather they acknowledged what was
already „Bible.‟”
“Sometimes you say strange sounding things Dad,” said Charlie.
“I‟m trying to say the Jewish Bible evolved through centuries of popular usage. The vast majority of the
books gained canonical status because they had long been recognized in the hearts of the faithful that
couldn‟t be shaken by the decision of any council.”
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“Flavius Josephus was the main Jewish historian who was a contemporary of the Christian Apostles. In
his works he gives us a complete list of the books of the Jewish Bible that coincides with our modern
Bible,” I said.
“But you said there were two different lists. Which one did he support?” asked Charlie.
“He went along with the Aramaic speaking rabbis of Judea. Let me read what he said about these books,”
I said as I picked up my book and began to read:
Though so long a time has now passed no one has dared to add anything to them or alter anything. But all
Jews are instinctively led from the moment of their birth to regard them as decrees of God, and to abide by
them and, if need be, gladly die for them.
“He says all of this without referring to the authority of any council. The Pharisees or what was left of
them were the ones who gave us the official acceptance of the final Jewish Bible at the Synod of Jamnia.
The theories and opinions of the participants played a part in regards to the acceptance of a few borderline
books such as Esther and Song of Solomon. However, the major part of the verdict of this council
acknowledged that: „These are the books which have been for generations accepted amongst us as of divine
authority.‟”

“Still let me remind you the „writers‟ of either the Old or New Testament literature never say their own
works are Holy Scripture,” I repeated. “This is an evaluation that subsequent generations of people attribute
to these writings.”
“Yea, but Paul and Jesus and others implied that at least some of the Jewish writings were Holy
Scripture,” retorted Charlie.
“Right, but they belonged to a different generation and that‟s what many religious people of their day
believed. Many modern Jews and Christians also believe the Jewish Bible is Holy Scripture. People are free
to believe and say anything they like. There isn‟t a single biblical personality who expresses the same belief
about any New Testament book,” I said.
“That‟s because enough time hadn‟t passed for people to say that about the New Testament books,” said
Charlie.
“That‟s right,” I acknowledged.
“The books in the Jewish Bible are often said to have been written between the thirteenth to the second
century B.C. But the oldest known manuscripts were found among the Dead Sea Scrolls.”
“What‟s a manuscript?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s a handwritten script or book. Before the invention of printing all books were copied by hand. Today
we still call anyone‟s original written work a „manuscript‟ even though it may have been written on a
typewriter, word processor, or computer,” I said.
“What happened to the originals?” asked Charlie.
“We don‟t really know. We call the originals „autographs.‟ We aren‟t exactly sure when some of them
were written,” I said.
“Can I have your autograph? There are lots of autographs around,” joked Charlie.
“That‟s a good one!” I said as I chuckled. “At Qumran, the place where they found the Dead Sea Scrolls,
they also found numerous non-biblical scrolls that speak of the religious beliefs and activities of the
community who had once lived there. The biblical scrolls include two copies of the book of Isaiah; one was
complete and the other was badly damaged. They also found most of the text of the first two chapters of
Habakkuk and fragments of every other Old Testament book except Esther,” I said.
“How old are they?” asked Charlie.
“Most of the scholars who work with this literature say these copies date to the second century B.C.,” I
answered. “But others say at least some of the literature could have been written and hidden away in caves
up to and even during the second century A.D.”
“It must have been a very significant find,” said Charlie.
“Well it is. Before the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered the Massoretic texts were our oldest Hebrew
manuscripts. They‟re said to have been written in the second century A.D. or earlier. The rabbis of the day
got together and wrote and compiled the Massoretic text from older manuscripts that survived the Roman
destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D.,” I said.
“What happened to the older manuscripts they worked from?” asked Charlie.
“I can‟t be certain but it‟s possible the Jews destroyed them,” I said.
“You‟re kidding,” gasped Charlie.
“No, at least at times in their history, they had the peculiar practice of destroying earlier or worn out
manuscripts. They were concerned that a worn copy might be used to make faulty new ones. They
customarily buried manuscripts that they wanted to put out of circulation,” I said.
“Well, that would do it,” agreed Charlie as he smiled.
“The oldest copies of the Massoretic text date only from about the ninth to the eleventh century A.D.
They were mostly written in classical Hebrew,” I said.
“What other language was used?” asked Charlie.
“A few passages were written in a similar or sister language called Aramaic,” I answered.
“You mentioned that earlier,” said Charlie.
“It was the language the Jews picked up during the Persian period that started after the Babylonia Empire
ceased. Aramaic was still the vernacular or popular language of the Jews in Palestine in Jesus‟ time,” I
answered.
“How do they compare to the older manuscripts found in the Dead Sea Scrolls?” asked Charlie.

“There are some differences but it‟s encouraging; on the whole they‟re very similar,” I answered. “The
scribes in the great schools at Tiberias and Babylon before 220 A.D. followed an elaborate system that was
designed to minimize errors. They counted the occurrence of each Hebrew letter. They did things like
mark: the middle verse of each book, the middle letter of the Pentateuch, the middle clause of each book. If
four errors were found on a page of a manuscript, it was destroyed. They were disciplined but they
probably worked with manuscripts that already contained some errors which had been copied over previous
generations. Many errors of later copyists also found their way into the manuscripts as scholars have found
evidence of embellishments and deletions,” I said.
“Boy, that‟s wild,” said Charlie. “How can they tell?”
“Scholars can tell by comparing the text in different groups or sets of manuscripts. We also have some
old translations of the Jewish Scriptures in other languages like Greek, Aramaic, Latin and Syriac which
scholars use to make comparisons.”
“I see,” said Charlie as he tried to imagine a scholar comparing several different manuscripts.
“Even if a scribe deliberately changed things in a few manuscripts he couldn‟t change all of the
manuscripts in the world.”
“Yea, he could only change the ones on his desk,” agreed Charlie.
“Later some other scribes could unknowingly copy an altered manuscript and pass it on. In time the
number of embellished manuscripts would increase,” I said.
“It‟s kind of like the viruses that plague us in computer software. Some sick minded people write these
destructive programs and people unwittingly copy them along with other files. In time these viruses begin
to spread from computer to computer. Sometimes these viruses can actually destroy expensive data bases
and cause a lot of trouble and expense,” I said. “The people who write them are criminals just like the
scribes who deliberately embellished the religious scrolls.”
“That‟s a neat comparison. I saw a TV special on computer viruses. I hope we don‟t get one on our PC,”
said Charlie.
“We‟ll have to be careful, just like good Jewish scribes,” I said as I laughed. “Anyway the Jewish
Scriptures were considered „Sacred Writings‟ by the early Christians and the Jews. The story of how the
first Five Books came together is really fascinating. Unfortunately many Christians and Jews feel
threatened when they hear it,” I said.
“Why would they be threatened? I would think they would all want to know something about a subject
like that,” said Charlie in a bewildered tone. “Does it have anything to do with who wrote the Five Books?”
asked Charlie.
“Yes it does but there‟s a lot more to it,” I answered.

WHO WROTE THE FIVE BOOKS?
“Okay, how did the Five Books of Moses come together and why is it so threatening to some people?”
asked Charlie. “Earlier you said several people wrote and edited these books. What evidence is there?”
asked Charlie as he recalled my earlier statement.
“The tradition that says Moses wrote the first five books in the Jewish Bible seems to be based on
simplistic, wishful thinking. Except in the case of the prophets all the books in the Old Testament are
anonymous,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“I mean the books don‟t tell us who wrote them. Several of the books in the Jewish Bible speak of the
deaths of the persons who are traditionally named as authors. Deuteronomy discusses events after the death
of Moses, so someone else must have written at least that part” (Dt. 34:5-12), I said.
“Yea, it‟s pretty hard to write when you‟re dead, eh Dad,” agreed Charlie.
“Some of the books in other parts of the Jewish Bible also contain accounts of their so-called authors‟
death. The book of Joshua speaks of his death (Jos. 24:29). The first book of Samuel also speaks of
Samuel‟s death” (1Sa. 25:1), I said.
“It sounds pretty conclusive to me,” said Charlie.

“Investigators initially accepted the tradition that Moses wrote the Five Books but they suggested that a
few lines were added by others. In the eleventh century A.D. Ibn Yashush, who was a Jewish court
physician of a ruler in Muslim Spain, observed the list of Edomite kings in Genesis 36 named kings who
lived a long time after Moses was dead. In the twelfth century A.D. Abraham Ibn Ezra, who was a Spanish
rabbi, called Ibn Yashush „Isaac the blunderer.‟ It was a derogatory comment as it wasn‟t acceptable to
claim Moses wasn‟t the author of the Five Books. It‟s interesting that Abraham also in his own writings
pointed out several suspect passages; some of which referred to Moses in the third person, used terms that
Moses couldn‟t have known and described places where Moses had never been.”
“So he was saying the same thing,” said Charlie.
“Yes but he didn‟t come out and say Moses wasn‟t the author of these books. He was more diplomatic
and simply wrote: „And if you understand, then you will recognize the truth.‟ And in reference to another
suspect passage he also wrote: „And he who understands will keep silent,‟” I said as I put down Richard
Freidman‟s book „Who Wrote the Bible?‟
“Why didn‟t he simply say it?” asked Charlie.
“It threatened peoples‟ beliefs and that was a dangerous thing to do in those days,” I replied. “In the
fourteenth century Bonfils, a scholar who lived in Damascus, accepted Abraham ibn Era‟s evidence but
explicitly claimed Moses didn‟t write these suspected passages. He was one of a number of investigators
who claimed these passages were added by later prophets. Three and a half centuries later when his work
was reprinted they didn‟t include his damaging statements,” I said.
“There was another tradition that claimed Joshua added the suspected text but in the sixteenth century a
man by the name of Carlstadt pointed out these passages were written in the same style as the surrounding
text. His observation cast doubt on the idea that Joshua or a prophet had simply added some lines into
Moses‟ manuscripts. Still for a time scholars commonly taught later editors made the changes,” I said.
“In the seventeenth century the philosopher Thomas Hobbes pointed to numerous statements that didn‟t
jive with the idea of a Mosaic authorship. For example some passages state that something or another is
still the case „to this day.‟ Statements like that have to be referring to past events,” I said.
“Yes, it sounds as if it‟s comparing past events to the present and claiming things haven‟t changed,”
agreed Charlie.
“Around the same time Isaac de la Peyrere, a French Protestant who belonged to a Christian group known
as the Calvinists, pointed out the first verse of the book of Deuteronomy says: „These are the words that
Moses spoke to the children of Israel across the Jordan ...‟ The problem with this is, it appears as if Moses
spoke these words on the other side of the river from the writer. It seems as if Moses is on the east side of
the Jordan River,” I said.
“What‟s wrong with it?” asked Charlie.
“Even the east side of the river became part of Israel and Moses was never supposed to have been in
Israel in his life! De la Peyrer‟s book was banned and burned. He was arrested and forced to become a
Catholic and recant his views to the Pope,” I said.
“That‟s mean,” interjected Charlie.
“In the same century another philosopher named Spinoza published a unified critical analysis that
demonstrated there were numerous problematic passages interspersed throughout the Five Books. He
commented upon all of the earlier investigations and noted additional things like the statement in
Deuteronomy 34,” I said.
“What does it say?” asked Charlie.
“It says: „There never arose another prophet in Israel like Moses ...‟ Spinoza pointed out this statement
sounds like the writing of someone who lived a long time after Moses‟ day. The writer must have evaluated
many other prophets before coming to this conclusion. Spinoza was already excommunicated from Judaism
but after this his views were condemned by Catholics and Protestants. His book was even placed on the
Catholic Index, thirty-seven edicts were issued against it and an attempt was even made on his life,” I said.
“That‟s unbelievable. What‟s the Catholic Index?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s the list of books banned by the Catholic Church,” I answered. “A Catholic priest named Richard
Simon attempted a work that was critical of Spinoza‟s but the project backfired on him. He concluded most
of the Five Books were written by Moses but numerous passages had been written by scribes who were

inspired prophets. He said these scribes collected, arranged and added to the older texts. He was one of the
first people to indicate the Five Books were assembled from older sources. The funny thing is he thought
his approach solved the problem but his fellow priests were angry and his book was put on the Index, most
of them were burned and he was expelled from his order. John Hampden published an English version of
his book but, in 1688, he was forced to recant before they released him from the tower,” I said.
“Boy, they were mean,” said Charlie in an angry tone.
“There‟s a lot more to it. Eighteenth century investigators, such as a German minister named Henning
Bernhard Witter; a French medical doctor named Jean Astruc and a German professor named Johann
Gottfried Eichhorn uncovered evidence that pointed towards at least two source documents,” I said.
“How could they tell?” asked Charlie.
“They noticed there were numerous doublets in the Five Books,” I said.
“What‟s a doublet?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s a case of the same story being told twice. There are two stories about the creation, two stories about
the flood, two stories about the covenant between God and Abraham, two stories of naming Abraham‟s son
Isaac, two stories of Jacob making a journey to Mesopotamia, two stories of Jacob‟s revelation at Beth-El,
two stories of Jacob changing his name to Israel, two stories of Moses‟ getting water from the rock at
Meribah and numerous other parallel accounts. These stories often contradict each other and in many cases
each version uses a different term or name for God. Some versions used the divine name „Yahweh‟ that
was subsequently mispronounced as „Jehovah‟ while parallel versions used the term „Elohim‟ translated in
English as „God,‟” I said.
“Boy I didn‟t know that,” interjected Charlie.
“In the nineteenth century two scholars found there were not only doublets but also some triplets of the
same stories,” I said.
“Do you mean three versions of the same story?” asked Charlie in a tone of disbelief.
“Right, they noticed these third parallel stories also had certain characteristics such as peculiar
contradictions and a distinctive style of language. This led to the conclusion there were three source
documents that had been pieced and blended together,” I said.
“Then a young German scholar, named W.M.L. De Wette, observed in his doctoral dissertation that
Deuteronomy, the fifth Book of Moses, was strikingly different. Although it referred to events mentioned
in other sources none of the text from the three previous source documents appeared in it. He concluded
Deuteronomy was an independent fourth source,” I said.
“Wow, that‟s wild,” said Charlie indicating he was following my logic.
“In addition to the four sources in the Five Books scholars could also see evidence of the hand of an
editor who had cut up and combined the four sources together,” I said. “They came to call this mysterious
editor, „the redactor,‟” I said.
“From the work of all of these people, some of whom paid a very high price, a working hypothesis was
forged about how the Five Books of Moses evolved. The four source documents are identified by letters of
the alphabet. The blocks of text that usually use the divine name Yahweh or Jehovah are called „J.‟ Those
that use the Hebrew term „Elohim‟ or God are called „E.‟ The third source, that includes most of the legal
sections and deals mainly with matters having to do with priests is called „P‟ and Deuteronomy is called
„D,‟” I said. “Any text that is suspected of being altered or edited by the redactor, is called „R,‟” I said.
“It sounds simple enough,” said Charlie. “The Redactor made one book out of four source documents.”
“Two other nineteenth century figures made important contributions. Karl Heinrich Graf concluded that J
and E were the oldest sources as they don‟t mention the developments that are clearly indicated in the other
sources. D refers to some of the material in J and E and was therefore written in a later time. P is the latest
of all as it refers to a number of matters that come from the later work of the prophets. The other
investigator was Wilhelm Vatke. He worked out a more elaborate system that timed the writing of these
source documents. He showed that J and E reflected the early stage of Israelite religion when it was a
nature/fertility religion. D reflected a middle stage of development when it was a spiritual/ethical religion
and P reflected the latest stage when it was a priestly religion,” I said.
“It sounds crazy to me,” interjected Charlie.

“In a simplified sense all you have to do is think of it as three consecutive periods of time. In the earliest
period of the Patriarchs, people were allowed to sacrifice anywhere they wanted. After the time of Moses
things were more centralized and organized. Sacrifices were only allowed at the altar of the tabernacle and
in later days in the Temple of Solomon. There was also the last period when the exiled Jews prepared for
life in the Holy Land around the second temple called the Temple of Zerubbabel. The religious activities,
social and political issues were different in each period,” I said.
“Oh, why didn‟t you just say so,” said Charlie with a smile on his face.
“Julius Wellhasuen who lived from 1844 to 1918 stands out as the most powerful figure in the
development of this theory. He put Graf‟s ideas together with Vatke‟s along with some of this own
observations. He traced the characteristics of each stage of religious development by meticulously going
over the blocks of text from each source. He examined how each section of text reflected differences in the
activities of the clergy, types of sacrifices, the places of worship, religious holidays, place names and more.
He claimed all of it coincided with Vatke‟s stages of religious development and Graf‟s order of the source
documents. Wellhousen‟s model or theory came to be called the Documentary Hypothesis because it is a
theory about how different source documents were used in preparing the final version of the Five Books.”
“Did you say the Documentary Hippopotamus?” joked Charlie as we both started to laugh. “What do you
think?” asked Charlie once again in a more serious tone.
“We‟ve established that some books have more than one author. Critics of the theory usually claim any
writer can change his style within a single literary work. It‟s only when you begin to study the fairly regular
appearance of the different terms for God and other changes in style and content within the doublets and
triplets and compare all of it with the different political developments in Israel‟s history that it begins to
make sense. This goes over most people‟s heads but it‟s really not that difficult,” I said.
“Go ahead, make some sense,” said Charlie in a challenging tone.
“Scholars also call J which tends to use the divine name „Yahweh‟ or „Jehovah‟ for God the J source or
the Yahwist or Jehovist document,” I said.
“Earlier I wondered what you meant by „the divine name,‟” admitted Charlie as he interrupted me.
“The Israelites actually have a name for God; just like people have names. The four Hebrew consonants
„YHWH‟ constitutes the divine name. Many Hebrew scholars think it was really pronounced „Yahweh‟ but
in late medieval times it was commonly mispronounced as „Jehova.‟ This was taken over as „Jehovah‟ by
the Reformers of Protestant Bibles. When the Masoretes, between the sixth and ninth century A.D.,
engaged in the task of adding vowels to the classical Hebrew text they added the vowels of another Hebrew
word „Adonai‟ meaning „Lord‟ or „Elohim‟ meaning „God‟ to the consonants „YHWH.‟ These misplaced
vowels warned the reader that „Lord‟ should be read instead of „Yahweh.‟ This is why some English
translations regularly use „Lord‟ or „God‟ in the place of Yahweh. Other translations use the probably
incorrect but customary name „Jehovah‟ while the Jerusalem Bible uses „Yahweh.‟”
“Do you mean they didn‟t include the vowels in the original Hebrew text?” asked Charlie in a perplexed
tone.
“It sounds strange to us but that‟s right. There were different systems of adding the vowels. The one
which was devised at Tiberias in the fifth and sixth centuries A.D. ultimately prevailed. In this system the
vowels are represented by means of strokes and dots that were added to the consonantal text.”
“Why did they eliminate the divine name?” asked Charlie. “I mean I didn‟t even know God had a name.”
“YHWH or the divine name came to be regarded as too sacred to be uttered so that‟s why they warned
the reader to say „Adonai‟ or, in English, „Lord,‟” I said.
“That‟s weird,” said Charlie in a disheartened tone. “So you‟re saying when I read the Old Testament and
it says „Lord‟ it‟s really „Jehovah‟ or „Yahweh,‟” summarized Charlie.
“That‟s right. Scholars who study all of these J blocks of text have concluded some things about the
nature of the original writer or writers,” I said.
“What do they say?” asked Charlie.
“For one thing they‟ve concluded that since the J blocks of text predominately cite the names of cities and
places in the southern kingdom this text originated in the southern nation called Judah,” I said. “The style
and content of these blocks also suggest the writer was consumed with the desire to write an inspired
history of the nation. His text doesn‟t concern itself very much with laws but uses frequent dialogues and

choice vocabulary that gives charm to its stories. It‟s believed the J source gave us at least part of the story
of the primal couple in Eden and portions of the tale of Noah‟s flood. The writer of this material moves us
to feel the silent pain Abraham felt, for example, when he was asked to sacrifice his son. He tells us the
story of Jacob and Esau and speaks of Joseph‟s adventures in Egypt. The writer was obviously a master
story teller who felt what he wrote and therefore makes us feel,” I said.
“Wow!” said Charlie as he starred at me with a spell-bound look.
“The E source is called the Elohist document as these blocks of text tend to use the Hebrew term
„Elohim‟ which we translate as God. They also use different names such as: Horeb instead of Sinai;
Amorites instead of Canaanites; Jacob instead of Israel. It‟s thought to have been the original work of a
group of priests who lived in the northern nation called Israel. On the whole these blocks of text lack the
personal touch that is the charm of the J source,” I said.
“So they‟re suggesting there was an original religious book of Judah and a different one in the northern
nation called Israel,” concluded Charlie.
“You‟ve got it Charlie. You could think of them as two lost scrolls that were „Bibles‟ before the Five
Books came together. We have lost much of the material that had been in these separate scrolls but some of
it was preserved and blended together in the Five Books. Some scholars maintain that later editors
combined some the J or Yahwist material with some of the E or Elohist material to create blocks of blended
text which they designate by the combined letters JE. Now, there is clear evidence of blended blocks of JE
text in our modern Bible but we have lost much of the content of the original J and E sources,” I said.
“The D source or book of Deuteronomy is said to have been discovered by the priest Hilkiah in 622 B.C.,
in the reign of King Josiah, during some renovations on the Temple of God. This is after the fall of the
northern nation or the Kingdom of Israel. In 1974 a scholar, named Baruch Halpern, presented evidence
that indicates it was written by the prophet Jeremiah or at least the priests from his circle called Shilohite
priests,” I said. “These Shilohite priests were northern Levites and were probably the ones who had also
written the earlier E document,” I said.
“How do they know the book the priest found is Deuteronomy?” asked Charlie.
“The writer of the book of Kings (2Ki. 22), quotes several times from this new found document and each
time we can find the same references in the book of Deuteronomy. King Josiah made this document his
banner of religious reform. Hebrew scholars tell us a comparative study of the books of Jeremiah and
Deuteronomy indicates that Jeremiah had steeped himself in the teaching in the book of Deuteronomy.
Some of the language in the books of Jeremiah and Deuteronomy is so similar it‟s hard to believe they were
written by different authors. If they were they certainly had similar agendas. Here take down these
references and study them later. Each pair of scriptural references contains very similar language,” I said as
I found some old notes in the back of my Bible.
“Compare Deuteronomy 28:1 and Jeremiah 17:24 and then Deuteronomy 10:16 with Jeremiah. 4:4. Then
check out Deuteronomy 4:19 and Deuteronomy 17:3 and compare these verses with Jeremiah 8:2 and
19:13. Then compare Deuteronomy 4:20 and Jeremiah 11:4. The last set has four references from
Deuteronomy: 4:29; 10:12; 11:13 and 13:4 that you should compare with Jeremiah 32:41,” I said as I
slowly dictated the references from notes I had made in my Bible.
“Okay I‟ll study them later,” said Charlie after he wrote down the references.
“Jeremiah was a prophet and a Shilohite priest. Shiloh had been the centre of worship in the days of
Samuel the prophet. It‟s in the northern section of the country. The Shilohite priests were a group of rural
Levites who functioned at various religious places for much of the northern nation‟s history. The teaching
in D or the book of Deuteronomy favored the way of the Shilohite priests while the laws in P favor the
South‟s Jerusalem based Aaronid priests. There was obviously a power struggle going on between the
northern Shilohite priests and the southern Aaronid priests,” I said.
“Who were they?” asked Charlie.
“They are the sons of Aaron. The laws in P claim you not only had to be a Levite to be a priest but you
had to be of the lineage of Aaron,” I said. “It seems that Jeremiah resisted these laws as he taught the law
which the people had was a lie written by the false pen of the scribes (Jer. 8:8). He went around the country
teaching the precepts in the book of Deuteronomy (Jer. 11:1-8) and met considerable opposition.”

“A biblical scholar named Martin Noth even showed there was a strong connection between the book of
Deuteronomy and the six books of the Early Prophets,” I said.
“Which ones are they?” asked Charlie.
“Joshua, Judges, 1 and 2 Samuel and 1 and 2 Kings,” I answered.
“Noth pointed out the language of Deuteronomy and parts of the Early Prophets are too similar for
coincidence. He meant these books were a thoughtfully arranged work. Although they were probably
written by more than one writer the finished product is the work of an editor,” I said. “The editor evaluated
various kings according to how obedient they were in terms of the laws in Deuteronomy, rather than the
ones in P blocks of text. Deuteronomy was the writer-editor‟s key book,” I explained.
“So this editor was probably a Shilohite priest,” concluded Charlie.
“Right, at least he has the northern point-of-view,” I answered. “Noth also referred to the entire period of
time from Moses to the end of the kingdom of Judah in 587 B.C. as „Deuteronomistic history‟ and the term
has stuck. It‟s unfortunate the book of Deuteronomy is grouped in with the Five Books of Moses as it is
really more closely allied to the Early Prophets,” I concluded.
“In 1973 another biblical scholar named Frank Moore Cross suggested all of the books that deal with this
Deuteronomistic history were really written in two periods of time,” I said.
“Which periods?” asked Charlie.
“The first part was written during the reign of the righteous king Josiah of Judah and a later editor a dded
some passages after his death and the disastrous reigns of three of his sons and one grandson,” I said.
“Who were they?” asked Charlie.
“Jehoahaz ruled for about three months when the Egyptians dethroned him and carried him off to Egypt.
They placed his brother, Jehoiakim, on the throne and he ruled as an Egyptian vassal for about eleven
years. Then the Babylonians, who had conquered the Assyrians, attacked and Jehoiakim died in battle. His
son, Jehoiachin succeeded him but he only ruled for three months when he was dethroned by the
Babylonians. Nebuchadnezzar exiled Jehoiachin along with thousands of Judeans and placed Josiah‟s other
son, named Zedekiah, on the throne. Zedekiah ruled as a Babylonian vassal for about eleven years,” I said.
“What‟s a vassal?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s a puppet ruler who rules on the behalf of a foreign power,” I answered. Charlie started to laugh as he
pictured a puppet on a string obeying the dictates of his master or puppeteer.
“After about nine years Zedekiah rebelled against Nebuchadnezzar and the Babylonians attacked again.
This time they destroyed Jerusalem and exiled thousands of people to Babylon. Nebuchadnezzar had
Zedekiah‟s children executed before his eyes and then blinded him,” I said.
“Boy is that ever cruel,” exclaimed Charlie.
“It sure is. This is all part of the Deuteronomistic history that was written after the final fall of Jerusalem
in 587 B.C.,” I said.
“That‟s amazing,” said Charlie. “What is so different about the books of Deuteronomy and Early
Prophets?” asked Charlie.
“The High Priest of Judah had been a son of Aaron ever since King Solomon expelled one of David‟s
high priests, named Abiathar, and made Zadok the son of Aaron the sole High Priest. Richard Freidman
suggests the expelled Abiathar began the lineage of the Shilohite priests. The book of Deuteronomy only
mentions Aaron‟s name in the negative incident when God was angry enough to kill him over his role in
the matter of the golden calf (Dt. 9:20). The only other time he‟s mentioned is to merely say he died” (Dt.
10:6; 32:50).
“I get it,” said Charlie. “If Deuteronomy had been written by a southern priest it would contain more
positive material on Aaron,” said Charlie as he smiled.
“You‟ve got it!” I replied. “Some of the material in the Early Prophets is also critical of the reigns of
Solomon and his son Jeroboam who had removed the Shilohite priests from power. It tells us Solomon had
turned to pagan gods. He built high places for the Sidonian goddess Ashtoreth, the Moabite god Chemosh,
and the Ammonite god Milcom on the hill opposite Jerusalem” (1Ki. 11:5-7), I said.
“It sounds like politics to me,” interjected Charlie.

“This material also favors and praises King Josiah as it tells us Josiah had cleansed the high places that
Solomon had built to these disgusting pagan gods (2Ki. 23:13). The author also suggests Josiah was the
greatest king in Israel‟s history,” I said.
“Do you mean even greater than David?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s what it says,” I answered.
“Where does it say that?” asked Charlie in a skeptical tone.
“It‟s in 2 Kings 23:25. It‟s the closing comment on Josiah and it says: „Before him there was no king like
him, who turned his heart to the Lord with all his heart and with all his soul and all his might, according to
the Law of Moses; nor did any like him arise after him,‟” I said as put down my Revised Standard Version.
“So you see this material raises and praises Josiah above any other king and that includes David.”
“Sounds like the author liked Josiah‟s policies,” concluded Charlie.
“It sure looks that way,” I said. “The author also doesn‟t mention any religious implements that were
housed in the Jerusalem Temple such as the ark or the cherubs. He doesn‟t even mention the office of the
High Priest but he does encourage the centralization of sacrifices that are to be performed at a central altar.
The author of Deuteronomy also encourages the support of the class of the landless Levites while it
empowers a special group of them to work out of the unnamed central place,” I said.
“It certainly sounds like the writer of Deuteronomy was a Levite with a northern point of view rather than
a priest of Aaron‟s lineage with a southern point of view,” summarized Charlie. “And he may have even
been Jeremiah and his Shilohite priests,” added Charlie.
“That‟s right it was probably written by priests who belonged to the same lineage as the northern priests
who wrote E earlier,” I repeated. “At any rate Deuteronomy or D was a people‟s religious book. Never
before was there a book that was aimed at regular people which spoke of Moses their lawgiver and
admonished them to turn to the ways of the Lord,” I said. “Some scholars suggest these Shilohite priests
may have added the material to and revised the JE Bible and created perhaps what you could think of as the
JED Bible but I think this kind of compiling was really done later by the redactor,” I said.
“Wow, what a story. It‟s like a building blocks game,” said Charlie as he smiled.
“The P source is the last source document discussed in the theory. Richard Friedman argues that large
portions of P were written during the reign of King Hezekiah but it was probably added to and edited in the
days of the Exile. P was written, as I already said, by Aaronid priests. One point to make regarding the
Exile is it wasn‟t only a „Babylonian Exile‟ as prior to Nebuchadnezzar‟s destruction of Jerusalem large
numbers of Jewish refugees left Jerusalem for Elephantine, Egypt. They stayed there for many decades and
even built their own temple but some of them returned after Cyrus‟ decree,” I said.
“Who was the king?” asked Charlie.
“Hezekiah was the great grandfather of King Josiah and he favored the Aaronid priests. 1 and 2
Chronicles was also written by an author who was an Aaronid priest as it also favors the lineage of Aaron
and makes Hezekiah out as a hero,” I said. “Both Kings Hezekiah and Josiah were interested in religious
reform in that each favored the centralization of worship and turning the people to the Law. Freidman
argues the law that Hezekiah favored was the pro-Aaranoid variety since, for one thing, he distinguished
the division between the priests and the Levites (2Ch. 31:2). Hezekiah only allowed the descendents of
Aaron to be priests and it‟s a position that the Aaronite priests would have favored.”
“That‟s like the other set of books that favors King Josiah,” commented Charlie.
“Right again, P and 1 and 2 Chronicles are connected just like D and the six books of the Early Prophets.
But there‟s more evidence. Chronicles isn‟t critical of Solomon‟s rule which makes sense since Solomon
favored the Aaronid priests. At times in P Aaron, the priest hero of the Aaronites, even equals and
occasionally even overshadows Moses. In J blocks of text it often says things like „And Yahweh said unto
Moses ...‟ (Ex. 10:13, 11:1; 13:1; 14:1; 16:25) while P often puts it: „And Yahweh said unto Moses and
Aaron ...‟ (Ex. 6:13; 7:8; 9:8; 12:1). Miracles are said to have been performed using Moses‟ staff or rod
(Ex. 4:2-4,; 9:23; 10:13; 14:16; 17:5-7) while P texts put Aaron in on the action and refers to it as Aaron‟s
staff (Ex. 7:19; 8:5,16-17). In a J text Aaron is introduced as Moses‟ Levite brother (Ex. 4:14) meaning
they were fellow Levites while P specifically claims Aaron was Moses‟ older brother, the first born son of
the same mother and father” (Ex. 6:20; 7:7).

“P is the largest source of laws in the Five Books and scholars say it often follows the lead of the E
source in referring to God as Elohim. Some scholars think P brought us the creation story in Genesis one
and a part of the flood story in Genesis six. It‟s also the source of an interesting passage that says God
didn‟t reveal his divine name „Jehovah‟ or „Yahweh‟ to anyone before Moses” (Ex. 6:2), I said.
“How can that be? The name is being used all the way back to Adam and Eve,” protested Charlie.
“You have a point but the passage does say God only revealed his name to Moses. From this perspective
the books of Moses are made to look as if the divine name was added to the earlier stories by Moses,” I
said.
“So maybe they‟re trying to lead people to think Moses wrote these books,” concluded Charlie.
“That‟s a brilliant deduction my dear Watson,” I said in my best Sherlock Holmes accent. Charlie and I
started laughing and then he said, “You‟ve got to be a detective to break this case.”
“I guess so. Anyway this priestly material is said to give special attention to a very large collection of
laws, chronological details and genealogies. It was probably added to by an editor who was associated with
the Aaronid priests. Compared to the stirring pages of Deuteronomy and the inspiring J text some of this
material is boring to read,” I said.
“Yea, but the priests would have liked it,” said Charlie.
“Some priests are pretty boring,” I said as I smiled. “The P source material was edited and blended into
the JED Bible, by the redactor, to create what you could call the JEDP Bible. That‟s how the Pentateuch
was formed. In time all of these source documents were forgotten and the Five Books of the Law was
incorrectly considered the first Jewish Bible. Some seven hundred years of writing, editing and additions
were given awesome authority by erroneously claiming they were the divine inspirations received by the
mind of Moses.”
“Wow, that‟s amazing,” said Charlie as he thought about it. “Do you really think it‟s true?” asked
Charlie.
“Although it‟s probably not true in every detail the evidence for the general gist of the theory is very
strong. There is, for example, clear evidence of scribes cutting and pasting portions of one manuscript
directly into another. All you have to do is compare the passages in the books of I Kings and II
Chronicles,” I said.
“Do you mean they actually cut up pieces of different scrolls and glued them together?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s what it looks like. These editors copied from one text into another, practically word for word. I
Kings 14:25-28 is repeated almost word for word in II Chronicles 12:2; 9-11. It‟s clear the writer of
Chronicles copied or used the book of Kings as a source document. Some people think the middle block of
text in II Chronicles 12:3-8, with its references to a prophet named Shemaiah, may have been copied from a
now lost Book of Shemaiah,” I said.
“That‟s interesting,” commented Charlie.
“It‟s clear that long before a single chapter of the Jewish Bible was written there existed an older body of
religious literature that was familiar to the Hebrews. The biblical writers went to their „Book of the Wars of
Yahweh‟ for the Song of the Arnon valleys (Nu. 21:14-15). They quote the Song of the Well and other
folk-songs of their day (Nu. 21:17-18). The Book of Jashar was their source for the battle of Bethoron and
the story of the sun standing still (Josh. 10:13). The Book of Jashar turns up again for the Song of the Bow,
the lament over Saul and Jonathan” (2Sa. 1:18-27).
“In other passages writers freely quoted from or mentioned other currently unknown prophets. Maybe
someday someone will find fragments of not only the Book of Shemaiah but the Book of Nathan, the Book
of Gad, the Book of Jehu, the Book of Iddo the Seer and others. There is virtually a lost library of ancient
books that biblical writers used as sources.”
“We can only speculate what this lost literature said. I can‟t help wondering how far back it went and
how much of it was incorporated from a still earlier body of literature.”
“Do you mean there was an even earlier source than the sources of the Jewish Bible?” asked Charlie.
“There was certainly an oral tradition. The literature of almost every ancient tribe began with oral ballads
and folk songs that people recited and sang during shepherd watches and around camp fires. Talented story
tellers must have held audiences captive at the feasts and tribal gatherings. Imagine young Hebrew girls
listening to the story of the wooing of Rebecca and the boys being entranced by tales of the feats of

Samson. Their verses preserved stories and patriarchal legends that were repeatedly told to a largely
illiterate audience.”
“The deeds of national heroes were commemorated in songs that constituted a sort of ballad history of the
nation. This is seen in the stories of David‟s successful military victories sometime after he had defeated
Goliath the Philistine and was Saul‟s leader of the men of war. It says: „... the women came out of all the
cities of Israel, singing and dancing, to meet King Saul, with timbrels, with songs of joy, and with
instruments of music. And the women sang to one another as they made merry: Saul has slain his thousands
and David his ten thousands‟” (1Sa. 18:6-7).
“That single line in a song readily brings to mind David‟s victory over Goliath and how King Saul was
jealous and feared David‟s political ambitions (1Sa. 18:6-9). It sets the stage for the story of the ascension
of one of Israel‟s greatest kings” (1Sa. 18:6-16).
“Early cultures, through their songs, poems, myths and legends communicate, preserve and enhance
aspects of their religious life. When we look at these kinds of things we‟re near the source of a people‟s
religious inspiration. The Jewish Bible contains several books which are poetic in nature such as: Psalms,
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Solomon and Lamentations. Even Job is a great dramatic poem. Most
Hebrew prophets were also inspired to speak and preserve their predictions and admonishments in poetic
form. Even some of the prose and historical sections of the Jewish Bible is interspersed with poetry. I can
just imagine the writers drawing on their poetic sources while they reworked it into stories while their
hearts were filled with inspiration,” I said as Charlie sat silently looking wide eyed as his thoughts
wandered.
“Wow, Dad that‟s awesome,” said Charlie.
“I‟m not suggesting every word of the Documentary Hypothesis or any altered version is gospel but
blocks of text from previous religious writings were put together by later editors. Why is it so hard to
accept there were source documents such as the theories suggest?” I asked not expecting an answer.
“About six hundred years before Moses, Abram wandered out of Ur of the Chaldees. His fathers had
worshipped the gods of Mesopotamia. They must have been acquainted with their legends of the creation
and the flood. In the sixth century B.C. the Jews were in captivity in Babylon. There are undeniable
parallels between the text in the Pentateuch and the laws or Code of the early Babylonian King
Hammurabi,” I said. “What harm could there be if they incorporated some of their laws into their legal
code or some inspiring stories into their folklore?”
“Christians and orthodox Jews often get defensive and even fear ideas like these but the evidence for
several different sources for the Jewish Bible is undeniable. The Hebrews didn‟t live in sealed communities
and ideas flow from culture to culture. The Bible leads us to believe the Hebrews lived in Egypt for over
four hundred years before Moses led them into the wilderness. Egypt was one of the greatest ancient
civilizations and it had been their home. Are we to think that the forty years in the wilderness, if indeed it
happened, erased centuries of memories of life in Egypt? I don‟t think so. When Joshua led his troops into
the battle for the land of Canaan he was leading an inspired group of Egyptian-Hebrews,” I said.
“When you look at all of the possible sources for the development of the Jewish Bible it makes it even
more fascinating and inspiring,” I said.
“So ... I guess there isn‟t anything to fear,” said Charlie in a tone that expressed some uncertainty.
“I think some people need to take a long second look at some of their misguided ideas about the first
Christian Bible,” I said.

WILL THE REAL ADAM PLEASE STAND UP
“Earlier you said the Documentary Hypothesis makes more sense after you really study the doublets or
repeated stories. Can you give me an example?” asked Charlie.
“Sure,” I replied. “Let me start by saying there‟s a lot of speculation in determining the source of some
blocks of text. Since E and often P use the term „Elohim‟ for God sometimes it‟s difficult to discern which
is which. Much of this material was blended by editors and the resultant text doesn‟t always contain clear
evidence of „who done it,‟” I said as I smiled.

“I think you can make a strong case that a man named Ezra, who can be associated with the Aaronid
priests, was the redactor who did the final editing of the Peneteuch. The editors‟ work is easily seen
throughout the Five Books. It makes good sense when you think of the Aaronid priests doing it, perhaps in
stages, sometime after Cyrus‟ decree to allow people to go home and rebuild Jerusalem and the second
temple,” I said. “Perhaps Ezra himself did the final editing before he arrived in Jerusalem some eighty
years later with the new law in his hands” (Ezr. 7:25-26; Ne. 8), I said.
“Oh yes, when did Cyrus do that?” asked Charlie.
“The Edict of Cyrus, the Persian ruler, was sent out in 538 B.C. It‟s like I said before this policy wasn‟t
just for Jews as he allowed other captive peoples to do the same thing. He was a wise ruler who realized
that allowing religious freedom to his subjects was actually good for business,” I said.
“What business?” asked Charlie.
“The business of collecting taxes from your subjects,” I answered. “When Ezra arrived in Jerusalem in
458 B.C. the Persian emperor Artaxerxes empowered him to enforce the law of your God that is in your
hand. The book of Ezra makes him appear as one who has power perhaps like a High Priest; just as the
book of Nehemiah makes Nehemiah out to be something like the governor of Judea. At any rate Ezra had
the power to fine, imprison and even execute anyone who opposed him” (Ezr. 7:25-26), I said. “Nehemiah
oversaw the rebuilding of the wall around Jerusalem and Ezra enforced the Sabbath and the Law, and even
dissolved interracial marriages,” I said.
“Ezra could have done anything he wanted to the writings,” concluded Charlie.
“Yes, but what he did was extremely interesting. Even though Ezra and his Aaronid priests were in
charge the Shilohite priests and others still had a voice. Ezra attempted to reconcile the different factions of
the Israelites who had returned to the Holy Land. There were many different people there,” I said.
“How do you know?” asked Charlie.
“In 722 B.C. the northern nation had been taken away by the Assyrians. Even though we aren‟t certain
what happened to them we do know the Babylonians conquered the Assyrians. It‟s likely that there was a
remnant of the northern tribes in Assyria and so the Babylonians may have taken some of them to Babylon.
It‟s neat to imagine the exiled southern Jews meeting people who were the ancestors of the northern
kingdom,” I said. “Anyway, there were also some former northerners among the southern Jews who were
taken to Babylon,” I said.
“What makes you say that?” asked Charlie.
“Archeological records indicate a swelling of the population in Jerusalem around 722 B.C. Many families
had fled from the north to the safety of the south. When Cyrus‟ decree allowed the Jews to go back to
Jerusalem and rebuild the city people from different parts of the Persian Empire, including Egypt, also
arrived in Jerusalem. By the time Ezra arrived he knew he had to deal with diverse groups of Israelites;
each of whom held to slightly different religious traditions. His challenge was to try to stabilize the state
and so he blended many of these traditions into one new or renewed religion,” I said. “He also tried to
purify the blood of the nation,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“I‟m referring to racial purity. One of his most bitter policies was his insistence on the racial purity of
these post-exilic Jews. You had to prove your spouse was an Israelite. If the judge thought you had married
a Gentile your marriage was dissolved and your wife and children were sent away (Ezr. 9-10). It seems
terribly cruel by our standards,” I said.
“Boy, it sure does,” agreed Charlie as he imagined the situation.
“When the exiled Israelites came back to Judah it was almost like an exodus. God‟s people were coming
back to the Promised Land. They had just paid a heavy price for breaking God‟s law by marrying Gentiles.
The priests in charge were zealous for the Law. Jewish tradition even views Ezra almost like as a second
Moses or law giver. It is said that he „codified‟ Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus and Numbers with the book of
Deuteronomy.”
“But we can‟t be certain Ezra was the redactor,” challenged Charlie.
“Obviously it isn‟t spelled out but the stories of Ezra represent the stage in Jewish history which you
could call the „reunification.‟ The scattered Jews needed someone to pull all the divergent pieces of their
faith together into one complete picture,” I said.

“Yea, just like putting a puzzle together,” said Charlie as he clued into the image.
“Ezra is the only one in the Bible who is pictured as the guy who had the motive and the power to do it in
a historical period when it makes the most sense,” I said. “The Bible says that on the feast of Trumpets
after Nehemiah finished rebuilding the walls of the city Ezra assembled the people and read from his new
Hebrew Bible. He explained its meaning in Aramaic that had been the common language in the Persian
Empire since the time of Cyrus” (Ne. 8).
“And it was still being spoken by the people in Jesus‟ time,” recalled Charlie. “Can you show me a
doublet?” asked Charlie.
“We don‟t have to go very far to get to our first one since there are two different accounts of the creation.
Besides it will give me a chance to share my own slightly altered theory with you,” I said as I smiled.
“Okay, I‟m all ears,” agreed Charlie.
“Most scholars say the first creation account in Genesis One comes from P and the second creation
account including the Eden story come from J,” I said. “I think these accounts originated from J and E
source materials which were edited by the redactor,” I said.
“Okay, why do you think it comes from an edited blend of J and E?” challenged Charlie in a tone that
suggested he was out to get me on this one.
“The legends and myths of many early cultures contain a creation story, a flood legend or both. This is
evident in the Assyrian clay tablets unearthed in 1853. They found a creation tablet and a flood legend on a
tablet containing a story called the Epic of King Gilgamesh. These tablets date back to about the eighth
century B.C.,” I said.
“Wow, that‟s interesting,” commented Charlie.
“There are some remarkable similarities between this Assyrian literature and the Jewish Bible. The J or
Yahwist and the E or Elohist sources were the early bibles of Judah and Israel. Considering the common
roots and historical ties between the northern and southern kingdoms I think both nations had similar but
slightly altered versions of these primal stories,” I said.
“Imagine if the South had successfully seceded from the North after the American Civil War. Both
nations would have still shared the same language and a similar culture. They would have shared a
common early history and some literature. Each nation would still have spoken reverently about the
original thirteen colonies, the Boston Tea Party, the ride of Paul Revere, the record of General George
Washington during the great War of Independence and numerous other things,” I said as I smiled. “But
both nations would have developed altered or their own versions of the Civil War. For example the North
would have referred to southern leaders as rebels while the South would have declared them as heroes,” I
said.
“I can see what you mean,” said Charlie.
“If the text in Genesis two for example only came from J what happened to the creation story in E?” I
asked.
“Yes, both nations probably had similar stories,” agreed Charlie.
“In Genesis two the redactor even combined the divine name Yahweh or Jehovah with the term Elohim.
This is rendered as „Jehovah Elohim,‟” I said. “In these passages he harmonized the God of the South with
the God of the North.”
“The name is clearly a blend of J and E,” commented Charlie, “but how can you tell which section of text
came from J and which came from E?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s the puzzle,” I said. “The combined term is translated into English as „the Lord God.‟ The
Jerusalem Bible renders it in clearer terms as „Yahweh God.‟”
“Where does the story in Genesis one originate?” asked Charlie.
“Since the creation of humankind on the sixth day is the last act of the material creation and then Elohim
rested on the seventh day (Ge. 2:1-3) I think the scholars are partially right. They say the priests wrote it to
emphasize the importance of the Sabbath. I agree except they must have started with some pre-existing text
or traditions from E and edited it.”
“So you‟re saying there is also a part of a lost creation story in Genesis One. But how could you know
that?” asked Charlie.

“This is going to take a little time to explain but bear with me. The priests were very concerned with
issues of the Mosaic Law. They would have had a special interest in the Sabbath account but I still think
they probably edited an earlier tradition,” I repeated. “If you read the first block of text from Genesis 1:1 to
2:4 and then skip over to Genesis 5:1 to 5:23 you‟ll notice the second block logically continues from the
first block of material.”
“Boy, Dad, sometimes I think you‟ve gone crackers along with the scholars,” said Charlie with a big grin
on his face.
“Well, all you have to do is read those blocks together and you‟ll see the same term for God is used and
the second block picks up the story from where the first block left off,” I said in a challenging tone as I
passed him my Bible.
Charlie couldn‟t resist a challenge so he glanced over the text. “I can see what you mean. Genesis 5:2
repeats the idea in Genesis 1:26 and so the story does follow,” said Charlie in a truthful but slightly
reluctant tone.
“I‟m claiming the concept of Elohim saying, „Let us make man in our own image, in the likeness of
ourselves ...‟ was taken from E. And, also the idea that humans were given all the seed-bearing plants as
food (Ge. 1:29). That means they were vegetarians,” I said.
“How could you possibly know that?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s a long story. I‟m just going to have to keep you in suspense for a while.”
“Okay,” agreed Charlie. He just loved mystery stories.
“Let me start with the first creation story in Genesis 1:1 to 2:4. This is the seven day account of creation
where the title Elohim is used for „God.‟ My first point here is that Elohim is actually a plural noun that
implies more than one being,” I said.
“Don‟t tell me there was more than one God,” said Charlie in a perplexed tone.
“It implies more than one being,” I repeated. “But, bear with me. Let me read the verse in which Elohim
created humans on the sixth day. It simply states:
So Elohim created man in his own image, in the image of Elohim he created him; male and female he
created them. And Elohim blessed them, and Elohim said to them, „Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the
earth and subdue it; and have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air and over every
living thing that moves upon the earth‟” (Ge. 1:26-27), I said as I read from the Revised Standard Version.
“The text doesn‟t say Elohim, it says „God,‟” protested Charlie.
“I know, I‟m simply using the equivalent Hebrew term to point out this is an E block of text. In Genesis
1:26 it says: „Let us make man in our image ...‟ The term „man‟ in this context is another collective noun
such as „mankind.‟ And the rest of the passages follow suite in using the plural pronoun „them‟ (Ge. 1:26,
27, 28). It implies that many males and females were created and given dominion over the earth.”
“Do you mean it isn‟t speaking about Adam and Eve?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s right. There isn‟t any specific mention of any primal couple. There isn‟t any garden in Eden or
forbidden fruit. The earth is evidently pictured as being covered with plants and trees. Elohim tells them: „I
have given you every plant yielding seed upon the face of all the earth, and every tree with seed in its fruit;
you shall have for food‟ (Ge. 1:29). Most people simply gloss over these things.”
“Something doesn‟t sound right,” interjected Charlie in a skeptical tone.
“That‟s only because you‟ve allowed the teachings of the clergy to fool you. Read it closely and pay
attention to what you read. This account doesn‟t limit early man‟s territory to any garden. Elohim tells
humans he has given them: „every plant yielding seed upon THE FACE OF ALL THE EARTH‟” (Ge.
1:29).
“I guess ... it does say that,” said Charlie in a confused tone.
“It makes sense to think the priests edited this Elohist material into a seven day event but the question is
why didn‟t they alter it to coincide with the next creation account that does speak of a primal couple?”
“So, Adam and Eve are discussed in the next section.”
“Well it does introduce us to a primal couple,” I said.
“Dad, when you talk about the Bible you sound like you‟re crazy,” said Charlie as he laughed.

“Look, pay attention to what it really says. Out of the blue ... we encounter another introduction to
another block of text that repeats some of the earlier themes and contradicts others,” I said. “When you read
it carefully it looks as if the block of text from Genesis 2:4 to Genesis 3:24 doesn‟t belong there. It‟s a
mixture of Yahwist and Elohist stuff and it‟s really different.”
“You‟re kidding,” said Charlie as he gasped.
“It says: „In the day that the Lord God made the earth and the heavens ...‟ (Ge. 2:4). It‟s a perfect
introduction to another creation story,” I said as I looked up from the text.
“You‟re kidding,” repeated Charlie. “I thought this was just a theory but it does sound like a new
introduction.”
“It‟s like I said the writer combines the Divine name, „Jehovah,‟ with the term, „Elohim.‟ You could think
of it as Jehovah God if you like.”
“Why are you using Jehovah rather than Yahweh?” asked Charlie.
“Well the Documentary Hypothesis uses the initial „J‟ but „J‟ in German is pronounced as a „Y.‟ So
maybe I should stick with Yahweh; it‟s probably the correct form anyway,” I said.
“In this second account of creation there isn‟t any reference to the seven days of creation as it discusses
things that occurred: „in the day when the Yahweh Elohim made the heavens and the earth‟ (Ge. 2:4). The
account also reverses the order of events. In the first creation story plants appeared on the third day while
humans were created on the sixth day (Ge. 1:11-13; 1:26-31). But the second creation story tells us in the
day Yahweh Elohim made the heavens and the earth there were no plants. The explanation given is it
hadn‟t rained and there was no man to till the ground. Then it speaks of how he formed a man from the dust
of the ground. Yahweh Elohim then planted a garden in Eden in the east, placed the man in it and caused
trees to grow out of the ground” (Ge. 2:4-9), I said.
“That is different,” admitted Charlie. “The man was created before the plants appeared,” observed
Charlie.
“That‟s not all. In the first account animals of the air, sea and land were created on the fifth day while in
the second account it says: „Yahweh Elohim formed out of the ground all of the wild animals and all the
birds of heaven. He brought them to the man to see what he would call them ...‟ (Ge. 2:19). In this account
Yahweh Elohim created the man first and then created the animals after the man was in the Garden of
Eden,” I said.
“Let me see that,” said Charlie. He picked it up and read it for himself. “In the first account humans were
created after the animals but in this account the man was created before the animals. These have to be two
different stories,” admitted Charlie reluctantly.
“In the first account Elohim tells humans they can eat the fruit of every tree with seeds but in the second
account Yahweh Elohim tells the man he can eat the fruit of every tree in the garden except the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil. Afterwards Yahweh Elohim caused a deep sleep to fall on the man and he
took a rib out of his chest and created a woman” (Ge. 2:15-25), I said.
“That‟s the story I know,” interjected Charlie.
“Both creation stories tell us how humans, of both sexes, arrived on earth. Each account is complete and
could conceivably stand on its own. If they had only used the first creation story they would have avoided
other problems,” I said.
“Why do you say that?” asked Charlie in a surprised tone.
“In the second account the writer implies Yahweh Elohim lied to the man,” I said.
“You‟re kidding,” said Charlie as he tried to force a smile.
“He told the man he would die in the day he ate from the forbidden tree (Ge. 2:17). The serpent came
along and told the woman God had lied to them. If she ate the fruit she wouldn‟t die but her eyes would be
opened and she would be like Elohim, knowing good and evil. And so the man and woman ate the fruit and
sure enough they didn‟t die and their eyes were opened” (Ge. 3:1-7), I said as I smiled. “Later even God
admits the truth. He said, „The man has become like one of us, knowing good and evil; what if now he
reaches out his hand and takes the fruit from the tree of life also, eats it and lives forever?‟ (Ge. 3:22). Of
course in this tradition the solution is to banish him from the garden,” I said still smiling.
“Dad, this is blowing my mind. Let me see that,” said Charlie as he reached for my Bible. A silent
moment passed and then Charlie said, “I can‟t believe it ... that‟s what it does say!”

“My point is the creation and primal human stories in Genesis were written by combining and editing
material from at least three different sources,” I said.
“How do you get three sources?” asked Charlie.
“There‟s the E material and the J material and possibly some material from P. It was all blended and
editing by an editor called the redactor,” I said.
“Is there anything else that makes you think the second creation story was blended by the redactor?”
asked Charlie as he interrupted me.
“There are many things but I‟m suspicious about the account about the river that flowed from Eden and
broke up into four streams. First it tells us about the rivers Pishon and Gihon which are currently unknown
names. Then it speaks of the Tigris and the Euphrates rivers which are familiar names, at least, of two
rivers that flow through the area that was anciently called Mesopotamia (Ge. 2:10-15). It‟s my guess the
priests probably blended the account from the North that may have contained references to the now
unknown rivers while the account from the South spoke of the rivers Tigris and the Euphrates,” I
concluded.
“It‟s also possible the original E text simply used different names for the same rivers. This is often the
case when we compare many of the place names in E texts with those in J. The redactor may have also
edited this material to obscure the location of the garden,” I said.
“Do you mean the original accounts may have given people clues about the location of the Garden of
Eden?” asked Charlie.
“I think a general location was implied in the original two documents. The priests wanted people to focus
on Israel, Jerusalem and the new temple. They turned it into a story about four different streams that
branched out of a single river. They added information such as Pishon encircling the whole land of Havilah
and Gihon encircling the whole land of Cush” (Ge. 2:11-14), I said. “Then it speaks about the Tigris and
Euphrates Rivers. It‟s impossible to find the garden based on this blend of fantasy and real place names,” I
said.
“But this part is only speculation,” objected Charlie.
“Yes it is,” I admitted, “but my general points are: Ezra in preparing for the restoration wanted to
preserve details from the J and E sources and invented new stories that blended the two accounts. He also
had a motive to give prominence to his version of the Law of Moses,” I said. “I can‟t prove all the specific
details but I can show you some evidence for my general points,” I said.
“Okay, go for it. It does sound fishy, two unknown names mentioned along with two known ones,”
agreed Charlie in a reluctant tone. “I guess you can‟t blow my mind any more,” said Charlie with a small
smile. “What are you seeing now?”
“Well if we can determine the characteristics of a few of these blocks of text then we might be able to
disassemble them a little bit,” I said, “although some of it has most certainly been obscured.”
“Yes, instead of building with blocks we‟re just taking them apart. Okay, this is cool,” commented
Charlie.
“You know the story of Cain and Abel in chapter four,” I said.
“Yes,” replied Charlie, “Cain murdered Abel because he was jealous.”
“Right, in this section the writer uses the divine name „Yahweh‟ by itself so I can argue this story comes
from the J source. After Eve gave birth to Cain she states that: „I have acquired a man with the help of
Yahweh‟ (Ge. 4:1-2). Time passed and Abel was also born. Yahweh is then pictured as interacting and
speaking with the sons of Eve. He seems to be pleased with Abel‟s offering of the first born of his flock but
he doesn‟t like Cain‟s offering of the produce of the soil. Cain was jealous and killed Abel while they were
out in the field. Yahweh punished Cain by sending him out of his presence to wander over the earth. The
only concession Yahweh made was to put a mark on Cain that somehow warned others not to kill him.
Cain left and settled in the land of Nod that is east of Eden” (Ge. 4:10-16), I said and then paused.
“I can see your point about the name change being evidence of the writer using the J source but I don‟t
get the rest,” said Charlie as he stated the obvious while he sensed I had more on my mind.
“This is the second banishment story in Genesis. The story of Cain echoes the previous one of the man‟s
expulsion from the Garden of Eden in chapter three.”
“You mean Adam and Eve,” stated Charlie.

“No, I mean „the man.‟ „Adam‟ is translated from a Hebrew term that can mean „man‟ in a collective
sense such as „mankind‟ or in an individual sense such as „the man.‟ Genesis never cites an occasion when
„the man‟ was actually named „Adam.‟ This is why when you compare some verses in different English
translations some versions use the proper name „Adam‟ while others render it „the man‟ or „man,‟” I said.
“Eve, on the other hand, is named in Genesis 3:20 that is within a blended block of JE text. But in the next
verse, which mentions Eve, is clearly within a J block of text. It says: „The man had intercourse with his
wife Eve‟ (Ge. 4:1). My guess is Eve was probably the name for the woman in the South‟s tradition or J
source,” I said.
“It also means they had sex!” said Charlie in an upbeat tone as he smiled
“Yes it does,” I said as I laughed.
“How can you tell when „mankind‟ is intended rather than the individual?” asked Charlie.
“You have to rely on the context. In Genesis 1:26 the term is being used in its collective sense,
„mankind,‟ as it is used in the midst of other plural pronouns such as: „male and female he created them‟ in
Genesis 1:27 and „Let them be masters of ...‟ in Genesis 1:28,” I said. “The second instance in Genesis 5:2
paraphrase this theme but every translation I checked renders „man‟ incorrectly as „Adam‟ but the New
English Bible. It says: „On the day when God created man he made him in the likeness of God. He created
them male and female, and on the day when he created them, he blessed them and called them man‟” (Ge.
5:2), I said.
“The New English Bible must be a good Bible,” concluded Charlie.
“Yes, but it‟s not superior on every point. I didn‟t check every other Bible but when you‟re doing serious
study of unclear verses you should always refer to several different translations,” I said. “A study of this
verse and comparing it to the earlier reference in Genesis 1:26-27 leads me to think the original text in
Genesis 1:26 that says: „... when God created man he made him‟ should say: „... when God created mankind
he made them ...‟ They used the singular masculine pronoun „him‟ when the sense of it is really more
accurately conveyed by the plural pronoun „them,‟” I said.
“I see, so it follows the real sense of Genesis 5:2 would be: „On the day when Elohim made „humankind‟
he made „them‟ in his own likeness,‟” said Charlie smartly.
“Right on. The masculine pronoun „him‟ is really used in a collective sense just as the collective
masculine noun „man‟ or „mankind‟ includes males and females but the redactor in Genesis 5:1-2 used it to
sound as if it only refers to an individual. He was trying to blend the multiple creation account with the
account of the creation of the primal couple,” I said to conclude my argument.
“So you‟re saying the original E document was probably a story about the creation of many people or
couples,” concluded Charlie.
“Right,” I answered, “sometimes it‟s called the multiple creation account.”
“Do you think the original E document also contained a story about a primal couple?” asked Charlie.
“It seems the original E story did include an account about a „special‟ couple or family. The reason why I
think that will become clearer when we examine the two different banishment stories in Genesis in more
detail. For now let me show you more about how the redactor blended these traditions,” I said.
“Okay,” agreed Charlie.
“Genesis 5:1 is really an introduction to a section of text that speaks of the role of the man‟s or Adam‟s
descendants (Ge. 5:1). Then it splices in the paraphrase of the multiple creation (Ge. 5:2) and leads right
into a genealogy beginning with Adam and his son Seth (Ge. 5:3-27). It‟s a brilliant twist and most people
have been blinded by it ever since,” I said as I smiled.
Charlie carefully read the section and then said, “So when most people read Genesis they think all of it is
simply speaking about the creation of Adam and Eve and their offspring.”
“Right, the redactor was pretty tricky. Now let‟s look further into the banishment stories. In the first one
people mistakenly think it refers to „Adam and Eve‟ but it says that Yahweh Elohim only expelled „the
man‟ out of the garden of Eden but it doesn‟t say anything about banishing Eve” (Ge. 3:20-24), I said.
“Okay, now you‟re doing it to me again,” said Charlie. “Let me see that!” Charlie read the last verses in
chapter three and then said, “I guess you‟re right. Boy you can‟t believe anything adults tell you about the
Bible,” he said in an angry tone. “What do you make of it?” asked Charlie.

“I think the original J source contained a different tradition regarding humanity‟s expulsion from
Yahweh‟s presence. Taken by itself chapter four sounds as if the man and woman had their sons while they
were still in Yahweh‟s presence in Eden. In this story it‟s Cain‟s sins, his inferior sacrifice and the murder
of his brother Abel, that began the fall of the primal family.”
“The other story of „the man‟ being banished from Eden probably originates from E or the Elohist
source,” I said as Charlie sat silently, listening intently. “Even though you can argue the woman was also
banished along with the man the editor carelessly only mentions „the man‟ and probably left out other
details of the original story.”
Charlie thought for a minute and then said, “I guess you‟ve just pulled out a small block from the pile.
But if Elohim created many people how did the original E story get to the part about the man being
banished from the garden?” asked Charlie.
“I think it began with many people living in different parts of the earth who were the masters of all living
things (Ge. 1:28-30). Then Elohim chose a „special couple‟ and placed them in a garden where they were
given special protection. This would be similar to the calling of Noah, Abram, the prophet Samuel and
others. But due to the man‟s disobedience he was banished from the garden and had to fend for himself
along with other people,” I said.
“The original J story probably didn‟t include the story of the multiple creations of human beings. It‟s the
source of the creation of the primal couple that clouds the entire account in our modern Bibles,” I said.
“But you have to admit this is mere speculation,” insisted Charlie.
“Well, I think the evidence speaks for itself. There‟s also evidence of a multiple creation story in the
account of Cain‟s appeal to Yahweh. Cain was worried about being banished as whoever came across him
might kill him,” I said.
“Yes, and Yahweh put a mark on him that warned others not to kill him,” interjected Charlie.
“Since Cain is obviously worried about other people in the world the redactor didn‟t do a thorough
editing job,” I said as I smiled.
“Boy, I never thought about that,” admitted Charlie. He studied the fourth chapter of Genesis for a minute
and then said, “When you read Genesis four it makes you think the man, Eve and Cain are the only ones on
earth. But then it says Cain‟s wife conceived and gave birth to Enoch. Where did she come from? The
redactor must have goofed,” concluded Charlie. “At least your theory makes sense,” admitted Charlie.
“There‟s more to the issue of Cain‟s wife but it‟s going to take a minute or two to explain. The point I
want to make is the story of Yahweh banishing Cain hints of the blend of both creation accounts. The
redactor then specifically spliced Genesis 5:2 into the Adam-Seth genealogy,” I said, “in another blending
effort.”
“Another thing to notice is the J story of Cain and Abel concludes with a list of descendants of Cain (Ge.
4:17-24) while the E genealogy follows the descendants of Seth” (Ge. 5:1-32), I said.
Charlie looked at the blocks of text and nodded in agreement and said, “These are two different lists.
What about the two verses in the middle of those blocks; Genesis 4:25 -26?”
“In part it says Adam had a son named Seth who was to take the place of Abel whom Cain had killed. It
also mentions that Seth had a son named Enosh (Ge. 4:25-26). These two verses blend the genealogies of
Cain and Seth. The same information about Seth having a son named Enosh is repeated again just a few
verses later in Genesis 5:3-7,” I said.
“I see,” said Charlie, “since it doesn‟t make sense to repeat the same theme within a few lines of text the
redactor probably added Genesis 4:25-26 in an effort to blend the two traditions.”
“Right but it really makes sense when you realize that Seth isn‟t mentioned in pure J sections of text and
Cain isn‟t mentioned in E sections. Check it out,” I challenged. “Cain isn‟t mentioned in any block of text
that exclusively use the term „Elohim‟ and Seth isn‟t mentioned in those that use the term „Yahweh.‟
“Well Seth is mention in Genesis 4:25-26,” said Charlie, “and it does use the term „Elohim‟ in verse 25 ...
„Yahweh‟ is mentioned in verse 26 ... but I guess you‟ll say this is a blended block written by the redactor.”
“Right, it‟s likely that Cain was the main son of the primal couple in the South‟s tradition while Seth was
the one from the North. You‟re on to it. The redactor also pulled the two traditions together by using
Elohim in the first verse and then Yahweh in the second. „Elohim,‟ you‟ll recall, was probably the term for
God in the North just as „Yahweh‟ was in the South.”

“I can see that. These two verses really do connect these stories,” said Charlie.
“The redactor blended these traditions in more ways than you have ever dreamed,” I said.
“Okay, try me,” said Charlie. “This is really interesting.”
“In order to see what the redactor did we have to take a close look at the two different genealogies. They
both contain several of the same names. The J account of the sons of Cain include: Enoch, Irad, Mehujael,
Methuselah and Lamech (Ge. 4:17-19). The E account of the sons of Seth include: Enosh, Kenan,
Mahalalel, Jared, Enoch, Methushael, Lamech and Noah (Ge. 5:3-31). So you can see that both lists include
an Enoch and a Lamech. And the Lamech on both lists have fathers with similar sounding names. On
Cain‟s list it‟s Methushael while on Seth‟s list it‟s Methuselah,” I said as I showed my open Bible to
Charlie.
“It‟s strange to see the same names, so close together, on those lists,” concluded Charlie, “and those other
two names are almost the same.”
“The northern and southern kingdoms were separate nations for about two hundred and ten years. Just to
give you a perspective of that span of time the United States was 210 years old in 1986; you were already
seven years old,” I said.
“Boy, that is a long time,” said Charlie.
“It was certainly enough time for the North to modify its religious traditions and to individualize its
national history. Yet these lists are similar enough to indicate they‟re connected in some way. The question
is how?”
“And I bet you have the answer,” guessed Charlie.
“Near the end of list in the E section there‟s another passage where the redactor blended E material with
stuff from J. I‟m referring to the prophecy that Lamech uttered about Noah, his new son. He said: „This boy
will bring us relief from our work, and from the hard labour that has come upon us because of Yahweh‟s
curse upon the ground‟” (Ge. 5:28-30), I said.
“That‟s a strange thing to say,” commented Charlie. “What does it mean?”
“Since this is a statement about Yahweh we have to look to a previous J block of text for a clue. That
leads us back to the story of Cain and Abel. After Cain had killed Abel, Yahweh cursed him by saying:
„Now you are accursed and banished from the ground which has opened its mouth wide to receive your
brother‟s blood, which you have shed. When you till the ground, it will no longer yield for you its wealth.
You will be a vagrant and a wanderer on earth‟” (Ge. 4:11-13), I said as I put down my New English Bible.
“But Lamech, in this list, is a descendent of Seth not Cain,” protested Charlie.
“Okay, but listen to me as I read the next block of text that I think was also inserted by the redactor. I‟m
going to read the entire block as it‟s one of the most misunderstood sections in Genesis. It says:
When men had begun to be plentiful on the earth, and daughters had been born to them, „the sons of God,
looking at the daughters of men, saw they were pleasing, so they married as many as they chose. Yahweh
said, „My spirit must not for ever be disgraced in man, for he is but flesh; his life shall last no more than a
hundred and twenty years.‟ The Nephilim were on the earth at that time (and even afterward) when the sons
of God resorted to the daughters of men, and had children by them. These are the heroes of days gone by,
the famous men” (Ge. 6:1-4), I said as I read from the Jerusalem Bible.
“Boy, does that ever sound crazy,” said Charlie. “Who are the sons of God and the daughters of men?”
“People have puzzled over it for centuries. Some people think the sons of God were angels, demons or
even beings from outer space,” I said.
“You‟re kidding,” said Charlie in a shocked tone.
“No, that‟s what some people have suggested,” I said.
“Surely, you don‟t buy that ... do you?” asked Charlie in a sheepish tone.
“No,” I said confidently, “the sons of God are the sons of „Elohim‟ which is the Hebrew term for „God.‟
To find out who they are we have to look at the E material. Elohim said, „Let us make man or mankind in
our image, in the likeness of ourselves ...‟ (Ge. 1:26). And again it says: „On the day Elohim created man
he made him in the likeness of Elohim. Male and female he created them‟” (Ge. 5:2).
“Wow, this is blowing my mind,” gasped Charlie.

“You have to remember the E material doesn‟t contain the story of Cain and Abel. The J material implies
Cain was cursed as he was banished from Yahweh‟s presence just as the original E story probably said „the
man‟ was banished from Elohim‟s presence. The sons of Elohim continued through the lineage of Seth.
They married the daughters of men and Yahweh obviously didn‟t like it” (Ge. 6:3), I said and then paused.
“I got it,” said Charlie. “The daughters of men are the female descendants of Cain. Yahweh didn‟t want
the lineage of Cain to intermarry with the lineage of Seth.”
“You did get it. On this theme the redactor was brilliant. He or they blended the traditions by having the
descendants of Seth and Cain intermarry and this is one reason why the two lists contain similar names and
Lamech‟s prediction implies Noah would be the one who finally put an end to Cain‟s curse,” I said.
“In a way you could say the redactor was marrying the people of the northern nation with those of the
south. Ezra was trying to put an end to the hostility between the two groups. By carefully blending the
traditions of the northern people with those of the south he attempted to unite them into one family, the
renewed Israelite nation,” I said.
“I guess he was smart. You can‟t have the northeners and southerners causing divisions in the new state,”
concluded Charlie.
“You‟ve got it,” I said in a tone that reflected my pride.
“Boy, this is really blowing my mind,” said Charlie.

WILL THE REAL NOAH PLEASE STAND UP
“I don‟t understand how Noah put an end to Cain‟s curse,” said Charlie.
“The „Methushael‟ on Cain‟s list is probably the southern kingdom‟s equivalent to the „Methuselah‟ on
Seth‟s list. He was Noah‟s grandfather and probably the first generation that intermarried. The redactor is
implying that Lamech and Noah, at least, were sons of the intermarriage of both lineages. Noah found
favour with Yahweh (Ge. 6:8) and he walked with Elohim (Ge. 6:10). He had mixed blood but found favor
with „Yahweh Elohim.‟ In a sense it means that Noah was a righteous man who in body and spirit
reconciled the division in the lineages,” I said.
“This is awesome. Who are the Neph ...?” asked Charlie as he couldn‟t pronounce the name.
“There is a tradition that says the Nephilim were giants or large people who became famous. When you
read these verses in context with the surrounding verses it appears „the Nephilim‟ was the name for the
offspring of the two lineages. Noah was probably a second generation Nephilim,” I said.
“Are you saying Noah was a giant?” asked Charlie in a shocked tone.
“If we rely on the tradition that says the Nephilim were giants then that is what‟s implied. Maybe on a
figurative level it‟s also saying the reunion of the people is greater or more giant-like than when they
separated. The redactor wrote the Nephilim were on earth when the sons of God married the daughters of
men and they were also here afterwards” (Ge. 6:4), I said.
“But „afterwards,‟ after what?” asked Charlie as he interrupted.
“That‟s the question which leads to the answer that further proves Noah was Nephilim. This block of text
is a lead-in to the stories of Noah‟s flood. The sons of God probably continued to marry the daughters of
men right up to the time of the flood,” I said. “They liked their looks” (Ge. 6:2-3), I said.
“Okay,” agreed Charlie.
“Yahweh was angry when the people wouldn‟t listen to Noah‟s preaching. Since Noah and his family
were the only survivors it follows that Noah, and his sons had some good ole Nephilim blood in their
veins,” I said as I smiled.
“Boy it sounds as if Yahweh was just as concerned with the racial purity as Ezra was,” said Charlie.
“That‟s brilliant, Charlie. I think you‟re catching on. Ezra was an Aaronid priest and therefore primarily a
priest of the God of the south, Yahweh.”
“And when it says, „afterwards‟ it has to mean after the flood. Noah and his sons were giants,” said
Charlie as he couldn‟t help laughing. “I wonder if they were taller than Goliath?” said Charlie as he
continued to laugh.
“Just before we leave the subject of the lineages of Cain and Seth there are a few points I should make,” I
said.

“Okay, go for it,” encouraged Charlie in a more serious tone.
“The two genealogies, like most others in the Bible, seem to follow from the point of view of first born
sons. We should realize that other people also belong to the same lineage as subsequent sons and daughters
were also born in every generation. A complete lineage really includes everyone who was born but these
records primarily recorded the first born sons,” I said.
“Okay, but why is that important?” asked Charlie.
“Earlier I said it‟s likely that Noah was a second generation Nephilim but I can‟t truly limit the arrival of
the Nephilim to Noah‟s grandfather‟s time,” I said. “It‟s just that the cross over between the two
genealogies seems to come together with Methuselah and Methushael who both have sons named Lamech.”
“I see,” said Charlie as he smiled again thinking about Noah the giant, “earlier sons and daughters from
both lineages could have intermarried before Noah‟s grandfather‟s time.”
“You got it!” I exclaimed. “But I think the redactor is implying this mysterious „MethuselahMethusahael‟ connection is the cross over point between the two groups,” I repeated.
“Is there any other evidence?” asked Charlie.
“In the Adam-Seth list there is. Methuselah‟s father was Enoch. When it says he walked with Elohim it‟s
implying he was a righteous man. He had a wayward son but we can assume he didn‟t approve of the
intermarriage and the other sins of people of his day. When he was three hundred and sixty-five years old
Elohim took him away” (Ge. 5:21-24), I said.
“Where did he take him?” asked Charlie.
“It doesn‟t say. He vanished,” I answered. “In later times Yahweh took Moses and buried him in a valley
in the land of Moab (Dt. 34:5-8). Yahweh also took Elijah the prophet up into heaven by a whirlwind (2Ki.
2:1-13); so he also disappeared under unusual circumstances.”
“Wow!” exclaimed Charlie in a surprised tone.
“The priests specifically say the intermarriage began during a time when „men had begun to be plentiful
on the earth, and daughters had been born to them,‟” I said (Ge. 6:1). “This is usually taken to mean a time
when the population had increased,” I said.
“Okay, so the evidence does point to Noah‟s grandfather‟s day,” agreed Charlie. “Why is it important?”
asked Charlie again in an even more perplexed tone.
“The redactor left a gate open when he didn‟t explain who Cain‟s wife was. The clergy tries to close it by
claiming Cain and Seth must have married one of their sisters mentioned in Genesis 5:5.”
“Oh, yes, Cain‟s wife,” recalled Charlie. “You mean Adam had other daughters?” asked Charlie in a
surprised tone.
“Yes, the Adam-Seth genealogy mentions he had sons and daughters sometime over an eight hundred
year period after Seth was born,” I said.
“But you‟re saying their explanation doesn‟t fly,” said Charlie.
“Right, Yahweh had banished Cain to roam in the world among others,” I added.
“Yes and he was worried about being harmed or killed,” interjected Charlie.
“Right,” I agreed, “you can argue that Seth and his sons married woman from their own lineage but Cain
was banished; not only from Yahweh‟s presence but from having contact with his own people. Since this is
the case Cain could not have married one of his sisters; he had to marry someone else. Methuselah or
Methushael are the ones who the redactor subtly suggests crossed the line and mixed the lineages of Cain
and Seth,” I said.
“I get it! You‟re saying we need to look to the multiple creation in Genesis one to find Cain‟s wife. The
story of Cain‟s banishment comes from the same source as the first creation story where lots of people were
created. In the original story Cain didn‟t need to marry his sister,” concluded Charlie.
“That‟s right. The redactor implies the lineages didn‟t intermarry until a later period. Cain has to be
viewed as having married a woman from the world at large or there couldn‟t have been any descendants of
Cain.”
“Do you really think the redactor thought through all of these things?” asked Charlie.
“I think he did for most of the major issues but the implications from all of his blending efforts became
more elaborate than he imagined. For example you might be able to make a case that Enoch, as a righteous

man, didn‟t approve of the intermarriages but we can‟t be certain what the other six fathers thought about
it,” I said.
“Now you‟ve stumped me again,” said Charlie. “Are you suggesting they were all alive during this
time?” asked Charlie in a puzzled tone.
“The text implies there were six others alive at the time: Adam, Seth, Enosh, Kenan, Mahalalel, and
Jared,” I answered.
“You‟re kidding! Adam was still alive when the sons of God married the daughters of men? How could
you possibly know that?” asked Charlie in a disbelieving tone.
“When you add up the ages of all of the fathers on the birthdays of their first born sons in the Adam-Seth
genealogy it adds up to 1061 years. This brings us at least around Noah‟s birthday who is the last son on
the list. Then it tells us when Noah was 600 years old the flood waters arrived. This means the flood
occurred approximately 1661 after the creation of Adam” (Ge. 5:3-31; 7:11), I said.
Charlie studied the texts for a minute and then asked, “Why did you say approximately?”
“When you add up all of these numbers it equals 1661 years and you might incorrectly conclude the flood
was exactly 1661 years after the creation of the man or Adam,” I said.
“Why wouldn‟t it be exact?” asked Charlie.
“If it was exact it would mean all nine generations of first born sons were born on their fathers‟
birthdays,” I said.
“Okay, how did you get that?” asked Charlie.
“Well let‟s take the first example. It says: „When Adam was 135 years old he became the father of a son
.... and he called him Seth‟” (Ge. 5:3), I read and then paused.
“Okay, I don‟t get it,” said Charlie.
“Your fifteen years old, aren‟t you?” I asked.
“Right,” said Charlie. “But I‟m in the eleventh grade,” added Charlie in a proud tone.
“In fact you‟re almost sixteen years old but we still say you‟re fifteen until your sixteenth birthday,” I
said. “Since it‟s unlikely that Seth was born on Adam‟s creation day,” I said as I smiled, “he was probably
some days, weeks or months older than 135 years old when Seth was born. This kind of information is
given in all nine generations plus it says Noah was 600 years old when the flood waters arrived,” I said.
“And the flood probably didn‟t occur precisely on Noah‟s 600th birthday either,” interjected Charlie.
“Right, so we know we have to add some time to the actual years stated. If we use a half year correction
for each period of time mentioned then we‟ll get a more realistic answer,” I said.
“I see, one of the sons on the list may have been born a month or two after his father‟s birth date but
another one might have been born ten or eleven months after his father‟s birth date,” said Charlie.
“Right, we know we have to add some time and if we go to the middle of the year we should average out
somewhere closer to a more realistic answer. Since we have ten periods we have to add six months for each
period or an additional 5 years. This means the information from this E block of text allows us to date the
flood to 1666 years after Adam‟s creation day,” I said.
“Boy, you‟re always so specific, it‟s irritating,” said Charlie. “But I have to admit your right ... too right,”
said Charlie.
“I used the information in my Jerusalem Bible to do the arithmetic last night to determine the year of
birth for Methuselah, Lamech and Noah. Methuselah was born 696-1/2 years after Adam‟s creation day.
Lamech, a first generation Nephilim, was born 883 years after Adam‟s creation day. Noah, a second
generation Nephilim, was born 1065-1/2 years after Adam‟s creation day,” I said as I read out of my notes.
“That‟s neat,” commented Charlie. “Do you think Noah was a half breed?” asked Charlie.
“Well, that‟s not a very pleasant term but he did have mixed blood. His father was half Nephilim but we
can‟t even speculate about his mother,” I said.
“We can also use other information in the Adam-Seth genealogy to determine the year of the deaths of all
of the pre-flood patriarchs in this lineage. Adam‟s age at his death is given (Ge. 5:5) but for each
subsequent generation you have to add the ages of all previous fathers, at the birth of their sons, to the
stated length of life of each patriarch. You also have to remember to add a six month correction to each
time period given. Since you probably didn‟t understand all of that, just trust me,” I said.
“I don‟t know who to trust,” commented Charlie.

“Well, you can figure it out later. Let me read you my list of the seven generations prior to Methusaleh.
I‟ve arranged it in ascending order of their death years:
Adam died in the 930-1/2 year after his creation (Ge. 5:5); Enoch died in the 995-1/2 year; Seth died in the
1048th year; Enosh died in the 1146-1/2 year; Kenan died in the 1242nd year; Mahalalel died in the 12971/2 year; Jared died in the 1431st year,” I said.
“I see it says Adam lived for 930 years (Ge. 5:5) and then he died. You added six months as it‟s unlikely
he died on his creation day,” concluded Charlie as he smiled. “Everyone else has a birthday except Adam
and Eve who have creation days,” said Charlie as he started laughing.
I simply chuckled along with him but didn‟t say anything. Then, Charlie picked up my Bible and started
pouring over the texts. He was silent for a minute and then started to think out loud while he hit the keys of
my calculator. “Then Seth was born when Adam was 135 years old and he lived 912 years; two six month
periods has to be added because two time periods are mentioned, that equals 1 year. So you added 135 plus
912 plus 1 and got ... 1048! Seth died on the 1048th year after Adam‟s creation day,” said Charlie in an
excited tone. “Even I can do this!”
“Congratulations! It‟s simple arithmetic. To do the rest it‟s easier if you draw a straight time line on
graph paper, write in each patriarch and include every time period mentioned in the text. This way you‟ll
have a graph with all the information and you won‟t have to keep going back to the text to add up all the
numbers. You can do it later,” I said.
“When you consider Methuselah was born 696-1/2 years after Adam‟s creation day; Lamech on the
883rd year and Noah on the 1065-1/2 year and compare it to the death years of the previous fathers it
proves that all seven previous generations of fathers were contemporaries with Methuselah and all eight
were still alive in Lamech‟s time,” I said.
“Boy, that‟s really hard to imagine,” said Charlie.
“Six generations of fathers were alive at Noah‟s birth,” I added.
“You can also calculate Lamech‟s death year as 1660-1/2 while Methuselah died in the year 1665. The
redactor cut this one a little close to the flood which occurred only a year after his death.”
“And Methuselah lived longer than his son, Lamech,” offered Charlie.
“Methuselah may have even heard Noah preaching. Maybe he even came by and saw his grandson as he
was building the ark,” I said.
“But they were probably at odds,” suggested Charlie. “No grandson of his was going to tell him what to
do,” said Charlie as he imagined the scene.
“Well, you‟ve got a good imagination. There‟s one more important thing we can discern but this time it‟s
from the list of the descendants of Cain in Genesis four,” I said.
“What is it?” asked Charlie in an upbeat tone.
“It‟s Noah‟s other name,” I said.
“Dad, have you gone crackers?” asked Charlie as he smiled.
“Not since the last time I looked,” I replied as I smiled. “The Lamech on Cain‟s list had two wives Adah
and Zillah. Since Adah was the first wife it‟s likely her first born son named Jabal was Lamech‟s true first
born son (Ge. 4:19-22). He is probably the South‟s equivalent to the North‟s „Noah,‟ I said. “The redactor
settled on the name „Noah‟ but still included Jabal in Cain‟s genealogy. Jabal is said to have been the
ancestor of tent dwellers and owners of livestock (Ge. 4:20-21). This would be in line with the Noah who
had to handle all the animals in the ark and the one who offered animal sacrifices to Yahweh after the
flood,” I said. “But I‟ll speak more about this in a minute, I have to put the horse before the ark,” I said.
“You mean before the „cart,‟” said Charlie as he chuckled at my corny joke. “Boy, this is interesting,”
commented Charlie.
“Check this out,” I said as I handed him my Bible. “If you read the block of text from Genesis 4:1-24 and
then skip to Genesis 6:5-8 the story logically follows and both blocks use the divine name, „Yahweh.‟”
“Charlie carefully read the blocks as I suggested. Then he said, “I agree the second block does follow the
first one.”

“This leads us to two different accounts of Noah‟s Flood that were blended by the redactor,” I said as I
smiled.
“Okay, but you can‟t shock me any more,” said Charlie as he grinned.
“You just read Genesis 6:5-8. It‟s an introduction to a flood legend that comes from J. Genesis 6:9-22
begins another introduction that uses the term Elohim and comes from E. Once again you can observe that
either of these introductions could stand alone,” I said.
“Genesis 6:18-22 seems to be from E as one pair of each kind of animal is preserved. Genesis 7:1 -5
seems to come from J as one pair of unclean animals, seven pairs of clean animals and seven pairs of birds
of the air were saved. The reference to „clean and unclean‟ animals was probably edited into the story by
the redactor,” I said.
“Why do you think that?” asked Charlie.
“The clean and unclean laws were given to Israel as elements of the Mosaic Law,” I said. “You‟ll recall
that clean animals were suitable for humans to eat and for sacrifices but unclean animals weren‟t. The
redactor was preparing the new Bible to regulate the sacrificial system and the religious life of the people
who returned to their homeland. They couldn‟t leave out any early references to clean animals,” I said.
“So it was all part of the Law of Moses,” concluded Charlie.
“Yes. In our calendar we say it is the year 1995 A.D. The Jews say we are in the year 5756. This places
the creation of humankind around the year 3760 B.C. If we accept this we can subtract 1666 years from it
and conclude the flood occurred in the year 2094 B.C. or about 4090 years ago. Moses is usually believed
to have received the Law at Mount Sinai between 1250 and 1230 B.C. so it means there were about 844
years between the flood and the receiving of the Law,” I said.
“That‟s cool,” commented Charlie.
“You have to keep in mind others want to place the creation sometime around 4,000 years B.C. that is
about 300 years earlier. Anyway, the funny thing is it seems as if the redactor, in terms of his clean and
unclean animals theme, didn‟t do a very thorough editing job.”
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie. “Did he leave another gate open?” asked Charlie as he smiled.
“After the flood, in the ninth chapter of Genesis, Elohim tells them that: „every moving thing that lives
shall be food for you; and as I gave you the green plants, I give you everything. Only you shall not eat flesh
with its life, that is, its blood‟ (Ge. 9:3-4). Yahweh speaks of clean and unclean animals and Elohim says
every moving thing that lives shall be food for you. The obvious contradictions are once again due to the
differences in the E and J sources,” I said.
“But the account about the clean and unclean animals doesn‟t say anything about food for humans?”
objected Charlie.
“That‟s right. It says after Noah came out of the ark he built an altar for Yahweh and offered some clean
animals and birds as burnt offerings. „Yahweh smelled the appeasing fragrance and said to himself, „Never
again will I curse the earth because of man, because his heart contrives evil from his infancy. Never again
will I strike down every living thing as I have done‟” (Ge. 8:20-21), I said as I read from my Jerusalem
Bible. “It seems that Yahweh enjoys the fragrance of burnt flesh,” I said.
“Yuk!” exclaimed Charlie in disgust.
“This comes from the J source that also speaks of Noah taking seven pairs of clean animals on the ark
(Ge. 7:1-3). Another J block of text, in chapter four, speaks of Abel being a keeper of sheep and making
offerings from his flock. References like these provide clues that the original J text spoke of humans eating
meat and making burnt offerings to Yahweh even before the flood.”
“It‟s clear they offered sacrifices but what makes you think they ate meat?” asked Charlie.
“In the second or JE creation story the man gave names to all the cattle, birds and wild beasts (Ge. 2:20).
Since it singles out cattle I‟m already suspicious. In the J material Abel not only offers Yahweh the first
born of his flock he also offers him some of their fat portions as well” (Ge. 4:4), I said as I glanced at my
Jerusalem Bible.
“He‟s obviously killing animals, cutting them open and offering the fat portions to Yahweh. Why doesn‟t
he simply offer the entire animal as he did the first born animals? Why is there this reference to the fat
portions? I think it is evidence that Abel was a meat eater who offered some of the choice portions of his
meat to Yahweh who loves animal sacrifices,” I said.

“This tradition continues as Cain‟s descendent Jabal, who I think was the south‟s Noah, as the ancestor of
tent dwellers and owners of livestock (Ge. 4:20-21).Why does he own livestock?” I asked.
“Maybe they drank milk and used their skins,” suggested Charlie.
“Well they probably did but nomads also eat meat,” I said. “In religious cultures where animal sacrifices
are offered the people are always meat eaters. The first creation account implies humans were vegetarians
as Elohim only gave them seed-bearing plants as food. It even says all wild beasts, birds and reptiles were
herbivores or plant eaters” (Ge. 1:29-30), I said.
“Let me see that,” said Charlie. After he read the account he said, “Boy it‟s hard to imagine a lion eating
plants like cattle. No one can deny the differences in these accounts.”
“Sacrifices were important to the priests. Once again it makes sense that the J source would picture
animal sacrifices in its earliest traditions as the priests were preparing to institute a centralized sacrificial
system,” I repeated.
“It‟s still not certain they ate meat,” resisted Charlie.
“I agree it‟s not explicitly stated but I think the evidence is there,” I retorted. “If both stories clearly
support a vegetarian lifestyle why there are these out-of-place details in the J blocks of text?”
“I guess it doesn‟t make sense,” admitted Charlie.
“There are also two different ways of referring to the passage of time. Genesis 7:11-16; and 8:13-14 are
two blocks of text that include Noah‟s age in passages before it names the actual month and day of an
event. A passage in the first block says: „In the six hundredth year of Noah‟s life, in the second month, and
on the seventeenth day of that month, that very day all the springs of the great deep broke through, and the
sluices of heaven opened. It rained for forty days and nights‟” (Ge. 7:12), I said.
“The second block of text uses the same system. It says:
It was the six hundred and first year of Noah‟s life, in the first month and on the first of the month, that the
water dried up from the earth. Noah lifted back the hatch of the ark and looked out. The surface of the
ground was dry! In the second month and on the twenty-seventh day of the month the earth was dry” (Ge.
8:13-14), I said as I read from the Jerusalem Bible.
“Okay, I can see what you mean. The writer gives Noah‟s age before he gives us the actual month and
day of the event,” repeated Charlie.
“Since both blocks use the same system they‟re probably from the same source,” I said.
“Okay,” accepted Charlie.
“There are statements in the first block that indicate it‟s from E. Noah takes two of each kind of animal
just as Elohim had commanded him earlier (Ge. 6:19-20; Gen. 7:7-9,16). And the second last sentence
includes the phrase „... just as Elohim had ordered him‟” (Ge. 7:16), I said.
“What about the last sentence?” asked Charlie.
“It says: „And Yahweh closed the door behind Noah‟ (Ge. 7:16). The sentence is out-of-place because
Yahweh had ordered Noah to board the ark with seven pairs of clean animals and birds (Ge. 7:3-4). In the
Jerusalem Bible this sentence is set off by itself in a new paragraph to indicate it was probably added by an
editor. It seems the redactor added it to the end of this E block of text,” I said.
“So you‟re saying both blocks are basically from E,” concluded Charlie.
“Right, if we accept in Noah‟s day a year was 360 days made up of twelve months with thirty days in
each month then we can calculate the actual number of days that Noah was in the ark before he saw dry
land in the E legend,” I said.
“How do you do it?” asked Charlie.
“Just subtract the months and days mentioned in Genesis 7:11-12 from those in Genesis 8:13. The answer
is forty-six days short of a year, or 314 days. It was another month and twenty-six days before Elohim
asked him to come out of the ark (Ge. 8:14-15). It means that Noah and his family were in the ark for a
total of 370 days or one year and ten days,” I said.
“That‟s neat,” said Charlie. “What if their calendar was different?” asked Charlie.
“It isn‟t likely,” I responded.
“How do you know?” challenged Charlie.

“Genesis 8:1-5 is another block of E text that proves it. It says: „After a hundred and fifty days the waters
fell, and in the seventh month, on the seventeenth day of that month, the ark came to rest on the mountains
of Ararat. The water gradually fell until the tenth month when, on the first day of the tenth month, the
mountain peaks appeared‟” (Ge. 8:4-5), I said and then paused.
After a moment‟s silence Charlie said, “Okay, I don‟t get it.”
“Genesis 7:11-13 says Noah entered into the ark on the seventeenth day of the second month. Genesis
8:4-5 implies the ark, one hundred and fifty days later, came to rest on the seventeenth day of the seventh
month. The difference is exactly five months. Five times thirty is exactly 150 days,” I said.
“Wow, is that ever cool. It means they probably did use a calendar with 30 days in each month. This
block has to be from E,” agreed Charlie.
“Right, we can also determine the mountain peaks appeared two months and fourteen days or 74 days
later” (Ge. 8:5), I said.
“You mean the ark was grounded for 74 days before they could see the mountain peaks?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s what it implies,” I answered. “We can also determine the ark was grounded on the mountain top
for 220 days before Elohim asked Noah‟s family to leave,” I said.
“How did you get that?” asked Charlie.
“When you subtract the 150 days from the 370 days you get 220 days. It means that Noah‟s family spent
more time in the ark while it was grounded than they did while it was floating on the worldwide sea. I hope
it rested on a reasonably flat mountain top,” I said with a chuckle. “But I don‟t think they had any paved
mountain top parking lots in those days,” I joked. “I think Noah and his family must have spent some tense
moments while the ark shifted positions during crucial moments when the water level was dropping,” I
said.
“They must have spent many nights sleeping on an angle,” concluded Charlie.
“Genesis 7:1-11 and 7:17-24 are two blocks of text from the J source. Genesis 7:1-5 implies Yahweh
intended it to rain for 40 days and nights. In Genesis 7:17-24 tells us the flood continued or lasted for 40
days (Ge. 7:17) and later it says the waters rose on the earth for 150 days (Ge. 7:24). On the surface this
material implies the flood lasted for 190 days,” I concluded. “The next clear J block of text shows Noah
offering burnt sacrifices on an altar he made” (Ge. 8:20-22), I said.
“But the Elohim story takes up 370 days and the J story is only 190 days. The difference is 180 days,”
protested Charlie. “How did the redactor blend the two stories together? As it is, it doesn‟t make any
sense.”
“He probably used the 150 days as the common literary device to pull the two stories together. The E and
the J blocks each contain accounts using this period of time. It‟s mentioned in Genesis 7:24 and then
repeated a few verses later in Genesis 8:4 in a different context. It was clever but when you carefully read
the first block it doesn‟t make any sense,” I said as I referred Charlie to Genesis 7:17-24.
Charlie read the section and then said, “When you read the first section it sounds as if the flood ended
after 40 days and then it goes on to speak about another 150 days (Ge. 7:17-24). You‟re right, it doesn‟t
make sense,” concluded Charlie.
“Right, if the flood lasted 40 days like it says in verse 17 why does it say the waters „rose‟ or „prevailed‟
for 150 days in verse 24? (Ge. 7:17, 24). Even if you connect the two periods of time it doesn‟t make sense.
In any flood when the water supply stops the water level begins to subside. The water level doesn‟t keep
rising or prevailing for a period of three and a half times longer than when the water was actually coming
down,” I said.
“I guess not,” said Charlie as he imagined the water in his bath tub rising, the tap being shut off and then
draining after he pulled the plug, “the water level has to go down when the supply is cut off.”
“The 150 days was spliced into the J text by the redactor in an attempt to blend it with the E material. In
the original J legend the flood probably only lasted for 40 days,” I said.
“Wow! Is there anything else we can tell about the original J text?” asked Charlie.
“Yes, the writers of the J legend liked to express things in intervals of 40 days. Yahweh said it was going
to rain for 40 days and nights (Ge. 7:4-5), and in the section we just read says the flood lasted for 40 days
(Ge. 7:17). The E source prefers to express things in 7 day intervals. There‟s the 7 day creation account

associated with Elohim (Ge. 1:1-2:4); in an E block of text it says, „seven days later the waters of the flood
appeared on the earth‟ (Ge. 7:10). And all of this brings us to the story about the birds,” I said as I smiled.
“What birds?” asked Charlie.
“Genesis 8:6-12 tells the story of Noah releasing birds from the ark. It says after 40 days Noah released a
raven, through a window he had made, which flew to and fro until the waters dried up (Ge. 8:6-7). Then the
next passages tell us a similar story. It says:
Then he sent forth a dove from him, to find out if the waters were receding from the face of the earth. The
dove finding nowhere to perch, returned to him in the ark, for there was water over the whole surface of the
earth; putting out his hand he took hold of it and brought it back into the ark with him. After waiting seven
more days again he sent out the dove from the ark” (Ge. 8:8-10), I said as I looked at Charlie with an
expression on my face that said something is wrong.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie in a perplexed tone.
“Once again we are seeing evidence of two similar but different stories. In the first story we know why
Noah released the raven. As long as Noah can see the raven flying around the ark he knows the bird hasn‟t
found dry land. Why does Noah have to release a dove to find out the same thing?”
“Couldn‟t Noah have put two birds into the air?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s possible,” I admitted, “but that poor raven has to be flying around for a minimum of 40 days,” I said.
“Okay how did you get that?” asked Charlie with a smile on his face.
“The J material implies it rained for 40 days and nights (Ge. 7:4). The raven story says Noah released the
bird after 40 days (Ge. 8:6) and the flood lasted for 40 days” (Ge. 7:24), I said.
“Boy that means the raven was in the air for at least 40 days,” commented Charlie as he smiled. “It‟s got
to come back to the ark to eat. Maybe the raven didn‟t come back for a few days and Noah wanted to send
out another bird. This time he chose a dove,” said Charlie.
“Well, it means that Noah didn‟t see the raven for over 7 days because that‟s how long Noah waited
before he sent the dove out on its second flight” (Ge. 8:9-11), I said.
“That‟s right ... maybe the raven found a floating log,” retorted Charlie. “Maybe when it says the raven
went to and fro it doesn‟t mean it came back to the ark. It flew away and went to and fro from log to log.”
“Nonsense!” I exclaimed. “The writer of the story knows what happened to the raven so it didn‟t
disappear,” I retorted. “What did the raven eat?” I asked. “Noah might as well have sent out ducks,” I said
as I started laughing.
“Yes ducks can swim and float around but I don‟t think ravens can. I guess ravens floating on logs would
be the same as floating ducks. Floating birds would never have to come back to the ark and if that‟s the
case his crazy experiment couldn‟t prove a thing. The whole thing sounds crazy,” said Charlie in a
frustrated tone.
“The fact remains that the account about the raven is a complete story. It tells us when Noah sent out the
raven. It tells us what it did until „the waters were dried up from the earth‟ (Ge. 8:6-7). It has a beginning
and takes us to a logical conclusion. The account about the dove is another complete story (Ge. 6:8-12).
These accounts could stand alone and it sounds ridiculous when you try to blend them together.”
“My guess is the story about the raven is a part of the J legend because it tells us that Noah let the raven
go at „the end of 40 days‟ (Ge. 8:6). And the dove is associated with 7 day intervals that is characteristic of
the E material.”
“So you‟re saying that these bird stories were also blended together by the redactor,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. There is other less clear but still probable blocks of mixed texts. In a J block it says: „for in
seven days time I mean to make it rain on earth for forty days and nights‟ (Ge. 7:4). Here the intervals of
seven days, which are usually found in E blocks of text, are mixed with a forty day interval which is found
in J blocks. The last sentence in another E block, Genesis 7:11-12, says: „It rained on earth for forty days
and forty nights‟ (Ge. 7:12). The priests probably added this J term to these E lines of text,” I said.
“So you‟re saying it‟s a mixed up mess but you can still discern some things they did,” concluded
Charlie.
“You have to watch for the clues. There‟s even one more that links the raven story to the J source,” I said.

“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“There is the statement that tells us Yahweh closed the door behind Noah (Ge. 7:16). Then the writer of
the raven story makes the effort to tell us Noah let the raven out of the trap door he had made in the ark”
(Ge. 8:6), I said.
“Yes, I can see that,” exclaimed Charlie. “Since Yahweh had sealed the ark the writer felt he had to tell
us how Noah let the raven out.”
“You got it again,” I said. “You‟ll recall the scene I referred to earlier about how Noah built an altar and
offered burnt sacrifices to Yahweh,” I said.
“Yes, Yahweh liked it, ...,” said Charlie as he opened my Bible. “It says:
it was an appeasing fragrance and said to himself, „Never again will I curse the earth because of man,
because his heart contrives evil from his infancy. Never again will I strike down every living thing as I
have done” (Ge. 8:21), read Charlie.
“Right, now let me see it.” He handed me the open Bible and I said, “In chapter nine there is an E block
that repeats the same divine promise in different words. It says: „I establish my Covenant with you: no
thing of flesh shall be swept away again by the waters of the flood. There shall be no flood to destroy the
earth again‟ (Ge. 9:11). Then Elohim goes on to show Noah‟s family the bow in the clouds as a sign of the
Covenant between him and the earth and he repeats his promise” (Ge. 9:12-17), I said.
“Yes, the rainbow! So that comes from the E source,” said Charlie in a delighted tone. “At least it
promises there will never be a flood again.”
“The stories in Genesis clearly speak of a worldwide flood. There have been numerous local floods since
in which numerous people and animals have lost their lives,” I said.
“I guess that‟s right,” said Charlie.
“In the original E legend Noah was a tiller of the soil, which means a gardener or farmer (Ge. 9:19). This
would have been in line with the early vegetarian tradition implied in Genesis one and in the story of the
special couple who were keepers of the garden. They were allowed to eat the fruit of the trees except the
forbidden ones. Since there are two flood legends it makes sense that there must have been two „Noahs.‟ In
the J legend I think „Noah‟ was Jabal, the herdsman. It‟s in line with Abel‟s animal sacrifices and those of
Noah after the flood. All of it is the stuff of legends, at least two different ones that have been crudely
blended together by the redactor,” I concluded.

MYSTERIES OF THE DELUGE
“I really can‟t deny most of the evidence you‟ve presented but are you saying there really wasn‟t a
flood?” asked Charlie.
“Charlie, try to picture this if you can. Imagine the waters of the world rising to become a massive ocean
that covers the highest mountains to a depth of 15 cubits (Ge. 7:19) in only 40 days and nights,” I said.
“Boy that‟s a lot of water,” exclaimed Charlie. “Where did it all come from?”
“Charlie, we‟re talking about thousands of feet of water above sea level. You have to have enough water
to cover the highest peak on earth which is Mount Everest. It towers an amazing 29,028 feet above sea
level that means the waters of the flood had to be about 29,028 plus 26 which equals 29,054 feet above sea
level.
“Where did you get the 26 feet?” asked Charlie.
“Genesis 7:19 says the waters rose to a depth of 15 cubits or ...,” I replied.
“... or 26 feet above the highest mountains,” interrupted Charlie.
“The clergy tries to save the day by pointing out that Genesis claims a lot of it came from underground
(Ge. 7:11-12). But you need enough water for a worldwide ocean which is 29,054 feet above sea level.
There couldn‟t possibly be that much water underground. Geologists have studied the seismic waves
caused by earthquakes and the nature of volcanic activity to determine the makeup and density of the
different layers of the earth‟s core. There isn‟t any underground sea large enough to contain that much

water,” I said. “Some people suggest some of the water came from the sky since Genesis One speaks of a
firmament that divides the waters from the waters.”
“What does that mean?” asked Charlie.
“Well, it‟s not very clear but some people imagine it could have been something like a ring of ice around
the planet. Something like those that orbit Saturn and some other planets,” I answered.
“Maybe that was the source of water,” affirmed Charlie.
“It‟s not very likely. If there were that much ice orbiting the planet it would have had a huge impact on
the climate. So much of the sun‟s light would have been blocked it would have resulted in an Ice Age and
there‟s no evidence of that in this timeframe. So we can‟t explain where the water came from and where it
went,” I asserted.
“What if the water evaporated?” asked Charlie.
“In an indirect way that‟s what Genesis implies. It says: „Elohim sent a wind across the earth and the
waters subsided‟ (Ge. 8:2). The problem is when water evaporates it becomes water vapor which forms into
clouds. When it rains the water falls to the earth and the process continues. Where is all of the water? We
also have to deal with an incredible change in the rate that the water level dropped,” I said.
“How can you possibly say anything about that?” asked Charlie.
“The size of the ark gives us some clues,” I said. “Elohim asked Noah to build it 300 cubits long, 50
cubits wide and 30 cubits high,” I said.
“How big is a cubit?” asked Charlie.
“Estimates vary as there seems to have been more than one way to determine the length of the measure.
Some sources say it‟s about 18 inches long while others refer to an older cubit which measured seven
palms or hand-breaths which equaled about 21 inches. Since the older one is probably the better estimate
for Noah‟s day it means the ark was: 525 feet long, 87-1/2 feet wide and 52-1/2 feet high. And then the ark
had a roof on it to boot. Since there were three levels or decks in the vessel each one must have been about
17 feet high” (Ge. 6:14-16).
“Wow, Noah must have been a giant,” said Charlie as he imagined a ceiling seventeen feet high. That‟s a
monstrous ship,” said Charlie. “It must have taken years to build.”
“Genesis says Noah was 600 years old when the flood waters appeared (Ge. 7:11) so maybe he started
building it after his sons were born when he was only 500 years old” (Ge. 5:32), I said as I started to laugh.
“Yes, chucked Charlie. “Noah was „only‟ 500 years old. He must have had three wives. How else could
he have three sons in one year?” stated Charlie.
“I agree unless his wife had triplets,” I said in a joking tone. “This ark, if it was real, must have been one
of the wonders of the ancient world,” I said. “Since we know the ark was grounded on the mountain top for
74 days before Noah could see the mountain peaks it tells us something about the rate at which the water
level was subsiding,” I said.
“How so?” asked Charlie.
“It makes sense to say the look out window Noah cut out of the ark must have been on the third level so
he could see out from the highest point. Noah must have watched the water level drop about 15 feet or so in
74 days before he could see the peaks of other mountains in the area,” I said.
“Why are you guessing 15 feet?” asked Charlie.
“Since the ark was very heavy and it was made out of wood I‟m guessing much of it was submerged
when it was in the water. When it hit ground and Noah looked out of his third level window how much
could the water level have subsided in 74 days?” I asked. “Even if he watched it drop 25 feet it would have
only been about four inches per day,” I said.
“Okay I follow you,” commented Charlie.
“I‟m using the term „only‟ tongue-in-cheek because that is still a massive drop in the water level. Imagine
a worldwide ocean dropping four inches per day! That‟s an incredible amount of water. Then we are to
believe that only 174 days later the earth was dry,” I said and paused.
“I can see the problem but how did you get the 174 days?” asked Charlie.
“The E material indicates Noah and his family spent 220 days in the ark while it was grounded. It took 74
days before Noah could see the mountain peaks. So the rest of the water subsided in 220 minus 74, which
equals 174 days. We are supposed to believe that „thousands‟ of feet of water dissipated in a little over two

times the previous period of time. Elohim must have really pulled the plug on the drain,” I said as I
laughed.
“Well, I have to admit it sounds crazy,” said Charlie reluctantly.
“Then there‟s the problem of fresh water mixing with the saline water of the oceans. Since Noah‟s
worldwide ocean is, geologically speaking, a recent event there should still be more salt in our ground
water. Where is all the salt?” I asked not expecting Charlie to answer.
“What do you mean a recent event?” asked Charlie.
“Geologists who study natural salt deposits around the world find evidence that indicates these deposits
are prehistoric ocean beds that dried up due to earth and climate changes millions of years ago,” I said.
“Even though some members of the clergy try to save the day by claiming all the water prior to the flood
was fresh water, these salt deposits prove ancient seas contained salt.”
“I guess that has to be right,” agreed Charlie.
“The problems go on and on. If such a huge saltine sea evaporated there shouldn‟t be so many fresh water
lakes and rivers. In fact there shouldn‟t be hardly any drinking water. There should also be an abundance of
remnant salt seas all over the world and this isn‟t the case,” I said.
“What about the Great Salt Lake in Utah?” asked Charlie.
“There is also the Dead Sea in Israel and others but these are few and far between. The small number of
inland salt water bodies can be explained by the local geology. Look at the Great Lakes and hundreds of
other fresh water lakes and rivers all over the world. These shouldn‟t be here if there were such a flood,” I
answered.
“I guess not,” acknowledged Charlie.
“There should also be salt deposits all over the world and we couldn‟t even farm the land,” I said.
“Why not?” asked Charlie.
“The soil would be too salty,” I said. “There should also be other physical evidence such as worldwide
sediment that should have precipitated from the ocean. The flood should have left numerous signatures that
should have been discovered by geologists. There are so many missing things and what they see doesn‟t
support the story. Further the forces of nature can‟t explain any of the details in these stories. When I
consider how messed up the Genesis record really is and then examine the other factors I have to conclude
these stories speak of miracles; the kind of miracles we read about in legends and myths,” I said.
“You‟ve given me so many details to think about it will take me a decade to sort it all out,” concluded
Charlie.
“So, what‟s your hurry,” I said as I smiled. “Another funny thing about these bird stories is they‟re out
place,” I said as a new thought entered my mind.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“The section immediately prior to the bird stories, Genesis 8:3-5, tells us the ark was already resting on
the ground,” I said. “All of a sudden the writer jumps into these bird stories and starts speaking in the
present tense about how there wasn‟t any dry land.”
“I see what you mean. The bird stories should be placed earlier in the book,” said Charlie after he read it.
“Once again it looks as if someone cut and pasted different sections of at least two different legends
together, sometimes in an unorganized way. When you carefully read the Noah stories and other sections in
the Five Books it often starts and stops, tells and retells, contradicts and leaves out important story line
information.”
“I guess it‟s partly due to the insertion of the doublets and triplets,” said Charlie. “Moses or any one guy
couldn‟t have written the Five Books,” concluded Charlie.

THE SECOND CHRISTIAN BIBLE
“Since no one in the Bible even refers to the New Testament as „Holy Scripture‟ does that mean it‟s not
inspired by God?” asked Charlie.
“It depends on what you mean by inspiration. If you mean the writers of the books had a sense of being
guided then the answer is all of them may have been inspired. Poets and other artists feel inspired when
they work as well, although some of them don‟t attribute that feeling directly to God,” I said.

“Yes, sometimes I feel good when I‟m writing,” interrupted Charlie.
“Inspired writing doesn‟t necessarily mean it‟s perfect in every detail. Even the famous, but largely
misunderstood, passage in Peter‟s second letter says: „First of all you must understand this, that no
prophecy of scripture is a matter of one‟s own interpretation, because no prophecy ever came by the
impulse of man, but men moved by the Holy Spirit spoke from God‟” (2Pe. 1:20-21), I said as I read from
my Bible.
“First of all this passage refers to the prophecies in the Jewish Bible. It not only implies the messages
were inspired but they were also received by „men.‟ So we can conclude there is a divine element blending
with a human element. The clergy all too often glosses over the human element in the process. These
preachers sound like fools when they say the Bible is inerrant. By that they mean it doesn‟t contain errors.
Some of them say if anything in the Bible is in error then you can‟t really believe any of it. Some people
even say God personally dictated the text in perfect form and the writers simply transcribed the dictation,” I
said. “They don‟t want to acknowledge or they down play the human element.”
“I guess that‟s not how it happened,” said Charlie cautiously.
“But that‟s what some religiously zealous but poorly informed Christian ministers say. It‟s also not what
Eusebius recorded about the Gospel According to Mark,” I said.
“Who‟s he?” asked Charlie in a perplexed tone.
“He was a Greek Christian who lived from 263 to 339 A.D. He became the Bishop of a city called
Caesarea but he‟s also the main historian of early church history. In his book called „Ecclesiastical History‟
or „The History of the Church‟ he tells us Mark was Peter‟s follower or understudy. He says the Christians
in Rome pressed Mark for a written account of Peter‟s teachings about Jesus‟ life. Eusebius says that
Clement, an early Christian Bishop and writer, wrote that Peter authorized the reading of Mark‟s Gospel in
the churches.”
“Clement‟s statement can only make sense if Mark completed his Gospel before tradition says Paul and
Peter were martyred during Nero‟s persecution around 65 A.D. although some historians argue for 67 A.D.
People who want to attribute later dates to Mark‟s Gospel have to either discount Clement‟s comment or
the tradition,” I said.
“Yes, I guess Peter had to say what he did sometime before he died,” agreed Charlie.
“One of the issues the early church was interested in is whether or not the religious literature which was
circulating had Apostolic Authority,” I said.
“What is that?” asked Charlie.
“If they acknowledged that it did, it meant they believed that either an apostle had written it or at least
authorized its writing. The book also had to agree with the orthodox truths that Jesus and the apostles had
given to the church,” I said. “It‟s clear the early church accepted the Apostolic Authority of Mark‟s
Gospel,” I said.
“Still, we have no absolute way of knowing one way or the other,” Charlie suggested.
“Well, sometimes it‟s difficult to speak in terms of absolutes when we discuss history. What we do is
consider the evidence that is available.”
“Okay, that‟s fair. Since we weren‟t there I guess that‟s the way it has to be,” accepted Charlie.
“Papias, another early writer, says Mark never met Jesus but recorded Peter‟s recollections of Jesus‟
teachings. He also says Peter used to adapt his teachings according to the occasion without making a
systematic arrangement of Jesus‟ sayings.”
“I guess it means Mark didn‟t follow Jesus and record his sayings for himself,” said Charlie.
“Mark must have relied on Peter to clarify some details but he probably referred to some notes he took
during Peter‟s unorganized sermons,” I said. “Mark must have done the best he could in arranging Peter‟s
teachings but his account is second hand at best,” I said.
“Maybe the events weren‟t written in the right order,” said Charlie.
“That seems to be the case,” I replied.
“Maybe Peter read it and approved it,” said Charlie.
“That‟s what Clement‟s comments imply but Papias definitely said Peter‟s teachings were unorganized,”
I said.
“But how do we know that what Euse...,” said Charlie as he couldn‟t pronounce Eusebius‟ name.

“Eusebius,” I said.
“Yes him and the others. How do we know what they say is true?” challenged Charlie.
“It‟s a good question. You have to remember that Eusebius and the early church writers wrote from a proChristian perspective. They were interested in preserving and promoting Christianity. They didn‟t record
ideas which they thought were damaging to the faith without expressing their disagreement or offering
rebuttals,” I replied.
“Just because they‟re pro-Christian writers it doesn‟t mean everything they say is true,” challenged
Charlie.
“I don‟t believe everything they say but to be academically honest you have to have a reason to disagree
with them. You can‟t just discount everything. They were privileged to some information that since their
time has been lost. I can‟t see any reason to doubt them on most of these points,” I said.
“I guess more ministers should read what the early Christian Bishops had to say,” said Charlie.
“There‟s another line of evidence that tells us that God didn‟t simply dictate the New Testament in
perfect form,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“Well it takes a little bit to explain so bear with me. It‟s not difficult and it sounds like something we
have already talked about,” I said.
“Okay, go for it.”
“Matthew, Mark and Luke are commonly called the Synoptic Gospels or Synoptics for short. It comes
from a Greek word which means „to view together.‟ These three Gospels often contain similar or parallel
accounts of Jesus‟ life. Many blocks of text, line after line, in the Greek manuscripts are identical. Most
scholars say that Matthew and Luke used Mark as a source document while writing their gospels,” I said.
“How do they know that?” asked Charlie.
“There are many reasons. Most of Mark‟s gospel, except eight passages, is found in Matthew and all but
twelve passages are found in Luke. But whenever one of Mark‟s passages is missing in either Matthew or
Luke it‟s found in the other gospel. The content of Mark‟s Gospel is the common denominator among the
other two. Another clue is the fact that in many cases the Markian passages found in the other two have
been shorten or abridged. This kind of thing commonly occurs when authors attempt to eliminate things
from their source document such as repetitious ideas and writing that is difficult to follow. In other words
when you use a source document that is written in a cumbersome style you naturally improve or refine it,” I
said.
“Yes Dad, if I was telling somebody about what you‟re telling me, I wouldn‟t use all those big words,”
said Charlie as he smiled.
“Although it isn‟t as evident in our English translations, scholars tell us that the Greek in Mark‟s Gospel
is poor compared to that in Matthew and Luke. It‟s clear that they both improved on the material which
they borrowed from Mark. Luke revised and improved on Mark‟s style even more than Matthew did. For
example Mark used the present tense 151 times, Matthew retained it 21 times while Luke only used it
once,” I said. “Although Mark made a great contribution to Christian literature he wasn‟t an accomplished
writer,” I said.
“It sounds like Greek to me,” said Charlie as he smiled. “Are there any other reasons that make them
think that Mark was written first and used by the other two?” asked Charlie.
“Another clue is the sequence of events given in Mark‟s Gospel is prominent in the other two. When
Luke‟s story line differs from Matthew‟s, or the other way around, Mark‟s sequence is found in the other
gospel,” I said. “Yet overall Luke‟s Gospel preserved Mark‟s order of events more than Matthew.”
“Could Matthew and Luke have also used other sources?” asked Charlie.
“Well a little more than one-third of Matthew and one-fourth of Luke is material that is common to the
two but isn‟t found in Mark,” I said.
“So they‟re some similar passages in Matthew and Luke that aren‟t found in Mark,” summarized Charlie.
“That‟s right. Most of this material consists of sayings and speeches attributed to Jesus. This observation
has led scholars to hypothesize there must have been another common source or sources. Scholars
speculate about the existence of a lost source document they have dubbed „Q.‟ This is a symbol introduced

by nineteenth century German scholars as an abbreviation of the German term „Quelle‟ meaning source,” I
said.
“What do you think?” asked Charlie.
“There certainly were other gospel accounts circulating among the churches (Lk. 1:1) that have been
lost,” I said. “When you see the same material, sometimes practically word for word, in these two gospels
somehow they must have „shared notes.‟ For example, Matthew 3:7-10 and Luke 3:7-9 is practically word
for word from the same block of text and it isn‟t found in Mark,” I said.
“Yes, my teacher once got Johnny Smallwood to admit he copied from Jennifer Johnson in a test. He said
that Johnny‟s answers were, at times, identical to Jennifer‟s. Where are these other source gospels?” asked
Charlie.
“We don‟t know,” I answered.
“Couldn‟t Matthew have copied from Luke or Luke copied Matthew?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s possible but scholars who have studied the problem in detail say it isn‟t likely.”
“How can they tell?” asked Charlie.
“One line of evidence is due to the different arrangement of the „Q‟ material in both Gospels. Luke
includes most of it in two insertions. One is called the Little Insertion (Lk. 6:20-8:30) and the other is called
the Great Insertion (Lk. 9:51-18:14). Matthew on the other hand intersperses most of the same material
within five major discourses given by Jesus. These are found in Matthew chapters 5 -7, 10, 13, 18 and 2325. Both writers mixed this Q material in different ways into their texts,” I said.
“But Matthew could have still used Luke but he simply placed the borrowed material in different places,”
objected Charlie.
“Another more convincing clue comes from comparing the minor differences in this common „Q‟
material. Sometimes Matthew appears to have the refined version of a parallel passage while Luke seems to
have it in other instances. The conclusion is that neither one consistently copied from the other but both
drew upon „Q,‟” I said.
“I see what you mean ...,” said Charlie as he thought about it. “I wonder why they had to write so many
different gospels?” said Charlie.
“The story of the life of Jesus of Nazareth is the most inspiring tale any first or second century true
believer could have written. In time the churches favored some accounts above the others. It‟s like I said
the New Testament gradually came into being due to the popularity of the books,” I said.
“I see what you mean. The other gospels and writings gradually fell out of use and people didn‟t copy
them as much,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. It was probably due to the same reasons why a record is successful. If a recording gets lots
of air time on radio stations it causes more copies to be sold. In the case of the gospels when the clergy
continued to use them in church services it also increased the demand. The four gospels and letters became
very popular in the early churches while other competing writings gradually fell out of use,” I said.
“But you still had to be pretty rich to afford them,” interjected Charlie.
“Right, some less popular writings were being used by other groups such as the second century
Gnostics,” I said.
“Who were they?” asked Charlie.
“They were a splinter group of Christians who believed they had superior knowledge beyond that of other
Christian groups. Their name is taken from the Greek „gnosis‟ meaning knowledge. Anyway they used
different writings and for centuries the only thing we knew about them were from references contained in
the polemic writings of mainstream bishops, such as Irenaeus,” I said.
“What do you mean by „polemic writings?‟” asked Charlie.
“It means writings which are intended to refute or discredit someone else‟s work. When the mainstream
bishops refuted the writings of the Gnostics they also included something of their thought. In 1945 a large
clay jar was found in Upper Egypt, at a place called Nag Hammadi, containing a number of manuscripts
that are believed to have once belonged to a Gnostic church or monastery. They found writings such as an
Apocalypse or Revelation in the name of Paul, The Gospel of Thomas and numerous other writings, some
of which had previously only been known as titles mentioned by the mainstream church fathers,” I said.
“Boy, were they ever lucky to find them,” said Charlie.

“They sure were. Other writings were regionally popular for a time but were eventually lost. In the
second century a Syrian scholar named Tatian, who was a disciple of another important early church figure
named Justin Martyr, wrote a book called the „Diatessaron or Book of the Four.‟ He interweaved one story
out of the four Gospels. It eliminated repetitions in the Gospels so the ministers didn‟t have to wander
through four different scrolls or books. It was widely used for reading in churches, especially in the Syrian
Church where it superseded the four Gospels for centuries. In effect many people were hearing the Gospel
According to Tatian and they didn‟t have any problems with it.”
“Can you imagine what it would have been like if we had lost the four Gospels and only had Tatian‟s
Diatessaron? And then somebody came along with a theory that said the Gospel According to Tatian was
really made up of four lost source documents called MT, MA, LU and JO,” I said with a smile.
“Dad, that‟s like that theory we talked about regarding the source documents for the books of Moses,”
said Charlie. “That sounds funny.”
“You got it,” I said as I continued to smile. “The Gospel writers used other sources and blended accounts
just like the writers of the Jewish Bible. Matthew mentions some unknown sources in a similar way that the
Old Testament writers do” (Mt. 2:23), I said.
“So the conclusion is the same. New Testament writers, like their Old Testament counterparts, didn‟t take
perfect dictation from God,” said Charlie.
“You got it,” I said as I smiled.
“What can you tell me about how the New Testament canon came together?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s an interesting story. In the eighteenth century they found a mutilated fragment in the Ambrosian
Library of Milan. It‟s called the Muratorian Fragment. It‟s believed to be a copy of a late second century
document written by some early church official. It‟s one of our earliest lists of early church literature. It
tells us that: „the Gospel of St. Luke, the physician, companion of St. Paul, stands third.‟ It assigns the
Gospel of St. John to the fourth place. We can deduce from those comments that Matthew and Mark must
had the first and second place in the order.”
“Maybe the part that contained comments about the first two gospels perished,” interjected Charlie.
“Right, after the Gospels it places the Acts and then the Epistles of Paul. It adds: „there is in circulation an
Epistle to the Laodiceans and one to the Alexandrians forged in Paul‟s name and several others which
cannot be received in the Catholic Church. We receive also that Revelation of John and the Revelation of
Peter, which later some of our body will not allow to be read in Church.‟”
“The Muratorian Fragment doesn‟t include the Epistles of James, I and II Peter and Hebrews,” I said.
“It‟s also concerned over which books should be read in churches rather than which ones are Holy
Scripture. The Jewish Bible was the Holy Scriptures to the early Christian church. The idea that some of
the new literature that was circulating was Holy Scripture took several centuries to become firmly
established in the church.”
“I wonder why the other books weren‟t mentioned?” asked Charlie.
“It seems these books weren‟t yet universally accepted,” I answered.
“So you‟re saying the clergy was still arguing over which books should belong in the canon,” said
Charlie. “Maybe those books weren‟t even written yet,” challenged Charlie. “I mean, how do we know that
all of the New Testament books were truly written in the first century?” challenged Charlie.
“You‟ve got a good point,” I admitted. “Although the conservative point-of-view says the New
Testament literature was written sometime within a sixty to seventy year period after Jesus was crucified
the evidence is less than conclusive,” I admitted.
“Man, what do we know?” asked Charlie.
“The Rylands Fragment is the oldest bit of the New Testament known to exist. It is a small irregularly
shaped piece about 3-1/2 by 2-1/2 inches. It has writing on both sides which is evidence that it once
belonged to a copy of a gospel in book or codex form rather than scroll form.”
“What do you mean by book or codex form?” asked Charlie.
“Papyrus is a thin paper-like material made from the thin strips taken from the papyrus plant that grows
along the river banks in warm countries. These strips were glued together into sheets that were further
glued into long rolls or scrolls. In time they began to fold and cut these sheets to make pages that were

bound together into books. In the early second century, and perhaps before that, writers began to use the
newer book or codex form over the older rolls or scrolls,” I said.
“You mean they bound pages together like we have today,” said Charlie as he held up his Bible.
“Yes that‟s what codex or book form means. The sheets in books usually have writing on both sides of
the page. The Rylands Fragment is made of papyrus. One side of it contains parts of John 18:31-33 and the
other John 18:37-38.”
“Why do they call it the Rylands Fragment?” asked Charlie.
“In 1920 the fragment was found in Egypt and it is now in the John Rylands Library in Manchester. It‟s
thought to have been written in the first half of the second century, very probably between 125-150 A.D. If
the dating of this fragment is accurate then John‟s Gospel must have been written sometime earlier. All of
the books we currently have in the New Testament are at least mentioned by name in the writings of the
church bishops up to the fourth century,” I said. “But it‟s very difficult to prove that all of the New
Testament literature was written in the first century,” I conceded again.
“Didn‟t the early leaders decide which books should be in the New Testament at a synod?” asked Charlie
in a tone that suggested he was proud of himself for using the new term.
“The New Testament doesn‟t mention any church council on the New Testament canon nor does
Eusebius or any other early writer,” I said as I smiled. “Most uniformed people think the New Testament
was the result of some deliberate judicial process but we do not know of any early synod on the issue.
However you might be able to say there were five stages in the process,” I said.
“What were they?” asked Charlie.
“The first stage was the development of the oral gospel that came from John the Baptist, Jesus and the
Apostles. The second stage was the writing and circulation of a body of new religious literature. In the third
stage the church gradually realized that it required a New Testament Canon or second Bible or collection of
books. In the fourth stage the church attempted to select or recognize which books belonged in the New
Bible or Testament. In the fifth stage the church at large settled down with the current New Testament but
we have to keep in mind that some minority groups continued to change it.”
“It took until the fourth century A.D. to reach the fifth stage and it all happened without the aid of any
known church council. The fourth stage or the selection process seems to be the most mysterious,” I said.
“This is especially true since the fourth stage seems in some ways to have preceded the third stage.”
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie in a tone that indicated that the mere mention of a mystery had
rekindled his interest but at the same time he was lost.
“The church, over four centuries and at times half-unconsciously, selected the books that became part of
the New Testament Canon. Certain religious books were favored in church services and the New Testament
seemed to have arrived on the scene before a lot of people were even thinking about a New Testament
Canon,” I said. “It was „decided,‟ ... no that‟s a bad term. The New Testament, like the Jewish Bible,
arrived to us by usage and it was later simply recognized that a new canon existed. At times, in this process,
there wasn‟t a high degree of criticism or deliberate choice.”
“Wow, that sounds strange,” commented Charlie.
“Second century writers like Clement of Rome, Ignatius of Antioch, Polycarp of Smyrna and Justin
Martyr certainly revered the New Testament literature and used it in church services along with the Jewish
Bible but didn‟t speak of it as Holy Scripture. However near the close of the second century Irenaeus of
Lyons in the south of France repeatedly speaks of: the four Gospels, the Acts, twelve epistles of Paul
(omitting Philemon), the Revelation of St. John, I John and I Peter, and Hebrews as „scripture.‟ It‟s
interesting that he also accepted another book called the Shepherd of Hermas as an inspired book. His list is
still short of our modern canon,” I said.
“Clement of Alexandria speaks of the four Gospels, twelve epistles of Paul (omitting Philemon),
Hebrews, I John, I Peter, Jude and Revelation of St. John as inspired books. He also saw the epistles of
Clement, Barnabas, the Shepherd and the Revelation of Peter in the same light.”
“You mentioned that before ... you mean there was another book called Revelation?” asked Charlie in a
surprised tone.
“Yes. Although many of these kinds of books have been lost, others have been delegated to a group
called the Apocrypha which is a word that means „hidden.‟ There were apocryphal books associated with

the Jewish Scriptures that I talked about earlier and these books belong to a group associated with the New
Testament. Some modern ministers speak about these books in negative terms but a lot of them were part of
the body of respected religious literature in the early centuries. Some of them, like we have seen, moved
back and forth over the boundary line of so-called inspired scriptures,” I said.
“It depends on which early church writer you read,” concluded Charlie.
“There are also numerous times when the writers of the New Testament relate stories or refer from works
outside of the Jewish Canon. Two of the gospel writers have Jesus referring to the things which were
spoken of by Daniel the Prophet (Mt. 24:15; Mk. 13:14). At this time Daniel was still part of the
Apocrypha associated with the Jewish Bible. Paul quoted the Greek poets Aratus and Epimenides (Ac.
17:28; Tit. 1:12). Jude, the brother of James and presumably Jesus, quoted from the book of Enoch in his
short letter (Jude 14, 15). There isn‟t a book of Enoch in the Jewish Bible,” I said. “Nor is there one in our
current list, called the Apocrypha, but there apparently was one in Jude‟s time,” I said.
“Maybe we should learn a little more about these books,” said Charlie.
“Another early writer named Tertullian of Carthage speaks of an early Latin version of the New
Testament in use in his church. Although he says it was a clumsy translation it contained all of our present
books except James, II Peter and Hebrews,” I said.
“It must be another early list,” commented Charlie.
“Even some of the books that made it into the New Testament were still doubted by some bishops during
most of the fourth century,” I said, “and yes, they also rejected other writings that were circulating.”
“How do we know that?” asked Charlie.
“Eusebius tells us that the books of Hebrews, James, Jude, II Peter, II and III John and the Revelation of
John were among the disputed books. He also included a list of other writings that didn‟t make it into the
canon,” I said.
“Which ones does he list?” asked Charlie in a bewildered tone.
“Eusebius calls these books spurious. Today we would call them apocryphal books. His list includes: the
Gospel of Peter, Acts of Peter, Preaching of Peter, Revelation of Peter, Acts of Paul, the Shepherd, the
Second Epistle of Clement, the Epistle of Barnabas, the Teachings of the Apostles, the Gospel of Thomas,
the Gospel of Matthias, Gospel of the Hebrews, the Acts of Andrew and the Acts of John,” I replied.
“So there were several books called Acts,” said Charlie in a tone that suggested he wasn‟t as surprised
this time.
“Yes. Unfortunately we have lost some of them and there were undoubtedly other books that we don‟t
know anything about.”
“That‟s a shame,” said Charlie as he sensed the value of the loss.
“The first time we know of when a Christian writer gave us an exact list that conforms to our New
Testament today was given in an Easter Pastoral letter from the Archbishop Athanasius of Alexandria in
365 A.D. He gave us a full list of the Old Testament Books, relegated the Old Testament Apocrypha to a
sort of appendix and then listed the books in the New Testament. There were also several other lists of
inspired books in the writings of other fourth century bishops that, in the main, agree with ours. When there
are discrepancies it‟s due to either Revelation or Hebrews or both being omitted from their lists,” I said.
“Then in 383 A.D. Pope Damasus asked the great scholar and churchman Jerome to revise the „old Latin‟
New Testament. This Bible came to be called the Vulgate from the Latin term „vulgata‟ meaning „common‟
after it became the common Bible of the Western Church. Jerome had reservations about Hebrews, James
and Revelation but he still included them because they had been used for a long time. He also included the
long list of books in his Old Testament. For 1,000 years Jerome‟s Vulgate was practically the Bible of all of
Europe and the books of its New Testament are exactly as we have in today‟s Bible,” I said.
“There were some church councils such as the Synod of Hippo in 393 A.D. and the Synod of Carthage in
397 A.D. that also issued the same list of New Testament books but no formal decision was made for the
whole church,” I said. “Towards the end of the fifteenth century Erasmus and Cardinal Cajetan questioned
the inclusion of Hebrews, James, Jude and Revelation. In the sixteenth century Martin Luther translated the
Bible into German and chose the short list of Old Testament books. He also had reservations about
Hebrews, James, Jude and Revelation and listed them as an appendix to the New Testament,” I said.
“Boy, what a mess,” said Charlie as he sighed.

“Perhaps to counteract the influence of the Protestant reformers the Roman Catholic Church, at the
Council of Trent in 1546, officially decided to accept the Old Testament Apocrypha with an equal feeling
of devotion and reverence. They also declared that they venerate with equal reverence the unwritten
traditions preserved in the Church by a continuous succession. This council officially recognized that the
Catholics could appeal to the teachings of the early church bishops or to the decrees of past church councils
or past papal decisions as well as the Holy writings. This is what they had already been doing for centuries
anyway.”
“Boy they wanted to have a lot of room to maneuver in,” observed Charlie.
“The Council of Trent solidified, as had past councils, some of the distinctive teachings which caused
other church leaders to protest. This is what is implied in the term „Protestant.”
“I see, a Protestant is one who protests,” concluded Charlie.
“That‟s right. Anyway this is part of the story of why when you pick up Catholic Bibles they have more
books in the Old Testament than most Protestant ones. Some Protestants still read those books out of
interest and for edification but they never use them for the confirmation of church doctrine. The New
Testament apocryphal books were never accepted on par by any of the more modern churches,” I said.
“Boy, that‟s interesting,” said Charlie.
“Other Protestant churches such as the Presbyterians in 1648 explicitly defined their version of the canon.
Many Protestant churches simply unofficially used the canon that became standard in the Authorized or
King James Version of the Bible. So for many Christian groups the books in the Bible they accept as
inspired is based on an unspoken consensus,” I said.
“Most of them probably never even gave it a single thought,” said Charlie as he smiled.
“The Mormons have another book they consider to be inspired called the Book of Mormon. The Seventh
Day Adventists have a number of books that were written by Ellen G. White they highly revere. What I‟m
driving at is which book or books are believed to be inspired by God sometimes depends totally on the
opinion of a particular group or the group‟s leadership. For others it‟s based on blind faith,” I said as I
smiled.
“The canon for any group can change at any time in the future. Any church can decide to add to or even
take away from today‟s mainstream Bible. The idea is that we are in the fifth stage in the canonization
process and as some groups have, others will continue to change the canon. These people reason that if God
inspired people in the past to write scripture why couldn‟t he do it today? In the end it all depends on what
people believe and people are free to believe anything they like.”
“Yea, that‟s what the second and third century bishops were doing. Their lists of inspired books changed
back and forth like I do my socks,” said Charlie as he laughed.
“That‟s a good one,” I said as I laughed. “Many modern Christians accept the authority and first century
dates for all of the New Testament books without question. Some people even mistakenly think that Paul‟s
second letter to Timothy makes a reference to some supposed effort to canonize the writings in his day. The
passage reads: „When you come, bring the cloak that I left with Carpus at Troas, also the books, and above
all the parchments‟” (2Ti. 4:13), I said as I put down the Bible.
“You mean that‟s all it says and people twist it into meaning that Paul wants the parchments to canonize
them?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s amazing how many ministers unwittingly sound like fools when they say things like this. They don‟t
stop to think that Paul, at the time, didn‟t have very much to canonize; at least in terms of what we have in
our Bible today,” I said.
“Why is that?” asked Charlie.
“Some of the gospels, Acts, Hebrews, the epistles of John and Revelation and possibly even Jude weren‟t
even written in Paul‟s day. So what does Paul have to canonize?”
“I wonder why he wanted them?” asked Charlie.
“I can offer you an educated guess,” I said, “but it‟s a long story and I‟d like to leave it for another day,” I
said.
“Okay,” agreed Charlie. “The mystery can wait.”
“The chapter and verse divisions in the Bible are a mystery to most people,” I said with a smile.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.

“It‟s interesting that some historians say that the chapter divisions in our Bibles didn‟t appear until about
1300 A.D. and a man named Robert Stephens first divided his Greek-Latin Testament into verses in 1551,”
I said.
“So you‟re saying the chapter and verse numbers aren‟t in the manuscripts,” said Charlie in a slightly
bewildered tone.
“That‟s right. People, in early times, had to memorize the contents of the books. When they were quoting
from a book they simply cited the name of the book. Here I‟ll show you one,” I said as I picked up my
Jerusalem Bible. “It says: „Hypocrites! It was you Isaiah meant when he so rightly prophesied: This people
honours me only with lip service, while their hearts are far from me. The worship they offer me is
worthless; the doctrines they teach are only human regulations‟” (Mt. 15:7-9).
“Let me see,” said Charlie. “Matthew doesn‟t mention the chapter and verse as he quotes from Isaiah,”
said Charlie after he silently scanned the section. “That‟s incredible,” said Charlie.
“When you look at any reproduction of an early manuscript you never see it divided into chapters and
verses,” I said.
“What language were the New Testament autographs written in?” asked Charlie in a proud tone. He had
just used another new term.
“Since we don‟t have the original manuscripts we can‟t say with certainty but all of the manuscripts we
have are written in Greek. Some of the originals may have been written in Aramaic or Hebrew. Papias,
who was the bishop of Hierapolis in Asia Minor in the second century A.D., says that Matthew‟s Gospel
was written in Hebrew. This is often taken to mean „Aramaic,‟ the vernacular or common spoken language
of Palestine. We can tell from Matthew‟s quotes he used the Greek translation of the Jewish Scriptures
called the Septuagint. Some people take this to mean he wrote his gospel in Greek but it could also mean
that Matthew was bilingual,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“He could read Greek and used the Septuagint as a source document but he wrote his account in
Aramaic,” I replied. “Anyway all the early manuscripts we have are written in Greek.”
“Sometimes I think we have more questions than answers,” said Charlie in a discouraged tone.
“It‟s also funny how many people think that the King James Bible is the original English Bible,” I said.
“That‟s what I thought,” said Charlie in an interested tone.
“There had been some early English translations from Latin manuscripts including the Wyclif‟s Bible that
was first completed in 1382. In 1526 William Tyndale smuggled 3,000 copies of his New Testament
translated from the Greek into English into England. The King James Version wasn‟t out until 1611.
Tyndale‟s life ambition was to provide the English people with the Bible in their native language. His
translation was the first English version translated directly from the Greek manuscripts. Tyndale‟s enemies
accused him of willfully perverting the meaning of the scriptures. His copies were seized and burned. In
1536 he was even burned at the stake. His final words were: „Lord, open the King of England‟s eyes,” I
said.
“You‟ve got to be kidding,” said Charlie in a shocked tone.
“Translating the Bible in those days was dangerous business. In time the political climate changed and it
opened the door for other English translations. The Authorized or King James Version certainly became the
most famous. In 1604 at a conference held at Hampton Court a certain scholar named Dr. Reynolds referred
to certain mistranslations in current English Bibles. This led King James I to order the development of an
„authorized‟ English version of the Bible. Fifty-four eminent scholars from Oxford and Cambridge were
assigned to work in six different committees. Forty-seven of them were actually engaged in the work of
translation. It seems that the Lord heard Tyndale‟s prayer. Of course they translated it into the English that
was common in their day,” I said.
“Yea. „Dost not thou fear God,‟” said Charlie in an amusing tone to lighten the atmosphere.
“Fear not ye: for I know that ye seek,” I said playing along. “Thankfully there are some modern English
versions in the world today. So you can see how funny it sounds when people say the King James Version
is the original English Bible which should never be changed,” I said.
“It‟s even funnier when the clergy calls the Bible the word of God when it doesn‟t even say that,”
protested Charlie.

“The idea that the Bible is the „word of God‟ is a non-biblical idea. It‟s not in the Bible,” I repeated. “The
clergy wants people to believe that everything in Christianity‟s second Bible, the New Testament, is true
because it‟s the word of God. The clergy have people believing in their word. I call it the Great Deception,”
I said.
“Are you saying the idea the Bible is the word of God is the Great Deception?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s what I‟m saying. It‟s deceptive because it‟s the clergy‟s word or idea. It isn‟t in the Bible,” I
repeated. “When they say things like that they‟re trying to sell you rather than tell you,” I said in a firm
tone.
“Boy,” said Charlie as his mind seemed to wander.
“The Apostle Peter once commented about Paul‟s letters or epistles and said some unlearned and unstable
people were twisting Paul‟s meanings, like they did the other scriptures (2Pe. 3:15-16). Some people
mistakenly think Peter is calling Paul‟s letters Holy Scripture. But, you‟ll recall that „scripture‟ is a term
that simply means writings. Peter‟s really saying some people were reading their own interpretations into
Paul‟s letters just as they did to other writings. Paul‟s letters weren‟t „Holy Scriptures‟ to the early
Christians. The Jewish Bible was their Holy Scriptures.”
“There is also something else that people commonly misunderstand,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“In the last chapter of the book of Revelation there‟s a warning that says something to the effect if anyone
adds to the book of this prophecy then God will add the curses mentioned in the book to that individual. It
also says if anyone takes anything away from the book then God will take that person‟s part out of the book
of life and out of the Holy city” (Rev. 22:18-19), I said.
“It sounds scary,” said Charlie.
“Some people think this curse is referring to anyone who messes with the entire Bible but it really only
applies to „the book of this prophecy‟ (Rev. 22:18-19). As we have seen there isn‟t any list of inspired
books in the Bible and our modern New Testament canon wasn‟t clearly acknowledged in the literature
until the fourth century. Revelation doesn‟t say it‟s impossible to embellish or change the book. People are
free to change things ... if they dare. Anyway in modern times that would be an impossible stunt to get
away with,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“There are millions of Bibles in the world and millions more are being printed every year. Now you can
even get versions of the Bible on computer diskettes. How are you going to make any significant changes
to the book of Revelation and get away with it?”
“Yea, that would be an impossible trick. They burned Tyndale‟s Bibles but try to do it today,” said
Charlie as smiled while he thought about it, “the more you burn, the more they reprint. So you‟re saying the
belief that the Bible is the word of God is the Great Deception,” repeated Charlie as he thought about it.
“Not really, that‟s simply a non-biblical belief. People are free to „believe‟ anything they want.
Somebody could believe that God‟s a fire hydrant and it wouldn‟t bother me,” I said as we both laughed.
“The Great Deception is the false idea the Bible „is‟ the word of God. The clergy twists the scriptures in
order to sell the Great Deception. They try to make it look as if the Bible says things that it really doesn‟t.
The passages in the Holy Bible, Old or New Testaments, do not say a single word about the nature of the
second Christian Bible,” I said confidently.

GOSPEL HISTORIES
“Sometimes people say the fulfillment of prophecy is the proof of the Bible but it‟s difficult to prove any
Old Testament prophecies were truly fulfilled,” I said. “The problem is many prophecies aren‟t clearly
written. They are often written in unclear poetic language using symbolic terms. The clergy often speaks of
so-called fulfillments but they are usually the result of someone reading their own ideas into these vague
passages. First they look for things in history that kind of fit what they think the scriptures mean.
Sometimes there are hundreds and hundreds of years from the apparent time the prophecy was given and its
supposed fulfillment. Then they say it happened just as it was predicted,” I said.
“So you don‟t believe that the future can be predicted,” concluded Charlie.

“No, I‟m not saying that. I think there are times when people have predicted future events; although I
don‟t think it‟s been done with a high degree of specific accuracy in a consistent manner by anyone. I also
can‟t think of even one occasion that you can prove that a biblical writer truly and clearly predicted the
future,” I said.
“Wow!” said Charlie in a bewildered tone. “What about Jesus didn‟t he fulfill some prophecies?” asked
Charlie sounding concerned.
“Some people say Jesus fulfilled hundreds of prophecies. The problem is, if you‟re trying to prove the
Bible you can‟t just rely on verses in the Bible. For example, outside the Bible there isn‟t very much
evidence on Jesus‟ life,” I said.
“Are you saying Jesus didn‟t even exist?” asked Charlie in a worried tone.
“Not exactly, I mean outside of the New Testament we lack conclusive evidence for the details of his life.
We know a lot about what the late British Prime Minister, Winston Churchill did as we have pictures, video
and audio tapes of him, he wrote books and letters, there are government records and finally there are still
some credible eye witnesses. We can prove many of the details of Winston Churchill‟s life. Of course they
didn‟t have photographs, video or audio tapes in Jesus‟ day and although he was probably literate and
wrote letters and the like we don‟t have anything he penned. Come to think of it, we don‟t even have
anything that was written about Jesus when he was alive. That means there aren‟t any truly contemporary
records of his life,” I said.
“Do you mean there isn‟t even a single thing written about Jesus when he was alive?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s right. It‟s often suggested that some of Paul‟s letters are the earliest writings that mention Jesus
but he never even talked to Jesus of Nazareth,” I said.
“Didn‟t Paul have a vision or something like that about Jesus?” (Ac. 9:3-7) asked Charlie.
“Yes, and he even claimed to have seen him but in all cases he‟s referring to Jesus Christ the resurrected
spiritual being” (1Co. 9:1; 15:8), I answered.
“So Paul saw a ghost,” concluded Charlie as he smiled.
“I guess you could say that. The Gospels weren‟t even written until about fifteen to sixty years after Jesus
was crucified. Outside of the New Testament there are a few scanty references to Jesus‟ crucifixion and
many others that refer to the activities of the early Christians,” I said.
“In one of Josephus‟ books, called Jewish Antiquities, there is a brief passage about Jesus. Here let me
read it to you,” I said as I searched for the book from a shelf in my library. “Here it is. It says:
Now about this time Jesus, a wise man if it be lawful to call him a man, for he was a doer of wonderful
works, a teacher of such men as receive the truth with pleasure. He drew over to him both many of the
Jews, and many of the Gentiles. He was the Messiah. And when Pilate, at the suggestion of the principal
men amongst us, had condemned him to the cross, those that loved him at the first did not forsake him for
he appeared to them alive again at the third day; as the divine prophets had foretold these and then ten
thousand other wonderful things concerning him. And the tribe of Christians, so named from him, are not
extinct at this day” (Jewish Antiquities xviii.33 early second century).
“Boy, that‟s sounds pretty clear!” said Charlie.
“The problem with his passage is that most scholars believe it has been meddled with and changed. So we
can‟t be certain what Josephus really wrote,” I said.
“How do we know that?” asked Charlie.
“Josephus wasn‟t a Christian, he was a Pharisee. It‟s unlikely that he would have written things such as:
„if it be lawful to call him a man;‟ „He was the Messiah;‟ and „he appeared to them alive again at the third
day; as the divine prophets had foretold these and ten thousand other wonderful things concerning him,‟” I
said as I read again from Josephus. “In the opinion of many scholars this passage was embellished about
two centuries after Josephus‟ death,” I said.
“Yes I can see that. Somebody could have deliberately changed his passages to make the Christian story
look more real,” agreed Charlie.
“That‟s right. Some people say we do have a more believable Arabic version of this passage written by a
man named Agapius,” I said as I reached for the book from my library. “In his works Josephus is quoted as

mentioning Jesus: „whose disciples reported that he appeared to them three days after his crucifixion and he
was alive; accordingly he was perhaps the Messiah about whom the prophets related many miracles,‟” I
said as I put down the book.
“It sounds more believable,” said Charlie.
“Well there are some problems with it but I‟ll have to leave it for another time. There are other historical
writings that mention things about Jesus and his followers. Jesus is mentioned in the letters of the Roman
historian Cornelius Tactius, in the turn of the first century, he says: „Christus, the founder of the name, was
put to death by Pontius Pilate, procurator of Judea in the reign of Tiberius; but the pernicious superstition,
repressed for a time, broke out again, not only through Judea, where the mischief originated, but through
the city of Rome also‟” (Annals XV:44).
“Why does he call him „Christus‟?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s probably his misspelling of „Christos‟ which is „Christ‟ in Greek,” I replied. “Another writer, Pliney
governor of the Roman province of Bithynia, around 112 A.D. wrote to the Emperor Trajan about the
Christians who wouldn‟t worship the emperor and how even under torture couldn‟t be induced to curse
Christ,” I continued.
“Boy, were they ever mean,” exclaimed Charlie.
“A Christian writer named Julius Africanus, around 215 A.D., in one of his defenses of the faith mentions
the writings of a historian named Thallus who around 52 A.D. recorded the mysterious darkness that
occurred on the day Christ died. Africanus wrote: „Thallus, in the third book of his histories, explains away
this darkness as an eclipse of the sun-unreasonably, as it seems to me,‟ I said as I read from my book.
“Astronomers have confirmed Africanus‟ conclusion that a normal eclipse would be impossible around the
Jewish Passover since it was kept at the time of a full moon,” I said.
“So the Passover was always a full moon and astronomers say you can‟t have an eclipse on a full moon,”
repeated Charlie.
“That‟s right,” I said.
“What do you think caused the mysterious darkness on the day Jesus died?” asked Charlie.
“I don‟t know; I would like to be able to read Thallus‟ record for myself but all we have are Africanus‟
comments,” I said, “and he was a Christian writer. Maybe it was caused by lots of dark clouds or maybe
there was something unusual going on. I just don‟t know,” I answered honestly.
Charlie didn‟t say a word. He simply looked at me and nodded.
“Justin Martyr in his book 'The Defense of Christianity‟ which he wrote in 148 A.D. records that he wrote
to the Emperor Antoninus Pius in an attempt to convince him of the truthfulness of the faith. As part of his
argument he directed the emperor to examine the imperial government archives in Rome that contained the
annual reports from the procurators and governors of the provinces. Justin referred the emperor to a report
called the „Acts of Pontius Pilate‟ that apparently contained an account of Jesus‟ miraculous works and his
crucifixion,” I said.
“What happened to this report?” asked Charlie.
“We don‟t know. The point I‟m leading up to is the extra biblical information we have on Jesus tends
only to confirm that he lived and was crucified. To find out about what he believed and did we have to
reply mainly on the four Gospels,” I said.
“Scholars have argued about whether Jesus really existed for centuries. Some said Jesus was a historical
personality while others treated it all as a myth. Today the popular opinion among scholars is that it‟s fairly
certain the Romans crucified a Jew that some people, at the time, called the Christ. Of course we know the
Romans also crucified hundreds of other Jews and other men were also considered to be the Christ. Almost
everyone would like to see more extra biblical evidence on Jesus‟ life. Even the most conservative
Christian scholars and historians have to concede on this point: we do not have historical proof that Jesus of
Nazareth did and said all of the things in the Gospel record,” I said.
“Even though I‟m convinced there probably was a historical Jesus the case for a historical King Tut of
Egypt is even stronger. When they uncovered Tut‟s tomb they found his mummified remains, a mask that
may have been engraved according to his likeness, and hieroglyphics or writing that tell us things about his
life.”

“Yes, King Tut is wild. I saw a replica of his mask at the museum. And I guess you have to say the
writings they found were written in his life time. Doesn‟t what the Bible says about Jesus count?” asked
Charlie in a challenging tone.
“Of course it means something. The Gospels and some passages in the letters are the only New Testament
references on his life but we have to keep in mind it was all written by believers,” I said.
“What‟s wrong with that?” protested Charlie.
“Well, any court wants to understand the motive of its witnesses. We have to come to an understanding of
the history of the period from other sources. There were numerous movements and political events at the
time that the New Testament is practically silent about. It doesn‟t mention that in 39 A.D. Herod Antipas,
the Tetrach of Galilee, was exiled into an area called the Pyrenees. In 41 A.D. King Agrippa ruled Galilee
and Judea. It was the first time that Palestine was under the rule of a single non-Roman ruler in forty-five
years. The New Testament doesn‟t give us many details to help us understand the various Jewish religious
and political groups that were operating in Jesus‟ day. Nero isn‟t mentioned by name nor is the fire in
Rome in 64 A.D. Perhaps one of the biggest omissions is that the later New Testament writings don‟t
specifically mention the destruction of the temple in Jerusalem in 70 A.D.,” I said.
“What‟s wrong with that?” asked Charlie.
“If you were writing about the life of Billy Graham you couldn‟t really do it without mentioning his
meetings and friendships with presidents, President Kennedy‟s assassination, the war in Vietnam, the
hippie movement during the 1960‟s, Watergate, and numerous other things,” I said. “How could you write
his life‟s story without mentioning he was the minister who officiated at former President Nixon‟s
funeral?”
“But the New Testament isn‟t about the politics and events of the day,” protested Charlie.
“I know but Billy Graham‟s life doesn‟t exist in a vacuum. Jesus and the Apostles lived in a world where
real political forces shaped or influenced their times,” I said.
“Well doesn‟t the New Testament mention some things about the period?” asked Charlie.
“It does but there are so many significant omissions,” I protested. “And some of the things it does
mention is either not supported at all or is at odds with historical accounts.”
“Maybe the Bible is right and history is wrong,” said Charlie in a challenging tone.
“It‟s unlikely. The writers of the New Testament weren‟t historians. They had other motives in mind. It‟s
clear the New Testament was written by believers mainly to inspire others to believe,” I said.
“What‟s wrong with that?” asked Charlie.
“You can‟t really say anything is wrong with it but what if the stories were greatly exaggerated or worse?
What if the whole thing is a hoax? I heard of one man who has recently started a religion after claiming he
was beamed aboard a UFO. He says these aliens are humankind‟s true creators. They are scientists from
another planet and we‟re all part of their experiment,” I said.
“You‟ve got to be kidding,” said Charlie.
“Well, he has several thousand followers helping him to preach „the truth.‟ They are planning to build a
landing pad in Israel in preparation for the arrival of our creators,” I said.
“Wow,” said Charlie in a disbelieving tone.
“People are free to believe anything they want to but we can also question things. You have the right to
question the objectivity and the motives of the founders of any religious movement. You have the right to
question whether the writers of the New Testament were objective or blinded by religious zeal.”
“Maybe they were objective and simply wrote about what they saw,” answered Charlie.
“The problem is we don‟t really know who wrote the Gospels. The Gospels, like many other biblical
books, don‟t tell us who the authors were. Some scholars believe the traditional names of the authors of the
Gospels were attached to the books in the second century,” I said.
“That doesn‟t mean they‟re right,” challenged Charlie.
“Even if we accept that Matthew, Mark and Luke wrote their Gospels the only one who could have been
an eyewitness was Matthew,” I said.
“How do you figure that?” asked Charlie.
“Matthew was also called Levi and he was one of the original twelve disciples (Mk. 2:14) who was a tax
collector (Mt. 10:3). He still wrote of many things that he didn‟t see,” I said.

“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“Matthew wasn‟t present when Jesus was born yet he wrote about it. He wasn‟t present when Jesus
transfigured before Peter, James and John on the mountain. He wasn‟t there when Jesus spoke to Pontius
Pilate and during numerous other occasions,” I said.
“But no historian is present for everything that he writes about,” protested Charlie.
“Of course not. I‟m simply pointing out that Matthew couldn‟t have been an eyewitness to all the events
he wrote about. It‟s like we determined before, Mark wasn‟t an original disciple and neither was Luke.
Their accounts are even further removed from the status of eyewitnesses. They had to rely totally on the
stories and traditions they received from others,” I answered.
“What about John‟s Gospel?” asked Charlie.
“John the son of Zebedee was of the original twelve but many people doubt that he wrote the fourth
Gospel,” I answered. “And before you gag on this, remember the Gospels don‟t spell out the names of their
authors,” I said. “Still the last chapter leaves us with some clues from which we can easily identify that the
Apostle John is, at least, the implied author” (Jn. 21:20-24), I said.
“Why do they doubt it?” asked Charlie.
“The fourth Gospel is so incredibly different from the Synoptics that it raises a lot of serious questions,” I
said.
“Do you think he wrote it?” asked Charlie.
“I tend to lean in that direction but the circumstances around the writing of the fourth Gospel are complex
and it‟s a very interesting story,” I said.
“Oh boy, can you tell me it?” asked Charlie.
“I‟d like to but it‟s a long story. Maybe we should wait for another day,” I suggested.
“Okay, but don‟t forget,” said Charlie.
“Okay, but sometimes you have to remind the story teller,” I said as I smiled. “The three epistles or letters
of John and the Revelation of St. John the Divine are also attributed to the Apostle John. The authorship of
each book is suspect for a number of different reasons. Only Revelation clearly says it was written by
someone named John (Rev. 1:1, 4) but Eusebius also expresses the doubts of some of his contemporaries in
the fourth century.”
“Why did they doubt it?” asked Charlie.
“He doesn‟t tell us their reasons but we can assume they doubted the book had Apostolic Authority,” I
said.
“That again. So you mean they didn‟t think that John wrote the book,” said Charlie. “Do you think there
were any other reasons?” asked Charlie.
“Yes, I do but that‟s another very interesting but rather long story. You‟ll have to remind me to tell it
another day,” I said.
“Okay,” agreed Charlie, “I can hardly wait.” Charlie loved to hear stories, especially challenging ones
that made him think.
“The letters attributed to John don‟t clearly identify their author. The issue becomes complicated because
Papias, who lived between 60 A.D. to the year 130, says there were two Johns in the early church.”
“Oh, him again,” said Charlie. “What do you mean two Johns?”
“He wrote that the Apostle John was dead but an elder named John was still alive. Dionysius, a later
bishop of Ephesus, also confirmed that there were two tombs at Ephesus that were both ascribed to a John.
It‟s possible that both Johns might have written some of the literature,” I said. “There may have been an
early church elder named John who referred to himself as „the elder‟ in the second and third epistles (2Jn.
1:1; 3Jn. 1:1). Anyway the issue is unclear,” I concluded.
“Boy, I didn‟t know that,” said Charlie.
“Anyway the point of motive is an issue for any court. The questions are: why did they write what they
did and in the way they did? The motive for whoever tampered with Josephus‟ text is easily discernable. He
had the whole thing backfire on him,” I said.
“Yes. He must have been pretty dumb to think the world would buy it,” acknowledged Charlie.
“Well the world has bought dumber things Charlie. It‟s interesting that even during the period of the early
church there were people who doubted Jesus had lived. The Apostle John, or whoever wrote the First

Epistle General of John, wrote those who deny Jesus had come in the flesh were of the spirit of the
antiChrist (1Jn. 4:2-3). It‟s unfortunate he took that approach. John‟s letter was probably written after 70
A.D.,” I said.
“You said that was when the Romans destroyed the temple,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. It‟s one of the most important dates that allow us to at least relatively date many New
Testament events.”
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“Well we know the Romans also pillaged the city and destroyed what was left of the public records,” I
said.
“Wow!” said Charlie.
“If there were known records of Jesus‟ life in Jerusalem it is likely that John would have said something
more definite like: „Look if you doubt Jesus lived and the testimonies of those of us who walked with him
aren‟t convincing then go to Jerusalem and look in the public records. The Romans have Jesus‟ case
recorded among those who were crucified.‟ It‟s likely there weren‟t any public records in Jerusalem after
the Roman siege. The Jews themselves destroyed most them during the battle. All records of debt were
ruined in an effort to get more people to join in the Jewish resistance. They thought if the people were
financially free they would be more favorably inclined to join the fight. The Romans ransacked the city and
probably finished the job,” I said.
“I get it,” commented Charlie. “John doesn‟t mention any records so it‟s likely he wrote his letter after 70
A.D. when there probably weren‟t any left. Isn‟t there anything else?” asked Charlie.
“Eusebius tells us an interesting story about Pontius Pilate that seems to collaborate with the report Justin
Martyr referred to as „Acts of Pontius Pilate.‟ He says he sent the Emperor Tiberius a report about Jesus
that even included details of his resurrection. So there may have been some records in Rome,” I said.
“But we don‟t know what happened to them,” guessed Charlie.
“Right, we don‟t know. Tertullian, a second century bishop, claims the Emperor Tiberius even favored
making Jesus a god but it was rejected by the Roman senate. He says Tiberius even threatened to execute
anyone who falsely accused the Christians. This report is also cited in a work by Justin Martyr called
„Apology‟” (Apology 1:35), I said. “Since there probably is some validity to this the gospel probably got
off to a good start in the Roman Empire with the early opposition coming mainly from the Jews in Judea.
At any rate John turned the whole thing into a moral issue and doesn‟t even hint about the possible
existence of any impartial contemporary documents. Even if the records in Jerusalem and Rome were
destroyed, Jesus probably lived most of his life in Nazareth and his ministry began in Galilee. There must
have been something in Galilee that proved he had lived,” I said.
“I see,” said Charlie. “I wonder why he didn‟t offer any proof. I mean it can‟t be wrong to have some
honest doubts.”
“Yes. Imagine what you would think if a man came to our door and told us a story about a guy who
walked on water, turned water into wine and healed the sick. Then he said the state unjustly executed him a
few years ago but unfortunately he doesn‟t have any documents to prove he lived. Still this miracle worker
is going to come back any day now and if we don‟t believe him it means we are of the devil,” I said as I
smiled.
“I‟d think the guy was some kind of nut,” said Charlie who was obviously amused.
“So would I Charlie, things aren‟t true simply because someone says so or writes about it. If you‟re trying
to prove the Bible we can‟t solely accept New Testament stories as proof. This is especially true if you‟re
trying to prove the fulfillment of Old Testament prophecies about the Christ. Using the Bible to prove itself
is like judging someone accused of a crime based solely on their own word. Any court wants outside
impartial evidence, and hopefully more than just one source,” I said hoping that Charlie understood.
“I see, maybe someone read the Old Testament prophecies about the Christ and just made the New
Testament stories about Jesus kind of fit,” said Charlie beaming like he always did when he said something
really smart,” said Charlie.
“You got it! At least you‟re starting to think for yourself. Blind faith is exactly that, it‟s blind. The stories
about Jesus certainly could have been exaggerated,” I said in a tone that reflected my approval. “Anyway
I‟ve got to run along,” I said as I looked at my watch.

“Okay let‟s talk tomorrow. Maybe I‟ll go to Marc‟s house,” said Charlie. “It‟s really neat talking to you
about this stuff,” said Charlie. “I didn‟t know you knew so much about it,” said Charlie in a tone that
expressed his surprise and pride at the same time.
“Okay, have a good time!” I couldn‟t help but be proud of how Charlie had matured so much in his short
fifteen years. It isn‟t any wonder that he had been evaluated as a gifted child and had skipped two grades. I
knew he was advanced for his age but he was not only following our discussion, he anticipated conclusions,
asked intelligent questions and even challenged me. Even when I thought I might lose him there he was,
staying right with me. Maybe this was as far as he wanted to go but I couldn‟t help but be impressed with
his development.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO TIMOTHY
“Since we‟re not sure who wrote the Gospels what about Paul‟s letters?” asked Charlie.
“Many modern scholars usually suspect the books of Hebrews, Ephesians and the Pastoral Letters which
include I & II Timothy and Titus,” I said.
“What do they say about them?” asked Charlie.
“They have various reasons for regarding them as pseudonymous,” I said. “It‟s a term that simply means
they were written by others who tried to fool us into thinking the named author wrote them,” I said.
“Paul usually dictated his letters to others and some of them may have even been co-authored by others,”
I said.
“Why do you say that?” asked Charlie.
“A man named Tertius was the one who actually wrote the book of Romans (Ro. 16:22), for example, but
he acted as Paul‟s secretary. In some letters Paul only wrote the ending comments in his own handwriting”
(1Co. 16:21; Col 4:18; 2Th. 3:17).
“At times when Paul was dictating his ideas he probably discussed some of his themes with others.
Timothy is cited in the salutations of six of Paul‟s letters (2Co. 1:1; Php. 1:1; Col. 1:1; 1Th. 1:1; 2Th. 1:1;
Phm. 1:1) that indicates he may have been the secretary or junior co-author for those letters. The two letters
to the Thessalonians were co-authored by Paul, Silas and Timothy. In these letters the author often uses the
plural inclusive pronoun „we‟ to imply that all three men agreed on the content of the letters,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“In the book of Romans, for example, Paul often uses the singular pronoun „I‟ when he is making certain
points. He says things such as: „I (meaning Paul) appeal to you, brethren to take note of those who create
dissensions and difficulties, in opposition to the doctrine which you have been taught; avoid them‟ (Ro.
16:17). So it seems clear that Paul dictated this letter to Tertius. In the letters to the Thessalonians, in most
instances, the plural inclusive pronoun „we‟ is used. For example it says:
but we (meaning Paul, Silas and Timothy) beseech you, brethren, to respect those who labor among you
and are over you in the Lord and admonish you, and to esteem them very highly in love because of their
work. Be at peace among yourselves” (1Th. 5:12-13), I said as I read from the Revised Standard Version.
“The term „we‟ is inclusive as it includes all three men who are mentioned in the opening statements of
these letters,” I said.
“What does it say?” asked Charlie.
“It simply says the letters were from „Paul, Silas and Timothy‟” (1Th. 1:1; 2Th. 1:1), I replied. “Still we
have to concede that Paul was probably the senior author and these letters were among the first that we
have from him,” I said.
“How do you know that?” asked Charlie.
“Both letters were written when Paul, Silas and Timothy were together. The sixteenth chapter of the book
of Acts contains the account of how they came together at Lystra. The seventeenth chapter gives us the
details regarding the beginning of the church in Thessalonica that met in Jason‟s house. They travelled to
Berea and later Paul went on to Athens. The first letter to the Thessalonians makes it clear that Silas and

Timothy did caught up to Paul in Athens. This is where they wrote their first letter (1Th. 3:1-6). Both
letters were probably written around 51-52 A.D.”
“Yes. Paul might have asked Timothy and Silas what they thought and they may have talked about it
while they wrote it. They might have occasionally objected and corrected each other on a point or two,”
suggested Charlie.
“Timothy was an important New Testament era personality. Eusebius says he became the first bishop of
the see of Ephesus,” I said.
“I didn‟t know there was a Sea of Ephesus. Everybody must have been wet,” joked Charlie.
“It means the church-area of Ephesus,” I said as I smiled. “In addition to co-authoring several of Paul‟s
letters, Timothy might be the real author of the Gospel According to Luke and its associated book, the book
of Acts,” I said.
“What makes you think that?” asked Charlie.
“Both books were written for an individual named Theophilus (Lk. 1:3; Ac. 1:1) and the writer of Acts
takes credit for having written a previous book (Ac. 1:1). It‟s thought that in later times both books were
usually bound together. It was much later when they were separated by the fourth gospel. The conclusion is
whoever wrote the third gospel also wrote Acts. The author of Acts writes as an uninvolved narrator until
the sixteenth chapter when he begins to write using the inclusive plural pronoun „we.‟ He says: „As soon as
Paul had this vision, we got ready to leave for Macedonia‟ (Ac. 16:10). This is sometimes called the „we‟
section of Acts. The style changes so much it reads like someone‟s entries in a diary. It may have even been
edited into a pre-existing account,” I said.
“Yes, it‟s like what you said about I & II Thessalonians,” added Charlie, “the author is obviously
including himself on Paul‟s trip but what makes you think he‟s Timothy and not Luke?” asked Charlie.
“There are several reasons. The author begins the „we‟ section shortly after he introduces Timothy into
the story. Paul had been travelling with Silas when they arrived in Lystra where Timothy lived. Paul
obviously liked him and took him along after he circumcised him,” I said.
“Poor Timothy, that must have hurt,” said Charlie in a sympathetic tone.
“I guess it did. Paul did it because many Jews knew his father was a Greek and at this point Paul was
going to the synagogues to preach the gospel,” I said.
“How do you know the author wasn‟t Silas because he was also travelling with them?” asked Charlie.
“Soon after the end of the first „we‟ section in Acts, Timothy mysteriously disappears from the story line
and the author writes of the activities of Paul and Silas. When he returns to the next „we‟ section it‟s
apparent that Timothy is one of a small group who was travelling with Paul to a place called Troas (Ac.
20:4-5). Some of the men in the group, perhaps the Asians Tychicus and Trophimus, went on ahead and
waited for the rest of the group to arrive (Ac. 20:4-6). The point is that in the second „we‟ section Timothy
is back in the story line and there isn‟t any mention of Silas. Timothy is connected to these „we‟ sections.
Since he‟s included he could be the author. Luke, the traditional author, is never mentioned by name in the
book,” I said.
“But Dad, that‟s a strange way to write,” objected Charlie.
“It‟s possible that Timothy may have been dropping hints regarding his ghost-writing of Acts,” I said.
“Do you mean that Timothy was a ghost?” asked Charlie as he laughed.
“Of course not. A ghost writer is someone who writes something without revealing who he or she is,” I
explained. “Sometimes they‟re hired to write for others who take all the credit. There were also times when
an author couldn‟t get anything published unless it looked like it was written by some super-famous
person,” I said.
“Timothy was also in possession of some scrolls and parchments that for some reason were extremely
important to the Apostle Paul” (2Ti. 4:13), I said. “Earlier we established it can‟t be referring to canonizing
the New Testament and now I‟d like to try establishing what they probably were,” I said.
“Oh yes, those mysterious parchments,” interjected Charlie. “Okay go for it.”
“First of all let me point out this passage is from II Timothy which is grouped with I Timothy and Titus
as the Pastoral Letters. Some scholars, who study the Greek manuscripts, claim this body of literature
employs some terms and phrases that were commonly used by the second century clergy when they were
engaged in refuting members of the Gnostic movement.”

“Oh, yes, they were the ones who thought they had superior knowledge,” recalled Charlie.
“Right, the Greek word for „knowledge‟ is „gnosis.‟ The term „pseudonymous gnosis‟ is translated in
English to imply the idea of „false knowledge‟ in I Timothy 6:20. The second century Christian Bishop
Irenaeus also used the term „pseudonymous gnosis‟ to characterize the whole Gnostic movement,” I said.
“So, they think these letters weren‟t even written by Paul in the first century,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. They also say things like the Greek word for „contradictions‟ in the same passage is
„antitheses.‟ Apparently a second century Gnostic leader named Marcion had written a work using this
word as its title.”
“What do you think?” asked Charlie.
“I think the scholars are partly right. I think II Timothy is authentic but I agree that I Timothy and Titus
are second century documents,” I answered.
“Why do you think that?” asked Charlie.
“First Timothy and Titus require us to believe in events that aren‟t supported in the other New Testament
literature,” I said. “First Timothy implies Paul left Timothy in Ephesus as he continued to Macedonia (1Ti.
1:3). The book of Titus claims Paul left Titus in Crete (Tit. 1:5) and Paul is supposed to be planning to stay
at Nicopolis for the winter (Tit. 1:12). These events aren‟t even alluded to in the Book of Acts or any of the
other letters,” I said.
“First Timothy uses obvious Gnostic terms. He has Paul „predicting‟ that in the later days false teachers
will forbid people from marriage and command abstinence from certain foods (1Ti. 4:1-5). We know some
of the Gnostic groups required their followers to be vegetarians and Marcion taught marriage was evil. The
pseudo-Paul concludes with the admonishment for Timothy to: „turn a deaf ear to empty and worldly
chatter, and contradictions of so-called „knowledge,‟ for many who claim to it have shot far wide of the
faith,‟” (1Ti. 6:20-21).
“So, you‟re saying that First Timothy was probably written in the second century and the so-called
prophecy was actually written after the Gnostics were teaching those things,” summarized Charlie.
“That‟s right,” I acknowledged. “It isn‟t really a prophecy,” I said.
“Why did you call him ...” said Charlie as he thought of the name I used.
“I called him „pseudo-Paul‟ to imply the writer was really someone who masqueraded as Paul. He implies
this false or so-called knowledge was a widespread problem and in the second century the teachings of
Christian Gnostics did challenge the mainstream church. On the other hand I find the content of Second
Timothy to be believable. It doesn‟t really contain the same Gnostic terms. This letter is more in line with
Paul‟s other letters, especially in the manner that he confronts the doctrines of his enemies,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“When Paul expresses his disagreement he usually includes something of the thought of his enemies. In
other words he tells us what they think before he says it‟s wrong,” I said.
“That‟s what you do,” interjected Charlie.
“Okay. But in Second Timothy Paul follows suite when he confronted the specific heresy of Hymenaeus
and Philetus who taught the resurrection had already taken place (2Ti. 2:17-18). Other things he says also
agree with Acts and some of the other letters.”
“What makes II Timothy so interesting is that parts of it read like Paul‟s last will or testament. Paul was
in prison and knew that his end was near. He wrote about his impending death to Timothy his understudy
and spiritual son (2Ti. 1:2). He said:
“For I am already being poured out like a drink offering, and the time has come for my departure. I have
fought the good fight of faith, I have finished the race, I have kept the faith. Now there is in store for me the
crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, will award to me on that day; and not only to
me, but also to all who have longed for his appearing,” (2Ti. 4:6-8), I said as I read from my New
International Version.
“Paul claims that none of his followers supported him in his first legal defense but he was spared from
death by the lion‟s mouth (2Ti. 4:16-18). I have to wonder why they didn‟t support him. Something was
brewing in Rome and Paul isn‟t giving Timothy very many details,” I said.

“Maybe Nero‟s persecution had begun,” suggested Charlie.
“I don‟t think so and my reasons for saying so will be clear in a minute. However, it does seem the
political tide was starting to turn even more against Paul and the Christians in Rome. It‟s in this atmosphere
that Paul asks Timothy to bring him his scrolls and especially the parchments (2Ti. 4:13). It makes you
wonder what was in these scrolls and parchments that would be so important to a man who is expecting to
die. What would a man like the Apostle Paul have on his mind?”
“Yes, it makes you wonder,” agreed Charlie.
“Considering the number of times Paul mentions Timothy in his letters and his extensive travels with him
I think it‟s clear that he was Paul‟s personal choice to succeed him. I also think he was his biographer.
Timothy probably wrote Paul‟s account of Jesus‟ life, that ultimately became the third Gospel, and
recorded the events of his ministry as he travelled with him. I think some of Paul‟s parchments contained
these records.”
“I can just imagine Paul at their last meeting handing these writings to Timothy. He probably said
something like: „Here my son. Take these with you. If the Lord allows anything to happen to me he will
guide you to publish the Lord‟s story and that of his servant.‟ I know it was a tearful departure (2Ti. 1:4).
Timothy was leaving his master‟s presence and had just been entrusted with his most important
documents,” I said as Charlie sat stunned with interest. “This is probably the major thing Paul had in mind
when he said: „Guard the good deposit that was entrusted to you; guard it with the help of the Holy Spirit
who lives in us‟” (2Ti. 1:14).
“So you‟re saying Paul wanted Timothy to do something with these documents,” summarized Charlie.
“Right, I think he wanted him to finish and publish the story of his ministry. Who would have been more
qualified to do it than Timothy? Timothy had travelled extensively with Paul and probably knew him better
than anyone alive. When they weren‟t together Paul corresponded with him as is attested by his letter.
“Paul wrote of Timothy‟s special qualifications. He says: „You, however, know all about my teaching, my
way of life, my purpose, faith, patience, love, endurance, persecutions, sufferings; what kind of things
happened to me in Antioch, Iconium and Lystra, the persecutions I endured. Yet the Lord rescued me from
all of them,‟” (2Ti. 3:10).
“It turns out the author of Acts was faithful in recording the things which befell Paul in Antioch, Iconium
and Lystra (Ac. 13-16). It was at the church in Antioch in the province of Syria where the Holy Spirit
inspired the church to send Paul and Barnabas off on their mission (Ac. 13:1-3). After a trip to Cyprus they
made their way to another city called Antioch in Galatia. It‟s likely this is the Antioch Paul referred to as
Iconium and Lystra were also in Galatia.”
“Timothy included the story of how Paul was stoned and was dragged and left, presumably dead, outside
of the city of Lystra (Ac. 14:19-20). It was in this city that on a subsequent visit Paul met Timothy and
chose him as his understudy and travelling companion” (Ac. 16:1-5).
“Boy, it sure sounds like Timothy wrote Acts,” interjected Charlie.
“Earlier in the same letter Paul wrote: „You know very well how many ways he (meaning the Lord)
helped me in Ephesus‟ (2Ti. 1:18). And surely Timothy didn‟t neglect to record Paul‟s adventures in that
city; including his miracles, the burning of the scrolls on sorcery and the riot (Ac. 18:1-20:1). Timothy was
a faithful biographer.”
“It sure looks that way,” commented Charlie.
“It‟s my contention the third Gospel and the Book of Acts had already been written and delivered to
Theophilus before Timothy heard of Paul‟s final demise around 65 A.D.”
“Who was he?” asked Charlie.
“Some people suggest that since „Theophilus‟ in Greek means „lover of God‟ it‟s a symbolic term
referring to Christians. But that explanation doesn‟t really make any sense. The writer addresses
Theophilus in terms that clearly indicate he was a wealthy Greek of considerable social status who had
been instructed in Christian doctrine and converted,” I said.
“What does it say?” asked Charlie.
“Timothy referred to him as „most excellent Theophilus‟ which is an unlikely way to address Christians
in general. The author also says he had personally investigated everything from the beginning so he,
meaning Theophilus, could know the certainty of the things which he had been taught (Lk. 1:1). My guess

is Theophilus lived in Philippi. He may have even commissioned Timothy to oversee the writing of these
books,” I said. “I think that Timothy took advantage of the financial opportunity and in the process gave the
world the third Gospel and the book of Acts,” I concluded.
“Why do you think Timothy had delivered his books to Theophilus before Paul‟s martyrdom?” asked
Charlie as he starred at me in wonderment.
“For one thing, the book of Acts ends too abruptly,” I said. “There has to be some reason why Timothy
didn‟t include an account of Paul‟s martyrdom. My guess is he must have delivered the Book of Acts to
Theophilus around 64 A.D. Paul in his letter to the Philippians tells us he‟s in chains in the palace prison
(Php. 1:12-14). It makes you wonder why Timothy, in Acts, doesn‟t tell us Paul had been moved to the
palace.”
“Maybe he didn‟t know about it,” suggested Charlie.
“We can‟t say that as Paul, in Philippians, indicates Timothy is with him and he even intends to send him
to visit the Philippians” (Php. 2:19-24), I said.
“So that‟s why you said Theophilus could have been from Philippi. Maybe Paul did send Timothy to
Philippi,” said Charlie as his eyes sparkled.
“Well he certainly went somewhere,” I said in an impressed tone. “It means that Philippians was written
around 64 A.D. before Paul had been moved to the palace prison and before Nero‟s persecution. Maybe he
had been moved to the palace prison before his first defense (2Ti. 4:16) and he sent Timothy off to Philippi
prior to his day in court,” I said.
“Why do you think that?” asked Charlie.
“He wrote his letter to Philippians while Timothy was still with him so it must have been before his first
legal defense (2Ti. 4:16). In this letter Paul openly expresses his conflicting desires to be released or to be
martyred (Php. 1:21-26). A short time later Timothy left and Paul sent him the letter, that we call II
Timothy. My guess is Timothy was in Philippi. But the tone of II Timothy is even grimmer. Paul expects to
die (2Ti. 4:6-8) and it was probably the last word Timothy received from him.”
“Okay, why didn‟t Timothy include the fact that Paul had been moved to the palace prison in the book of
Acts?” asked Charlie.
“I think Timothy needed a conclusion to his book. The idea that Paul was free to preach the gospel
unhindered, although he was under house arrest, for two years (Ac. 28:16,30) was a better ending than
leaving him waiting for an uncertain fate in chains,” I said. “There has to be some reason why he didn‟t
finish the story of Paul‟s life. My guess is when he arrived in Philippi, Theophilus was anxious to read his
second book. He may have even told Timothy he could add to it later when Paul‟s fate was known. At any
rate if Timothy ever finished the story, his conclusion didn‟t survive.”
“Well, it sounds reasonable,” commented Charlie.
“There‟s another reason why I think Timothy and not Luke wrote the third Gospel and the Acts,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“In II Timothy Paul wrote that: „for Demas, because he loved this world, has deserted me and has gone to
Thessalonica. Crescens has gone to Galatia, and Titus to Dalmatia. Only Luke is with me.” (2Ti. 4:10-11), I
said as I paused.
“Okay, what‟s your point?” asked Charlie.
“The politics that led to Nero‟s persecution had at least begun. Mind you, I‟m not saying that Nero‟s
persecution was underway, that‟s ridiculous. I mean Paul was becoming a very unpopular guy and anyone
who associated with him was putting themselves into jeopardy. Christians in Rome were becoming a very
maligned group. Demas, Crescens and Titus probably sensed what was coming and fled. This means that
they weren‟t in prison, which would have been the likely case if Nero‟s persecution was underway. Luke,
although he didn‟t stand up for Paul at his first defense, probably came to his Christian senses and
supported Paul after he survived his trial,” I said. “Luke may have even been the secretary for II Timothy
and perhaps Paul‟s letter to the Ephesians. If Luke continued to associate with Paul after this period it‟s
very likely he was also arrested,” I said.
“What makes you say that?” asked Charlie.

“Well it‟s like I said earlier. Paul didn‟t write to Timothy about a wide spread persecution of Christians in
Rome. Paul had long expected that he might be martyred for the Gospel but he wouldn‟t have requested a
visit from Timothy and Mark during Nero‟s blood bath,” I said.
“Yes, it wouldn‟t make sense. I bet Luke was probably martyred along with Paul,” suggested Charlie.
“That‟s my guess too. The other point is that Timothy, not Luke, was in possession of Paul‟s scrolls and
his special parchments. The New English Bible translates it as „the books and above all my notebooks‟”
(2Ti. 4:13).
“Notebooks, wow that‟s the clincher! So you‟re suggesting Timothy had Paul‟s source documents and
Luke may have been in prison. If that‟s the case Luke couldn‟t have finished the job which Paul had in
mind,” agreed Charlie.
“I think when Nero began his persecution of Christians in Rome news of it spread like wild fire. Timothy
and Mark probably didn‟t go anywhere near the place. It would have been suicide,” I said.
“I agree but why do you think Paul was moved to the palace prison? I mean something must have
changed and he‟s obviously there before Nero‟s persecution began,” said Charlie in a puzzled tone.
“Paul‟s two years under house arrest in Rome indicate it took some time before the politics in Jerusalem
caught up to him.”
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“After Paul arrived in Rome, sometime around 60-61 A.D., he contacted the Jewish leaders and explained
his situation to them,” I said.
“How do we know it was around 61 A.D.?” asked Charlie.
“Paul was sent to Rome early in the rule of Porcius Festus who was procurator or governor from 60 A.D.
to 62 A.D. The Jews, in Rome, told Paul they hadn‟t received any letters from Jerusalem regarding him nor
had any of the brothers who had recently returned have anything bad to say about him (Ac. 28:21-22). It
means that information moved through out the people of the Diaspora but at that time they didn‟t have
anything on Paul. Paul was boldly preaching the kingdom of God and probably tried to convert Jews and
Gentiles alike to his form of Christianity. It took some time but other Jews who had heard Paul preach in
Rome must have travelled to Jerusalem and inquired about him.”
“Yes, especially the ones who didn‟t like his preaching,” suggested Charlie.
“You have to recall the Jews in Jerusalem tried to murder Paul on two different occasions (Ac. 23:12-13;
25:3). It‟s probable that the official word about Paul must have emerged around 62 A.D. The influential
Jews in Rome, or those from Jerusalem, must have begun pressuring Nero or his advisers to do something
about this trouble-maker,” I said. “Eusebius tells us James was martyred in Jerusalem in 62 A.D. Ananus
the High Priest and the other leaders also had to justify the execution of this „infidel‟ so all kinds of wild
rumors about the evil Christian party must have circulated among the Diaspora. The politics, once again,
must have turned against Paul and the Christians.”
“I can see what you mean,” said Charlie, “... at least in part. What‟s the dia...?” asked Charlie in a puzzled
tone.
“They‟re the Jews who lived in Gentile areas. These people are often referred to as the „Diaspora‟
meaning the dispersed Jews.”
“Oh, so they‟re the ones who lived outside of Judea,” concluded Charlie.
“Right,” I replied. “If these dates are reliable we can conclude the last comments in Acts regarding Paul‟s
ministry in Rome can also be dated to about 62-63 A.D.” (Ac. 28:30-31), I said.
“I see; Paul arrived in Rome around 60-61 A.D. and preached for two years. So that brings us to about
62-63 A.D.,” concluded Charlie.
“Right, I think Timothy finished the first draft of the book of Acts around 63 A.D. It also means the third
Gospel, which was written before Acts (Ac. 1:1), was probably finished a few years earlier. A copy of the
third Gospel may have already been in Theophilus‟ hands as early as 61-62 A.D.,” I said as I smiled.
“What makes you think that?” asked Charlie.
“The writer of Acts wrote to Theophilus that in his former book he wrote all about what Jesus taught and
did (Ac. 1:1). This indicates that he must have delivered his first book before his second one,” I said. “This
date for the third Gospel is about ten to twenty years earlier than what is usually suggested. If this is the
case then Mark‟s Gospel had to have been written even earlier; perhaps as early as the late forties. This

would add support to Clement‟s claim that Mark wrote his gospel at the request of Christians in Rome and
Peter authorized the reading of his gospel in the churches.”
“Boy, that one caught me by surprise,” admitted Charlie. “Why do you think that about Mark‟s Gospel?”
asked Charlie.
“You have to recall the weight of scholarly evidence indicates that Mark‟s Gospel was used as a source
document by the other writers of the Synoptics,” I said.
“Yes, Matthew and Timothy,” interjected Charlie as he smiled.
“Peter disappeared from the narrative in Acts after an angel helped him to escape from King Herod‟s
prison (Ac. 12:1-17) in 42-43 A.D. He briefly reappears at the Council in Jerusalem, which was about 49 50 A.D., where he‟s also referred to as „Simon‟ (Ac. 15:7-8, 14). 49 A.D. is also significant as some
historians say it was a famine year,” I mentioned as an afterthought.
“So you‟re saying that Peter was in Rome during that six year period,” concluded Charlie. “And Mark
was with him and he wrote his Gospel in Rome.”
“Right, it‟s probable that Peter, as tradition indicates, began the first church in Rome and was its first
bishop. It‟s also interesting that Peter‟s reappearance in Jerusalem fits with the timing of the Emperor
Claudius‟ expulsion of many Jews from the city of Rome in 49 A.D. A riot had broken out in the city‟s
Jewish quarter after what some historians say was an apparent propaganda drive for Christ. Suetonius was
Rome‟s official historian during the reign of Emperor Hadrian around 125 A.D. In his work called „Life of
Claudius‟ he refers to this incident and claims it was due to „the instigation of Chrestus,‟ which is probably
his misspelling of the Greek term „Christos‟ that means Christ. It‟s likely that Peter was among the Jews
who had to leave. I think that Peter‟s arrival in Jerusalem touched off a series of events that dramatically
influenced the history of the Christianity,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie in a tone that expressed his extreme interest.
“You‟ll have to give me minute to explain,” I forewarned. “Since Peter and the Jews were exiled from
Rome he had to go somewhere. Since, his enemy, King Herod Agrippa had already been dead for about six
years, and it was seven years since he had been to Jerusalem, Peter must have decided it was safe to return.
As providence would have it Peter was there for the council in 49-50 A.D.,” I said.
“Maybe Peter‟s actions helped to instigate the riot in Rome,” said Charlie as he backtracked a little.
“Well, that‟s my guess. The emperor couldn‟t afford to let a riot in the capital go unpunished so he
expelled many Jews (Ac. 18:2). It‟s interesting that for a while Paul stayed and worked with Priscilla and
Aquila making tents in Corinth. They were a Jewish couple who had also been expelled from Rome (Ac.
18:1-3). It‟s apparent that Paul also met other Jews who had been exiled. In 54 A.D. the new emperor Nero,
who was only about 16 years old, ascended to the throne. In time many Jews returned to Rome. Still Peter
probably waited for a few years before he returned.”
“He probably got word from other Jewish Christians that the new emperor wasn‟t against the Christians,”
said Charlie.
“That‟s likely,” I replied. “Priscilla and Aquila were among a group of them who had returned to Rome.
Paul sent his greetings to these people when he wrote his letter to the Romans (Ro. 16:3-16). They were
apparently familiar with Paul‟s teachings.”
“When did he write to the Romans?” asked Charlie.
“He wrote to the Christians in Rome before his last visit to Jerusalem where he was arrested around 56-57
A.D.,” I said. “Paul wrote it, possibly from Corinth, just before he left on route to take an offering to the
church in Jerusalem (Ro. 15:25-27). He indicates that he wanted to visit the Christians in Rome on an
intended journey to Spain” (Ro. 15:23-24, 28).
“Did Paul mention Peter?” asked Charlie.
“No, and I think it is evidence that Paul knew that Peter wasn‟t in Rome. He was still probably working
with the churches in other provinces,” I said.
“But it isn‟t conclusive,” interjected Charlie.
“No, it isn‟t,” I agreed. “But it‟s very likely that Paul would have sent his greetings to Peter if he knew he
was in Rome,” I said.
“Okay, that‟s reasonable,” accepted Charlie.

“Since it‟s possible that Peter initially arrived in Rome after 44 A.D. and considering Clement‟s
comments about Mark writing his gospel for Christians in Rome and Peter authorizing it I‟m arguing that
Mark wrote it during Peter‟s first stay in Rome. It could have been written around 46-7 A.D. which is about
twenty-five years before the date suggested by most scholars.”
“Why do you say that?” asked Charlie.
“I think it was written in Rome and Peter and Mark brought copies of it to Jerusalem in 49-50 A.D.,” I
replied.
“So you‟re saying most scholars want to date Mark‟s Gospel to about 70 A.D.,” interjected Charlie.
“Why do they say that?” asked Charlie.
“Scholars who don‟t believe that Jesus could have predicted the destruction of the temple in Jerusalem
always argue for dates later than 70 A.D. for all of the Synoptics,” I answered.
“And 70 A.D. is the date for the destruction,” recalled Charlie. “So they‟re suggesting it wasn‟t a real
prediction and you don‟t agree with them,” said Charlie in an uncertain tone.
“That‟s partly right; but it‟s another long story which will have to wait for another day,” I answered as I
smiled.
“Well is Mark‟s Gospel the event that changed the world?” asked Charlie.
“Mark‟s Gospel was an important first step in a series of events that has had a massive impact on
Christianity. Mark‟s Gospel influenced the writing of the other Gospels. In the 40‟s Rome was probably
Peter‟s home base. He, like Paul, travelled extensively although I‟m inclined to think, at the time, Peter
travelled mainly around Italy. It was Peter‟s recollections and teachings about Jesus‟ life which Mark
recorded and used in writing his gospel,” I said.
“Wow! And that bishop said Peter‟s teachings were unorganized and he changed things to suite his
purpose,” recalled Charlie.
“Right, that was Papias. Well, Mark‟s Gospel was certainly influenced by Peter. There are also two letters
that are attributed to him. If we accept the epistles of Peter as being authentic first century documents, then
we can conclude Peter had contact with the churches in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia and Bithynia
during the interim years between his first and second visit to Rome” (1Pe. 1:1), I said. “I also think Peter
wrote both of his letters from Rome after his second arrival,” I said.
“How can you tell?” asked Charlie.
“Peter says: „she who is in Babylon, chosen together with you, sends you greetings as does my son Mark‟
(1Pe. 5:13). Babylon was an early cryptic term or code word for „Rome,‟” I said, “and so Peter was sending
the churches greetings from the church in Rome. In his first letter he doesn‟t suggest he‟s in prison or
undergoing any unusual trial. Since Paul isn‟t mentioned it‟s likely Peter was in Rome prior to Paul‟s
arrival in 60-61 A.D. This means I can say First Peter may have been written sometime after 57 A.D., when
Paul‟s letter to the Romans was written, and before 60 A.D. So let‟s say 58-59 A.D.,” I suggested.
“Okay,” agreed Charlie. “I can see where you‟re coming from. It certainly has to be before Nero‟s
persecution began and if it is was written after 60 A.D. we have to assume that Peter did not know that Paul
was in Rome before he wrote his first letter. I can just imagine Nero feeding Christians to the lions and
other wild beasts in the Colosseum,” said Charlie as he shivered.
“It must have been horrible,” I agreed, “but the Colosseum was built by the later Emperors Vespasian and
Titus. It seated more than 50,000 people and Christians in later years were slain there by gladiators and
wild animals.”
“Oh, well Nero did set wild animals onto the helpless Christians,” said Charlie in an effort to emphasize
his main point.
“The churches which Peter mentions in his first letter are in areas where Paul preached and built churches
(1Pe. 1:1). Certain comments in Paul‟s letters lead me to think Peter had contact with these churches in the
years after the Jerusalem Council and before his second visit to Rome,” I said.
“What does Paul say?” asked Charlie.
“Paul mentions Peter or Cephas in his first letter to the Corinthians in a context which makes it clear that
Peter and others were accustomed to preaching to them (1Co. 1:11; 3:22; 9:5). The letters to the
Corinthians were written just before Paul‟s final visit to Jerusalem,” I said. “It means, at the very least, after
the Jerusalem Council Peter left Jerusalem and had contact with the church in Corinth but it‟s also likely

that he visited other churches in the area; such as those in Achaia, Macedonia and Thracia,” I said as I
showed Charlie a map of the Roman world from that period of time.
“How do you know the letters to the Corinthians were written before Paul‟s final visit to Jerusalem?”
asked Charlie.
“In these letters Paul asks the church to prepare their offering which he intends to take to the saints in
Jerusalem (1Co. 16:1-4; 2Co. 8:18-9:5). This is the same offering that is mentioned in Romans and it‟s the
main reason why Paul went to Jerusalem for the last time.”
“Paul also, in Galatians, mentions Peter‟s visit to the church in Antioch. This was also evidently after the
Council in Jerusalem (Gal. 2:1-10). Paul opposed Peter to his face regarding his hypocritical behavior when
he wouldn‟t eat with Gentile Christians after some Jews arrived (Gal. 2:11-14). Paul was obviously right
and had the weight of the Council of Jerusalem on his side.”
“Peter‟s tone certainly changed in his second letter. Here he‟s obviously expecting to die a martyr‟s death
as is suggested in John‟s Gospel (2Pe. 1:13-15; Jn. 21:18-19). It‟s a clue that indicates that Peter was
probably in prison and Nero‟s persecution had begun,” I said.
“Why didn‟t he spell it out?” asked Charlie.
“It could be that the fact of Nero‟s persecution was widely known. In other words he was writing to an
informed audience and didn‟t need to spell it all out,” I replied. “It‟s also probable that by this time Paul
had already been martyred,” I said.
“You‟re kidding,” said Charlie.
“Peter wrote: „Just as our dear brother Paul also, according to the wisdom given him, has written to you,
as indeed he did in all his epistles, speaking in them of these things‟” (2Pe. 3:15), I said as I read from my
1941 Revision of the Challoner-Rheims Version of the New Testament.
“What‟s your point?” asked Charlie.
“My point is when Peter referred to Paul he chose terms of endearment, „our dear Paul.‟ People
commonly refer to the deceased in this manner,” I said.
“Yes, I can remember when dear Grandpa was alive,” said Charlie as he got misty eyed.
“Yes, good ole Grandpa ...,” I said as I thought of my deceased father.
“So you‟re concluding that Peter didn‟t write his second letter until around 65 A.D. Is this important for
other reasons?” asked Charlie.
“Well, the New Testament literature shows us that Peter; and his student Mark, and Paul; and his student
Timothy, crossed paths. In the second letter to Timothy, Paul gives us a clear link between Mark and
Timothy. He tells Timothy: „Get Mark and bring him with you, because he is helpful to me in my ministry‟
(2Ti. 4:11). Peter in his first letter also mentions Mark in a context that implies he was with him in
„Babylon‟ (1Pe. 5:13). From this we can conclude that Peter‟s first letter was written before Paul‟s second
letter to Timothy. Mark must have left Rome before things started to heat up and he didn‟t come back.
These references, and the other ones I used earlier which linked Paul and Peter, belong to the period of time
after the Jerusalem Council. It‟s my guess that Paul and Timothy got their copy of Mark‟s Gospel
sometime after Peter reappeared in Jerusalem in 49-50 A.D.,” I said. “It was probably one of Paul‟s scrolls
that he wanted Timothy to bring with him,” I said.
“Yes, since he even wanted him to bring Mark with him it means Mark couldn‟t have been in Rome at
the time” (2Ti. 3:12), concluded Charlie.
“Paul probably never got to do his final editing, but what a meeting it would have been,” I said. “It seems
likely he wanted Mark‟s help, as he was the author of a famous biography of Jesus‟ life, in doing the final
editing for his book about the early church and his ministry.”
“Boy, that‟s an interesting possibility,” admitted Charlie.
“Since scholars have determined that both Matthew and „Luke‟ both used another source document that
they have dubbed „Q‟ it‟s also possible that one of Paul‟s scrolls constitutes this mysterious source,” I said.
“Dad, this is blowing my mind,” said Charlie as he starred at me. “How can you possibly know that?”
asked Charlie.
“Well, I can‟t say it‟s a fact but scholars have made a reasonable case for the existence of a body of
literature called „Q.‟ We can also tell that Paul was an educated man who was deeply committed to the
Christian ministry. It‟s my guess that a man like Paul would have had a copy of anything and everything

which was ever written about Jesus of Nazareth, the man he had never met in the flesh,” I said in a
confident tone.
“I guess it does make sense,” admitted Charlie.
“It seems that Timothy probably used Mark‟s Gospel and Paul‟s „Q‟ documents to write his gospel.
Matthew also used Mark‟s Gospel and „Q‟ but since he wrote his gospel in Aramaic he slanted his account
towards the Jewish Christian audience.”
“When do you think Matthew was written?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s hard to say. I can link Matthew to Jerusalem and you can also tie Matthew to Mark‟s Gospel and to
the „Q‟ material. It‟s possible Matthew received a copy of the „Q‟ document during Paul‟s last visit to
Jerusalem around 57 A.D. or perhaps sometime during his subsequent two years he spent under house
arrest at Ceasara before he was sent to Rome as a prisoner. Paul was a man of letters and it‟s certain he
used some of his time in prison reading, studying, writing or dictating. It makes sense to think that Matthew
finished his gospel sometime before 60 A.D. when Jewish Christianity was at its peak in Jerusalem,” I
speculated.
“Why do you think that?” asked Charlie.
“I think the demand for a gospel written in Hebrew, or more correctly Aramaic, was the greatest when the
Christian party was still growing in Jerusalem. The time was ripe, at least; anytime I would say before
James was martyred in Jerusalem in 62 A.D. Up to the time of James‟ death the Christian party flourished
in Jerusalem and there was a great need for a Gospel account written in the common language of the Jews.”
“So you‟re saying all of the Synoptic Gospels were written before 70 A.D.,” summarized Charlie.
“Yes. And they successfully competed in the marketplace with other accounts, such as „Q,‟ that were
circulating” (Lk. 1:1), I confirmed.
“I see. Boy, is that ever interesting! I don‟t think you‟re saying this is all proven but it makes sense. Did
Paul ever make it to Spain?” asked Charlie.
“Not as far as we know. I think Paul‟s situation in Rome went from bad to worse in 63 A.D. After „more‟
than two years of relative freedom I think Paul‟s fortune changed due to the pressure that local Jews put on
him. The Christians were a much maligned group and after the fire broke out in Rome, Nero laid the blame
on their shoulders and began his vicious blood bath,” I said.
“Wow,” said Charlie as he imagined what happened.
“I think The Book of Acts is Timothy‟s special tribute to his teacher,” I said.
“Why do you think that?” asked Charlie.
“I think the third Gospel is Timothy‟s greatest literary work; even though he borrowed a lot from Mark,
he refined it. But if there‟s any book in the New Testament that tells the story of Paul‟s ministry it‟s the
Book of Acts. Here Paul emerges as the protagonist or central figure at least in the last half of the book. In
an overall sense he edges out the earlier stars like Peter, John, Stephen, Philip and James. No one put out as
much effort and suffered so much for the propagation of the message. If the Gospels immortalized Jesus
then Acts did the same thing for Paul,” I said.
“Wow, that‟s awesome,” commented Charlie.
“There‟s at least one indication that Timothy could also be the author of the book of Hebrews as there‟s a
footnote in my King James Version that reflects a tradition which says it was written in Italy to the
Hebrews by Timothy. Timothy‟s name does mysteriously appear at the end of this letter (Heb. 13:23) as it
conveniently or perhaps deliberately does prior to the „we‟ sections in Acts. It‟s possible that Timothy was
dropping hints of his ghostly authorship. Another possibility is some unknown writer dropped Timothy‟s
name at the end of the book to make it appear as if Paul wrote it.”
“Why don‟t you think Paul wrote it?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s another long story and I‟d like to save it for another day,” I said as I glanced at my watch.
“Okay,” agreed Charlie.
“I will say this. The writer of Hebrews says that Timothy had been released and was in route to see him.
If he makes it in time, the writer plans to bring Timothy along on his next visit (Heb. 13:22). Whoever
wrote it, it‟s made to sound as if it picked up the story where Acts left off.”
“Why do you think that?” asked Charlie.

“The writer of Hebrews tries to convince us that Paul was free to leave Italy whenever he desired to visit
the Hebrews. This and the passages in the books of First Timothy and Titus that refer to unknown events
(1Ti. 1:3; Tit. 1:5) has led people to theorize Paul was released around 63 A.D. Then he‟s supposed to have
resumed his travels, was arrested again and sent back to Rome where he was martyred. Some people call it
the Second Roman Imprisonment Theory,” I said.
“These are three of the books you said scholars doubt were written by Paul. Do you believe that theory?”
asked Charlie.
“No, but it‟s another ...,” I said as Charlie interrupted.
“long story and you don‟t have time for it today,” said Charlie as he smiled.
“I will leave you with a hint,” I said in a teasing tone. “Some people have advanced the idea that the
„Hebrews‟ whom „Paul‟ addressed were those in Jerusalem. This is so ridiculous it‟s laughable. I sincerely
doubt it.”
“How come?” asked Charlie.
“You have to realize Paul preached to the Jews in Rome and I‟m certain he irritated some of them.
Politically it looks like he was in a no-win situation. This view is bolstered by the fact that Paul, in
Philippians, says some people with negative attitudes were trying to stir up trouble for him by preaching
Christ while he was in chains (Php. 1:15-18). He also says he was put there for the defense of the gospel
(Php. 1:16). So we can conclude his Jewish and Jewish Christian rivals stirred up trouble for him and he
was put under palace guard for his preaching.”
“So you‟re saying it‟s hard to see how he could have ever left Rome,” said Charlie as he visualized Paul‟s
predicament.
“Well they already had the mouse in the trap, I don‟t think Paul‟s enemies stood idly by while the
Romans released him,” I said.
“Okay but you have to admit this is speculation,” said Charlie.
“Yes, but is reasonable speculation. Wait until you hear the rest of the story,” I said as I smiled. “Today I
will say this with a higher degree of certainty: although it isn‟t widely recognized Timothy may have
written more New Testament literature than anyone,” I said.
“Boy, that‟s interesting. The third Gospel should be called the Gospel According to Timothy and he was
the greatest ghost writer of them all,” said Charlie in a reverent tone.
“The early church associated the Gospel of Mark with the Apostle Peter and the Gospel of Luke with the
Apostle Paul. No character in the New Testament literature is more intimately associated with Paul than
Timothy. I think they were going in the right direction but picked the wrong man.”

THE LORD DELAYS HIS COMING
“Good morning Dad,” said Charlie. “How about a Sunday morning pancake breakfast?”
“That‟s a good idea, Charlie,” I answered. “But there‟s one condition.”
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“You have to help,” I answered.
“Okay, I‟ll be cook number two,” said Charlie.
“Number two, you get the milk, eggs and blueberries and I‟ll get the flour, and bowls.”
“Aye, aye, number one,” said Charlie.
“Okay pass me the milk and eggs, number two,” I said as I prepared to mix the pancake batter.
“Dad, you said the Bible doesn‟t claim to be the perfect word of God but what if it still is without
specifically saying so?” asked Charlie as he watched me whip up the pancake batter.
“Well, if it is then we should be able to find some proof such as a perfect prophetic record and we
shouldn‟t find any contradictions in it. Right,” I asserted not expecting Charlie‟s acknowledgment but he
simply looked at me. “Please get the corn oil from the refrigerator.”
“Well, can you think of any prophecies that failed?” asked Charlie as he passed me the corn oil.
“The problem with most prophecies is they tend to be very general. I mean specific names and dates
aren‟t usually given. Instead you often read about things in symbolic or cryptic terms that could mean just
about anything. The clergy will often step in and give us their private interpretations as if they were

speaking for God himself. There are people who‟ll tell you that large portions of the history of humankind
are contained in the Old Testament book of Daniel and in the New Testament book of Revelation. Some
will say that specific details regarding modern nations such as the United States, Britain, Russia, China and
others are all in the Bible. The problem is none of these nations are specifically named,” I said.
“I see what you mean. The clergy is selling their own ideas again ... I get the first pancake. Don‟t forget
the blueberries,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right Charlie. It‟s like they embellish the story. The fish doesn‟t just change size but now it‟s
become a turtle or frog or some other animal.”
“Yes,” interrupted Charlie, “Uncle Henry‟s fish is really a turtle,” laughed Charlie as he joked about his
uncle who loved to tell big fish stories.
“You‟ve got it son. But to answer your original question; many prophecies aren‟t clearly written so we
don‟t know what they mean never mind whether they were fulfilled or failed. In my mind if you don‟t
clearly say what is going to happen and at least tell us approximately when it will happen you haven‟t
really predicted anything,” I said.
“I guess not,” agreed Charlie.
“If a prophecy is written in vague symbolic terms and it doesn‟t state a specific time frame sooner or
later, perhaps hundreds or thousands of years later, something will happen which someone will claim
fulfilled this so-called prophecy. If you really want to predict the future then say it in plain language, be
specific and give us at least a time frame when it‟s supposed to happen. Look at that pancake fry, it‟s going
to be sooo goood.”
“Are there any prophecies that are clearly written but failed?” asked Charlie.
“Yes, the ones which are attributed to Jesus in the New Testament,” I said.
“Wow! What‟s wrong with Jesus‟ predictions?” asked Charlie as he almost fell off his chair.
“How is that for perfection?” I said proudly as I handed him the first pancake. “You can get the maple
syrup in the cupboard if you like.”
“It looks great,” said Charlie as he put his plate down on the table.
“Jesus‟ predictions regarding what is commonly called his second coming have confused most churches
in history right up to our day.”
“But you said they were clearly written. Why are people confused?” asked Charlie.
“Well, it‟s all due to the Great Deception. Let me explain what I mean, these predictions are sometimes
called the „Olivet Prophecies‟ as, according to Matthew and Mark, Jesus gave them to his disciples on
Mount Olivet near Jerusalem. They are recorded in Matthew 24, Mark 13 and Luke 21. There are some
differences in these three accounts but they‟re essentially similar. They all indicate the prophecies started
when Jesus predicted the destruction of the temple in Jerusalem. Mark‟s account claims the rest of the
prophecies were given when Peter, James, John and Andrew asked him when the temple would be
destroyed. They asked him when it would happen and how could they tell it was going to happen? (Mk.
13:1-4; Lk. 21:5-7). Matthew and Luke do not specifically name the disciples,” I said.
“The early part of Matthew‟s account is more elaborate. He specifically associates the destruction of the
temple with the coming of the Kingdom of God and the end of the age (Mt. 24:3) but all of the accounts
imply the same general theme,” I said.
“What did Jesus say?” asked Charlie.
“He predicted there will be false Christs, wars and rumors of wars, earthquakes in different places and
famines, all of which he calls the beginning of sorrows (Mk. 13:5-8). It‟s all pretty clear language. But then
he says ... how is the pancake?”
“You mean Jesus asked, „how is my pancake?‟” laughed Charlie.
“No, you silly goon,” I said as I burst into laughter.
“Oh, the pancake is great! How about a bunch more number one,” said Charlie as he grinned from ear to
ear.
“Okay number two, there‟s more coming up,” I said. “Then Jesus said there will be religious
persecutions. He said that you, and in Mark‟s account it means Peter, James, John and Andrew (Mk. 13:4),
will be delivered to and beaten in synagogues and taken before rulers and kings. Matthew and Mark‟s

account says that before the end comes the gospel must be preached to all peoples (Mt. 24:14; Mk. 13:910). Again this is pretty clear language.”
“Sounds clear to me Dad,” affirmed Charlie. “Do you mean Luke left that part out?” asked Charlie.
“Yes,” I replied.
“How do you know the „you‟ in Mark‟s account means Peter, James, John and Andrew?” asked Charlie.
“Well let me answer that one in a minute. Then he says: „when you shall see the abomination of
desolation,‟ which Matthew‟s account adds „spoken by Daniel the prophet‟ (Mt. 24:15), „stand in the holy
place those who are in Judea should flee to the hills or mountains‟ (Mk. 13:14). This is the first time he is
not very clear but he‟s apparently referring to the prophecy in Daniel nine that refers to an evil prince or
king causing a disastrous abomination of some sort in the temple. This obviously has to happen sometime
before the temple is destroyed (Da. 9:26-27). When you study different translations you‟ll notice that the
text has been rendered in different ways but I prefer The Jerusalem Bible on this chapter.” “I see,” said
Charlie as he tried to imagine the situation.
“You‟ll recall when we spoke about the Selucid kingdom that took over Palestine from the Ptolemies
around 201 B.C. and how in the year 167 B.C. Judaea was under the control of a Selucid king named
Antiochus IV Epiphanies,” I said. “He‟s the one who placed a pagan idol in the temple.”
“Oh, yes, him. He wanted the Jews to worship him and their pagan gods,” recalled Charlie. “Is that what
Jesus meant by the abomination of desolation?” asked Charlie.
“Epiphanies lived about two hundred years before Jesus‟ time and I‟m certain Jesus knew the general
history of his people. He probably had something similar in mind,” I said.
“I guess he must have,” agreed Charlie.
“Anyway Jesus expressed his sorrow for those who would be caring for infants at the time. Then he
implies they should pray their flight won‟t be in the winter (Mk. 13:14) and Matthew adds „nor on the
Sabbath‟” (Mt. 24:20), I said.
“Luke‟s account differs from Matthew‟s and Mark‟s. He says when Jerusalem is surrounded by armies
then you‟ll know the desolation is near,” I said.
“Desolation of what?” asked Charlie.
“Desolation or destruction of the temple,” I answered. “Luke still has Jesus saying those in Judaea should
flee to the mountains but he, alone, adds that many will fall by the edge of the sword and the Jews would be
led away to other nations until the times of the Gentiles were fulfilled” (Lk. 21:20-24), I said.
“The times of the Gentiles; what‟s that?” asked Charlie in a perplexed tone.
“It‟s Jesus‟ way of characterizing the age of the rule of the pagans that he believed would be superseded
by the Kingdom of God,” I said.
“Matthew and Mark say these days, associated with the desecration and destruction of the temple, are a
time of great tribulation or distress such as the world has never nor will ever see. It‟s referring to a time of
terrible persecution and death for those in Palestine. Both writers added that „if those days were not
shortened no one will be saved alive but these days will be shortened for the sake of the faithful‟” (Mt.
24:15-22; Mk. 13:14-20).
“It sounds scary,” said Charlie as he stopped eating his pancakes. “How do you know it means those in
Palestine?” asked Charlie.
“Let me answer ...,” I said.
“In a minute,” inserted Charlie.
“Right,” I said as I smiled. “All three Gospels add there will be false Christs and miracle performing
prophets. Matthew and Mark add the sun and the moon will be darkened and the stars will fall (Mt. 24:29;
Mk. 13:24-27) while Luke says there will be signs in the sun, moon and stars and disturbances in the ocean
and men dying of fear” (Lk. 21:25-26), I said.
“Ohhh,” said Charlie.
“Finally, all three Gospels, say the Son of man will come with the clouds in great glory. Matthew alone
claims his coming will be like the lightning striking in the east and flashing far into the west (Mt. 24:2628). Matthew and Mark add that he will send his angels to gather his chosen ones” (Mt. 24:30-31; Mk.
13:26-27), I said.

“Wow! So the Kingdom of God finally arrives,” said Charlie. “What does it mean when it says many
Christs will arise?” asked Charlie as he resumed eating his pancakes.
“This is something which most people don‟t really understand. You have to understand in the days when
Jesus lived the nation of Judea was, like many other nations, subject to the power of Rome. The Jewish
Scriptures taught God allowed other nations to rule over Israel whenever their national sins were too great.
The people yearned for their political independence and took comfort in the scriptures that promised a great
King David-like leader who would free them. The religious Jews believed they were subject to the power
of Rome due to their national sins (Lk. 1:68-79) and so repentance was the first step towards obtaining their
political independence” (Lk. 1:71,74), I said.
“They hoped a Christ would rise up to lead them, like a Moses, out from under Rome‟s rule. The term
„Messiah‟ is an English transliteration of the Hebrew term „Mashiach.‟ Its equivalent in Greek is „Christos‟
and in English we say „Christ.‟ These terms all mean „anointed‟ or „the anointed one.‟ The term, whether in
Hebrew, Greek or English, is a proper title for a prophet, king or high priest. The Hebrew custom was to
anoint such a person with oil to indicate the person was set apart by God for a special office,” I said.
“What do you mean anoint?” asked Charlie.
“It just means a dignitary, like a prophet or priest, ceremonially poured a little oil over the person‟s head.
The prophet Samuel did it to Saul and later to David when he induced him into the office of king,” I said.
“Today in the United States, Canada and other countries they have a swearing-in-ceremony for high
officials such as the president or prime minister,” I said.
“Yes, I can remember watching President Clinton taking the oath. Our teacher had a television in the
classroom that day,” said Charlie.
“The Jews in Jesus time believed that the Christ was a God-inspired individual who would rally the
people together to fight against the Romans. This Christ was expected to inherit the throne of King David
(Lk. 1:32). President Clinton‟s real name is Bill Clinton but his title is the President of the United States or
Mr. President. He is popularly known as President Clinton. David, for example, was a revered King, or
Christ or anointed one, who had ruled during Israel‟s time of greatest past political glory,” I said. “He was
popularly known as King David but he could have also been referred to as the Mashiach or Christ,” I said.
“Then, what do people mean by „Jesus Christ?‟” asked Charlie.
“It probably started off as „Jesus the Messiah‟ or „the Christ,‟ meaning Jesus was this expected king or
anointed one. The term originally didn‟t have anything to do with being known strictly as a spiritual savior.
Later it was shortened to Jesus Christ that sounds like a proper name but by this time Jesus was believed to
be a supernatural spirit being (Ac. 2:36-38). Many people have been confused ever since,” I said.
“So the Christ the people expected was a human political savior,” said Charlie.
“Right, a false Christ was someone who failed in the attempt to liberate the Jews. If he failed then his
followers would say, „I guess he wasn‟t the Christ after all,‟” I said.
“So your suggesting our modern concept of the Christ is wrong,” concluded Charlie.
“It‟s another long story but the Christianized concept of the Messiah is a later development. Some of it is
even apparent in Jospehus‟ reference that we talked about earlier,” I said.
“What do you mean „the Christianized concept of the Messiah?‟” asked Charlie.
“Whoever embellished his text wants us to believe Josephus thought that the prophets foretold that the
Christ would appear to his disciples after being dead for three days. This is a Christian concept as the
prophets don‟t clearly say anything like that,” I said. “Even Agapius‟ so-called more believable Arabic
account contains the same Christian view,” I said. “It‟s rubbish,” I added as I laughed.
“What the Christianized idea of the Messiah?” asked Charlie.
“No, the idea that Josephus was thinking in terms of a Christ who was supposed to be resurrected from
the dead,” I said. “Only contemporary Christians and some later day Jews talked like that. The Jews were
expecting a human king to lead them to freedom,” I said, “and quite a few Jewish militants died in the
attempt to fill the bill. Josephus was a turn coat who went over to the Roman side. He apparently gave up
the idea that any Jewish military campaign could be successful against the might of the Roma n Empire,” I
said.
“I guess any oppressed nation naturally longs to be independent. Just like the Baltic states that recently
got their freedom when the U.S.S.R. collapsed,” Charlie said as he recalled a recent class on current events.

“They must have felt about the same way. There was also another Christ whom some people expected to
appear with or after this political savior,” I said.
“Who was that?” asked Charlie.
“Some people, in Jesus‟ time believed they were being ruled by a corrupt illegitimate priesthood who
were the instruments or puppets of pagan Rome. The High Priest was chosen from a Jewish party called the
Sadducees. We are uncertain about the origins of this party but some historians say they gained power
during the reign of Herod the Great who ruled from 37 B.C. to 4 B.C. Herod was a puppet monarch whom
many Jews never truly accepted as a legitimate king,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“As in any population there are always some people who take their religion very seriously, others are
only nominally religious and then there are those who reject or couldn‟t care less about religion. In Israel
those who were religious were zealous for the Law of Moses. The Jewish Bible says the monarchy should
be of the lineage of King David and the „P‟ verses claim the High Priest should be a Levite of the lineage of
Aaron,” I said as I referred to the Documentary Hypothesis which we had discussed earlier. “Other verses
claim the priestly office of Aaron was later given to Zadok and his descendants. It seems that the priests
and kings were of these lineages until the time of the Babylonian captivity in the sixth century B.C. Even
the later Maccabees weren‟t of these lineages and in the Roman period Herod was certainly not of the
lineage of David and his Sadducees couldn‟t really prove they were sons of Aaron never mind Zadok.”
“The Herodian monarchy lost the control of Judea as from about 6 A.D. to 41 A.D. the country was
administered by Roman procurators or governors. The most famous one was Pontias Pilate. Still the
„puppet‟ priesthood managed to survive. Some of the religious people of the day believed that after the
political Christ led the nation to independence he would institute a genuine priesthood. You could call this
„genuine‟ High Priest a second Christ or another „anointed one,‟” I said.
“During Jesus‟ ministry some of the people thought he was the political Christ. Near the end the Jews
accused Jesus of being the Christ and delivered him to the Romans (Mt. 26:63-68). This means the leaders
pressured Pontius Pilate to execute him for his political ambitions. They tried to convince him Jesus was
guilty of conspiracy to commit treason against Caesar (Jn. 19:12). During the interrogation Pilate had to
find out if Jesus was really planning to lead a rebellion against Rome,” I said.
“That‟s what the Christ was supposed to do,” interjected Charlie.
“Right, if you said you were the Christ you were assumed to be guilty of conspiracy to commit treason
but after the interrogation Pilate was convinced Jesus was just a harmless religious nut who had aroused the
jealousy of the leaders and he wanted to set him free (Mk. 15:10). We know what happened after that,” I
said.
“Yes, the Jews cried out he should be crucified. They took him out and crucified him between two
thieves,” said Charlie in a sad tone.
“That‟s right. But the politics didn‟t end there. Jesus‟ political ambitions were far bigger than just casting
off Rome‟s yoke. He was interested in conquering all nations of the earth,” I said.
“You‟re kidding!” said Charlie with a look that meant you can‟t be serious.
“Would I kid you about a thing like that? You see Jesus believed he was coming back, as the supernatural
Son of Man, with his angels to conquer all nations and establish the Kingdom of God on earth,” I said. “So
this is the other part of the Christian concept of the Christ.”
“So Jesus believed he was going to do the job but only he would be a spirit being,” concluded Charlie.
“Right,” I confirmed.
“Boy, it sounds like an invasion from outer space,” said Charlie.
“Yes, it does, doesn‟t it?” I agreed. “In the Olivet Prophecies Jesus goes on to get pretty specific about
the general time his prophesies would be fulfilled. This of course is another mark of a clear prophecy. All
three Gospels have Jesus saying: „Truly, I say to you, this generation will not pass away till all these things
take place‟ (Mt. 24:34; Mk. 13:30; Lk. 21:32). Let me emphasize he said „all‟ of it would happen within
„this generation.‟ He went on to get a little melodramatic and said: „Heaven and earth will pass away, but
my words will not pass away‟” (Mt. 24:35; Mk. 13:31; Lk. 21:33), I said as I read from the Revised
Standard Version. “In other words Jesus is saying all of the things he predicted were certain to happen
within his timetable,” I explained.

“Did it happen?” asked Charlie looking concerned as he anticipated the conclusion.
“In the years that followed there was some religious persecution of the Christians. In 68 A.D. the Roman
army did surround Jerusalem. In 70 A.D. they ransacked the city and tore down the temple,” I said.
“Eusebius tells us about some lucky Christians,” I said as other ideas came to mind.
“Who were they?” asked Charlie.
“Eusebius claims that some members of the church in Jerusalem received oracles or inspired messages,” I
said.
“What does that mean?” asked Charlie.
“There were prophets in the early Christian church and apparently there were some in Jerusalem who
encouraged fellow Christians to leave the city and settle in a town called Pella. Those who believed and
responded to these messages left the city before the war started. Look at this map. Pella is slightly north of
Peraea in Decapolis. Anyway the Christians fled to a gentile stronghold north and slightly west of Samaria
and south and slightly west of Galilee.”
“They didn‟t go to the hills but at least they got away,” said Charlie.
“Well, technically Pella was a small town in the hills just east of the Jordan River. Palestine is a fairly
hilly country but Jesus was probably referring to the hills in Judea and specifically the ones closest to
Jerusalem. Anyway in a minute or two you‟ll know how lucky these people were,” I said.
“Okay, I‟m all ears,” said Charlie.
“First let me tell you about the strange things Josephus claims occurred in Judea in the years just before
the Roman siege began,” I said.
“Oh yes, he was that Jewish historian who lived during that time. What strange things?” asked Charlie.
“Josephus says a star appeared that looked like a broadsword and a comet remained over the city for a
whole year. Then he says that during the Feast of Unleavened Bread on the 8th of April at 3 o‟clock in the
morning a mysterious bright light shone around the altar and the sanctuary. It was so bright that it appeared
to be midday and it lasted for half an hour,” I said as Charlie gazed at me in disbelief.
“You‟re kidding Dad!” said Charlie.
“No, this is what the historian says. During the same feast a cow gave birth to a lamb in the middle of the
temple courts. In the middle of the day people saw the gate of the inner Sanctuary open by itself. This
bronze gate was so heavy it usually took twenty strong men to close and secure it with iron bars and bolts.
On May 21st, a few days after the feast, just before sunset, figures of chariots and regiments in arms were
seen in the sky all over the country encircling the towns,” I said.
“Oh sure, everybody was hallucinating. Maybe they were on magic mushrooms,” interjected Charlie.
“I know it sounds crazy but Josephus claims there were many eyewitnesses to these events. Later during
the Feast of Pentecost the priests went to the temple at night to perform their duties they heard a loud crash
and then a mysterious voice cried out, „Let us go hence!‟”
“I know, even the priests were getting high,” joked Charlie.
“Four years before the siege, during the Feast of Tabernacles, an ordinary citizen named Jeshua son of
Ananias suddenly stood up in the temple and shouted, „A voice from the east, a voice from the west, a
voice from the four winds, a voice against Jerusalem and the Sanctuary, a voice against bridegrooms and
brides, a voice against the whole people!‟”
“He continually walked around the city streets repeating his warning. Some of the prominent citizens
were irritated and beat him yet he wouldn‟t stop shouting out his message. The Jewish authorities
concluded that some supernatural force was causing his bizarre behavior and they took him to the Roman
procurator. He was whipped until his flesh hung in ribbons but he neither cried out nor begged for mercy,”
I said.
“Oh, that‟s cruel!” moaned Charlie.
“He answered every blow in the most mournful of tones, „Woe to Jerusalem,‟” I said as I put down my
book.
“Okay fact or fiction?” asked Charlie.
“Well it‟s not true just because he wrote it. Many historians doubt much of what is contained in his
histories but in this case it‟s hard to think of reasons why he would have fabricated these stories. The
question is why would he do it? Fabricating these weird sounding stories would only decrease his

credibility. He isn‟t trying to convince us these events are fulfillments of prophecies. Even if you think this
section has been tampered with by later editors it‟s hard to imagine why they would do it? The Christians
didn‟t benefit from these stories either,” I said.
“Why not?” asked Charlie.
“You have to remember this all happened „before‟ the Roman siege and it wasn‟t predicted by Jesus. It‟s
also hard to understand how the Jews could have gained anything from these stories. I do know this. Christ
certainly didn‟t come back and conquer the nations,” I said.
“Well he was right about the destruction of the temple,” commented Charlie.
“This is one reason why some people want to date all of the Synoptics after 70 A.D. They think Jesus
couldn‟t have predicted the destruction of the temple but, as you know, I think they were written before 70
A.D.”
“Yes, we talked about it. So you think Jesus did predict the destruction of the temple,” concluded Charlie.
“Yes I do, but there was a real good reason why he believed it would be destroyed but it‟s another long
story that I‟d like to leave for another time,” I said. “My point for now is although he was right about parts
of his prophecy some vital events failed to occur,” I said.
“Maybe those things will still happen in the future,” challenged Charlie.
“That‟s what the clergy teaches Charlie, but in order to convince people of that you have to embellish the
prophecy with your own ideas. You have to call a fish a frog or rat or turtle or something other than what it
clearly is. The cardinal principle in biblical studies is: if the words don‟t mean what they say, then no one
can say what they mean. You have to take the message literally unless the context of the scripture is clearly
written in symbolic language. If the text is in symbolic form we can‟t know what it means unless a nearby
section or common sense tells us,” I said. “The Olivet prophecies are certainly not parables. Jesus is
shooting straight from the hip.”
“Yes, either it‟s the same as you would expect in a newspaper or it‟s like a poem,” said Charlie. “If we
can‟t understand it when it‟s written like a newspaper then we might as well forget about the Bible because
no one can say what it means,” said Charlie. “What do you mean by „common sense?‟” asked Charlie.
“The writers of the Bible didn‟t always spell everything out. Every writer assumes his readers know
something. For example sometimes Jesus is referred to as Jesus Christ and other times he is referred to as
Christ Jesus. The writer assumes he can rely on common sense to tell us he‟s referring to the same
personality. Now in a setting where the text is obviously written in symbolic terms the same principle
applies. In the second chapter of Revelation it describes one like unto the Son of man. A few verses later
this being says: „I am he that lives and was dead; and behold, I am alive for evermore, Amen; and have the
keys of hell and death‟ (Rev. 2:13, 18). Who do you think the writer is talking about?” I asked.
“Why it‟s Jesus Christ, of course,” answered Charlie.
“That‟s right. The writer didn‟t spell it out for us but gave us enough clues to let us know he‟s referring to
Jesus Christ. So, now, do you see what I mean?” I asked.
“Gottcha,” answered Charlie in a casual tone.
“In the Olivet prophecies Jesus was clearly thinking in terms of the day and times of his contemporaries.
He says things such as „kingdom shall rise against kingdom,‟” I said.
“What‟s your point?” Charlie asked.
“How many kingdoms do you know of in the modern world?” I asked.
“Well, I don‟t know,” said Charlie as he shrugged his shoulder.
“That‟s the point. A kingdom is a state where a king rules. Most nations today are not kingdoms yet Jesus
said kingdoms warring against each other would be one of the signs. He also says „you‟ would be taken to
and beaten in the synagogues and be brought before kings” (Mk. 13:9), I said.
“Yes, I asked you about that earlier. Does it mean Christians would be beaten in synagogues?” asked
Charlie in concerned tone.
“Mark tells us Jesus is speaking to Peter, James, John and Andrew (Mk. 13:3). When Jesus says „you‟ it
logically refers to the people he‟s talking to but many Christians today imagine he‟s referring to numerous
believers living in our time. Can you imagine today‟s Jews seizing and beating Christians in their
synagogues?” I asked.
“No. It sounds crazy,” replied Charlie.

“Exactly Charlie, but that kind of thing did happen to Peter, James, John and Andrew because the Jewish
leaders of their day were hostile to the new religion. They started out preaching to the Jews and met with
great opposition. The book of Acts tells us how the Jews seized Peter and John (Ac. 4:3-21). Stephen was
stoned to death (Ac. 7:59-60). King Herod Agrippa had James the brother of John killed by the sword and
imprisoned Peter (Ac. 12:1-18). The Apostle Paul, and possibly John, spent a lot of time in prison and
stood before several political rulers. But it‟s difficult to imagine Christians being brought before kings in
our modern world,” I said.
“Yes, what‟s so unusual about being a Christian in today‟s world?” said Charlie.
“How about Jesus‟ statement in Matthew to pray your flight wouldn‟t be on the Sabbath which is the
seventh day of the week? Days were calculated from sunset to sunset. So the Sabbath starts at sunset on
Friday and ends at sunset on Saturday. Why should modern Christians be concerned about whether or not
it‟s the Sabbath? Certainly his contemporaries would be concerned as the Law states they have to keep the
Sabbath holy. His statement in Luke that they would die by the sword is another image that is out-of-place
in our day. In today‟s battles few people die by swords. People are more likely to get shot, gassed or blown
up,” I said.
“When Jesus gave his Olivet Prophecies he was talking to his disciples and the kind of language he used
is further evidence that he expected all the things he said to happen before his generation passed. It just
doesn‟t relate to our modern day,” I said.
“What if Jesus used the terms in a symbolic way? Maybe when he says kingdom versus kingdom it just
means nations warring and maybe when he says „they shall die by the edge of the sword‟ it means many
people dying in the war,” said Charlie in a tone that reflected his resistance.
“Now you‟re falling into the clergy‟s trap. Whenever they get into trouble they start calling clear verses
parables or something which is symbolic. They deliberately mix the clear literal message with a phony
symbolic one. It‟s like putting a few lines of poetry in the middle of a news story but ordinary readers can‟t
tell the difference. It doesn‟t make sense,” I said.
“Well, when you put it that way, it doesn‟t,” conceded Charlie.
“If Jesus wanted to keep his prophecy open-ended, so it could apply to any period in history, he would
have said something like: „many will die in the coming persecution and war.‟ How could „kingdom versus
kingdom‟ mean nations when he already said „nation shall rise against nation?‟ Why would he repeat the
same idea using different specific terms?” I said.
“So, you‟re insisting that Jesus‟ prophecies failed,” stated Charlie looking really concerned.
“Translators usually render the Greek term „yevea‟ as „this generation‟ to imply that it means; „the people
of our time.‟ If I said: „my generation or this generation is more rebellious than my father‟s,‟ you‟d know
exactly what I meant. A generation usually refers to a period of about twenty or thirty years. Some
Christian translators tried to play down the issue by including footnotes or little comments at the bottom of
the page which suggest that it could also be translated as „race,‟” I said.
“Well couldn‟t it?” asked Charlie. “Then Jesus would be saying that all these things will happen before
this race passes away,” said Charlie astutely.
“No it couldn‟t but this deception is one which is suggested in the New International Version,” I said.
“What‟s wrong with it?” asked Charlie.
“Well Christians aren‟t really a race of people so if you follow this argument the Jewish race is what is
implied. Still this outlandish footnote tells us the plain Greek has their beliefs in jeopardy. There isn‟t one
serious English translation which ever renders „yevea‟ as „race‟ directly in the text. The term is never
translated as such anywhere in the New Testament. If the Greek term could really be translated as „race‟
why didn‟t they put it directly in the text? My guess is that they knew other scholars would have laughed at
their folly,” I said.
“I see what you mean. The footnote is this small comment at the bottom of the page,” said Charlie as he
looked at the New International Version. “They‟re suggesting the term could mean „race‟ yet in the text
they translated it as „this generation,‟” said Charlie.
“The translators of this English edition were all committed to the infallibility of the Bible as God‟s Word
in written form. In other words they all believe in the Great Deception and it biased their thinking. At least
some Christian scholars clearly write in their commentaries the Greek term means „this generation‟ but

they‟re confused about what Jesus really meant. When you look at the plain language and then look at what
happened it‟s easy to see what‟s going on,” I said.
“I see. They believe the Bible is the perfect word of God and if it‟s in the Bible it has to be true,” said
Charlie somewhat halfheartedly. “I guess they can‟t resist twisting things that aren‟t true. Is the New
International Version a bad translation?” asked Charlie.
“No, not really, it‟s one of my favorite translations. It‟s just that I think the committees who translate the
Bible or any other historical work have biases that you should be aware of. You really have to watch how
far off the mark some verses have been translated. I really don‟t want to read passages, for example, that
reflect the doctrine of somebody‟s church,” I said.
“But isn‟t it difficult to translate something from one language to another?” asked Charlie.
“I have to admit when you translate anything from one language to another, the translated text is really a
paraphrase of the translators,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“I mean there isn‟t an exact equivalent word for every word of another language that makes sense when
you try to put it all together. Each language has its own grammar and rhythm. Translators are always forced
into paraphrasing to one degree or another,” I replied.
“What do you mean „paraphrase?‟” asked Charlie.
“To paraphrase is to use your own words in an effort to make sense out of some other expression. I think
translators should try to put aside their personal biases,” I replied.
“I see what you mean. Almost every translation is a paraphrase but some are wilder than others,”
concluded Charlie. “Boy, it‟s hard to know who to trust,” said Charlie in a discouraged tone.
“Here read The New English Bible,” I said as I passed it to him opened to the right page and pointed to
the verse.
“„I tell you this: the present generation will live to see it all. Heaven and earth will pass away; my words
will never pass away‟” (Mt. 24:34-35), read Charlie. “It‟s pretty clear here.”
“Okay, now read from the Good News Bible,” I said.
“„Remember that all these things will happen before the people now living have all died. Heaven and
earth will pass away, but my words will never pass away‟ (Mt. 24:34-35). It‟s really clear,” admitted
Charlie.
“The idea that the Son of God‟s prophecies have failed is more than some Christian scholars and
clergymen can handle. It challenges their faith as it negates the Great Deception. It causes people to think
in clouded terms. Charlie they have to call fish, turtles or claim the literal message is really symbolic of
something else,” I said. “That‟s why „this generation‟ gets twisted to mean something it isn‟t,” I said in a
firm tone.
Charlie cracked a small smile and asked, “What else do they do?” He‟s a curious person and couldn‟t
resist the question.
“They read other things into the scriptures. Mark 13:7 to 8 states: „When you hear of wars and rumors of
wars don‟t be alarmed. Such things must happen, but the end is still to come. Nation shall rise against
nation and kingdom against kingdom. There will be earthquakes in various places, and famines. These are
the beginning of birth pains‟” (Mk. 13:7-8), I said as I put down the New International Version.
“When World War I broke out some ministers said, „nation shall rise against nation and kingdom against
kingdom‟ refers to the Great War. Decades later some of them said the same thing about World War II.
Fish are now being called turtles, Charlie. The literal message is being called something it isn‟t. The clergy
has always tried to say something to bring the prophecy on to the general world stage of their time. Today
they‟re trying to bring it all into the range of our generation. The problem is fish aren‟t turtles. The words
„World War I‟ or „World War II‟ aren‟t in the prophecy and neither is any „World War III or IV or V.‟ I
can‟t even think of any kingdoms that rose against other kingdoms in World War II. The prophecy has been
twisted by the clergy who claims to represent Jesus Christ,” I said.
“The scripture also says: „then there will be a time of great tribulation such as the world has never seen
nor will ever see. If those days were not shortened no one would be saved alive but these days will be
shortened for the sake of the elect‟ (Mt. 24:21-22). Some members of the clergy say it means a world wide
religious persecution and a great world war that will threaten all life on earth. They say only in our current

era has humankind developed weapons such as nuclear and biochemical weapons of sufficient force to
destroy all life on Earth,” I said.
“Wow! What if it really does mean that?” said Charlie as he was obviously shaken.
“Charlie it‟s just another embellishment by the clergy. How could anyone orchestrate a world wide
persecution of Christians? Can you imagine Christians being persecuted in the United States, Canada,
England, Australia, Japan, Norway, Holland, South Africa, Russia, India, Chile, etc. etc. in the same
general period of time?” I asked in a doubtful tone.
“It does sound far fetched,” admitted Charlie.
“It sure does. If the prophecy means all human life could be destroyed then why did Jesus encourage
people to flee to the safety of the hills or mountains?” (Mt. 24:16) I asked. “Mountains can‟t really spare
you from the effects of nuclear blasts or fallout.”
“Yes, it doesn‟t make sense,” said Charlie. “But doesn‟t Revelation say something about all of this?”
asked Charlie.
“Revelation was written at a later time with different purposes in mind. The clergy often tries to sidetrack
you by diverting your attention to another book which they assume is discussing identical themes. There
are some similarities but there are also differences. Right, now we are simply comparing the parallel
accounts in the Gospels in order to understand what Jesus said in the Olivet prophecies. We‟ll get to
Revelation later,” I said.
“Luke‟s account gives us a clear picture of a specific war or foreign invasion of Judea that culminates
with Jerusalem being surrounded by armies. He is very specific about this. He basically says:
When you see Jerusalem surrounded by armies, then you will know that she will soon be destroyed. Then
those who are in Judea must run away to the hills; those who are in the city must leave, and those who are
out in the country must not go into the city (Lk. 21:20-21). It goes on to say: „For those shall be The Days
of Punishment, to make come true all that the Scriptures say. How terrible it will be in those days for
women who are pregnant and for mothers with little babies! Terrible distress will come upon this land, and
God‟s punishment will fall on this people. Some will be killed by the sword, and others will be taken as
prisoners to all countries; and the heathen will trample over Jerusalem until their time is up” (Lk. 21:2224).
“Luke describes a time of trouble, war and death for the Jews who didn‟t escape to the safety of the hills,”
I said confidently.
“The whole context of Luke‟s Olivet prophecy is written from the geographical view point of Jerusalem.
It doesn‟t have anything to do with some imaginary worldwide religious persecution or a nuclear world war
III thousands of years later. The clergy is calling fish, turtles again Charlie,” I said.
“Boy, I guess you‟re right,” said Charlie. “They are deliberately reading things into the scriptures that
truly aren‟t there,” said Charlie in a deflated tone. “What does he mean by „then know that the desolation is
near?‟” asked Charlie.
“Jesus is referring to the desolation or destruction of the temple (Lk. 21:5-7). If Jesus was truly predicting
events in the distant future he would have said something like, „these things are not intended to happen
until a time that is far off into the future. You will all sleep in your graves for many centuries before the end
comes,‟” I said.
“But Dad, he didn‟t say anything like that,” protested Charlie.
“I know. The book of Daniel was written to give the impression, at least, that all its predictions were
made during Daniel‟s lifetime. He was told his predictions would be sealed until the time of the end. Daniel
was told he would be dead and buried for a long time before the things he predicted would happened” (Da.
12:4-13), I said.
“What do you mean sealed?” asked Charlie.
“It means his prophecies wouldn‟t be understood until the end time. Jesus clearly believed he understood
Daniel‟s prophecies and plainly said they were going to be fulfilled” (Mt. 24:15; Mk. 13:14), I said.
“So if Jesus understood Daniel‟s prophecies then it means he believed he was living in the last days,”
concluded Charlie.

“That‟s right. There is no getting around it. Jesus believed he was living in the time of the end and his
prophesies were meant for his generation. His prophecies are somewhat understandable in the light of what
happened when the Romans ransacked Jerusalem and destroyed the temple in 70 A.D.,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“In Jesus‟ day there was an activist group who called themselves the Zealots. They were an underground
militant party who advocated the military overthrow of the Romans. The Zealots believed the Kingdom of
God would come after the Messiah appeared. They urged an armed opposition to Roman rule and
advocated that God would surely come to their aid as soon as the people‟s army was ready. However, it‟s a
mistake to think of them as one coherent party. There were several splinter groups that followed different
leaders. Apparently there was a band within the movement called the Sicarri who were a fierce group of
assassins whom the Romans considered as terrorists.”
“The Zealots as a whole could be compared to the French Resistance during the Nazi occupation of
France in World War II. Many citizens disapproved of their activities because they feared reprisals from the
Nazis. In a like manner many moderate Jews naturally wanted freedom but they feared the Romans,” I said.
“They were members of the „peace party‟ who believed that God would remove the Roman yoke in his
own time.”
“During the Roman siege of Jerusalem there were actually three different rival groups of Zealots who
even engaged in civil conflict within the city. One of the Zealot factions let some Idumeans come into the
city at night time. This faction incensed the Idumeans against the leaders of the peace party and they killed
several of them including Ananus the High Priest,” I said.
“I guess Ananus got what was due to him for murdering James,” commented Charlie.
“That‟s the story which the early Christians accepted,” I replied.
“It‟s too bad the different groups didn‟t work together against the Romans,” said Charlie.
“They did near the end but it was too late,” I replied. “I suppose the moderate element was a little too
familiar with their history,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“You will recall that the sons of Solomon divided the country into two nations. The northern kingdom,
Israel or Samaria as it was sometimes called, consisted of ten tribes and the southern kingdom consisted of
two tribes and was called Judea. The Assyrians conquered the northern nation around 722 B.C. and took
the ten tribes captive. It‟s mysterious though,” I said.
“What‟s mysterious?” asked Charlie eagerly. He loves mysteries.
“The ten tribes disappeared off the pages of history. No one really knows what happened but it‟s likely
some of the survivors were sold into slavery and eventually lost their national identity,” I said.
“It sounds cruel,” said Charlie sadly.
“Hitler during the second world war tried to do the same thing to the Jews and Poles. Massive numbers of
people were separated from their families, relocated into concentration camps and executed,” I said.
“Relocating and attempting to eliminate an entire ethnic group is a cruel act. Thank God he wasn‟t totally
successful,” I said.
“Yes, it sounds like the Assyrians succeeded though,” said Charlie sadly.
“Well, in part they did. The southern nation was later taken captive by the Babylonians in 586 B.C. but
the Jews survived. They later returned to Jerusalem and rebuilt the temple. It was completed in 515 B.C.
and is sometimes called the Temple of Zerubbabel who was one of leaders who promoted its construction.
During the Roman era, in 20 B.C., Herod the Great started a magnificent addition to the temple complex.
The temple is called the Temple of Herod the Great,” I said.
“In Jesus‟ time the Romans were still in charge. They collected taxes from occupied nations and dealt
harshly with those who rebelled against the empire. Other Jewish groups such as the Herodians thought it
was best to cooperate with the Romans. Some people thought Jesus was a Zealot; which was implied to any
Jew who was charged with conspiracy to overthrow the Romans. There was always tension between the
Romans and the Jews. Jesus predicted the outcome of the coming clash between the two cultures. He
implied that the might of Rome would prevail over the Jews and their beloved Jerusalem,” I said.
“How do you know it was going to be Rome?” asked Charlie.

“The prophecy doesn‟t specifically mention Rome. It says the destruction would be by the Gentiles which
can mean any non-Jewish people. But Rome was the world power in Jesus‟ time and the only real candidate
to accomplish the task prior to the passing away of his generation. Rome wouldn‟t have just sat by if any
other nation attempted to take over Jerusalem. They were in charge,” I said.
“But why doesn‟t Jesus simply say Rome?” asked Charlie.
“The New Testament writers had to bend to the political pressures of their time. The writers lived in the
Roman world and they had to be careful about what they said or wrote about their oppressors. It‟s
significant that the New Testament writers rarely cast the Romans in a negative light. Pontius Pilate is
portrayed as a fair judge in his handling of Jesus while history tells us Pilate was a cruel, self-serving
tyrannical man who ordered the torture and deaths of hundreds of Jews. Eusebius says that Pilate was
involved in such calamities that during the reign of the Emperor Gaius he was forced to execute himself.
We do know he was removed from his office for inefficiency and some traditions say he committed
suicide. In any case the Christians couldn‟t say the Romans were going to destroy Jerusalem as it would be
interpreted to mean they were trying to start another uprising,” I said.
“Wow, this is spy versus spy stuff,” said Charlie in an excited tone.
“Yes, something like that. It was dangerous to speak or write openly against the power of Rome. If you
were a Jew and did that they would associate you with the Zealots,” I said.
“Just how active were the Zealots?” asked Charlie.
“They were very active. They were responsible for many uprisings and two major rebellions. The Zealots
most certainly knew of Jesus‟ ministry and probably tried to get him to join them. Some modern
translations of the New Testament translate „Simon the Cananaean,‟ one of the original twelve disciples as
„Simon the Zealot‟ (Mt. 10:4). Some commentators think Judas Iscariot was also a Zealot. If that‟s the case
then the Zealots had managed to infiltrate into Jesus‟ inner circle. It does make some sense,” I said.
“How so?” asked Charlie with delight. He simply loved espionage.
“Many people think Judas‟ sole motive for fingering Jesus was money,” I said.
“Oh yes, thirty pieces of silver,” said Charlie.
“Thirty pieces of silver was the price of buying a slave in the Old Testament times and the fine for
causing a slave to draw blood in New Testament days. It‟s really not an enormous amount of money. Since
Judas was stealing from the kitty, Jesus was worth more to him alive than dead. In time he could have
easily amassed much more than this sum. Anyway, after he got the money he tried to return it. If all he
wanted was money then you have to wonder why he wasn‟t satisfied. You see Judas was probably a double
agent,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie as his eyes lit up.
“He worked for the Zealots but collaborated with the Pharisees to arrest Jesus,” I said. “The Zealot‟s
probably planned to start a riot after the Romans took the people‟s innocent superstar into custody. But the
Pharisees had stacked Pontias Pilate‟s audience with hecklers who swayed the crowd against Jesus and the
Zealot plot failed” (Mk. 15:11), I said.
“Judas may have even believed Jesus was the expected political Christ. He probably thought Jesus wasn‟t
taking advantage of the large number of people who were in Jerusalem for the Passover. Jesus‟ popularity
was soaring and Judas couldn‟t understand why he didn‟t simply declare he was the Christ and start the
uprising,” I said as Charlie hung onto every word.
“Yes, the time was right to kick some Roman butts,” interjected Charlie.
“Matthew‟s account claims when Judas saw Jesus was going to be condemned by the Romans he was so
distraught he tried to return the money to the chief priests. The last thing Judas wanted was Jesus‟ death.
When they rejected his repentance he threw the coins down in the temple, walked out and committed
suicide. The leaders took the money and bought Potter‟s Field as a cemetery for foreigners. The field came
to be known as „Field of Blood‟” (Mt. 27:2-10), I said.
“Yes. When they crucified Jesus the Zealots lost a public figure who they probably wanted to use to unite
the people against the Romans,” said Charlie. “In this case the Pharisees were better prepared and executed
their plan flawlessly. It looks as if the Zealots lost out on this one.”
“Boy you‟re one step ahead of me all the way,” I said with delight.
“Do you really think that‟s what happened?” asked Charlie.

“Who knows? It‟s interesting that the New Testament doesn‟t say anything directly about the Zealots,” I
said.
“Oh the writers couldn‟t. Zealots were militants who were against the Romans. The writers had to bend to
the political pressures of the day,” said Charlie as he smiled.
“You learn fast don‟t you?” I asserted. “The book of Acts, presents another tradition regarding Judas‟
repentance. It has Peter saying Judas bought the field himself. He fell, burst open and his bowels gushed
out” (Ac. 1:18-19), I said.
“Yuk,” said Charlie as he imagined the scene. “That‟s not the same story,” protested Charlie.
“No it isn‟t,” I replied. “I think you‟re starting to get the picture.”

THE THIRD TEMPLE DECEPTION
“What you said the other day was really interesting. Can you tell me any more about the Jewish uprising
in 70 A.D.?” asked Charlie with interest.
“Sure, in „The Jewish War‟ and in „Jewish Antiquities‟ Josephus wrote of the Jewish uprising between
A.D. 66 and 73. Later historians learned most about the sack of Jerusalem and the razing of the temple
from Josephus,” I said.
“I thought it was 70 A.D.,” puzzled Charlie.
“That‟s the date that is given for the destruction of the temple. The war started in 66 A.D. and the fortress
of Masada, at the south-western corner of the Dead Sea, held out until 73. It is said that nine hundred and
sixty people including men, women and children committed suicide rather than surrender to the Romans.
The Romans burst through the gates and found their bodies within the burning fortress,” I said. “Recent
archeological investigations indicate that number may be greatly exaggerated.”
“Wow, I knew it. The Zealot plan was eventually played out but the Romans won in the end. I guess the
Jews really had to be careful about what they wrote about the Romans,” said Charlie. “When Luke says
Jerusalem will be surrounded by armies and Matthew and Mark talk about the abomination of desolation.
Isn‟t it possible that Jesus meant Jerusalem would be invaded by armies? Jerusalem would surrender and
their conqueror would mock the Jewish faith profaning the holiest site of the temple before they destroyed
the buildings,” said Charlie.
“Good one, Charlie. It‟s the most likely scenario if you blend the information in the parallel accounts.
Things like that had happened in Hebrew history and I‟m sure Jesus knew of it,” I said.
“In 167 B.C. Antiochus IV Epiphanies profaned the temple and after the Maccabees defeated his troops
they had to cleanse the temple. In 63 B.C. the Roman General Pompey seized Jerusalem. He and some of
his men walked into the Holy of Holies that was the inner sanctuary of the temple. This place was
accessible only to the High Priest once a year. He found nothing but bare walls and walked out. Their mere
presence in the holy place was a desecration. The priests had to purify the sanctuary before they could
resume regular sacrifices. In 6 A.D. the Roman governor of Syria moved in with a large army to restore
order after a riot in Jerusalem. Before the crisis was over the temple was desecrated and the temple
treasures were looted,” I said.
“I guess these desecrations are acts intended to insult the Jews,” said Charlie.
“Yes, it‟s a cruel act aimed to drive home the point the Jews were a conquered people,” I said.
“So maybe Jesus had something like this in mind,” concluded Charlie.
“It‟s like I said earlier, Jesus must have had something like this in mind when he spoke of „the
abomination of desolation.‟ Anyway I agree the Synoptics have Jesus predicting the temple would be
desecrated before the buildings were destroyed. Luke is the only one who includes the prediction about the
Jews being taken into captivity into other nations” (Lk. 21:24), I said.
“Did it happen?” asked Charlie.
“Josephus tells us that Commander Titus and his men did enter into the holy place prior to destroying the
buildings. He also estimates that 1,100,000 people lost their lives either by the sword or by starvation,” I
said. “Some historians think this is an exaggerated figure but it still reflects a terrible tragedy.”
“Do you mean there was also a famine?” asked Charlie.

“Josephus says that nearly three million people were locked up in the city during the siege. He gives us
the horrible details of how cruel the stronger ones were in killing and torturing the weaker ones for food.
Thousands of men, women and children died from starvation or were murdered,” I said.
“Do you mean Jews were killing Jews?” asked Charlie. He was obviously shocked.
“I‟m afraid so. People were desperate and Josephus describes events that are so disturbing he wrote future
generations might suspect him of inventing the account. He wrote he would have preferred to have passed
over the entire event had it not been for the countless witnesses of his own generation,” I said.
“Wow, don‟t give me the details. I won‟t be able to sleep tonight,” said Charlie.
“Okay. Let me just say after the capture of the city many of those who had taken part in the uprising
informed on each other and were killed. Many people over seventeen were put into irons and sent to a life
of hard labor in Egypt. Others were sent to different provinces where some died in gladiatorial exhibitions
by the sword or wild beasts. Josephus claims 90,000 children under seventeen were taken captive and
sold,” I said.
“So they were taken captive into other nations. Did any Jews remain in Jerusalem?” asked Charlie.
“Oh sure. Some were lucky and stayed to rebuild their lives. About sixty years later the Zealots planned
another uprising,” I said. “In 127 A.D. the emperor Hadrian proclaimed that Jerusalem would hence forth
be known as Colonia Aelia Capitolina. He sent out an edit against the practice of circumcision and started
to build a temple dedicated to „Jupiter of the Capitolina‟ on the ruins of Herod‟s Temple.”
“You‟re kidding,” gasped Charlie.
“No. The second major insurrection was between the years 131 and 135 A.D. led by Simeon bar-Kosba.
After the Romans put this one down all Jews were officially expelled from Jerusalem and it became a
Roman city,” I answered.
“How can the clergy say the Olivet prophecies refer to our day when there isn‟t any temple in Jerusalem?
Jesus said all those things would happen before the people of his day died,” said Charlie.
“Well many of the things did happen but the Son of man‟s kingdom didn‟t come and the temple is long
gone. When some modern ministers realized this they tried to repair the break in the dam with a bandage,” I
said. “They claimed a new temple is going to be built in Jerusalem. Sometimes they call this one the third
temple,” I said.
“What do you mean, third temple?” asked Charlie.
“King David‟s son Solomon built the first temple in Jerusalem in the tenth century B.C. It is sometimes
called the Temple of Solomon. It was destroyed by King Nebuchadnezzar‟s army in 587 B.C. when the
Babylonians captured Jerusalem. The second temple was completed in 515 B.C. which is called the Temple
of Zerubbabel,” I said.
“And Herod the Great started to expand it around 20 B.C.,” recalled Charlie. “It‟s called the Temple of
Herod the Great,” he said smartly.
“You‟ve got it, Charlie,” I said in a pleased tone. “There was still some work going on in the temple in
Jesus‟ day. It was completely destroyed by the Romans in 70 A.D. If the Jews ever build another temple it
will be the third or fourth temple,” I said.
“What do you mean third or fourth temple?” asked Charlie.
“It depends on whether you consider the Temple of Herod the Great as a separate entity from the Temple
of Zerubbabel. The temple expansion by Herod could be considered as a third temple as he had major parts
of the second temple torn down and rebuilt according to a larger more magnificent plan. Still most
commentators think of it as part of the second temple,” I said.
“Some modern Christians imagine the Bible speaks of some „third‟ temple being built in our day before
Christ returns. If they build another temple in Jerusalem, at anytime in the future, it‟s not because of
anything in the Bible,” I said.
“How can they say a third temple is going to be built then?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s all due to the twisted reasoning stemming from the Great Deception. Some ministers mistakenly
think Daniel‟s prophecies imply a third temple will be built,” I said.
“Do they?” asked Charlie.
“No. In Daniel‟s day people were looking forward to what is obviously the building of the second temple
(Da. 9:25; Da. 12:11). The text in Daniel‟s book is written to lead us to believe that his predictions were

given in the Persian period; some years after Nebuchadnezzar‟s army destroyed the first temple. The Jews
were consumed by the longing to return to Jerusalem to build the second temple. This desire is expressed in
Ezekiel‟s vision in chapters 40 to 48. He was another one of the prophets in exile in Babylon. He dates his
vision to the twenty-fifth year of the captivity on tenth day of the beginning of the year. He also says it was
fourteen years after the destruction of the city when he had his divine vision” (Eze. 40:1), I said.
“He says he was taken up to the land of Israel to a high mountain which had a city on its south side. He
gives us a lengthy description of the temple, including its measurements, which he saw on top of the
mountain (Eze. 43:12). The spirit who is speaking to Ezekiel also explains why their sins led them to
destruction and admonishes them to repent (Eze. 43:9-10). He also speaks of how the land should be
divided among the twelve tribes of Israel (Eze. 45:1-6; 47:13-48:35). He tells us the name of this
mysterious city is „Yahweh-is-there‟” (Eze. 48:35).
“Is it speaking of a literal city and temple?” asked Charlie.
“No, it‟s part of Ezekiel‟s vision. This temple, with each side being about one mile long, couldn‟t even fit
on the Temple Mount area. Some clergymen claim this temple will be built after Jesus returns,” I said.
“They can believe anything they like but it certainly doesn‟t refer to any temple that will be built in our
time,” I said.
“What do you think this temple is?” asked Charlie.
“This vision was an admonishment for the people and probably expressed their longing to return home
and rebuild their temple. Ezra looked back to the joy the Jews experienced when they laid the foundations
of this temple” (Ezr. 3:6-13), I said.
“Yes it‟s the Temple of Zerubabel and it was completed in 515 B.C.,” said Charlie.
“This is the temple that the book of Daniel predicted would be desecrated and destroyed,” I added. “Jesus
probably thought that since the second temple wasn‟t destroyed the prophecies in Daniel applied to the
temple that stood in his day,” I said.
“How do you know?” asked Charlie.
“There are several passages, in Daniel, that echo the kinds of things Jesus taught. The ninth chapter in
Daniel refers to the Jews returning to and rebuilding Jerusalem. Then it says the Messiah, or anointed
Prince, will appear but after a period of time he will be cut off. Then the people of the evil prince will
destroy the city and the sanctuary or temple. Yet it seems to say that before the entire destruction he will
cause the sacrifice and oblation to cease and place the disastrous abomination or pagan idol on the wing of
the Temple” (Da. 9:25-27), I said.
“So that‟s where Jesus‟ predictions about the destruction of the temple came from,” interjected Charlie.
“That‟s right. Jesus believed he was the Messiah who had to be cut off or executed before the Temple of
Herod the Great was destroyed. As it turned out Jesus was crucified before the Romans destroyed the
temple in 70 A.D. Jesus didn‟t predict that any other temple was going to be built and then destroyed,” I
said. “That prediction comes from some members of the modern clergy; it isn‟t in the Bible,” I said.
“I see what you mean. The Messiah had to die before the temple was destroyed,” said Charlie. “And how
can Christians say the Messiah will be cut off before the destruction of in any temple in our time? Jesus is
supposed to be in heaven,” concluded Charlie.
“Right,” I replied, “but modern Christians don‟t say anything like that,” I said.
“Are they inventing the third temple when they read Daniel‟s prophecies?” asked Charlie.
“Yes, they twist Daniel‟s prophecies as well as the Apostle Paul‟s prophecies in II Thessalonians to try to
make them say another temple will be built. I call it the „Third Temple Deception.‟” I said.
“Yes, that‟s smooth,” said Charlie. “The Bible doesn‟t speak of any third temple so the clergy just invents
it. What does it say in II Thessalonians?” asked Charlie.
“Paul wrote: „let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come before there is a falling
away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; who exalts himself above all that is called
God, or that is worshipped; so he as God sits in the temple of God, showing himself that he is God‟ (2Th.
2:3-4). Paul‟s letter was written prior to 70 A.D.,” I said.
“How do you know?” asked Charlie.
“There are a number of reasons. Whenever you read a prophetic statement in the New Testament that
refers to the end time or days just prior to the coming of the Son of man‟s kingdom and it doesn‟t mention

the destruction of the temple it was probably written after 70 A.D. If the statement mentions the existence
of the temple then it was written before its destruction or at least made to appear that way,” I said. “If the
temple was in ruins when Paul made his end time predictions he would have certainly said it had to be
rebuilt before Christ‟s coming,‟” I said.
“That‟s got to be right. You can‟t sit in a temple if there isn‟t one there,” concluded Charlie. “Paul had to
have written it before 70 A.D.”
“I call Paul‟s prophecy the „Man of Sin prophecy.‟ It also says: „And the lawless one will be revealed,
and the Lord Jesus will slay him with the breath of his mouth and destroy him by his appearing and his
coming. The coming of the lawless one by the activity of Satan will be with all power and pretended signs
and wonders‟ (2Th. 2:8-9). The man of sin or the lawless one is the anti-Christ whom Paul claims would
appear performing miracles. He reigns until Jesus Christ personally destroys him. There clearly are some
unfulfilled events in Paul‟s prophecy.”
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“The man of sin has to come and perform miracles, proclaim to be God in the temple and then fight
Christ. Paul probably had the same sort of individual in mind as is described in Daniel‟s prophecies (Da.
8:11-14, 23-25). The modern clergy at least recognizes that no one prior to the temple‟s destruction
performed miracles and proclaimed to be God in the Temple of Herod the Great. Even if someone twist ed
history to make it look as if the man of sin did appear in the temple this guy would have to be almost 2,000
years old and counting,” I said as I started to laugh. “He‟s supposed to fight Christ and he hasn‟t shown
up.”
“I know. He‟s in hiding, waiting for Christ to show up for the heavy weight fight of all time,” said
Charlie as he laughed.
“So you can see why the Great Deception forces the modern clergy to say that another temple has to be
built before Christ returns,” I said.
“But Paul couldn‟t have had any other temple in mind. If the Temple of Herod the Great was in ruins he
would have said another one has to be built,” repeated Charlie.
“That‟s right. There is another reason why Paul clearly had the Temple of Herod the Great in mind,” I
said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“Eusebius tells us that Peter and Paul were both executed during Nero‟s persecution of Christians in
Rome. The persecution started after the fire in Rome in 64 A.D. and Nero was emperor until 68 A.D.,” I
said. “My guess is it happened in 65 A.D. but it could have been a little earlier.”
“So Paul was already dead before the temple in Jerusalem was destroyed in 70 A.D.,” said Charlie. “He
had to be thinking about the Temple of Herod the Great.”
“We don‟t have any hard evidence to verify Paul and Peter‟s death but they dropped out of the scene for
some reason. It‟s hard to imagine why early church writers would have fabricated such a story. The fourth
Gospel implies that Peter would be martyred and it seems to agree in principle with the same tradition” (Jn.
21:17-19), I said.
“I see what you mean,” said Charlie. “Is there any other evidence?” asked Charlie.
“Yes, and it‟s the strongest evidence that tells us Jesus wasn‟t talking about any so-called third temple.
He clearly said the temple that was standing in his day was going to be destroyed,” I said.
“What did he say?” asked Charlie.
“People were commenting about how great the temple buildings were. Jesus said these buildings would
be destroyed” (Mt. 24:1-2; Mk. 13:1-2; Lk. 21:5-6), I said.
“Yes,” said Charlie, “there can‟t be any mistake about it. Jesus said: „See these great buildings. Not one
stone will be left upon another‟ (Mk. 13:2). He was talking about the buildings they could „see.‟ How can
the clergy get away with it?” asked Charlie.
“Some ministers get ridiculous when they say there are some stones still sitting on top of each other. The
„Wailing Wall‟ or Western Wall is a portion of the outer retaining walls of the Temple Mount that dates
back to the time of the Temple of Herod the Great. The Romans probably left that portion of the wall
standing as it didn‟t have any strategic importance in the siege of the city. The Jews continue to pray and

chant before the wall to this day. I heard one clergyman say it‟s going to take a nuclear blast to topple the
rest of the stones,” I said.
“Do you think he could be right?” asked Charlie.
“No. The Western Wall wasn‟t part of any building. It was part of the wall that enclosed the temple area.
Jesus was referring to the stones of the buildings and not of the outer wall when he said „not one stone will
be left upon another‟ (Mk. 13:2). The Romans did a very thorough job. They even cast many of the temple
stones down into the adjacent valley. There isn‟t a single temple building left and they didn‟t use nuclear
bombs to destroy them either. You see Charlie; the Great Deception causes people to think in clouded
terms. It‟s simply too overwhelming to accept the clear conclusion. Jesus‟ Olivet prophecies and Paul‟s
Man of Sin prophecy have failed,” I said.
“I guess your right, Dad,” said Charlie reluctantly. “At least it doesn‟t mean that Jerusalem will be
nuked,” said Charlie with relief. “I think you nuked the Third Temple Deception,” said Charlie with a small
smile on his face.
“It‟s funny though,” I said with a smile.
“What‟s funny?” asked Charlie.
“The Emperor Julian,” I answered in a teasing tone.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie as he smiled.
“Julian was a Roman Emperor in the fourth century. He had been reared as a Christian but when he was
twenty years old he converted to Roman paganism. He was very philosophically minded and wrote
extensive criticism of Christianity. The bishops and Christian apologists of his time and in the centuries that
followed took great efforts in the attempt to answer his criticism. Unfortunately we have lost much of his
works.”
“Julian was particularly feared as he understood the Jewish and Christian Scriptures from an insider‟s
point-of-view. Julian knew the scriptures just as well as the Christians and could anticipate their positions
to various questions,” I said. “He had even been a student of Eusebius the church historian.”
“Boy, this guy is just like you Dad,” said Charlie.
“Some Christians in the fourth century looked upon the ruins of the temple in Jerusalem as evidence of
the truth of Christianity. They thought it was proof of the fulfillment of Jesus‟ statements in the Olivet
prophecies and those in Daniel,” I said.
“You‟re kidding. They couldn‟t have read all of the Olivet prophecies very closely,” said Charlie. “Most
of it didn‟t happen.”
“Well they saw the destruction of the temple as a hit and glossed over and twisted the rest. They
interpreted it all to mean the temple would still be in ruins on the Day of Judgment,” I said.
“One of the weak links that Julian attacked was the relationship of Christianity to Judaism. The
Christians, of the day, thought as long as the temple wasn‟t rebuilt it was easier to argue that they were the
rightful inheritors of the Jewish tradition. One of the arguments Julian anticipated as to why they didn‟t
need to offer sacrifices was that even the Jews weren‟t supposed to sacrifice outside of Jerusalem. Since
there wasn‟t any temple no one had to offer them,” I said.
“Is that all the Christians would say?” asked Charlie.
“Of course not. They would also cite some of Paul‟s teachings such as „Christ is the end of the law‟ (Ro.
10:4), how Christ abolished „in his flesh the law with it commandments and regulations‟ (Eph. 2:15) and
the more specific concept stated in Hebrews of how „Christ was sacrificed once to take away the sins of
many people‟” (Heb. 9:26-28).
“Julian also called the Christians on what seems to be an obvious contradiction. He asked, „how could the
Christians who despised the Jewish Law claim to be the inheritors of the Jewish tradition?‟ Julian pointed
out it was the disciples and not Jesus who led the Christians to apostatize from the Jewish traditions,” I
said.
“What do you mean by that?” asked Charlie.
“Apostatize means to create apostasy or to leave behind and alter the traditional truth. Julian used a
passage in Matthew to prove his point: „I have not come to abolish the law and the prophets but to fulfil
them‟ (Mt. 5:17). „Whosoever relaxes one of the least of these commandments and teaches men to do so,

shall be called least in the kingdom of heaven‟” (Mt. 5:19), I said as I put down the Bible. “Julian pointed
out that Jesus taught men to observe the Jewish Law,” I said.
“Was he right?” asked Charlie.
“Yes, it was the Apostle Paul who clearly taught against the Laws of Moses. The complete answer is a
lengthy story so let me finish it another time,” I answered.
“Okay,” agreed Charlie, “but if you forget I‟ll remind you. What did the Jews say about the claims the
Christians made?” asked Charlie.
“The Jews have always denied the Christians were the rightful inheritors of their traditions. They say
Christians twist their scriptures when they claim Jesus is the Messiah. In Julian‟s day they claimed that
even without the temple there were vital Jewish communities who continued to study the Jewish Scriptures
and obeyed the Law. Some Jews were even offering sacrifices, before every meal, in their homes,” I said.
“How did they do that?” asked Charlie.
“After a prayer they would completely burn a portion of their meal. They would justify it by pointing out
that even Abraham offered sacrifices prior to the Law of Moses.”
“Oh, that‟s kind of neat,” commented Charlie as he visualized the scene.
“Julian criticized the Jewish and Christian ideas regarding the nature of God and their understanding of
the myth of creation. Still he sided with the Jews in that they were far more similar to the Roman pagans in
that each included temples, sanctuaries, altars and sacrifices in their religions. Julian saw Christianity as an
upstart new religion that didn‟t really have anything to do with Judaism. He agreed with the Jews when
they said the Christians twisted the Jewish Scriptures. He believed that Christians had foolishly instituted a
new law and deserted the Law of the Jews.”
“He also believed if he restored the temple in Jerusalem it would cast doubt on the Christian claim to be
the true Israel. He also thought it would prove Jesus‟ statement that „no stone will be left standing on
another‟ to be false,” I said.
“Well, wouldn‟t it?” asked Charlie.
“Not really. In this instance Julian‟s reasoning is incorrect. Jesus was referring to the Temple of Herod
the Great and it didn‟t have anything to do with any rebuilding project,” I said. “Julian thought if the temple
was rebuilt and the sacrifices were restored it would have a negative impact on Christian claims. The
Emperor didn‟t have to rely on simple talk about history as he had the power to make it. So, in the winter of
362-63 A.D. he appointed Alypius, who was a close friend and former provincial governor, to oversee the
rebuilding of the temple,” I said.
“You‟re joking,” said Charlie in a tone that reflected his disbelief.
“No, this is a historical fact,” I said.
“But you said the temple has never been rebuilt,” objected Charlie.
“It hasn‟t. Let me explain. The construction was cut off in the spring by an earthquake or some other
disaster. The pagan historian Ammianus Marcellinus said that balls of fire burst from underneath the
foundations and Christian historians claimed that fire came down from heaven. Whatever really happened,
it‟s certain that the project came to a stand still. Julian died in June of the same year in a battle with the
Parthians and the project was never resumed,” I said.
“Wow, that‟s strange,” said Charlie.
“It‟s stranger than you think. Many fourth century Christians believed the temple would never be rebuilt.
For some reason they, and the Emperor Julian, apparently glossed over Paul‟s Man of Sin prophecy (2Th.
1-12). All Julian had to do was carefully read it and he could have easily discerned it failed. Modern
Christians try to save the day by saying Paul‟s prophecy presupposes that another temple must be rebuilt
before Christ‟s second coming; but it‟s an empty argument. It‟s like I said, they fall into the Third Temple
Deception in a vain effort to try to save the Great Deception,” I said.
“But the church flipped from one side of the pancake to the other,” objected Charlie.
“The church as a whole has done it many times. Paul‟s Man of Sin prophecy also created other problems
for the church,” I said.
“What were they?” asked Charlie eagerly.
“I would like to leave that for another day when we discuss the Book of Revelation,” I said.
“Okay, I can hardly wait. You‟ve left me hanging,” said Charlie as he smiled.

DECEPTIONS UPON DECEPTIONS
“Is there anything else in the Bible that tells you that the early church believed Christ was going to come
back in their day?” asked Charlie.
“There are lots of clear scriptures in the New Testament which say that,” I said.
“Which ones?” asked Charlie.
“There‟s one at the end of John‟s Gospel. At his resurrection Jesus was transformed into the spirit being
called Jesus Christ. He is talking to his disciples and he predicts how Peter would glorify God in the
manner of his death. Peter then asks what would become of John. Well, he doesn‟t name John specifically
but we can easily surmise that he‟s referring to John. Jesus answered by saying, in effect: „What is it to you
if my will is he remains alive till I come?‟ (Jn. 21:22). This passage left the early readers of John‟s Gospel
with the impression his coming could, as they expected, certainly happen within the Apostle John‟s life
time.”
“Luke in the first chapter of the book of Acts says the disciples asked the resurrected Jesus: „Will you at
this time restore the Kingdom to Israel?‟ (Ac. 1:6). Jesus told them it wasn‟t for them to know the times or
the seasons (Ac. 1:7). Some commentators say Christ, in this case, is simply repeating the idea he had given
his disciples during the Olivet prophecies; which is: „no one, except God the Father, can know the day or
the hour of my coming‟ (Mk. 13:32), but they‟re stretching things,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“Jesus in the Olivet prophecies said: „Look at the fig tree and all the trees. When they sprout leaves, you
can see for yourselves and know that summer is near. Even so, when you see these things happening, you
know that the kingdom of God is near‟ (Lk. 21:29-31). So it‟s clear, the human Jesus told his disciples they
could know the season or approximate time of the Son of man‟s coming. The book of Acts has Jesus Christ,
the supernatural spirit being, telling them it wasn‟t for them to know the times or the seasons” (Ac. 1:7), I
said.
“It sounds like another contradiction,” concluded Charlie.
“Yes it does. The point is, in the Acts‟ account, the disciples are obviously expecting the kingdom of God
to come soon and Jesus Christ didn‟t set them straight,” I said.
“In many letters the New Testament writers also express the idea that Christ‟s coming was imminent.
“Can you give me any examples?” asked Charlie.
“In first Thessalonians five Paul wrote that the day of the Lord will come like a thief in the night. He
means Christ‟s coming will be a sudden event that will surprise many people. But the Thessalonians are
sons of the light who needn‟t be surprised (1Th. 5:1-11). It‟s clear that they all believed Christ was coming
in their time.”
“Yes, I guess it has to mean that,” agreed Charlie.
“In second Thessalonians Paul wrote that they shouldn‟t be alarmed by reports that said the day of the
Lord has already come (2Th. 2:1-2). If Paul thought the Thessalonians should be warned about such false
reports then they must have expected an imminent coming of Christ. He then went on and gave them a list
of events that has to precede Christ‟s coming,” I said.
“What did he say?” asked Charlie.
“Well this is Paul‟s Man of Sin prophecy that we talked about earlier and we agreed to save the rest for
another time. Right, now I want to show you other passages in the letters that prove the early church
believed Christ was coming back in their time,” I said.
“Okay,” agreed Charlie.
“Paul wrote Romans thirteen to get the Christians in Rome to understand their day in terms of Christ‟s
coming. He said: „The hour has come for you to wake up from your slumber, because our salvation is
nearer now than when we first believed. The night is nearly over; the day is almost here‟” (Ro. 13:11-12).
“That sounds clear,” commented Charlie.
“James in his letter wrote: „Be patient, then, brothers, until the Lord‟s coming. See how the farmer waits
for the land to yield its valuable crop and how patient he is for the autumn and spring rains. You too, be
patient and stand firm, because the Lord‟s coming is near. Don‟t grumble against each other, brothers, or
you will be judged. The Judge is standing at the door!‟” (Jas. 5:7-9).

“Peter wrote in his first letter: „The end of all things is near. Therefore be clear minded and selfcontrolled so that you can pray‟ (1Pe. 4:7). In the first letter of John it says: „Dear children this is the last
hour; and as you have heard the antichrist is coming, even now many antichrists have come. This is how we
know it is the last hour‟” (1Jn. 1:18).
“There is also a very interesting section in first Corinthians written by Paul. Paul is replying to a question
which people had written to him about. They wanted to know if it was a good idea to get married.” (1Co.
7:1) I said.
“You‟re kidding,” said Charlie in a surprised tone.
“No, I‟m serious. Paul‟s opinion was: it is okay to marry but it‟s better to remain single so you can be
more attentive to the things of the Lord. But since everyone doesn‟t have the same strengths it‟s better to
get married than to burn in passion” (1Co. 7:8-9), I said.
“Are you talking about sex?” asked Charlie in an astonished tone. “Yuk!”
“Yes, Charlie. It‟s not as bad as you think. Anyway Paul expressed his main point when he said:
Now concerning the unmarried, I have no command of the Lord, but I give my opinion as one who by the
Lord‟s mercy is trustworthy. I think that in view of the impending distress it is well for a person to remain
as he is. Are you bound to a wife? Do not seek to be free. Are you free from a wife? Do not seek marriage.
But if you marry, you do not sin, and if a girl marries she does not sin. Yet those who marry will have
worldly troubles, and I would spare you that. I mean, brethren, the appointed time has grown very short;
from now on, let those who have wives live as though they had none, and those who mourn as though they
were not mourning, and those who rejoice as though they were not rejoicing; and those who buy as though
they had no goods, and those who deal with the world as though they had no dealings with it. For the form
of this world is passing away” (1Co. 7:29-31).
“Paul was obviously alluding to the coming of Jesus Christ‟s kingdom,” I said.
“I can just imagine people in his day deciding not to get married and other natural things because they
think the Kingdom of God is coming within a few years,” said Charlie as he shook his head in disbelief.
“Well, that‟s the way it was. Paul even goes on later in the chapter to say: „And I think that I have the
Spirit of God‟ (1Co. 7:40). In this section Paul knows that he is isn‟t relying on any orthodox body of
teachings or commandments of the Lord. He knows he‟s expressing his own opinions but concludes that he
thinks that the Holy Spirit is inspiring him,” I said.
“Oh sure,” said Charlie in a cynical tone.
“Some people even use this scripture as proof that Paul knew his writings were inspired,” I said.
“Oh sure,” repeated Charlie in the same cynical tone.
“But Paul only says he „thinks‟ the Holy Spirit is with him. If that‟s the case then why does Paul single
out these passages? Why didn‟t he say something more definite such as every word I write is inspired by
the Holy Spirit?”
“That‟s what the Great Deception implies,” interjected Charlie.
“Some ministers try to twist this section into meaning there was some other trouble in the world tha t led
Paul to say: „I think that in view of the impending or present distress it is well for a person to remain as he
is‟ (1Co. 7:26). But when you read the entire section the message is clear. Paul gives people his advice
based on his belief that Christ‟s coming was imminent,” I said.
“Yes, „the form of this world is passing away‟ (1Co. 7:31). That doesn‟t happen until after the kingdom
of God arrives. These passages cast doubt on the inspiration of Paul‟s writings,” concluded Charlie. “A lot
of doubt,” emphasized Charlie as he couldn‟t help thinking about the folly of Paul‟s advice.
“That‟s right, Charlie,” I said with pride in my voice, “you‟re one step ahead of me.”
“In the book of Revelation, John records God or Christ‟s prophecies that include things before, including
and after Christ‟s second coming. The book is supposed to show his servants „things which must shortly
come to pass‟ (Rev. 1:1). In the last chapter it repeats this theme by saying: „... the Lord God of the holy
prophets sent his angels to show unto his servants the things which must shortly be done‟” (Rev. 22:6).
“Oh sure, two thousand years have passed and Revelation says its predictions were going to be fulfilled
shortly,” said Charlie in a skeptical tone. “Where did the church get these ideas?” asked Charlie.

“Common sense compels us to see that all of the statements in the New Testament which claimed
Christ‟s coming was imminent are wrong. If we can believe in the authenticity of any of the New
Testament literature then we have to accept the early church leaders got the idea the Son of man‟s kingdom
was coming in their life time from Jesus. There are too many references in the New Testament that attest to
the same clear theme and it‟s unlikely all them could have been embellished. If a false prophet is someone
who predicts things that don‟t happen and if that‟s what Jesus did, then the shoe fits,” I replied in a matterof-fact tone.
“I see what you mean, Dad, but ... do we have to go that far?” resisted Charlie. I sensed he was having a
hard time with the idea that Jesus was a false prophet.
“Look at it this way,” I interrupted. “People even in the early church were starting to see the light. The
clergy kept on telling people Jesus Christ was coming but nothing ever happened. People were getting
discouraged and the leaders started using stall tactics. Peter wrote, for example: „in the last days scoffers
will come, scoffing and following their own evil desires. They will say, „Where is this coming he
promised? Ever since our fathers died, everything goes on as it has since the beginning of creation‟ (2Pe.
3:3-4). Peter turned it into a moral issue since he implies these critics were evil” (2Pe. 3:3), I said.
“I can see that,” commented Charlie after he read the passages.
“There were three major doubts the early church leaders couldn‟t deal with. One was to doubt that Jesus
had come in the flesh (1Jn. 4:1-3), another was to doubt the resurrection (1Co. 15:12-19), and finally
doubting Jesus Christ was coming back (2Pe. 3:3-4). These things are central to the Christian faith and
since the early leaders couldn‟t really prove any of it they turned doubt into a moral issue,” I said.
“But decades passed and there wasn‟t any sign of anyone flying in the clouds. The early church had to do
something to save face.” I said. “The tactics they used to deal with their problems is a fascinating story but
it‟s a long story and ...”
“You want to save it for another day,” interrupted Charlie. “You always want to save the good stuff for
another day,” complained Charlie. “What do you mean by the early church?”
“Here I‟m referring to the church in the days when the New Testament was still being written,” I said.
“So you‟re implying that some of the literature was written to deal with the problem of Christ‟s delayed
coming,” concluded Charlie.
“You‟ve got it! I don‟t have the time for that right now. But the later church had to use other tactics to
deal with the scriptures that put their beliefs in jeopardy,” I said.
“So by the later church you‟re talking about the church after the New Testament was written,” concluded
Charlie.
“And canonized. Boy you‟re hot today!”
“Well you‟ve already said they tried to turn doubt into a moral issue and they twisted the scriptures,”
recalled Charlie.
“Yes they did. Actually we‟ve been talking about how the clergy twists the scriptures all along but what I
want to do is put a finer focus on how they do it.”
“Yea, I was wondering how can the clergy keep doing it and still maintain their credibility?” said Charlie
with the kind of smile he usually had on his face after he used a new big word.
“The later church had to deal with plain statements in Revelation, for example, that you picked up on. It
speaks of „things which must shortly come to pass‟ (Rev. 1:1). In order to deal with it the clergy was
pressured into using a deception I call the Symbolic Deception. The clergy had to convince people that
some select plain words and statements in the Bible do not mean what they say. They are really cryptic
words which are symbolic of something else,” I said.
“Yea, we been talking about how they call fish, turtles,” recalled Charlie. “Only now you‟re giving it a
name,” observed Charlie.
“Right, in this case the clergy used the Symbolic Deception when they reasoned that „shortly‟ to God
means something different than it does to us. They didn‟t stop to think even if that‟s the case the book is
supposedly a „revelation‟ written for our understanding and not God‟s. Since the things in Revelation didn‟t
happen „shortly‟ they implied this word doesn‟t mean what it says,” I said.
“But if the words don‟t mean what they say then no one can say what they mean,” said Charlie as he
recalled the cardinal principle of Bible study.

“That‟s the problem. Every time the clergy calls fish, turtles they are embellishing the literal message
with something it isn‟t,” I said.
“But why would they do a thing like that?” asked Charlie. “They‟re supposed to believe the Bible is the
word of God,” said Charlie in a confused tone.
“Well that‟s the reason they‟re forced to do it,” I answered. “Sometimes they even do it unconsciously.”
“What do you mean? Do you mean they‟re doing it without realizing it?” asked Charlie in a disbelieving
tone.
“In some, if not most, cases people don‟t even know they‟re using the Symbolic Deception. They are
forced to use it precisely because they believe in the Great Deception. The New Testament literature
numerous times clearly indicates that Jesus, Peter, John, Paul, James and others all expected the Kingdom
of God to come within the life span of their generation. Since it didn‟t happen there is only one conclusion
that the clergy wants to ignore,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“Since they were wrong the Bible can‟t be the inerrant word of God. This was something the clergy
couldn‟t and wouldn‟t accept, so they had to use the Symbolic Deception to twist the scriptures. In every
generation since Jesus‟ crucifixion the clergy made it look as if they were living in the end time. So you see
the Great Deception gave birth to the Symbolic Deception; and the Symbolic Deception is used to keep the
Great Deception alive,” I said.
“I see. The Bible is the word of God and it can‟t be wrong. If we think it‟s wrong then we aren‟t reading
the words right,” said Charlie. “It has to mean that some of the words don‟t mean what they say.”
“That‟s brilliant Charlie. The whole thing became a funny farm. The clergy doesn‟t want you to read the
New Testament literature and get the same meaning as the people in the early church did,” I said.
“Why not?” asked Charlie in disbelief.
“Because the early church thought the Son of man was coming in their time. The clergy wants to twist
things until people think it means our time,” I said.
“Oh boy,” said Charlie in a worried tone. “They want us to call fish, turtles. What else did the clergy do?”
asked Charlie.
“When they encountered the symbolic things in books like Daniel and Revelation they went in the
opposite direction. You could say they call turtles, fish,” I said.
“They called turtles, fish? What do you mean?” asked Charlie as he smiled.
“If things are clearly written in the Bible then the words have to mean what they say. This is true unless
the context of the words indicate they are being used in a symbolic way. If they are then we can‟t know
what they mean unless the nearby text or common sense gives us the intended meaning,” I said.
“Right, if it was any other way then no one could say what the symbolic things in the Bible mean,”
affirmed Charlie.
“When the clergy uses the Symbolic Deception they‟re saying literal things are symbolic of something
else, or they‟re calling fish, turtles. When they encounter the strange symbols in Revelation some people
take great liberties to tell us what it means and move in the opposite direction,” I said.
“Oh, I see. But the symbolic stuff must mean something,” protested Charlie. “If the Bible doesn‟t tell us,
isn‟t it okay to have a theory?” asked Charlie.
“The problem is the clergy often offers us their private interpretations of this symbolic stuff, as you call
it, to go beyond the range of the things that are clearly written. In instances where there are clearly written
verses we must use them to guide our interpretation of the symbolic stuff. When people ignore the clearly
written verses they‟re using what I call the Literal Deception,” I said.
“Can you give me an example?” asked Charlie.
“Sure, in Revelation 17:3-5, in part, describes a woman sitting on a scarlet beast with seven heads and ten
horns. The woman is arrayed in purple and scarlet adorned with gold and precious stones. On her forehead
the name „Mystery, Babylon the Great, The Mother of Harlots and of the Abominations of the Earth‟ is
written. Many ministers claim this woman represents the Roman Catholic Church or at least some future
worldwide religious organization,” I said.
“Your kidding,” said Charlie in disbelief.

“No. It‟s clear they are ignoring a verse in the same chapter which says: „and the woman which you saw
is that great city which has dominion over the kings of the earth‟” (Rev. 17:18), I said.
“So the writer of Revelation is telling us the woman is a „city‟ and gives us enough clues to clearly
identify her as Rome. You always have to look at the historical situation at the time when the book was
written as it will help guide you in understanding the symbols. Some ministers ignore it and use the Literal
Deception to say the woman symbolizes the Roman Catholic Church or some future false religion,” said
Charlie.
“Another variation of the Literal Deception is if a symbol is defined in one book in the Bible then the
clergy says it‟s used in the same way in all the books. You have to be careful to check the text in each
usage because the same symbol can be used in many different ways,” I said.
“That sounds fair,” said Charlie. “The clergy ignored John‟s clear interpretation of the woman and said it
means a church. I suppose there are some who might say anytime you see a lady or woman in a symbolic
context it means a church and they don‟t bother to check the text.”
“That‟s right,” I replied. “When the clergy gives us their literal interpretations of the symbolic material in
the Bible they are often guilty of twisting the scriptures according to their own private interpretations. The
apostle Peter warned people of those who do such things with the Jewish Scriptures (2Pe. 1:20-21). The
clergy has been twisting the symbolic stuff in books like Daniel for centuries,” I said.
“I guess it‟s easy to pull the wool over people‟s eyes when it comes to symbolic material,” said Charlie in
a reluctant tone.
“Sure it is. There are instances when things are written in symbolic style and the text doesn‟t give us a
clear interpretation but you can still discern what it means. Some of Jesus‟ parables are a good example of
this. We can easily discern what he had in mind even if the text doesn‟t give us a clear interpretation,” I
said.
“How can you tell?” asked Charlie.
“The writer chooses a set of symbols that in a parallel way reveals his real intent. Jesus didn‟t spell out
the meaning of the parable of the mustard seed for example (Lk. 13:18-19) yet we know what he had in
mind,” I said.
“What does it mean?” asked Charlie.
“God started the Christian movement in the smallest way, a tiny seed. It grew to be a tree in which the
birds are sheltered. The tree symbolizes the church and the eventual Kingdom of God. The writers of the
Bible didn‟t always spoon feed their audience by spelling everything out. The clergy often uses the Literal
Deception to misuse this common mode of communication,” I said.
“Yea, they go beyond the range of some of these symbols and the clear verses,” reiterated Charlie.
“The later clergy has used all these deceptions to convince people in every generation since Jesus‟
crucifixion that Christ was coming in their time,” I said.
“Well I hear what you‟re saying,” said Charlie as he gave me a look that meant something was still
missing. He was obviously impressed but somewhat overwhelmed. He made an excuse and went outside. I
knew he needed some time to be alone to think things over.

THE SANTA CLAUS SYNDROME
Something seems to speed time up after you become an adult. The week passed by ever so quickl y. We
went to work daily and even went out for dinner one night. We cheered at Charlie‟s baseball game. He
didn‟t ask me another question about the Bible but at times he was unusually quiet and looked as if he was
lost in thought. I decided I would wait for Charlie to ask me more questions if indeed he wanted to hear any
more. Somehow Charlie realized it was up to him to initiate another discussion if there was going to be one.
Sure enough the next Saturday morning Charlie started to get some things off his chest.
“Say Dad, I hope you don‟t tell anybody else the kinds of things you‟ve told me about the Bible,” said
Charlie timidly.
“Why do you say that, Charlie?” I asked wondering what was really on his mind.
“I don‟t know but somehow I feel guilty and I haven‟t done anything wrong,” said Charlie as he avoided
looking directly into my eyes.

“I see, there isn‟t anything wrong with what I told you about the Bible. In my mind it‟s the Christian
clergy who should be feeling guilty, not you,” I said tenderly.
“It‟s like we killed something. We killed the Bible or something like that,” said Charlie sadly.
“Charlie, do you remember when you were a little guy and you believed in Santa Claus?” I asked.
“Yes I can remember feeling disappointed when I found out he wasn‟t real. He doesn‟t go down
chimneys on Christmas Eve. He‟s too fat,” said Charlie as he began to smile. “Now the Bible has become
this unreal thing.”
“No Charlie, what I told you about the Bible is on the real side of the fence. The clergy has been using
fear and guilt as two of their most frequently used tools to convert people to their way. They use it to get
people to believe in the Great Deception. Anyone who doesn‟t agree is supposed to be either deceived or
committing a great sin. Charlie, they want you to feel guilty. It‟s part of the conversion game. They‟re the
ones who have sold the Great Deception and they palm it off as if it‟s God‟s will,” I said.
“Yes, but I thought they were the good guys,” said Charlie.
“Charlie in the real world good and bad gets all mixed up. Do you think it‟s a good thing the clergy has
taken so many people in by the Great Deception? Do you think it‟s a good thing to use fear and guilt to get
people to believe what you‟re saying?” I inquired confidently.
“No, I guess not. But there‟s got to be some good to it,” said Charlie.
“I never said it was all bad. People are free to believe anything they want to. If it makes them happy and
they are not hurting others, then it‟s okay by me. I might think some of the things they believe are selfcontradictory but it‟s still okay,” I answered.
“Without the Bible what else is there to believe in?” asked Charlie.
“Charlie what I told you didn‟t destroy the Bible. It made the Bible more real! You can still read it and
get inspired. You just don‟t have to buy into the Great Deception. There‟s a whole world of inspiring things
to explore: great music, art, literature, history, nature, science and so much, much more. It‟s all waiting for
you to come out and play,” I said in an excited tone.
“It sounds neat,” said Charlie in an upbeat tone. “But aren‟t you doing the same thing as the clergy but
only you‟re going in the opposite direction?” asked Charlie with a look that implied, „now I‟ve got you.‟
“Not really son. When I state my opinion I tell you „it‟s my guess‟, or „I think‟ or „my opinion is.‟ When
the clergy sells the Great Deception they say the Bible „is‟ the word of God,” I said with force.
“Come to think of it Dad, that‟s right,” you do tend to put things that way and that‟s how they talk,” said
Charlie.
“It‟s more than that. They think anyone who doesn‟t believe what they do about the Bible is morally
wrong. They often turn things that they can‟t prove into a moral issue. If you don‟t believe the entire Bible
they say you‟re in a state of sin. They think you‟re carnally minded. Charlie do not fall for their guilt trip.”
“But, I was disappointed when I found out Santa Claus wasn‟t real but now I know that was just kid‟s
stuff. Dad, this is big stuff. It‟s grownup stuff,” said Charlie.
“Charlie, grownups are just big kids. In the western world Santa Claus is the small kid‟s myth and the
Great Deception is the big kid‟s myth. The way I see it, if you‟re going to grow you have pass through
some disappointments,” I said.
“How did the Gospel according the Matthew become the word of God?” I asked. “The answer is, no one
knows. There is a tremendous leap of faith involved in the giant step between a simple letter or historical
account and the status of Holy Scripture. Scripture is a word that means writings. Holy Scripture then
means holy or God sanctioned writings. Not one of the writers of the New Testament clearly claimed they
were writing Holy Scripture. John, in terms of self declarations, when he wrote the book of Revelation is
the only one whom you could argue even approached the concept,” I said firmly.
“Take Paul‟s letters for example. His intent was to inspire the church to keep the faith but he‟s also
dealing with all kinds of everyday problems. If Paul had realized his letters were going to be regarded as
Holy Scripture then he probably would have written them with a larger audience in mind. If I write to you
Charlie I might not be very specific about some things because you and I have an understanding. Say for
instance I wrote you a post card and at the end I said: „see you later ...,‟ What would you think?”
“Alligator!” said Charlie with a smile.

“That‟s right. You see I don‟t have to spell everything out because we have an understanding. I could also
write you and say „number two.‟”
“That‟s me; that‟s me,” said Charlie.
“So you would know what I mean but almost everyone else would be puzzled. Do you recall when we
talked about Paul‟s desire to send an offering to the saints in Jerusalem?
“Yes,” replied Charlie.
“Paul writes to the Corinthians that Titus was going to visit them and they were also going to send along
„the brother who is praised by all of the churches for his service to the gospel. What is more was chosen by
all of the churches to accompany us as we carry the offering‟ (2Co. 8:17-19). We can‟t be sure who Paul is
referring to but the Corinthians surely knew. So you see writers don‟t always spell everything out when
they write to familiar people,” I said.
“I know who the brother was,” said Charlie.
“Okay, who,” I challenged.
“It‟s Timothy. Paul calls Timothy „our brother‟ in his introduction” (2Co. 1:1), said Charlie as he grinned
while he put the Bible down he was glancing at. “It seems that Paul often praised Timothy” (Php. 2:22).
“Well, that‟s a good theory!” I said in an upbeat tone that praised him.
“I‟ll have to admit it‟s speculation, but it‟s reasonable speculation,” said Charlie as he smiled.
“You got,” I said as I thought that I had just gotten it. “The authors of the New Testament often expected
their letters to be circulated around other local churches (Gal. 1:2; Col. 4:16; 1Pe. 1:1) but none of them are
clearly written to millions of people in future generations,” I said.
“Paul wrote other letters that were lost or otherwise didn‟t make it into the New Testament Canon. In I
Corinthians 5:9-10 Paul refers to an earlier letter he wrote to the church.”
“So first Corinthians isn‟t really the first letter he wrote to them,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. It‟s merely the first letter to the Corinthians that made it into the canon. In Colossians 4:16
Paul refers to a letter that he wrote to the Laodiceans.”
“Some people point out that many of the concepts in the letters are timeless and of course they have a
point. But, in too many places, the information isn‟t specific enough to convince us they intended it for
future audiences. In a way it‟s too bad Paul didn‟t know what would eventually become of his letters
because if he had known maybe he would have written his letters using clearer language. Even Peter said
some of Paul‟s writings contained things which are hard to understand” (2Pe. 3:16), I said.
“If some of the New Testament writers had written in a clearer more specific style the clergy
subsequently wouldn‟t have been able to run off in so many different directions. As things stand history
and the present show us the interpretation of these writings is and has been a free for all,” I said.
“So, you‟re saying the style of New Testament writing suggests the writers didn‟t have a clue they were
writing Holy Scripture,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right,” I said. “But that doesn‟t mean they didn‟t feel inspired,” I said.
“Okay. Why did you imply John‟s Revelation was a possible exception?” asked Charlie.
“The thing that makes this book unique is it claims to have been given by God to Jesus Christ who sent
his angel to give it to John. He was instructed by a spirit being and an angel as to what he should or
shouldn‟t write (Rev. 1:13-3:22; 10:4). No other New Testament writer makes similar claims,” I said.
“Are you saying this book is inspired?” asked Charlie.
“I think all of the books were inspired. It‟s just they aren‟t inerrant. John‟s Revelation was written under
unusual circumstances that I will tell you about some other day. The other reason I think the writers of the
New Testament didn‟t think they were writing Holy Scripture is due to the numerous undeniable
differences and contradictions it contains,” I said.
“What differences and contradictions?” asked Charlie.
“There are many differences when you compare the details within the four Gospels. Especially when you
compare the Synoptic Gospels with the fourth Gospel,” I said.
“Oh yes, Matthew, Mark and Luke,” said Charlie as he recalled our earlier discussion.
“Most people don‟t think about the problems associated with the Bible,” said Charlie.
“We have no way of knowing how many other Gospel accounts were used and then displaced for a time,”
I said in a more serious tone.

“Yes, they didn‟t get enough air time,” said Charlie, “and crashed before they could make it onto the big
charts. In time they were rejected by the forces of the mainstream Christian market. It makes you wonder
how many gospel accounts were really lost.”
“Of the four gospels in the New Testament it‟s clear each writer reflects some different traditions about
the life of Jesus and you can see that when you compare them. The Synoptics contain an essential
agreement but each seems to have had slightly different purposes. John‟s Gospel is very different and it
belongs in a category by itself,” I said.
“Okay. Can you tell me about any differences in the syn..optics?” asked Charlie as he sounded out the
new term.
“Alright let‟s start off with something simple. A genealogy is a family tree. It traces your ancestors as far
back as records allow. Matthew‟s Gospel gives us a genealogy that traces Jesus‟ family tree all the way
back to Abraham” (Mt. 1:2-16), I said.
“Wow, that‟s neat,” said Charlie.
“Luke also offers us another genealogy tracing Jesus all the way back to Adam who was the son of God”
(Lk. 3:23-38), I said.
“Wow that means Luke‟s goes back even further than Matthew‟s,” said Charlie.
“Yes it does but the problem is the genealogies offered in the two Gospels are different,” I said.
“How so?” asked Charlie.
“Well the only thing they have in common is that they both claim to trace Jesus‟ genealogy through
Joseph, Mary‟s husband. Matthew says that Joseph‟s father was Jacob, Luke says it was Heli and the
differences continue all the way to the son of King David,” I said.
“How could Joseph have two different fathers?” asked Charlie.
“I would say he can‟t,” I answered. “In Matthew‟s account you can count thirty-nine fathers starting with
Joseph to and including Abraham. In Luke‟s account you can count fifty-five fathers. Both lists follow each
other from Abraham back to David but Luke traces back from David‟s son Nathan (Lk. 3:31) and Matthew
traces the lineage back from David‟s son Solomon (Mt. 1:6). Matthew‟s lineage is based on the royal line
since Solomon became king after David. The problem is that both accounts can‟t be right,” I said.
“At least we can tell that King David had at least two sons. What do the clergy say?” asked Charlie.
“The Great Deception causes people to have clouded thinking. Sometimes they say that one of the
genealogies traces back through Mary‟s lineage and the other one is from Joseph‟s,” I said.
“What‟s wrong with that? I mean it solves it doesn‟t it?” asked Charlie.
“Only if you let the clergy call fish, turtles. The scriptures don‟t say anything about either account
following Mary‟s lineage. In both cases the lineage is traced back from Joseph,” I said. “There was a third
century writer named Julius Africanus who had written a chronicle of world history to 217 A.D. called
„Chronographiai‟ or „Chronicles‟ in five books. Eusebius, the early church‟s historian, says Africanus
wrote of the discrepancies in the gospels in a letter to someone named Aristides. Africanus argued that
Matthew‟s list regards Joseph‟s physical lineage while Luke‟s traces the lineage through an individual
whom we would call a step father. It was a Hebrew custom for a man to marry his sister-in-law if his
brother died. The man considered his brother‟s sons and daughter as his own and would legally refer to
them as his children,” I said. “To bolster his argument Africanus says that this was the explanation that the
Savior‟s relatives have passed down regarding the discrepancies,” I said.
“I see, James and Jude were Jesus‟ brothers and they probably got married and had children,” said
Charlie smartly. “Their children‟s children, I guess, passed down that explanation. Doesn‟t that solve the
problem?” asked Charlie.
“Well, it would have to mean that Joseph‟s mother had to have been married more than once,” I said.
“Why do you say that?” asked Charile.
“If Joseph‟s brother married Mary after Joseph died he could not have had the same father as Joseph. It
has to mean he was really a half brother who had the same mother but a different father. Therefore Joseph‟s
mother had to have had two different husbands. Even so; why does Joseph‟s name appear as the father of
Jesus in both list?” I asked. “Why isn‟t the step father named on one list?”
“Maybe both brothers had the same name: Joseph,” answered Charlie in a tone that indicated that even he
didn‟t believe what he had just said.

“Boy you are really reaching deep. Even so, Africanus‟ step father theory doesn‟t adequately explain how
Luke‟s list could have sixteen more fathers than Mathew‟s during the same period of time. Matthew‟s list is
suspect as it seems to be an idealized one,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“Matthew tells us that there were fourteen generations from Abraham to David, fourteen from David to
the exile to Babylon, and fourteen from the exile to the Christ” (Mt. 1:17), I said.
“So maybe there was,” challenged Charlie.
“It would be weird indeed. Luke‟s account doesn‟t agree. Fourteen is two times seven the number of
completion. Seven days completes every week.” I said. “In my mind Matthew‟s account is suspect!”
“So you‟re saying that Matthew is stretching his material,” concluded Charlie.
“Right and Luke‟s account doesn‟t agree,” I said.
“So you‟ve got to give the clergy a lot of rope on this one,” said Charlie.
“Yes you do. I mean who are you going to believe, Matthew, Luke the clergy or Africanus? They all say
different things. The clergy has hung themselves on this one. Matthew‟s genealogy clearly contradicts
Luke‟s,” I said.
“Okay, can you think of another one?” asked Charlie
“This one‟s a little more interesting. It compares an account in John‟s Gospel with those in the Synoptics.
It‟s in regards to the timing of the event when Jesus chased the merchants and money-changers out of the
temple court area,” I said.
“Yes, that was really cool. Jesus nearly got into a fight but no one would challenge him. They all backed
down,” said Charlie with pride in his voice.
“I guess you could say that,” I said. “If these incidents really happened it‟s hard to understand why Jesus
got so angry,” I said.
“Do you mean you think that it didn‟t happen?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s hard to say. First of all you have to wonder how much commotion one man could make before he
was arrested or thrown out. The second thing is many people mistakenly think the market was right inside
the Temple but this isn‟t the case. The Jews would have never allowed anything like that. The market was
within the Temple courts that was a huge area around the Temple,” I said.
“What was the purpose of the market?” asked Charlie.
“Jews from all over the known world would come to Jerusalem to offer sacrifices and observe the Holy
days. It was too difficult to travel with animals so people would buy them in Jerusalem. They needed
money changers to deal with all of the different coins. Once you had the right currency you could then buy
animals for the sacrifices. Jesus apparently thought the market should have been located somewhere else.
The market had undoubtedly been in the Temple court area for a long time and it makes you wonder why
Jesus is making such a big deal about it? Anyway there‟s more to this story than meets the eye,” I said as I
smiled.
“The Synoptics say it occurred on Jesus‟ last mission into Jerusalem (Mat: 21:12-13; Mk. 11:15-18; Lk.
19:45-46). Now they don‟t use the words „last mission,‟ but it‟s one of the events in the days just prior to
his crucifixion. John alone places the event very early in Jesus‟ ministry. He places it in Jesus‟ first trip into
Jerusalem (Jn. 2:14-17). So John‟s timing contradicts those of the other three writers,” I said.
“If the Bible contradicts itself how can people believe it‟s inerrant?” asked Charlie in a bewildered tone.
“This is where you see them doing all kinds of mental gymnastics. They come up with all kinds of
theories, anything except admit the Bible plainly contradicts itself,” I answered. “Clouded thinking is a
common symptom produced by the Great Deception. You know, if it‟s in ...”
“the Bible then it must be true,” completed Charlie. “Dad, what theories?” asked Charlie.
“Well first let me tell you a few things about these accounts. There is essential consistency in all four
Gospels: Jesus gets angry, throws tables over, and chases them out while he shouts things like: „you have
turned my father‟s house into a den of thieves.‟ John has Jesus saying: „you have turned my father‟s house
into house of merchandise.‟ And John is the only one who records that Jesus was handling a whip made out
of cords (Jn. 2:14-16). I don‟t think these slight differences equal a contradiction. Yet the clergy wants us to
believe there were two different times when Jesus chased the merchants and money changers out of the
temple,” I said.

“What makes this even more unlikely, as both Mark and Luke state, is after Jesus clashed with the
merchants the Jewish leaders started to plot to get rid of him (Mk. 11:15-18; Lk. 19:45-48). The question is
why? Let me answer that with a theory of my own,” I said.
“Oh good, I love listening to your theories,” said Charlie.
“The leaders were probably getting a piece of the action from the merchants and money changers. It‟s
hard to imagine that a merchant could just walk unto the temple courts and start doing business. The leaders
probably had someone who organized the area. A merchant may have had to grease a few palms, pay a
booth or stall fee and maybe even a commission on his sales. This could have been a considerable source of
revenue for the temple treasury,” I said.
“That‟s if all of the money made it into the treasury. They might have been skimming off from the top,”
said Charlie thoughtfully.
“Before Jesus confronted the merchants his rising popularity presented a challenge but now he had hit the
leaders in the pocket book. But that‟s not all; he had put some people‟s public careers into a tail spin. This
event was giving the leaders really bad press. Everybody was talking about how Jesus had thrown out the
merchants and why hadn‟t it been done before? People were speculating about who had been accepting the
merchant‟s „bribes‟ and were gossiping about the leaders. Meanwhile the leaders probably wondered how
and when they would be able to open up shop again,” I said.
“What was bad press for the leaders was good press for Jesus. This was a brilliant publicity stunt for
Jesus‟ ministry; it really put him into a favorable lime light. The Gospel writers state that after this many
people came to the temple and were astounded by his teachings. Having won their confidence Jesus was
healing even more people with renewed energy in the temple (Mt. 21:14). The leadership began to fear for
their public lives. They thought, „This guy is going to take over. Let‟s get rid of him,‟” I said reflectively as
I watched Charlie sitting on the edge of his seat.
“Charlie do you think it‟s reasonable that Jesus could have thrown the merchants out of the temple more
than once?” I asked.
“No way. The merchants probably complained to the organizers and the word got to the top brass. It
would have been game over for Jesus the very first time. I remember the movie The God Father. If you
tried to cut into their business it was curtains. These guys make the Mafia look like the Mickey Mouse
Club,” said Charlie intently.
“You got it. The clergy has to be blind to the situation and to human nature to think Jesus could have
done it more than once. The Synoptics don‟t have Jesus saying anything like: „Aha, now this is the second
time I‟ve caught you here!‟ If it looks like a contradiction and sounds like a contradiction, it is a
contradiction. In this instance somebody is wrong. Some people might say that three against one tips the
scales against John,” I said, “or if John is right then the record in the Synoptics is a case of the blind leading
the blind.”
“In that case you mean they copied Mark‟s mistake,” concluded Charlie (Mk. 11: 15-18).
“Right,” I said in an assuring voice.
“What are the other differences in the Gospels?” asked Charlie sounding as if he couldn‟t wait for more.
“You‟ll remember Jesus was sent to Pontius Pilate. It‟s interesting that the Gospel accounts portray Pilate
as one who doesn‟t know much about Jesus prior to meeting him. I mean, Pilate is the procurator of Judea.
Jesus is in town and has been creating quite a commotion. He rode into the city on an ass while the crowds
cheered. He went onto the temple courts and chased away the merchants and money changers. He prea ched
to and healed people in the temple and in the streets. It makes it look as if Pilate‟s intelligence system was
pretty slack. It seems that the Gospel writers, who weren‟t there when Pilate interrogated Jesus, missed
some important details of the story,” I said.
“What details?” asked Charlie.
“Roman procurators resided in Caesarea on the Mediterranean coast and only visited Jerusalem when
their presence was necessary. It was a road trip of about sixty-five miles. In 1961, during the excavation of
the Roman theatre in Caesarea, they unearthed a stone slab with a Latin inscription,” I said.
“What did it say?” asked Charlie with interest.

“It records the dedication of the building in honor of the emperor Tiberius and mentions the name of the
governor of Judea, Pontius Pilate. It‟s an important find for it‟s the first known occurrence of Pilate‟s name
in an inscription.”
“Maybe Pilate did live there and he just came to Jerusalem on business related to the Jewish Passover,”
concluded Charlie.
“Good one Charlie,” I said. “The Gospels tell us that it was Pilate‟s custom to release a prisoner to the
people at the time of the Passover (Jn. 18:39). And of course there were thousands of visitors in the city at
that time. The Romans had to take increased security measures during these Holy days.”
“Another strange thing is Luke is the only one who mentions the role Herod played. He tells us when
Pilate found out Jesus was from Galilee he sent him to see Herod, because Galilee was under his
jurisdiction, and he also was in town. Herod had heard all about Jesus and his miracles and was interested
in having a private show. But Jesus didn‟t perform for Herod; as a matter of fact Jesus didn‟t say anything.
Herod‟s men placed a robe around Jesus and mocked him. Then Herod sent Jesus back to Pilate as he
didn‟t find him guilty of doing anything wrong” (Lk. 23:6-12, 15).
“It‟s odd the other three Gospel writers would omit Herod from the story but that fact alone isn‟t a
contradiction. The problem which surfaces is Luke says Herod‟s men robed and mocked Jesus while
Matthew, Mark and John say Pilate‟s men robed and mocked him. Luke also doesn‟t mention the famous
crown of thorns the soldiers placed on Jesus‟ head. This time Luke is the odd man out. Many ministers
would have us believe Jesus was robed and mocked by both Herod‟s and Pilate‟s soldiers,” I said.
“Well, couldn‟t it have happened twice?” asked Charlie.
“Maybe Charlie, but it does stretch your imagination,” I said. “It makes me wonder if it would be
believable in court,” I said.
“Yes. Your honor, Herod‟s soldiers put a robe on me and mocked me. Then I was taken to Pilate‟s place
and his soldiers put a robe on me and mocked me,” said Charlie in a kidding way. “Have you got time for
one more?”
“Charlie, you‟ll remember the story of the wise men from the east who came to Jerusalem looking for one
who was born to become the King of the Jews?” (Mt. 2:1-2) I asked.
“Oh yes, the three wise men,” said Charlie.
“Well Matthew only claims that wise men came from the east. We don‟t know how many there were.
When King Herod heard about it he was troubled and he asked the chief priests and scribes where the
Christ was to be born. They said the prophet predicted it would be in Bethlehem. Herod had a private
meeting with the wise men and steered them towards Bethlehem but told them to get word back to him
after they found the young child (Mt. 2:3-8). The story of Jesus being born and worshiped in a stable is
only found in Luke‟s account” (Lk. 2:4, 16-20) I said.
“You mean Mathew didn‟t include the famous story about baby Jesus being wrapped up in cloths and
lying in a manger?” (Lk. 2:7, 12, 16) asked Charlie in a surprised tone.
“That‟s right. As far as Mathew‟s concerned it didn‟t happen. He merely says Jesus was born in
Bethlehem and the wise men found Mary with the child in a house in Bethlehem” (Mt. 2:1, 11), I said.
“You‟re kidding Dad?” You can‟t believe anything grownups tell you,” said Charlie sounding
discouraged.
“Sometimes that‟s the case Charlie. You have to read it for yourself. If you only read Mathew‟s account
you could easily conclude that Joseph and Mary were residents of Bethlehem,” I said.
“Why do you say that?” asked Charlie.
“Its like I said, Mathew merely says Jesus was born in Bethlehem. He doesn‟t say the family travelled
there and most people are born in the town or city where their parents reside,” I answered. Matthew goes on
to say God warned the wise men in a dream not to return back to Herod and so they took a nother route back
to their home country (Mt. 2:12). After they left, an angel of the Lord told Joseph in a dream to take his
family into Egypt because Herod wanted to kill the child. So Joseph departed into Egypt (Mt. 2:13-14).
Herod sent his soldiers to kill every child two years old and under in Bethlehem and in the neighboring
area” (Mt. 2:16), I said.
“That‟s awful Dad,” said Charlie. “At least they didn‟t get the baby Jesus. Do you think it really
happened?” asked Charlie.

“There are many historical records of Herod‟s rule but none mention anything about this massacre.
Anyway Matthew goes on to say Joseph didn‟t take his family back to Israel until after Herod died. An
angel of the Lord appeared in another one of Joseph‟s dreams and told him to return to Israel. When he
reached Israel he heard that Herod‟s son Archelaus was ruling in Judea and he was afraid. Since he was
warned in a dream he went further north and settled in a city in Galilee called Nazareth (Mt. 2:19-23). So
this is Matthew‟s account of how Jesus fulfilled the prophecy that claimed he shall be called a Nazarene”
(Mt. 2:23), I said.
“Boy, it sounds like Joseph had his family on the run,” said Charlie.
“Luke‟s account is different. He claims that Mary was in Nazareth when the angel Gabriel told her that
she had been chosen to conceive a son named Jesus (Lk. 1:26-35). He says that Joseph and Mary left
Nazareth to go to Bethlehem (Lk. 2:4) to determine his taxes (Lk. 2:1-2). Jesus was born in the stable
because there were no vacant rooms in town. The shepherds came to see Jesus lying in a manager (Lk. 2:618) but he doesn‟t mention any wise men. Luke goes on to say Joseph and Mary took Jesus to the temple in
Jerusalem according to the customs of the law and then returned to Nazareth, their own city” (Lk. 2:22-39),
I said.
“There are a number of differences in the two stories,” observed Charlie. “Luke doesn‟t mention any trip
to Egypt and Herod‟s attempt to kill baby Jesus. It isn‟t likely that Joseph would take his family to
Jerusalem if Herod‟s men were looking to kill all of the male babies,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right Charlie,” I said.
“How do the clergy wiggle out of this one?” asked Charlie.
“They gloss over or ignore some of the facts and then they try to squeeze the rest of the facts into an
imagined period of time. Some times this is called a Gap Theory,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“They claim that the shepherds‟ visit was first. Then some days later the wise men came and paid their
respects. The wise men left and Joseph took his family to Egypt. After Herod died he returned to Nazareth.
Sometime afterwards, when Jesus was a young boy, Joseph took Mary to the temple in Jerusalem to make
their offerings. In other words they have to invent a gap of time to blend all the events together,” I said.
“It sounds pretty good but what offerings?” asked Charlie.
“The law according to Leviticus 12:1-8 says, in part, that if a woman gives birth to a son she will be
ceremonially unclean for seven days, just as she is unclean during her monthly period. On the eighth day
the boy is to have his foreskin circumcised. Then the mother must wait thirty-three days to be purified from
her bleeding. She must not touch anything sacred or go to the sanctuary until her days of purification are
over. When the time has passed she was expected to bring a lamb and a young pigeon or if she can‟t afford
the lamb she is to bring two doves or two pigeons to the priest. One is for the burnt offering and the other is
a sin offering so she will be clean again,” I said.
“Do you mean she had a bath?” joked Charlie.
“No, you silly goon. It means she couldn‟t touch anything sacred or go into the temple. If she gave birth
to a daughter she was unclean for two weeks and had to wait sixty-six days to be purified” (Lev. 12:5), I
said.
“It sounds like they were male chauvinists. What about the man? Was he unclean?” asked Charlie.
“No, I guess they were biased against women,” I said.
“Okay, what‟s your point?” asked Charlie.
“Luke‟s record tells us things that allow us to determine the timing of Joseph‟s trip to the temple. He
says: „and when the days of Mary‟s purification, according to the Law of Moses, were over they brought
Jesus to Jerusalem to present him to the Lord and to offer the sacrifice” (Lk. 2:22-24), I said.
“Oh, I get it,” said Charlie. “Luke is saying that the trip to Jerusalem was somewhere around forty-one
days after Jesus‟ birth,” said Charlie.
“Okay, how did you get forty-one days?” I asked.
“Well it‟s eight days from birth to the circumcision. And then Mary had to wait thirty-three days before
she could go into the temple. Eight and thirty-three equal forty-one,” said Charlie proudly. “The scripture
says after that time they brought Jesus to Jerusalem,” said Charlie as he still beamed with pride.

“Yes. Hmm, good one Charlie. I can see how you got that; but the authorities say the entire period is forty
days. You would add seven days of the unclean period with the thirty-three days of purification. The eighth
day is simply mentioned as the day when the circumcision was to be performed,” I said.
“Well, she still had to wait twice as long if she had a girl,” protested Charlie.
“The main point is that Luke gives us the timing of the trip. The clergy wants to weave events that could
have taken years, into the story. They have to invent an undetermined period of time that directly
contradicts Luke‟s account,” I said.
“I suppose they say even though Jesus was a young boy when his parents presented him to the priest at
the temple it was still after the time required before Mary‟s purification,” said Charlie.
“They do say that but it‟s a joke. Luke specifically gives us details of how Joseph and Mary obeyed the
Law of Moses regarding new born males. He tells us after eight days were accomplished for the
circumcising of the child they named him Jesus. And when the days of Mary‟s purification according to the
Law of Moses were completed they brought him to Jerusalem (Lk. 2:21-22). This isn‟t an unclear section
of scripture. Nobody would have suggested that years had passed by had they not read Matthew‟s account
and then felt compelled to try to blend them together. Luke means what it says and it says what it means,” I
said in a firm tone.
“I see what you mean. They believe in the Great Deception and they need a gap of time to try to blend
both accounts,” said Charlie.
“It‟s clear that both accounts can‟t be right. I suspect Matthew‟s account is in error because he goes to
elaborate lengths to explain how Joseph, Mary and Jesus eventually arrived in Nazareth. He uses Micah‟s
prophecy to say it predicted Jesus‟ birth in Bethlehem (Mt. 2:6; Mic. 5:2) but he doesn‟t tell us how and
why the holy family got there,” I said.
“Doesn‟t Luke imply Joseph and Mary were already residents of Nazareth?” asked Charlie.
“Yes he does. Matthew has to say Herod went on a killing rampage and takes a part of Jeremiah‟s
prophecy out of context to make it seem as if Jeremiah lamented over Herod‟s massacre of the male babies
(Mt. 2:17-18). The prophecy is really Jeremiah‟s grief and continued hope for the young Jews who were
herded away to Babylon. Yahweh says: „they shall come back from the enemy country‟ (Jer. 31:15-17).
You might recall how many innocent Hebrew babies were also killed around the time of Moses‟ birth (Ex.
1: 15: - 2:8),” I said.
“Oh, yes,” said Charlie as if he just made the connection.
“It seems that Matthew drew upon several traditions to make Jesus appear as the expected Moses-like
prophet (Dt. 18:15, 18). He even has Jesus coming out of Egypt. The Holy family‟s return to Israel is
supposed have fulfilled a prophecy that states: „out of Egypt I have called my son‟ (Mt. 2:15). This
prophecy is cited from Hosea 11:2 and it says: „when Israel was a child, then I loved him, and called my
son of out Egypt.‟ The line in context to the surrounding verses is really referring to the nation of Israel, as
the Lord‟s son, whom you‟ll recall the Lord led out of Egypt. It doesn‟t say anything about Jesus or the
Christ,” I said.
“The Jewish Bible usually refers to Israel symbolically or allegorically in the female gender such as a
bride or harlot. This is an instance when Hosea is allegorically calling Israel „my son,‟” I said.
“So you‟re saying Matthew is calling fish, turtles in Jeremiah and Hosea‟s prophecies. And I thought that
was a game only played by the later clergy,” said Charlie.
“It‟s an old, old game. Matthew seems to take any opportunity to say that Jesus fulfilled a Hebrew
prophecy. On another occasion he clearly goofed,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“Do you remember the story of how Judas, the traitor, threw the thirty silver coins down in the temple?” I
asked.
“Yes, we talked about it,” recalled Charlie.
“Matthew says the chief priests wouldn‟t put the blood money in the temple treasury and so they bought
Potter‟s Field as a cemetery for foreigners. His account claims this had all been predicted by the prophet
Jeremiah” (Mt. 27:3-9), I said as I paused.
“So what‟s the matter with that?” asked Charlie as he looked perplexed.

“The prophecy isn‟t in the book of Jeremiah. Most commentators and reference Bibles cite Zechariah
11:12-13 as the real source but even that doesn‟t say anything about purchasing a field. Zechariah simply
says that he received thirty pieces of silver as wages for working as a shepherd. Then he obeyed the Lord
when he told him to put his money into the temple treasury,” I said.
“So that‟s why you said Matthew goofed,” said Charlie.
“Matthew is also the only one who claims the sum of money was thirty pieces of silver. The other
accounts in the New Testament merely refer to a sum of money (Mk. 14:10; Lk. 22:5-6; Ac. 1:18-19). It
makes it look as if Matthew was forcing details to appear as if they fulfilled Jewish prophecies,” I said,
“even if he misquoted them.”
“That‟s incredible,” interjected Charlie.
“There is also a similar problem in Mark‟s Gospel when he wrote: „it is written in Isaiah the prophet: I
will send my messenger ahead of you, who will prepare your way‟ (Mk. 1:2). This verse is really cited
from Malachi 3:1. It isn‟t in Isaiah. Matthew and Mark appear as if they didn‟t know the Jewish
Scriptures,” I said. “Instances like these are painful for people who believe in the Great Deception.”
“Matthew also tells us that Joseph‟s arrival in Nazareth fulfilled what the prophets said: „He will be
called a Nazarene‟ (Mt. 2:23). Nazareth or Nazarenes, who are the people from that city, aren‟t mentioned
in the Jewish Scriptures so we don‟t know what prophecy Matthew is referring to,” I said.
“You mean it‟s not in the Bible?” said Charlie as he was taken back.
“That‟s right. You can remember when we talked about the biblical authors drawing on sources which
aren‟t in the Hebrew canon,” I said.
“Oh, yes,” said Charlie as he recalled our discussions. “What about Luke or Timothy‟s account?” asked
Charlie. He seemed to like my theory about Timothy being the real author of the third gospel.
“Luke‟s account of Jesus‟ birth, on the whole, is a simpler sounding story but it also has a problem. He
implies that Joseph and Mary were citizens of Nazareth. He explains they travelled to Bethlehem to register
for the census, the birth of Jesus, and the visit from the shepherds. Then he tells us about their visit to the
priests in Jerusalem to offer the sacrifice and then they went back to their home town of Nazareth” (Lk.
2:1-39), I said.
“What‟s the problem?” asked Charlie.
“We know the Romans took periodic censuses to determine the taxes of the occupied nations. Luke is
very precise about the timing of the census that led the holy family to Bethlehem. He says Caesar Augustus
issued a decree that a census of the whole Roman world should be taken. He also says this is the first
census that took place while Quirinius was governor of Syria (Lk. 2:1-3). We know that Quirinius was
governor of Syria in 6 A.D. and Augustus ruled from 30 B.C. until his death in 14 A.D. Historical records
also confirm that in 6 A.D. there was a general census in the Roman empire,” I said.
“So, what‟s the problem? History seems to agree,” said Charlie.
“The issue stems from the use of the term „first.‟ It says this is the „first‟ census that took place while
Quirinius was governor of Syria (Lk. 2:2),” I replied.
“Why is it a problem?” asked Charlie.
“It is very unlikely that there could have been more than one census taken of the whole Roman Empire
while Quirinius was governor of Syria,” I replied. “To count every tax payer in the empire was a massive
undertaking in those days. People would have had to travel long distances to the poll sites, line up, be
interviewed, counted and recorded ... and all of it is done painstakingly by hand. It would be a major task
even in our modern world with all of our technology,” I said.
“Why is it such a problem?” asked Charlie.
“For one thing conducting even one major census is very, very expensive. Thousands of people have to
leave their homes and places of work for days, weeks and in some cases even for a few months. Such a
mass movement of people interrupts work, and slows the economy. The officials who conduct the
interviews, tally the counts and deliver the results have to be paid. And everything moves very slowly,” I
said. “And then the whole affair has to be policed. There are always security problems during massive
movements of people. There are arguments, disagreements and even fights. People are attacked by thieves
and other criminals. And then there are cheaters, those who don‟t show up; and liars, who give false
information, who have to be found, tried and punished,” I said.

“Why then do you think it says „the first?‟” asked Charlie.
“I think the term „first‟ was probably glossed into the manuscripts by some scribes who could see the
problem,” I said.
“So you‟re saying the text should simply say: „this is the census that took place when while Quinirius was
governor of Syria‟ (Lk. 2:2). But what is the problem?” asked Charlie.
“This entire verse is often set off with brackets around it in some translations to indicate some uncertainty
in the translation,” (Lk. 2:2 NIV) I said, “but that isn‟t the real issue. These scribes probably knew the only
census was taken in 6 A.D. but they wanted to make it look as if Quinirius could have been governor of
Syria even when Herod the Great was still alive,” I replied.
“Was he?” asked Charlie.
“No, there isn‟t any evidence that suggests that,” I replied. “I think they wanted to somehow make Luke‟s
account blend better with Mathew‟s story and make it appear as if an earlier census could have been taken
during Herod‟s reign. You see, Mathew‟s gospel claims Jesus was born during Herod‟s reign (Mt. 2:1) but
he died in 4 B.C.,” I said.
“It all sounds like a mess,” concluded Charlie. “If we believe Matthew, Jesus was born in 4 B.C. or
earlier and if we believe Luke, he was born in 6 A.D.,” concluded Charlie.
“The clergy‟s attempt to blend the infancy stories in Matthew and Luke contradict the plain facts and is
totally unbelievable,” I said.
“Uncertainty of the date of Jesus‟ birth caused another problem,” I said.
“What was that?” asked Charlie.
“In the 6th century A.D. a monk, named Dionysius Exiguus, worked from insufficient historical data and
erred in fixing the year of Jesus‟ birth,” I said.
“How could anyone get it right?” suggested Charlie as he smiled.
“I agree but it was unfortunate because he divided time into B.C. or the years before Christ and A.D., that
comes from the Latin term „Anno Domini‟ meaning „Year of Our Lord.‟”
“I thought A.D. meant „after death,‟” admitted Charlie. “I guess it‟s really after Jesus‟ birth,” concluded
Charlie.
“You got it. He thought Jesus‟ birthday was December 25th of the Roman year 753. He even forgot to
include the year zero. The church later set Jesus‟ birth several years earlier and the Christian era was made
to coincide with January the 1st,” I said.
“Yes, New Year‟s Day,” said Charlie.
“Many non-Christians objected to the terms which were associated with the birth of a Christ they didn‟t
believe in so other terms were adopted. We now also use „B.C.E.‟, meaning „before the common era,‟
instead of B.C. They also use C.E., meaning „common era‟ instead of A.D.,” I said, “but the years in both
systems is the same.”
“Do you mean when we say it is 1994 A.D. it isn‟t really 1994 years after Christ‟s birth?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s right. Some scholars argue that Jesus was born in 7 B.C. partly because that was the year when
there was a triple conjunction of the three planets: Venus, Jupiter and Saturn in the sign of Pisces,” I said.
“What does that have to do with it?” asked Charlie.
“A triple conjunction simply means that these planets lined up together in the heavens so their collective
glow appeared as an extremely bright star that they interpret as the Star of Bethlehem,” I said.
“Was there ever any danger of the planets crashing?” asked Charlie as he smiled.
“No, space has three dimensions. When you look up into the night sky it is difficult to tell how far the
planets and stars are from earth or even from each other,” I said.
“Right, all we see is their light,” interjected Charlie as he imagined the stars in the night sky.
“The planets, like the stars, are still really thousands of miles apart in terms of their distance from one
another but during a conjunction their reflected light merely comes together in our line of sight. It is often
thought the wise men from the east were astrologers probably from Mesopotamia which is present day Iran
or Iraq,” I said. “In 1925 a German scholar named P. Schnabel deciphered a portion of a cuneiform tablet
discovered at Sippar, Babylonia. It recorded a conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter in the sign of Pisces in
what would be called 7 B.C. in our calendar,” I said.
“And I guess Babylonia is from the same part of the world,” said Charlie.

“Yes it is. But we can only accept this as evidence that astrology had been practiced for some time in
Mesopotamia,” I said.
“So we still can‟t truly say what the Star of Bethlehem really was,” interjected Charlie.
“There are those who say that the astrological interpretation of this triple conjunction in Pisces means that
a king would be born among the Jews.
“Why do they say that?” asked Charlie.
“They say that the Jews were associated with the area of sky or sign called Pisces, Venus relates to birth,
Jupiter relates to kings and Saturn to ruler ship,” I replied.
“Do you believe it?” asked Charlie.
“Well I can say all of the details Matthew gives us about the Star of Bethlehem can‟t be explained by any
planetary conjunction,” I replied.
“What details?” asked Charlie.
“Matthew says the „the star they had seen in the east went ahead of them until it stopped over the place
where the child was,‟” (Mt. 2:9) I replied as I put down my New International Version of the Bible.
“I don‟t get it,” said Charlie in a tone that indicated he was perplexed.
“If it is a planetary conjunction it would require that somehow it stopped over the town of Bethlehem and
that is impossible,” I replied. “Planets appear as moving stars or lights in the sky and move at different
speeds. Of the three, Venus moves the fastest and Jupiter is a little faster than Saturn. Although planets can
sometimes appear to move in the opposite direction of their usual movement, a single planet can never
appear to stop over any particular town. The planets can be seen from all over the world,” I replied.
“Are there any other theories,” asked Charlie.
“Well I heard one minister say the „star‟ could have been an angel since in his opinion „stars‟ are
sometimes symbolic of angels in the Old Testament and they can hover over any town they like,” I replied.
“What do you think?” asked Charlie.
“If it was an angel the question is why didn‟t Matthew simply say so, I mean, Luke didn‟t have any
problem with clearly mentioning angels it in his account (Lk. 2: 9-12). Matthew mentions an angel of the
Lord appeared in Joseph‟s dreams and also mentions angels later on in his gospel (Mt. 24: 11). Why not
call an angel and „angel?‟ I said poising the question.
“Or a spade a „spade‟” interjected Charlie. “What was it then?” asked Charlie as he repeated his question.
“I think Matthew‟s story about the Star of Bethlehem came from his imagination and people have been
searching for it ever since,” I said.
“Wow!” said Charlie as he started to laugh. “I like the idea of the conjunction better,” said Charlie as he
thought it over.
“If it is referring to a conjunction then Matthew is still embellishing his account with impossible details
that could only come from his own mind or some lost tradition that came from someone else‟s,” I replied.
“Can you think of any more differences in the Gospels?” asked Charlie in an effort to change the topic.
“There is a very simple one,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“What do you think was written on the sign that was nailed on Jesus‟ cross?” I asked.
“That Jesus was the Christ,” said Charlie confidently.
“Close, but no cigar,” I said.
“Matthew says it was: „THIS IS JESUS THE KING OF THE JEWS‟ (Mt. 27:37). Mark says it was:
„THE KING OF THE JEWS‟ (Mk. 15:26). Luke says it was: „THIS IS THE KING OF THE JEWS‟ (Lk.
23:37). John says it was: „JESUS OF NAZARETH THE KING OF THE JEWS‟ (Jn. 19:19). Luke says the
sign was written in Greek, Latin and Hebrew (Lk. 23:37). John says it was written in Aramaic, Latin and
Greek (Jn. 19:20), but the terms Aramaic and Hebrew are sometimes used interchangeably. Still you can
see that although the ideas are essentially the same each one gives us slightly different details,” I said.
“Boy, you‟re right, but won‟t people say you‟re being picky,” said Charlie.
“People can say anything they like. The point is we can‟t truly know what the sign said. It illustrates that
in some cases the gospels agree in a general way but differ on the details,” I said.
“What else have you got up your sleeve?” asked Charlie in a mischievous tone.

“Jesus had been crucified and buried in the tomb when early in the morning, after the Sabbath, who do
you think came to visit the tomb?” I asked.
“You‟ve got me, wait wasn‟t it Mary?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s a good guess. Matthew says it was Mary Magdalene and the other Mary (Mt. 28:1); Mark says it
was Mary Magdalene and Mary the Mother of James and Salome. Luke initially tells us it was the group of
women who came with Jesus from Galilee (Lk. 23:55; 24:1) and later implies it was Mary Magdalene,
Joanna, Mary the Mother of James and the other women (Lk. 24:10). John says it was Mary Magdalene (Jn.
20:1). How would you have liked to have been a detective working on this case?” I asked.
“That would have been neat. I would have got to the bottom of this one. „Just the facts mam, just the
facts,‟” said Charlie as he tried to mimic Detective Joe Friday from the old Dragnet TV series.”
“Charlie, where did you hear that one?” I asked as I started to laugh.
“I heard it on TV. They were airing some old, black and white reruns of this neat detective series,”
answered Charlie. “It wasn‟t like the ones we have today.”
“Let‟s get back to the case Detective Friday,” I said as I smiled.
“Yes, that‟s his name,” said Charlie.
“You think you‟re confused now, just wait a minute. How many angels were at the tomb to greet Mary
and or the other ladies?” I asked.
“I know; there were two. I saw that movie on TV at Easter time,” said Charlie with a proud look on his
face.
“Good one Charlie, boy you watch a lot of TV. Matthew‟s account describes one angel who was sitting
on the stone outside of the tomb when the two Marys arrived (Mt. 28:2-8). Mark‟s account describes one
angel sitting inside the tomb on the right when the three ladies got there. Luke‟s account describes two
angels, we can assume were inside the tomb, when the group of women got there (Lk. 24:3-4). John‟s
account describes two angels who were inside the tomb, one standing at the head and the other at the foot
of where the body had been, when Mary arrived” (Jn. 20:11-13), I said.
“I wish I‟d been there, Dad. „I want the facts ladies, just the facts,‟” said Charlie as he was playfully
gloating.
“Matthew, Mark and Luke describe the resurrected Jesus appearing to Mary Magdalene before she talks
to any of the disciples that morning while John alone describes Jesus appearing to Mary after she had
talked to Peter and John,” I said.
“The plot thickens. Do-do, do-do, do-do, do-do,” said Charlie as he made eerie sounds like the theme of
Twilight Zone. “What happened then?” asked Charlie.
“Where were the eleven disciples when Jesus appeared to them?” I asked.
“I, don‟t know. Weren‟t they having dinner or something?” asked Charlie as he chuckled.
“That‟s not bad, but I asked „where‟ they were?” I said. “Matthew describes the angel telling the two
Marys Jesus would meet the disciples in Galilee. He later says Jesus appeared to the eleven on a mountain
in Galilee (Mt. 28:16). It is here Jesus gives the disciples the mission of „going into all nations baptizing
them in the name of the Father and of the son and the Holy Spirit‟” (Mt. 28:19).
“The other Gospels contain different accounts. Luke describes Jesus meeting the eleven disciples while
they‟re still in Jerusalem (Lk. 24:33). Luke says the church‟s mission is that „repentance and remission of
sins should be preached in his name among all nations, beginning at Jerusalem‟ (Lk. 24:47). From John‟s
account we can‟t be sure whether they‟re in Jerusalem or somewhere in the outlying area” (Jn. 20:19), I
said.
“Mark describes the angel telling the women Jesus would meet the others in Galilee but he isn‟t specific
about where they are or when Jesus appears to the eleven (Mk. 16:9-15). He says that the church‟s mission
is to „go into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature‟ (Mk. 16:15). One problem with Mark‟s
account is that Mark 16:9-20 appears in the King James version but other more modern English editions
either omit it or set it off with a statement that says: „The two most reliable early manuscripts do not have
Mark 16:9-20.‟ Some people think that since Mark‟s Gospel ends rather abruptly that the end piece of the
manuscript broke off and was lost. Later editors added Mark 16:9-20 to give the gospel a more conclusive
ending,” I said.

“Wow, the whole thing sounds like a mess. I don‟t think I would like to be the detective on the case after
all,” said Charlie sounding discouraged. “You know Dad I can‟t help but think about the scripture tree you
described the other day. It‟s not just we can‟t know how big the real fish is, I think somebody scrambled
the fish,” said Charlie with a smile. “How could the clergy possibly talk their way out this one?” Charlie
asked.
“There is no way to unravel this bowl of spaghetti,” I said.
“Boy, I‟ll say,” said Charlie. “Say can we have spaghetti tonight for dinner?” asked Charlie as he drooled.
“Well, I‟ll ask your mom,” I said as I chuckled. “Matthew‟s account tells us Jesus first appeared to the
eleven disciples in Galilee. Luke‟s account says it was in Jerusalem. The common escape of saying there
must have been two similar events don‟t work. Matthew says: „Then the eleven disciples went away into
Galilee, into a mountain where Jesus had appointed them (Mt. 28:16). And then they saw him, they
worshipped him: but some doubted (Mt. 28:17). The fact some of the disciples doubted is evidence it was
the first time Jesus appeared to the eleven disciples,” I said.
“Yes, I remember noticing that. The disciples doubted the first time they saw the resurrected Jesus,” said
Charlie.
“In Luke‟s account two of Jesus‟ followers returned to Jerusalem after Jesus had appeared to them to tell
the eleven who were gathered together (Lk. 24:33). As they told them what had happened Jesus himself
stood in their midst. They were all frightened and thought they had seen a spirit. But the resurrected Jesus
talked to them and allowed them to handle his flesh and even ate a piece of broiled fish and honeycomb
while they watched (Lk. 24:33-43). This is also obviously the first time the eleven had seen Jesus and Luke
clearly has them all in Jerusalem.”
“In John‟s account he has Jesus‟ first appearance to the disciples who had assembled somewhere behind
closed doors on the evening of the same day, the first day of the week (Jn. 20:19). He doesn‟t tell us
specifically where they were but they couldn‟t have been more than a twelve hour travelling distance from
the tomb site. It takes a lot more time than that to get to Galilee. Jesus appeared to them and showed them
his hands and his side (Jn. 20:19-20). This first encounter can‟t be the same account as the one‟s described
in Matthew and Luke because John says Thomas, one of the twelve, wasn‟t with them,” I said (Jn. 20:24).
“Eight days later, John tells us, his disciples, including Thomas, were inside with the doors shut when
Jesus appeared (Jn. 20:26). I should point out that John doesn‟t specifically mention „the eleven.‟ What
follows is John‟s famous story of doubting Thomas” (Jn. 20:27-29).
“Oh, yes. Jesus invited him to put his hand into his wounds,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right Charlie. What is significant in all of these stories is Jesus has to deal with the doubts of the
disciples when he first appears. Matthew, Luke and John give us contradicting details about where the
eleven were and what happened when Jesus appeared to them. All of the Gospels, for that matter, give us
some contradicting details describing the events that occurred during those last days. Charlie, I guess you
can see why the idea that the Bible is the inerrant word of God is truly the Great Deception?” I said.
“I sure can, Dad. The Bible does contain errors,” said Charlie. “What do people say when you point it out
to them?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s like what I said earlier Charlie. People who believe in the Great Deception are given to cloudy
thinking. Some of them have been so programmed by the clergy they can‟t think clearly. For years they
have listened to their ministers, reason around things and interpret the Bible so much some of them can‟t
tell the difference between what the Bible says and their minister‟s word,” I said.
“What if people still want to believe the Bible is the inerrant written word of God?” asked Charlie.
“People are free to believe anything they want. If they want to believe that they can but it also means
their inerrant word of God contains errors, contradictions and failed prophecies. Which means the Bible
isn‟t inerrant, but they can believe it if they want to continue being deceived,” I said.
“What a mess Dad! A lot of people are going to say Satan has you duped and you‟re a non-believer,” said
Charlie.
“Charlie, I didn‟t write a single page in the Bible. The clergy says the Bible is the inerrant word of God.
The clergy says there aren‟t any contradictions in the Bible. The clergy plays careless scriptural hop scotch
as they try to tell us what God‟s will is. The clergy says a lot of things. If what they said was true then you
wouldn‟t get an argument from me. It‟s the clergy who is duping people Charlie. And if they want to call

me a non-believer they‟re right. I don‟t believe what „they‟ say about the Bible because it isn‟t true!” I said
emphatically.
“Dad, you have told me what the Bible isn‟t ... and I guess I have to agree with you,” said Charlie
reluctantly. “Why don‟t you tell me what the Bible is?” challenged Charlie in an angry tone.
“Charlie, that‟s a good question. It‟s a collection of writings that were put together by people who were
involved in a religious movement. In the case of the New Testament it‟s the only record of the life of Jesus
and the early church that the later church approved of. It tells us something about what the people in the
early church thought, believed and hoped for. It‟s the book which the church uses to inspire believers and
to spread their religion,” I said. “The clergy talks out of both sides of their mouths when they try to cover
up the human element in the making of these books and it insults my intelligence,” I said in an angry tone.
“The clergy in their Bible studies and thunderous sermons have resorted to calling fish, turtles to keep
people hoping in failed prophecies. The New Testament also records many judgments or decisions the
leadership made in their day. Today‟s clergy erroneously thinks these decisions are the word of God which
is forever binding on the church. Since the Apostle Paul wrote that women weren‟t allowed to speak in the
churches (1Co. 14:34-35; I Tim. 2:11-15) people go on thinking we should continue the same injustice
today. In our day many people would say Paul was a male chauvinist. Who knows what else the modern
clergy will do next as they misuse this precious historical material somehow thinking they, in all of their
deceptions, are doing God‟s will,” I said in a solemn tone as I dropped my Bible in front of Charlie.
“Aren‟t most of members in the clergy sincere, Dad?” asked Charlie in a mellow tone.
“That‟s the sad thing about it. Most of them are sincere but they‟re sincerely wrong. Once people accept
the Great Deception they‟re given to deceptive thinking. What I mean is they can think clearly through
most of life‟s problems but if you present them with evidence that proves a prophecy failed they‟ll use the
Symbolic Deception and the „fish‟ in the scripture become „turtles.‟ If you tell them there‟s a contradiction
in the Gospels regarding the same story they‟ll say things such as it‟s natural for people to see things from a
slightly different perspective. They‟ll tell you how common it is for three eye witnesses to an accident to
give different accounts of what happened. The irony is statements like that really prove the „human
element‟ in the Bible, not how divine or inerrant it is,” I said.
“Do you mean some of their arguments really prove how errors got into the Bible?” asked Charlie as he
smiled.
“Yes. They‟re really fooling themselves,” I said. “Other times they say these things are mysteries we
can‟t comprehend. Mysteries my foot! You can see it right there in black and white, just read it. Charlie it‟s
hard for people to admit they‟ve been conned. If they admit it then they‟re also saying there‟s something
wrong or terribly weak about how they view reality. Hundreds of people are conned every year by
criminals and many victims are simply too ashamed to admit it,” I said.
“I guess it hurts their pride,” said Charlie.
“Yes. Often the clergy wants you to avoid any difficult text by hopping to other books in the Bible. I‟m
not talking about comparing parallel accounts in the Gospels as they are supposed to be describing and
telling us about the same event. I mean the clergy will say things such as: „you know if you really want to
understand this you have to look at all of the scriptures in the Bible on this subject.‟ When they show you
the other scriptures they will often read them out of context and forge them all into a phony argument,
maybe call a few fish, turtles and then tell you what God‟s will really is. That doesn‟t fly Charlie. When
they forge scriptures together they pay very little attention to the fact that hundreds of years may have
passed since the first and last scripture they refer to was written. Each book of the Bible, like any book, has
its own author, themes and agendas. The Bible is really an anthology and each book stands on its own.” I
said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“An anthology is a collection of works by different authors put together by an editor or an editing team.
Those who sell the Great Deception want us to believe all of the books have the same author,” I said.
“But that‟s nuts. Who‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“God! The clergy wants us to believe God is the real author of all those books,” I said.
“Contradictions and all?” asked Charlie with a smile on his face.

“You‟ve got it Charlie. One misleading thing about the Bible is all of the books are bound under the same
cover. That alone leads you to think its contents all hang together and therefore the clergy can hop from
scripture to scripture from the beginning to the end of the book. But as we have seen there are
contradictions in the Bible and it doesn‟t all hang together.”
“Since it doesn‟t what does it say regarding the editing team who put it together?” asked Charlie.
“We can assume some effort to preserve the accuracy of the writings was going on prior to canonizing
them. There are a lot of possibilities. At the current time we have no way of knowing how many false
scriptures have been added or what has been deleted,” I said.
“You mean like they did to Josephus‟ passage on Jesus,” said Charlie.
“Right, this is called a „gloss‟ and there is evidence of some false additions to the Bible but they tend to
be limited to small sections of text. There is a scripture in the King James Version that says: „for there are
three that bear record in heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost: and these three are one‟ (1Jn.
5:7). This verse isn‟t found in any Greek manuscript before the sixteenth century. Most modern versions
render it like this; here is the New International Version: „For there are three that testify: the Spirit, the
water and the blood; and the three are in agreement‟ (1Jn. 5:7). It was probably changed by some clergy
members who believed in the trinity doctrine,” I said.
“What is the trinity doctrine?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s the idea that God the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost or Spirit are three divine personalities who
are mystically one and the same,” I answered.
“Oh. You‟re saying that idea wasn‟t in the earlier manuscripts,” concluded Charlie. “But it was inserted
by some people who wanted to push their point of view.”
“That‟s what is widely believed by those who are involved in Bible scholarship,” I said.
“But how can we really know what is a gloss and what isn‟t?” asked Charlie. “I mean half of the whole
Bible could be a gloss and we can‟t tell which half it is,” said Charlie.
“Well, you‟re overstating your point. The fact is we don‟t have the original manuscripts so there will
always be some uncertainty. People judge glosses by comparing the text in different manuscripts. The
embellishers couldn‟t have messed with all of the manuscripts. When scholars see things that are obviously
off track they start to ask questions,” I said.
“Didn‟t people in the early church notice the contradictions?” asked Charlie.
“There is no doubt that some people did but it was probably much like it is today. Most people glossed
over them. There was a time in the Christian churches when the Gospels „according‟ to Matthew, Mark,
Luke and John were exactly that. It was their history or account in their own words. Paul‟s letters were
Paul‟s letters. They were important historical writings that should be preserved as closely as possible to the
way they were written. American‟s, for example, feel a similar responsibility to continue preserving
Thomas Jefferson‟s writings to the letter,” I said.
“I think I see what you mean. They left the contradictions in the text because they were there,” said
Charlie.
“Right, I‟m saying the idea that every word in the letters and Gospels is the word of God was foreign to
the early church,” I said.
“How do you know that?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s like I said the writers never say they‟re writing Holy Scripture. The writings of the second century
bishops indicate they revered the new literature but it wasn‟t regarded as Holy Scripture. Then we also have
the indirect evidence of the contradictions in the New Testament. It‟s absurd to think the word of God can
contradict itself,” I said.
“So you‟re saying the existence of contradictions proves the early church didn‟t think of the literature as
the „word of God,‟” summarized Charlie.
“Well I prefer to say it‟s part of the evidence. Initially a letter from the Apostles had to be seen as a letter
that was simply read to the churches. They typically sent a greeting, edified them to keep the faith and
repeated the gospel or some element of it, addressed a local problem and stated they were hoping to see
them soon. The word of God didn‟t necessarily have anything to do with Paul‟s opinion about some local
church problem or his greeting to a church or a joke he shared or some other idea,” I said.

“They lived in an age when few people could read and scrolls and books weren‟t readily available. They
were used to hearing the same stories with slight to major differences in them all their lives. What was
important to them was the essence of a story rather than its details. Who could keep all of the details
straight anyway? Even if they were lucky enough to get two different Gospel accounts together on the same
desk they weren‟t concerned that Matthew claimed the resurrected Jesus appeared to the eleven in Galilee
and Luke claimed it happened in Jerusalem. What was important to them is both writers said Jesus was
resurrected; that‟s the essence of the story and the hope of all Christians. They must have been highly
motivated to preserve these literary treasures but the false idea that every word in these writings is „the
word of God‟ took centuries to take root,” I said confidently.
“So people were passing literature around that contained contradictions and it didn‟t matter to them,” said
Charlie.
“It‟s unlikely that someone could deliberately change the literature so it would contradict itself and get
away with it. At least not after the fourth century,” I said.
“Why the fourth century?” asked Charlie.
“That is the approximate date of our earliest complete New Testament manuscripts. The Roman Catholic
Church gained power in this century and no doubt controlled numerous copies of the authorized New
Testament manuscripts. It‟s still unlikely that they could have got away with making numerous major
changes in the text,” I said.
“Why not?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s impossible to control all of the manuscripts. Still it would be great if someone found some complete
manuscripts from earlier centuries. Then we could compare them to the ones we have and see if there are
any major differences,” I said. “As it is we can only compare then to the earlier fragments we have.”
“But we still have to assume the manuscripts we have are accurate copies of earlier ones and can only
hope they weren‟t changed too much,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. After the fourth century we can be fairly confident that at least the big picture in the New
Testament literature wasn‟t meddled with too much,” I said.
“How do you know?” asked Charlie.
“Later manuscript comparisons show us that most of it was preserved,” I said.
“I wonder why they didn‟t change it?” asked Charlie.
“The fourth century is also the century of the New Testament version of the Great Deception and it
actually helped to preserve the biblical texts,” I said.
“How could it do that?” asked Charlie.
“If people believe the Bible is the word of God then they‟re less likely to mess around with it. Only a
non-believer, or a sinner would dare embellish God‟s word,” I said.
“Why did you say the Great Deception started in the fourth century?” asked Charlie.
“Well the idea was around before that time but it‟s the first time it was clearly written by a clergyman,” I
replied.
“What writings are you talking about?” asked Charlie.
“In 365 A.D. Archbishop Athanasius stated it in his Easter Pastoral letter,” I said.
“Oh yes, I remember when you talked about that. What did it say?” asked Charlie.
“He wrote, in part:
I shall use for the support of my boldness the model of the evangelist Luke and say as he does, Forasmuch
as some have taken in hand to set forth in order for themselves the so-called Apocrypha and to mix these
with the inspired Scriptures, which we most surely believe, even as they delivered it to our fathers, which
from the beginning were eye-witnesses and ministers of the Word; it seemed good to me also having been
urged by true brethren ... and to publish the books which are admitted in the canon, and have been delivered
unto us, and are believed to be divine ...”
“Yes, and then he gave us the list of books that is the same as we have today,” interrupted Charlie. “He
says these books are „divine.‟ That‟s just about the same thing as saying they are the word of God,”
concluded Charlie.

“And so he gave birth to the New Testament version of the Great Deception,” I said. “It‟s also interesting
that in the fourth century Christianity became the official religion in the Roman Empire. The Emperor
Constantius had converted to Christianity in 361 A.D. but it wasn‟t until 380 A.D. that the Emperor
Theodosius I proclaimed Christianity the official religion of the Roman world. Still it took several
generations before Christianity became dominant in Roman life. Nevertheless in this century the church
was more able than ever to consolidate its doctrines and power. And as you might guess the group in
charge would have been able to push almost any doctrine they wanted,” I said.
“Wow, do you mean the church gained political power in the same century they started to push the Great
Deception?” asked Charlie.
“Well it‟s the first time a clergyman, in a written statement that we have, referred to the divinity of the
same books that we have in our modern Bible. The church and the Great Deception certainly picked up
some momentum in the fourth century,” I said.

PORPHYRY AND THE TALE OF DANIEL
“I don‟t get it, Dad. With all of the obvious contradictions in the Bible you‟d think most people would see
the light,” said Charlie.
“The truth is most „true believers‟ don‟t really pay much attention to the finer details. It usually takes the
efforts of a critic to point them out and the church often places critical books on forbidden lists and has
even burned them,” I said.
“You‟re kidding,” said Charlie.
“No, it‟s an old tactic. Porphyry was one of the most informed and astute critics of Christianity. He lived
in the third century and was also the biographer of the great Neoplatonic philosopher Plotinus and editor of
his „Enneads.‟ Porphyry‟s writings attracted the attention and disdain of several generations of Christian
intellectuals such as: Eusebius, the church historian; Methodius, an early proponent of virginity;
Apollinarius, an innovative theologian from Syria; Jerome the famous biblical scholar; and Augustine who
wrestled with Porphyry‟s ideas late in life when he wrote his „City of God.‟ In the year 448 A.D. the
emperor Theodosius II put Porphyry‟s writings to the torch,” I said.
“Oh no,” said Charlie in a shocked tone.
“Robert Grant in his „Porphyry among the Early Christians‟ wrote: „The vigor, scope and sheer size of
[Porphyry‟s] attack must have stunned the Christian communities.‟ Unfortunately most of what we know
about Porphyry‟s work is contained in quotes and comments within the works of these Christian apologists
who attempted to refute his ideas,” I said.
“Boy, he must have been a good critic,” said Charlie. “What did he say?” asked Charlie with interest.
“Unfortunately we only have ninety-seven manuscript fragments, and some of which are questionable,
that are attributed to a work called „Against the Christians.‟ We also have a number of other fragments,
from which we can form a rough outline, of another book called „Philosophy from Oracles.‟ This one isn‟t
against Christianity as it‟s a statement on the traditional religions of peoples like the Greeks, Romans,
Egyptians, Chaldeans and Hebrews. In it he shows the oracles or inspired messages of these religions could
be used as a source of belief in the One Supreme Being. Part of his strategy was to show the common belief
in the one High God and thereby incorporate Christianity into the framework of the Roman world,” I said.
“It‟s too bad we don‟t have more of his other book,” said Charlie.
“Most of what we know about his criticism of Christianity has been preserved in quotations and
comments in the writings of about half-dozen authors who attempted to refute his ideas,” I said.
“What did he say?” asked Charlie.
“We know that Porphyry‟s views intimidated many Christian clergyman as he knew the Bible just as well
as they did. He made the Bible more central to his attack than any other critic before him. He criticized
Origen, the famous Bible scholar who lived in the same century, for using allegory to explain away the
difficulties in the Jewish Scriptures. He was making the same point I do when I claim the modern clergy
uses the „Symbolic Deception‟ to twist the clear scriptures in both the Old and New Testaments,” I said.
“Well they certainly do that,” agreed Charlie. “Do we know anything about his specific points?” asked
Charlie.

“In Porphyry‟s time the book of Daniel, as is the case today, played a major role in the Christian
perspective of history and the prophecies of the future. Christians were proud to claim these prophecies,
supposedly written in the six century B.C. during the Persian period, had predicted the coming of the Greek
and Roman empires and even the crucifixion of Jesus of Nazareth. Porphyry met the issue head on. He
claimed Daniel was really only history, made to look like prophecy, written in the second century B.C.,” I
said.
“How did he arrive at that?” asked Charlie.
“Since most of his work has perished we can‟t be certain but we know Porphyry did a detailed analysis
chapter by chapter in light of obvious historical events. There are scriptures that either clearly or
symbolically speak of: the fall of Babylon; the rise and fall of Persia; the rise of Alexander the Great and
the Greek kingdom; its division into four parts and the wars and struggles between the two major dynasties,
the Ptolemies of Egypt and the Seleucids of Syria; the persecution of the Jews under Antiochus IV
Epiphanes including his desecration of the temple and the successful Maccabean uprising,” I said.
“Porphyry‟s main point is that Daniel‟s passages were really written from the point of view of a second
century B.C. writer who looked to the past rather than a sixth century B.C. writer who saw the future,” I
said.
“Do you think he‟s right?” asked Charlie.
“For the most part he is,” I replied. “Numerous chapters and verses fall directly into the pattern he
described.”
“Can you give me any examples?” asked Charlie.
“Yes I can, but you have to realize this poetic history isn‟t in order. We are going to have to jump around
from chapter to chapter to see what the writer really did,” I forewarned. “To make it even more interesting
I‟ll tell you about the prophecies that are interspersed throughout the book,” I said.
“Go for it, I‟m all ears,” said Charlie.
“Perhaps we could start with Daniel‟s interpretation of King Nebuchadnezzar‟s dream in the second
chapter. The king had a disturbing dream and he demanded his sages tell him the details of his dream and
its interpretation. Of course his wise men couldn‟t tell him his dream and the king ordered them to put them
to death,” I said.
“You‟re kidding, no one could interpret a dream they haven‟t even heard,” exclaimed Charlie.
“That‟s when Daniel, who was also called Beltshazzar, came to the rescue and volunteered the answer.
He told the king he had dreamt of a statue, whose head was gold, and chest and arms was silver, belly and
thighs were bronze, its legs and feet were part iron and part clay or earthenware. Then a stone which was
cut out without hands struck the statue on its feet and it fell into broken bits,” I said.
“That‟s interesting,” said Charlie. “What does it mean?”
“Daniel told the king each part of the statue represents a king or kingdom. The gold head was
Nebuchadnezzar and three other parts were kingdoms that would follow his own,” I said. “And finally he
said that in the days of the fourth kingdom God would establish an everlasting kingdom that would never
change hands,” I said.
“Did Daniel name these other kingdoms?” asked Charlie.
“Not in this chapter. At this point the identity of the three other kingdoms is a mystery,” I said.
“Great, I love mysteries,” commented Charlie.
“In chapter seven, during the first year of the reign of another king of Babylon named Belshazzar Daniel
had a dream. He saw four beasts come out of the sea. The first was like a lion with eagle‟s wings. Its wings
were torn off and it was set standing like a man and given a man‟s heart. The second was like a bear and
had three ribs between its teeth. The third beast was like a leopard with four wings and heads. The fourth
beast was terrifying. It had great iron teeth and it ate and crushed and trampled underfoot what remained.
This beast had ten horns,” I said. “While Daniel was looking at the horns another little horn sprouted
among them. Three of the original horns were pulled out by the roots to make way for the little horn that
had human-like eyes and a mouth that was full of boasts,” I said.
“After this the writer began a section of poetry that describes a session of court led by „one of great age‟
who sat on a throne (Da. 7:10). Then Daniel watched the destruction of the horn that was saying great
things and the other beasts as they were stripped of their power. Finally he saw one „like a son of man‟

coming on the clouds. When this being came to the „one of great age‟ he received an everlasting
international kingdom,” I said.
“So it sounds pretty much like the king‟s dream. Four kingdoms and then a fifth one that is everlasting.
Does Daniel tell us what these four beasts mean?” asked Charlie.
“Not specifically. He tells us they represent four kings who will rise from the earth but he doesn‟t say
who they are. He added that the horn, with eyes and a boastful mouth, made war with the saints until the
time when „the one of great age‟ gave judgment in favor of the saints who were to take over the kingdom”
(Da. 7:17-23), I said.
“Okay, so the other kingdoms are still a mystery,” said Charlie in a tone that expressed his anticipation of
hearing the answer.
“In chapter eight the writer began to clarify things. This is the account of Daniel‟s vision of the ram and
the he-goat during the third year of Belshazzar‟s reign. The angel Gabriel clearly gave Daniel its meaning,”
I said.
“Okay, what did he say?” asked Charlie.
“After Gabriel appeared, he said:
„Come,‟ he said, „I will tell you what is going to happen when the wrath comes to an end; this concerns the
appointed End. As for the ram you saw, its two horns are the kings of Media and Persia. The hairy he-goat
is the king of Javan, the large horns between its eyes is its first king. The horn that snapped and the four
horns that sprouted in its place are four kingdoms rising from his nation but not having his power‟” (Da.
8:19-22), I said as I read from the Jerusalem Bible.
“Who is the king of Javan?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s an old term for Greece. The New English Bible renders Daniel 8:22 as: „the he-goat is the kingdom
of the Greeks‟ and the Revised Standard Version translates it as: „and the he-goat is the king of Greece,‟ I
said.
“It must be a reference to Alexander the Great who conquered the Persian Empire,” said Charlie.
“Right and the four horns that sprouted in the place of the one that snapped are the four Greek generals
who divided the Grecian Empire in 301 B.C.,” I said.
“That‟s neat,” commented Charlie.
“So far we know the first kingdom is Babylon (Da. 2:39), the second one is referred to as Media and
Persia (Da. 8:20). Historically it was known simply as Persia but King Cyrus had conquered Media prior to
Babylon. The third kingdom is Greece (Da. 8:21) which was divided into four parts,” I said.
“Okay, but what is the fourth kingdom?” asked Charlie.
“Gabriel continued by adding a prophecy of his own that sheds some light on it, but we‟ll need more
clues before we can identify it. He said:
At the end of their reign, when the measure of their sins is full, a king will arise, a proud-faced, ingeniousminded man. His power will gather strength-but not through power of his own-he will plot incredible
schemes, he will succeed in what he undertakes, he will destroy powerful men and the people of the saints‟
... „He will challenge the power of the Prince of princes but, no hand intervening, shall himself be broken
...‟” (Da. 8:22-24, 25), I said as I read from my Jerusalem Bible.
“It sounds a lot like the beast with ten horns and the boastful little horn who made war with the saints in
chapter seven,” commented Charlie.
“It is similar. The writer of Daniel doesn‟t name the fourth kingdom or these kings so we have to look at
all of the clues,” I said.
“Do you think these kings are connected to the fourth kingdom?” asked Charlie.
“Chapter seven says the fourth beast is a fourth kingdom with ten kings. The boastful little horn is really a
king who brings down three kings and is going to harass the saints (Da. 7:23-25). So we know the king who
persecutes the saints in chapter seven is a king of this mysterious fourth kingdom,” I said.

“The king of chapter eight is described similarly as one who „will destroy powerful men and the people of
the saints‟ (Da. 8:24). Gabriel implies this king‟s gruesome activities will occur at the end of the reign of
the four kings of Greece. This king has to be someone associated with one of these dynasties. History says
the Ptolemies of Egypt and the Selucids of Syria were the most important dynasties that grew out of the
Grecian empire. It‟s likely this king belongs to one of these two dynasties,” I said.
“Okay, I follow you,” agreed Charlie.
“The eleventh chapter of Daniel is devoted to the struggles between the Seleucids and the Ptolemies so
that‟s where we have to go next,” I said.
“Okay, let‟s check it out,” said Charlie as he started to flip pages towards chapter eleven.
“Daniel 11:1-5 repeats the story of the passing of power from the Persian empire to the Greek empire of
Alexander the Great. It also speaks of the empire being parceled into four parts that wouldn‟t be ruled by
his descendants,” I said.
“Yes, the four generals,” commented Charlie.
“The imagery in the next block of text, Daniel 11:5-39, clearly speaks of the wars between two of these
dynasties. Daniel 11:5 says: „The king of the South will grow powerful, but one of his princes (meaning
one of Alexander‟s generals) will grow more powerful still with an empire greater than the former.‟ We
know that Ptolemy I Soter, who reigned from 306 to 285 B.C., began the dynasty of the Ptolemies in Egypt.
Seleucus I Nicator, who reigned from 301 to 281 B.C., began the dynasty of the Seleucids in Antioch, Syria
which is north of Egypt,” I said. “So the Ptolemies are the kings or dynasty of the South while the
Seleucids are the kings or dynasty of the North,” I concluded.
“History shows that Egypt had the initial supremacy just as it says: „the king of the South will grow
powerful‟ (Da. 11:5). In later generations the Seleucid Empire conquered and pillaged Egypt so the king of
the North did grow to be „more powerful still with an empire greater than the former‟” (Da. 11:6).
“Okay, that‟s neat,” agreed Charlie.
“Daniel 11:5-8 is really an account of the early ascension of Egypt to supremacy. It speaks of an alliance
when the king of the South gives his daughter‟s hand in marriage to the king of the North. But this alliance
isn‟t going to last and the king of the North and the southern king‟s daughter will not fare well. It says that:
„Her arm will not, however, retain its strength, nor his prosperity endure: she will be handed over, she, her
escorts and her child, and he who has authority over her‟ (Da. 11:6). History tells us Antiochus II Theos,
around 252 B.C., according to the custom of peace treaties in their day, married Ptolemy II‟s daughter
Berenice. Antiochus was already married to his half-sister Laodice and the two women didn‟t like each
other. Antiochus II had set aside his queen Laodice, the mother of his two sons. He also agreed any son
born of the relationship would be his successor. After his marriage to Berenice, Laodice went to Ephesus
with her sons where she had a strong following. Berenice did have a son but after five years Antiochus left
her and went off to be with Laodice. After a short time in her company Antiochus died. He was probably
poisoned by his wife. Both queens declared their sons the king and the power struggle began. Laodice had
Berenice and her son assassinated,” I said.
“Boy, she was mean,” commented Charlie.
“She wanted to insure her son, Seleucus II Callinicos, wouldn‟t have any rivals to the throne. Verse eight
continues the story. It says: „a sprig from her roots will rise in his place, will march on the defenses, force
the stronghold of the king of the North, and succeed in overcoming them. He will even carry off all their
gods, their statues, their precious gold and silver plate to Egypt.‟ This passage describes the revenge which
Berenice‟s brother Ptolemy III Euergetes took on the house of Selucid. He invaded Syria and penetrated at
least as far as Antioch and perhaps even further east. His army pillaged the country” (Da. 11:5), I said.
“Verse nine says: „For some years he will leave the king of the North in peace.‟ In 241 B.C. a new treaty
was established but Egypt was obviously the superior power (Da. 11:5). The second part of the verse says:
„... but the later will invade the king of the South, then retire to his own country.‟ It‟s probably referring to
some unknown campaign of Seleucus II,” I said.
“Do you mean we don‟t know anything about this event?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s right but this isn‟t unusual as there are a lot of things we don‟t know about the history of the
Ptolemies and the Seleucids. His sons Seleucus III Ceraunus and Antiochus III the Great are probably
implied in verse ten when it says: „His sons will next be on the march, mustering a host of powerful forces

...‟ The next part of the verse, probably refers to Antiochus III the Great‟s battles with Ptolemy IV and
Ptolemy V that began in 220 B.C.; it says:
... he will advance, deploy, break through and march on his stronghold once again. The king of the South
will fly into a rage and set out to give battle to the king of the North who will have an immense army on his
side, and this army will be delivered into his hands. The army will be annihilated; he will be triumphant; he
will overthrow tens of thousands; yet he will have no strength,‟” (Da. 11:10-13), I said as I read from my
Jerusalem Bible.
“Daniel 11:13:-16 seems to describe Antiochus III the Great‟s victories during his successful campaign to
take Palestine from the Ptolemies in 201 B.C. Verse 15, which speaks of the capture of a strongly fortified
city, is probably referring to Antiochus III‟s seige of Gaza. Verse 16 seems to speak in overview terms
regarding his victories in the Holy Land. It says: „The forces of the South will not stand their ground, its
picked troops will not be strong enough to resist him: he will take his stand in the Land of Splendor,” I said.
“In 198 B.C. Antiochus III the Great defeated Ptolemy V‟s general named Scopas at a place called
Panais. This truly established the supremacy of the Selucid Empire. Verse 17 says: „He will consider
conquering his entire kingdom, but will then make a treaty with him and, to overthrow the kingdom, give
him a woman‟s daughter.‟ History speaks of Antiochus III‟s ambition to take all of Egypt but he backed off
due to his fear of an intervention from Rome. Instead he made an alliance with Egypt and gave his daughter
Cleopatra‟s hand in marriage to Ptolemy V Epiphanes in 193 B.C.,” I said.
“Verse 18 says: „He will next turn to the islands and conquer many, but a magistrate will put a stop to his
outrages in such a way that he will be unable to repay outrage for outrage.‟ We know that in 190 A.D.
Antiochus III was defeated at Magnesia by the Roman legate Lucius Cornelius Scipio. He gave his son
Antiochus IV Epiphanes to the Romans as a captive. Verse 19 says: He will then turn on the strongholds of
his own country, but will stumble, fall, and never be seen again.‟ History says Antiochus III died when an
angry mob seized him while he attempted to pillage the temple of Bel in a place called Elymais in Persia
that was within his own holdings,” I said. “The pillage of temples was a lowly way in which some kings
financed their campaigns and it was especially detested by the people.”
“Boy, it all follows,” commented Charlie.
“Verse 20 says: „In his place there will rise a man who will send an extortioner to despoil the royal
splendor; in a few days he will be shattered, though neither publically nor in battle.‟ History speaks of
Antiochus III‟s successor Selecus IV Philpator. His reign was a time of recovery from Antiochus III‟s great
defeat at Magnesia. Selecus IV was hampered by the drain of the 1200 talents of silver he had to pay to
Rome under the terms of the Treaty of Apamea. He probably sent „an extortioner‟ to Judea who despoiled
the royal splendor,” I said.
“You mean he probably robbed the temple treasury,” concluded Charlie.
“Right, anyway in 175 B.C. he was assassinated by his minister Heliodorus who had seized power as
regent for Seleucus‟ IV‟s five year old son who was also named Antiochus,” I said, “So Seleucus IV died
but it was „neither publically nor in battle.‟”
“Boy, all of this couldn‟t be prophecy,” interjected Charlie.
“It‟s comical listening to some members of the modern clergy even twist these verses to make it sound
like future events in our time. Some of them say the king of the North is Russia and the king of the South is
a union of European states. Others say it means different modern countries; it‟s all nonsense. This is clearly
second century B.C. history. Anyway there‟s more,” I said.
“Go for it,” said Charlie.
“The next block of text, Daniel 11:21-39, speaks of the rise and exploits of Antiochus IV Epiphanes, the
younger son of Antiochus III the Great who had given him over to the Romans. He reigned from 175 to
164/3 B.C. and his exploits are recorded in First and Second Maccabees. Daniel describes him as a wretch
and one who would gain possession of the kingdom by intrigue (Da. 11:21). In 176 B.C. the Roman senate
wanted to exchange Antiochus Epiphanes for Seleucus IV‟s eleven year old son and heir to the throne,
Demetrius. The senate thought that Demetrius would be a better guarantee of his father‟s good conduct.
Antiochus was now free to leave Rome where he had made many influential friends. He wasn‟t in any

hurry to reach Antioch and made his way to Athens where he was warmly received as a cultivated prince of
a reigning monarch. It wasn‟t long before he heard the news about his father‟s assassination and how
Heliodorus had seized power,” I said.
“Boy they were a power hungry lot,” interjected Charlie.
“This is when Antiochus IV planned his coup. He knew that there were three candidates to the throne: the
youth Demetrius who was a hostage in Rome, the infant at Antioch and himself. It is believed that his
friends in Rome sent letters that encouraged Eumenes II of Pergamum to help Antiochus IV. The idea was
if he helped Antiochus became king it would change the hostility between his kingdom and neighbouring
Syria. Eumenes provided him with men and money and escorted him to the Syrian border. We aren‟t sure
what happened next but Antiochus became co-regent with the queen-mother Laodice for a time,” I said.
“What happened to the prime minister?” asked Charlie.
“We can‟t be certain but he had been removed. Within five years the boy-king was gone and Antiochus
IV was sole ruler of the Seleucid Empire,” I said.
“He must have been a shrewd politician to out-maneuver the queen-mother Laodice,” said Charlie.
“He certainly was that. Daniel also says he will invade the richest provinces and distribute plunder, spoil
and wealth among them. This king will act in a manner unlike the previous kings in the dynasty” (Da. 11:
21-24), I said.
“He must have really been a bad dude,” said Charlie.
“Verses 25 to 26 speak of Antiochus IV Epiphanes‟ first successful campaign against Egypt or the king
of the South. History tells us that in 170 B.C. he had himself crowned king of Egypt. It says: „he will return
greatly enriched to his own country, his heart set against the holy covenant; he will take action, and return
to his own country‟ (Da. 11:29). We know that on his way back to Syria, in 169 A.D. he stopped in
Jerusalem and pillaged the Temple” (I Mac. 1:16-25), I said.
“Antiochus‟ second campaign in Egypt is mentioned in Daniel 11:29-30. It says: „In due time he will
make his way southward again, but this time the outcome will not be as before. The ships of Kittim will
oppose him, and he will be worsted,‟” I said.
“What are the ships of Kittim?” asked Charlie.
“The term Kittim literally means „on the opposite shores.‟ It‟s an uncommon name for the island country
of Cyprus but is also used to refer to different peoples of the Mediterranean such as the Greeks or Romans.
In this instance it‟s referring to the Romans as the Roman consul, Popilius Laenas, landed at Alexandria,
Egypt and ordered Antiochus IV Epiphanes to leave the country with his troops,” I said.
“It seems as if the Romans often acted like policemen,” commented Charlie.
“Antiochus IV had been a captive in Rome and had witnessed the rising power of Rome first hand. The
Roman senate couldn‟t allow the same king to rule over Babylon, Antioch and Alexandria so they ordered
him to leave. Antiochus IV didn‟t want to risk a confrontation with Rome, at the time at least, so he wisely
withdrew his troops,” I said.
“In the last verses of this block of text, Daniel 11:30-39, the writer tells us about the beginnings, at least,
of a period of time that is known in history as the Great Persecution. This is when Antiochus IV Epiphanes
for a little over a period of over three years, between 167 and 164 B.C., attempted to stamp out Judaism. He
wanted to strengthen and unify the Greek element in his empire and he instituted a cult of himself as Theos
Epiphanes, „the god manifest.‟ The plurality of gods and the deification of kings were common and only
the Jews resisted Antiochus IV‟s new policy,” I said.
“Antiochus forbad the Jews from keeping the Mosaic Law and turned the Temple in Jerusalem into a
shrine for Zeus Olympius. He caused the sacrifice to cease and anyone who refused to sacrifice to the
Greek gods was executed. Hundreds of Jews were martyred,” I said.
“That‟s terrible,” said Charlie.
“Daniel 8:9-14 is another block of text, although it‟s a little poetic, which speaks of the same period of
time. It says:
From one of these, a small one, sprang a horn which grew to great size towards south and east and toward
the Land of Splendor. It grew right up to the armies of heaven and flung armies and stars to the ground, and
trampled them underfoot. It even challenged the power of that army‟s Prince; it abolished the perpetual

sacrifice and overthrew the foundations of his sanctuary, and the army too; it put iniquity on the sacrifice
and flung truth to the ground; the horn was active and successful.
I heard a holy one speaking, and another who said to the speaker, „How long is this vision to be-of
perpetual sacrifice, disastrous iniquity, of sanctuary and army trampled underfoot?‟ The first replied, „Until
two thousand three hundred evenings and mornings have gone by: then the sanctuary shall have its rights
restored‟” (Da. 8:9-14), I said as I read from my Jerusalem Bible.
“It sure sounds like it,” agreed Charlie. “But what are the 2300 evenings and mornings?”
“This is the writer‟s way of speaking about the length of time of the Great Persecution,” I said.
“But 2300 days is longer than „a little over three years,‟” observed Charlie.
“It is, but it doesn‟t say 2300 „days.‟ If you count 2300 „evenings‟ and „mornings‟ you would get 1150
days. If we assume there were three hundred and sixty days in their year it equals three years and seventy
days. This is literally a little over three years,” I said.
“That‟s neat. But then it says the sanctuary will have its rights restored,” said Charlie.
“Yes it does. First let me say when you read Daniel 8:8-9 it‟s obvious this horn is a king who sprang up
from one of the four kings of the Grecian empire. This is of course the Selucid King Antiochus IV
Epiphanes. History tells us Judas Maccabeaus successful routed out Antiochus IV‟s Syrian troops from
Palestine. After a period of a little over three years they cleansed the temple and resumed the sacrifices”
(Da. 8:14), I said.
“It has to be referring to Antiochus IV Epiphanes,” said Charlie in an excited tone.
“Yes it does. There‟s even more about him,” I said, “but we have to return to the prophecy by the Angel
Gabriel,” I said.
“Okay, I think he‟s a neat angel,” said Charlie with a smile.
“I‟m referring to his prophecy in Daniel 8:23-26. The writer here also alludes to Antiochus IV Epiphanes
in statements like: „And at the end of their reign ... a king will arise, a proud-faced, ingenious-minded man
... he will destroy powerful men and the people of the saints ... he will challenge the power of the Prince of
princes but no hand intervening shall himself be broken ... This explanation of the vision of the mornings
and the evenings is true ...,‟” I said.
“So Gabriel connects these statements with the 2300 evenings and mornings,” noticed Charlie. “It must
be referring to Antiochus IV,” he concluded.
“Right,” I said. “This is also clear from the statement: „he will challenge the power of the Prince of
princes but no hand intervening shall himself be broken‟ (Da. 8:25). As it turned out, Antiochus died
sometime after he failed in an attempt to rob the temple in a Persian city called Persepolis. The people
rallied and repelled him and his soldiers,” I said. “This city was within his own territory so it made his
attempted robbery even more gruesome.”
“What a rat,” commented Charlie.
“The Second book of Maccabees, chapter 9, tells us how he died after he acquired an incurable disease.
So he died „with no hand intervening‟ or like the New International Version puts it: „Yet he will be
destroyed, but not by human power.‟” (Da. 8:25).
“But ... who is the „Prince of princes?‟” asked Charlie.
“Christians interpret him to be Jesus Christ but he didn‟t come at the end of the reign of the kings of
Greece and wasn‟t around after the 2300 evenings and mornings when the sanctuary was cleansed” (Da.
8:23, 25-26), I said. “This is over a century and a half before Jesus was even born.”
“I get your point but „Prince of princes?‟” said Charlie in a confused tone.
“In order to understand this title you have to realize how amazing the success of the Maccabean revolt
really was. It began when Mattathias Hasomaean, an old Jewish priest, in a moment of righteous anger
killed a Grecian priest. He fled, with his five sons, to a place called Modin. Others also joined them and
were referred to as the Hasidaeans which means „Pious‟ and they hid in caves in the desert. They avoided
direct combat with the full strength of the Syrian troops and relied on guerilla tactics. They fought
zealously and began to win skirmishes with the Selecuid forces. This is how they began a successful
resistance movement,” I said as Charlie sat spellbound.

“In 166 A.D. Mattathias died and his son Judas succeeded him. He was given the alias „Maccabeaus‟
which means „The Hammer‟ and this is how the Hasomaeans also came to be referred to as Maccabees,” I
said.
“History also tells us Antiochus IV had also instituted a cult of himself in his empire. He was also called
Theos Epiphanes which means „the god manifest.‟ The cult of Antiochus was readily accepted by people in
his empire as they were accustomed to worshipping many gods and the deification of kings. Only the tiny
monotheistic state of Judaea resisted,” I said.
“While he was in Egypt during his second campaign a false report regarding his death aroused a revolt in
Judaea against Menelaus, Epiphane‟s puppet High Priest. The following year, 167 B.C., a Syrian regiment
under Apollonius arrived in Jerusalem and attacked the population and sold many of them into slavery. He
tore down the city walls and a new fortress called Acra was built. It‟s here where he housed the
Jerusalemites who favored Antiochus IV and his policies,” I said.
“Boy who could be for a guy like that?” interjected Charlie.
“Within three months a heathen altar was set up in the temple and within ten days a pig was sacrificed on
it. The temple was dedicated to Zeus Olympius and an image of the pagan god was set up,” I said.
“Yea, you said that before,” interrupted Charlie.
“The Syrians continued to martyr everyone who refused to fall in line. Meanwhile Judas led the
resistance and used brilliant military tactics. His men fought against incredible odds and overcame every
obstacle until they succeeded in driving the enemy out of the country. If there ever was an anointed warrior
deliverer in the history of Judah, it‟s Judas Maccabeus,” I said.
“Wow,” said Charlie. “He must have been something!”
“Messiah simply means „the anointed one‟ and whenever the nation was in need of political deliverance
people hoped one of the sons of the nation would be inspired to meet the challenge and be blessed by God.
Many in the history of Israel had answered the call to confront and fight the nation‟s enemies. They were
brave men like: Moses who stood against the Egyptians; Joshua against the Canaanites; Samson against the
Philistines; Saul against the Ammonites, Amalekites and the Philistines; David against many similar
peoples and now it was Judas Maccabeus against the Syrians,” I said.
“In later times several men tried and failed to lead a successful uprising against the Romans. Like we‟ve
seen, no one really unified the forces during the Roman siege of Jerusalem in 70 A.D. Outbreaks of Jewish
messianism weren‟t limited to Palestine either. During the years 15-117 A.D. when Trajan was Emperor,
pockets of rebellion broke out in Egypt, Cyrene, Cyprus and Mesopotamia. Some of these uprising were
instigated by self proclaimed messiahs. The Jews in Palestine chose to wait and watch. After some initial
success the Romans brutally crushed each of these rebellions. Thousands of people lost their lives,” I said.
“I guess being a messiah was risky business,” joked Charlie.
“It was also risky to follow one of them,” I added. “The policies of the next emperor, Hadrian, invoked a
fresh outbreak of Messianism, this time in Judea. In 127 A.D. he published an edict against the practice of
circumcision. Then he proclaimed Jerusalem would be henceforth known as „Colonia Aelia Capitolina.‟ He
planned to rebuild Jerusalem as a Greek-style city and started to build a temple dedicated to „Jupiter of the
Capital‟ on the ruins of Herod‟s Temple. The people rallied behind a leader named Simeon Bar-Kosba and
the war of 131-135 A.D. began,” I said as Charlie listened intently.
“Simeon Bar-Kosba even succeeded in liberating Jerusalem and for two years he remained in control of
the country. He organized Judea into a new commonwealth and had the support of the people. Eleazar was
named the High Priest and sacrifices were renewed. They minted new coins that were dated in Hebrew, 1st
Nisan (Spring) and the 1st Tishri (New Year) in the 1st and 2nd years of the Era of Liberty,” I said.
“Simeon Bar-Kosba was acclaimed the „King-Messiah.‟ They even changed his named to „Bar-Kochba‟
which means „the son of the star of Jacob‟ and they related him to the passage in the book of Numbers
which says: „A star shall come forth out of Jacob, and a scepter shall rise out of the Israel‟ (Nu. 24:17).
People also called him „Prince of Israel‟ although he seldom used any of these titles,” I said.
“Now Charlie, imagine if you can, the solemn but joyous spirit of the people during the purification of the
Temple back in 164 B.C. after the successful Maccabean uprising. The Jews to this day commemorate the
event during a yearly eight day feast called the Feast of Lights or Dedication when the story of the heroic

deeds of Judas is told,” I said. “In light of all of this it‟s easy to see the writer of Daniel eight referring to
Judas Maccabaeus as the „Prince of princes,‟” I said.
“I guess it is,” agreed Charlie as he stared into space visualizing what it must have been like. What
happened after Antiochus IV died?” asked Charlie.
“It really gets interesting. His nephew, Demetrius, escaped from Rome. You‟ll remember him. He had
replaced Anitochus IV who went on to seize the throne in 175 B.C.,” I said.
“Oh, yea,” said Charlie as he recalled the story.
“Despite the ill will of the Romans and some of Epiphanes‟ supporters Demetrius politicked his way to
the helm of the country. Shortly after he started holding court, his troops captured the boy-king Antiochus
V Eupator, who was Demetrius‟ cousin; and his minister and acting king named Lysias. Demetrius refused
to see them and his troops put them to death. Demetrius I Soter ruled from 162 to 150 B.C.,” I said.
“I guess the rightful heir finally got his throne,” said Charlie in a pleased tone.
“The writer of Daniel apparently wrote his book, or at least added to and edited an earlier work, sometime
shortly after 160 B.C.,” I said.
“How do you know that?” asked Charlie.
“Soon after his ascension Demetrius I Soter attempted to regain the control of Palestine. His troops
warred with Judas Maccabees‟. Initially Judas was successful but in 160 B.C. he died in the battle of
Beerzeth. It was a terrible loss to the nation. The messiah was dead,” I said.
“First Maccabees refers to Judas‟ many titles to greatness, that weren‟t recorded, while the nation
mourned at his funeral. It says:
Jonathan and Simon took up their brother Judas and buried him in his ancestral tomb at Modein. All Israel
wept and mourned him deeply, and for many days they repeated this dirge. „What a downfall for the strong
man, the man who saved Israel singlehanded!‟ The other deeds of Judas, the battles he fought, the exploits
he performed, and all his titles to greatness have not been recorded; but they were very many,” (I Mac.
9:19-22), I said as I put down my New Jerusalem Bible.
“The book of Daniel even alludes to Judas‟ death,” I said.
“Where?” asked Charlie.
“This is found in Gabriel‟s prophecy, which mentions the seventy weeks, in Daniel 9:24-27. Judas
Maccabeaus is probably the one whom the writer of Daniel had in mind when he wrote about the anointed
prince being removed or taken away with no one to take his place (Da. 9:25-26). Let me read you the
writer‟s concerns, fears and predictions:
At the critical time, after the sixty-two weeks, one who is anointed shall be removed with no one to take his
part; and the horde of an invading prince shall work havoc on city and sanctuary. The end of it shall be a
deluge, inevitable war with all its horrors. He shall make a firm league with the mighty for one week; and,
the week half spent, he shall put a stop to sacrifice and offering. And in the train of these abominations
shall come an author of desolation; then, in the end, what has been decreed concerning the desolation will
be poured out,‟” I said as I read from my New English Bible (Da. 9:26-27).
“Judas‟ successor, Jonathan wasn‟t any Prince of princes, but he managed to hold power from 160 B.C.
to 142 B.C. Initially he and his men took refuge in the desert of Tekoa. Daniel nine reflects this early period
when many people feared the country would fall into the hands of Demetrius I Soter,” I said.
“So you‟re saying that part of Daniel 9 is really a prophecy, written after Judas‟ death, about a feared
invasion of Demetrius I Soter. Like when it speaks about the horde of an invading prince that works havoc
on city and sanctuary,” concluded Charlie.
“Exactly. The Revised Standard Version translates this line as: „And the people of the prince which is to
come shall destroy the city and the sanctuary‟ (Da. 9:26). Antiochus IV Epiphanes was a wretch but he
only started the job; people feared that Demetrius I Soter was going to finish it,” I said as Charlie looked at
me with a look that indicated he was deep in thought.

“The nation‟s messiah was dead and Jonathan and his men were hiding in the desert. People probably
thought there wasn‟t anyone who could stop Demetrius. What does the seventy weeks mean?” asked
Charlie.
“Christians really twist this prophecy to make it sound as if it predicted the crucifixion of Jesus of
Nazareth. They call it Daniel‟s Seventy Weeks of Years Prophecy,” I said. “I call it the Seventy Weeks of
Years Deception.”
“You would,” said Charlie as he smiled. “What do the Christians say?” asked Charlie.
“First of all the seventy weeks mentioned in Daniel‟s prophecy probably stems from Jeremiah‟s
prophecies which predicted the Jews would be in captivity in Babylon for seventy years” (Jer. 25:11-12;
29:10), I said.
“Were they?” asked Charlie.
“No, they weren‟t. They were taken away in 587 B.C. and Cyrus‟ decree allowed them to return in 538
B.C. That means the actual length of their captivity was 587 minus 538 which equals, 39 years,” I said.
“Then Jeremiah was wrong,” said Charlie.
“Yes he was. He said: „For Yahweh says this: Only when the seventy years granted to Babylon are over,
will I visit you and fulfill my promise in your favor by bringing you back to this place‟” (Jer. 29:10), I said
as I read out of my Jerusalem Bible.
“Was he a false prophet?” asked Charlie.
“I think one of the reasons why there aren‟t many specific prophecies in the Bible is the law said a false
prophet should be put to death (Dt. 18:19-22). If the things you said didn‟t happen you were in big trouble.
If you were going to be specific about things you‟d better make sure it couldn‟t be determined in your
lifetime,” I said as I laughed. “If Jeremiah was still alive in 538 B.C. he would have defended himself by
claiming the „seventy‟ years was symbolic and he was essentially right about the Jews being released,” I
said.
“Yea, he would have used the Symbolic Deception,” commented Charlie. “How do they get it to predict
Jesus?”
“The clergy uses the Literal Deception to twist it to say the seventy weeks is symbolic of 70 times 7 or
490 years,” I said.
“How do they get that?” asked Charlie.
“They say it really means „seventy weeks of years.‟ A week has seven days in it and a day is said to be
symbolic of a year therefore they multiply 70 times 7 and claim it means 490 years,” I replied.
“But it doesn‟t say that,” protested Charlie.
“That‟s right. It‟s an interpretation that goes beyond the range of the text,” I said. “In a minute I‟ll show
you how they twist the text and the historical facts,” I said.
“Okay, go for it,” said Charlie.
“The inventor of this theory imagined Daniel said it would be seventy weeks from the message to go and
rebuild Jerusalem to the death of the messiah or anointed one,” I said.
“Doesn‟t it?” asked Charlie.
“No, it doesn‟t say that,” I replied, “but let‟s go along with their logic for a minute. It was the Edict of
Cyrus that allowed the Jews to return to their homeland and rebuild the city and the temple. It was sent out
in 538 B.C. but the problem is 538 minus 490 bring us to 48 B.C. This is too early for Jesus‟ life so the
inventor of this theory had to find another edict,” I said.
“Did he find one?” asked Charlie.
“Yes, he settled with the Edict of Arataxerxes I of Persia. Arataxerxes reigned from 464 to 424 B.C. The
book of Ezra implies he sent a decree to the Jews through Ezra during the seventh year of his reign. When
you subtract 7 from 464 it equals 457. It means this edict was sent out in the year 457 B.C. When some
people start with this year and count forward 490 years they mistakenly think it brings us to 33 A.D. which
is often accepted for Jesus‟ crucifixion,” I said.
“Why is it a mistake?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s a mistake because they forget the first year on the A.D. calendar is the year zero. When you count
any number of years which crosses over the year zero you have to subtract a year. 490 years after 457 B.C.
really comes to 32 A.D.,” I said.

“Why did they have to start with year zero?” asked Charlie.
“How old were you on the day you were born?” I asked.
“Well, I guess I was just hours old,” answered Charlie.
“Right, you weren‟t even one day old until twenty-four hours passed. When they introduced the new
calendar the Common Era was only hours, and then days, and eventually one month old. When the
Common Era was one month old it was 0 days, 1 month and 0 years old. It took 365 days before we were in
the year 1 A.D.,” I said.
“Yea, I wasn‟t one year old until I had lived 365 days,” said Charlie in a manner that indicated he finally
understood why the new calendar began with the year zero.
“Since we don‟t really know what year Jesus was crucified this calculation error doesn‟t pose an
important problem. The real problem is the Edict of Arataxerxes doesn‟t say a single word about rebuilding
Jerusalem. You can read the edict in Ezra 7:11-26. It merely deals with matters such allowing people to
voluntarily accompany Ezra to take the gold and silver offerings given by the state and the Jews to
Jerusalem. They were to take this money and buy animals to be sacrificed on the altar. They were to put the
vessels which were given to them into the service of the temple and teach the people according to the
dictates of the law. This edict has to do with capitalizing and directing the post-exilic Jewish religion. By
this time the temple and the city had already been rebuilt. The inventor of the Seventy Weeks of Years
Deception used it hoping most people wouldn‟t his notice the edict he chose didn‟t have anything to do
with rebuilding Jerusalem,” I said.
“It looks like he grabbed any edict that would land him in Jesus‟ lifetime.”
“That‟s exactly what he did. Daniel nine also doesn‟t say the messiah will be cut off after seventy weeks.
It says it would be 70 weeks for the people and the holy city to put an end to transgression and for
anointing the Holy of Holies. It obviously alludes to the purification of the temple” (Da. 9:26), I said.
“I guess that‟s right,” commented Charlie after he read the chapter.
“It really says there will be seven and sixty-two weeks before the coming of an anointed Prince (Da.
9:25). If we follow their logic it means we should add 7 and 62 to get 69 weeks. Then we would multiply
69 times 7 and get 483 years. If we count 483 years after the year of Arataxerxes‟ Edict it takes us to the
year 25 A.D. This is too early for the start of Jesus‟ ministry,” I said.
“By how much?” asked Charlie.
“The beginning of Jesus‟ ministry is usually given as 30 A.D.,” I said.
“Oh,” said Charlie. “I guess the inventor goofed again, big time.”
“It also says that „squares and ramparts restored and rebuilt, but in a time of trouble‟ probably alludes to
the rebuilding the damage that Apollonius did to the city walls in 167 B.C. (Da. 9:25). Judas still had to
repel the rest of the Syrians from the country. It goes on to say the anointed one will be cut off after the
sixty-two weeks and the city and the sanctuary will be destroyed” (Da. 9:26), I said. “When it says „after
the sixty-two weeks‟ it obviously refers to the period of sixty-nine weeks, implied in verse 24, but it‟s still
before the end of seventy weeks when all things will be put right again” (Da. 9:24), I said.
“So you‟re saying the text doesn‟t truly support any of the claims of the Seventy Weeks of Years
Deception,” said Charlie in a surprised tone.
“That‟s right. Daniel nine is telling us the anointed one will be cut off and the city and the sanctuary will
be destroyed prior to the end of the seventy weeks. If we follow the logic of the Seventy Weeks of Years
Deception it means Jesus had to be crucified and the city and temple should have been destroyed by 32
A.D.,” I said.
“Obviously the city and temple weren‟t destroyed by 32 A.D.,” offered Charlie.
“No it wasn‟t. People were enticed by the alluring idea that Daniel had predicted, to the very year, Jesus‟
crucifixion. The clergy, filled with religious zeal, used it to help sell their religion but most of them never
really looked at the details,” I said.
“I guess they didn‟t want to,” concluded Charlie. “Why do you think the author of Daniel 9 used the term
„seventy weeks‟?” asked Charlie.
“The writer made his book look as if it was written in the Persian period prior to the building of the
second temple. He couldn‟t really predict the destruction of the temple without „predicting‟ it would be
rebuilt,” I said.

“Oh,” said Charlie, “that‟s obvious.”
“He used the seventy weeks as a literary device to set up his „so-called prediction‟ about the building of
the second temple; and the prediction of the feared invasion of Demetrius I Soter and the destruction of the
city and the temple,” I said.
“So the fourth beast has to be the Seleucid Empire,” concluded Charlie.
“Yes and the writer had grandiose ideas about how powerful the empire would become (Da. 7:23). Daniel
7 also proves it,” I said.
“How does it do that?” asked Charlie.
“It says the fourth beast is a fourth kingdom where ten kings arise. Then it says a different one will arise
and three kings will be „pulled out by the roots‟ or brought down „to make way for it‟ (Da. 7:8, 24). There
were, in effect, ten kings in the Selecid dynasty prior to the appearance of Demetrius I Soter. Three of them
died within the span of about a year,” I said.
“Wow, that fits,” said Charlie.
“Here look at his list. It mentions these kings and the time which they ruled,” I said as I handed it to him:
1. Seleucus I Nicator 312-280
2. Antiochus I Soter 280-261
3. Antiochus II Theos 261-246
4. Seleucus II Callincos 246-226
5. Seleucus III 226-223
6. Antiochus III the Great 223-187
7. Seleucus IV Philopater 187-175
8. Antiochus IV Epiphanes 175-164/3
9. Antiochus V Eupator 163-162
10. Regent or acting king Lysias 163-162
11. Demetrius I Soter 162-150
After Charlie read the list he said, “Well, ten and then a different one makes eleven and there‟s eleven on
the list. Why is number ten different?” asked Charlie.
“The ninth king, you‟ll recall, Antiochus V was the boy-king but Lysias was the one who really ruled.
The three kings who were plucked out by the roots were: Antiochus IV, who died; and Antiochus V and
Lysias were both executed. After they were gone the way was clear for Demetrius I Soter,” I said.
“But Daniel 7 also goes on to say he: „will consider changing seasons and the Law, and the saints will be
put into his power, but a court will be held and his power will be stripped from him, consumed and totally
destroyed,‟” (Da. 7:25-27), said Charlie.
“This is another small body of text that was written as a prophecy. The writer believed Demetrius was
going to try to stamp out Judaism just like Antiochus IV Epiphanes had” (Da. 7:25), I said.
“Are there any other prophecies about Demetrius?” asked Charlie.
“Yes, there‟s a block of text in Daniel 11:40-45 which the writer must have attributed to him,” I
answered.
“How do you know?” asked Charlie.
“This block follows the one about Antiochus IV Epiphanes‟ Great Persecution. It speaks of another
campaign to conquer Egypt. It implies things like the king of the North will invade many countries,
including Palestine as he reaches towards Egypt. And the king of the North will pitch the tents of his royal
headquarters between the sea and the mountains in the Holy Splendor,” I said.
“I guess you‟re saying Antiochus IV or Demetrius weren‟t involved in this campaign,” concluded
Charlie.
“No, they weren‟t. Just as long as the writer was looking into the past he was right. He had reason to
believe Demetrius was intending to destroy the nation. Even while Judas Maccabeaus was alive Demetrius
sent his army under the leadership of the governor Bacchides. He had a Jewish renegade with him who
wanted to become High Priest. His name was Alcimus and he helped Bacchides conquer Palestine. When
their large force reached Judah they tricked the Hasideans to sue for peace. Alcimus was of the priestly

lineage of Aaron and they thought he could be trusted. Instead Bacchides and Alcimus had sixty of them,
who came to discuss terms of peace, killed” (I Mac. 7:1-25), I said.
“Bacchides put Alcimus in charge of the province and he left Jerusalem and encamped at Bethzaith.
There he arrested and killed many Jews. Meanwhile Alcimus‟ method of gaining control over Judah was so
brutal that the First book of Maccabees says it: „exceeded what the pagans had done‟ (I Mac. 7:24). Judas
Maccabeaus, who had been going around the country assembling an army, arrived and Alcimus ran off to
Syria” (I Mac. 7:19-25), I said.
“He was chicken,” interjected Charlie.
“Demetrius then sent one of his high ranking generals named Nicanor with orders to exterminate the
people. Nicanor‟s army eventually clashed with Judas‟ in the battle of Adasa. Nicanor himself fell in the
battle and his army fled. The Jews cut off his head and right hand and put them out on display. The people
celebrated and were at peace for a short time” (I Mac. 7:26-50), I said.
“When Demetrius heard Nicanor and his army had lost the battle he sent Bacchides and Alcimus a second
time into Judah with the right wing of his army consisting of twenty thousand foot soldiers and two
thousand on horseback. Judas only had three thousand men and many of them deserted when they heard
about the huge enemy army. He was left with only eight hundred loyal men. Judas should have fled and
regrouped but on that day he was as stupid as he was proud. The battle lasted all day and although there
were many casualties on both sides Judas fell and the remnant of his army fled” (I Mac. 9:1-18), I said.
“Boy,” said Charlie, “that was really something.”
“It isn‟t very hard to see why the writer of Daniel believed Demetrius I Soter was going to retake the
country, destroy the temple, replace Judaism with Greek religion and martyr all those who opposed him,” I
said.
“Why didn‟t he do it?” asked Charlie. “Was it because of the Judas‟ brother, Jonathon, or the Romans?”
asked Charlie.
“Early in the game Jonathon wasn‟t a major factor. Bacchides had him on the run. He wasn‟t very
organized and was lucky to escape (I Mac. 9:23-57). The Romans could have been a factor as Judas
Maccabees had sent an envoy to Rome offering an alliance. The account in First Maccabees claims the
Romans did send a letter to Demetrius threatening war if he attacked the Jews (I Mac. 8:17-32). It‟s a
lengthy journey and it‟s hard to determine the timing of the envoy‟s visit and whether any such letter was
delivered to King Demetrius. A letter is one thing and action is another. It makes me wonder how important
Judah, the former Syrian province, was to the Roman Senate at the time,” I said.
“First Maccabees also speaks of other more pressing problems that Demetrius had to deal with.
Alexander Balas, Antiochus‟ other son, had landed at Ptolemais. He was well received and was holding
court. He was making his bid for the throne of Syria. Demetrius had his hands full in battling Alexander for
the throne. Curiously First Maccabees claims Demetrius and Alexander both sent Jonathan letters
requesting his support in the conflict. Jonathan, of course, rejected Demetrius‟ offer” (I Mac. 10:1-50), I
said.
“Demetrius I Soter died in battle against Alexander‟s forces in 150 A.D. and Alexander Balas became the
next king of Syria,” I said. “The prophecies of the book of Daniel failed and when some people read them
they can see Antiochus IV Epiphanes but most people can‟t see Demetrius I Soter,” I said.
“Do you think Porphyry saw Demetrius in Daniel?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s hard to say since we don‟t truly have his writings. Jerome‟s comments are an important source of
information about Porphyry‟s thoughts on the book of Daniel,” I said.
“Wasn‟t he the Bible scholar who prepared that Latin translation?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s right, the Vulgate. When Jerome wrestled with Porphyry‟s ideas he found them to be very
unsettling. When he wrote his commentary on Daniel 9:24-27 it‟s strange that he included the views of
Christian writers such as Apollinarius of Laodicea, Eusebius, Hippolytus, Clement of Alexandria and
Origen but doesn‟t mention Porphyry‟s ideas,” I said.
“What‟s strange about that they were all from the same camp,” said Charlie as he chuckled.
“I agree but it‟s puzzling since Jerome in his commentary on Matthew 24:16, where Jesus refers to
Daniel, states that Porphyry had discussed this section of Daniel in detail but he still didn‟t reveal his point
of view,” I said.

“Maybe he was chicken,” interjected Charlie with a smile on his face.
“I think Porphyry probably opened the curtain and showed the Christians Demetrius I Soter,” I said as I
started laughing.
After Charlie stopped laughing he got serious again and asked, “What is the purpose of the „Son of Man‟
poem (Da. 7:9-14) and the other passages about the everlasting international kingdom of God?”
“Even when the writer predicted the destruction of the state by Demetrius he held out the hope that God
would intervene and usher in the everlasting fifth kingdom,” I said.
“Why do some people say the fourth kingdom is Rome?” asked Charlie.
“Rome was already a major power in the world in the second century B.C. (I Mac. 8). The author clearly
named Babylon, Medes and Persians, and the Greeks. If Rome was the fourth kingdom why didn‟t he
simply name it? What did he have to hide? Instead, he wrote numerous lines of text that clearly refer to the
Seleucid Empire as the fourth and final one prior to the coming of the Kingdom of God. If he had predicted
the expansion of the Roman Empire in the first century B.C. he would have, at least, been right about
something,” I said as I smiled.
“Modern Christians often twist the seventy weeks prophecy in Daniel nine to make it seem to predict the
exact year of the crucifixion of Jesus of Nazareth. They twist Daniel seven, eight and nine and make them
sound like they‟re speaking of the same king; some modern day diabolical feign, they have dubbed the antiChrist, who is going to arrive on the scene, any day now, and rule the world. They go further and twist
other chapters to make them sound like they refer to events in modern times. It‟s nonsense, it simply
doesn‟t say that,” I said confidently.
“I guess not,” agreed Charlie. “If you ever write a book do you think they‟ll burn it?” asked Charlie as he
smiled.
“I certainly hope so. It would be an honor to be in the same class as a man as brilliant as Porphyry,” I
said. “Besides it would be good for business,” I said as I laughed.
“You‟re not serious, are you Dad?” asked Charlie as he laughed along with me.
“Book burnings in Porphyry‟s day were far more effective than they are in ours. The expense involved in
copying books by hand prohibited the number of copies of most books, but of course they had their „best
sellers.‟ If you could locate and burn a large number of books you could seriously curtail its circulation.
Today‟s printing presses, a larger literate population and our modern marketing and distribution systems
make it easier to publish more books to a wider market. If they burn your books you just do a reprint.”
“Yes, book burnings are good for business,” joked Charlie.
“Unfortunately there‟s a lot of politics in the adult world and people don‟t always shoot from the hip. I
think it‟s better to see things as they are rather than live in a fantasy,” I said.
“Right on, Dad. Give me five,” said Charlie as he raised his open hand. When our open palms touched
you could hear the sound of a gentle slap. Somehow Charlie and I both knew he had passed through an
important barrier. I felt proud that he was open enough to truthfully look at things that have frightened
many people.

THE SON OF MAN
The next morning Charlie couldn‟t wait to ask me more questions. As soon as I walked into the kitchen
he pounced on me like a tiger.
“Dad, I‟ve been checking the things you have been telling me from the Bible for myself ...,” said Charlie.
“Good morning Charlie. Aren‟t you even going to say, „Good morning first,‟” I said with a smile.
“Yes. Morning Dad. It‟s scary. Some clergy members can‟t even read. How can they tell us anything
about Christ?” asked Charlie.
“Well, there are different Christs in the Bible,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“In order to really explain it I‟m going to have to repeat some of the things I said the other day. If you
want to understand what people in Jesus‟ time thought about the Christ you‟re going to have to set aside
almost everything you‟ve ever heard about Christianity,” I said.

“Oh no, you mean it‟s that bad. Well I guess I‟m getting used to not accepting what adults say,” said
Charlie trying to sound cool.
“The first thing you have to put aside is the mistaken notion that the four Gospels give us the same
picture about the Christ,” I said.
“You mean they, don‟t,” said Charlie in a surprised tone.
“No they don‟t. The Synoptics ...,” I said.
“Oh yes. The first three Gospels: Matthew, Mark and Luke,” interrupted Charlie.
“That‟s right. The Synoptics give us one view and the Gospel of John gives us another. So to begin with
I‟m going to present the views found in the Synoptics. We have to start by reviewing how the religious
Jews, in Jesus‟ time, understood the fate of their national history,” I said.
“Oh yes, we talked about that the other day,” said Charlie.
“The Jews were taught that their prosperity, according to the covenant the Lord made with Israel through
Moses, depended on their obedience to the Law of Moses. God said they would be blessed with prosperity
and if they obeyed his commandments. The Lord would send them rain in due season so their crops and
herds would flourish. He would drive Israel‟s enemies away and they would possess greater nations than
themselves (Dt. 11:1-24; 28:1-13). If they didn‟t obey the Lord‟s commandments they would be cursed in
everything that they did (Dt. 11:28; 28:15-68). Some of them would be sent into captivity and the Israelites
would have to serve their enemies” (Dt. 11:41, 48), I said.
“Whenever the nation was occupied by an enemy power those who were zealous for the law believed it
was the result of their national sins. The only solution was to repent. This is the reason why many religious
people among them believed repentance was of paramount importance for obtaining their political
independence,” I said.
“But Dad, aren‟t there always people who sin?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s true but the people were supposed to make atonement for them by offering sacrifices at the altar.
One of the greatest sins they committed was worshipping other gods” (Dt. 28:14), I said.
“Did the people really do that?” asked Charlie.
“Many times in their history they did. Sometimes the king even committed idolatry. King David was a
king who was said to have been a man after God‟s own heart. Under his leadership the nation enjoyed its
time of greatest prosperity. According to the history given in the Old Testament whenever other kings led
the people astray the nation slipped back in terms of its prosperity and influence. In these times the
prophets warned the people of the curses of the Lord including the threat that an enemy nation would take
them into captivity. Even when they were in captivity the prophets kept the hope of the nation alive by
alluding to the rise of a kingly figure that of King David‟s lineage. It held out hope that their sins would be
forgiven and they could return to their homeland,” I said.
“Oh yes, you said that the other day,” said Charlie.
“Yes, I did. The people called this expected savior the Christ,” I said.
“Oh yes, the anointed one,” said Charlie. “And the political Christ would anoint a High Priest who was
truly zealous for the Law of Moses.”
“Right, the prophets often speak of God raising up a king like King David who will lead the people to
great prosperity, political power and freedom” (Jer. 23:5-6; Jer. 30:8-24; Eze. 34:23-31; Eze. 37:24-28;
Hosea 3:4-5; Amos 9:11-15; Zech. 12:7-13:9), I said.
“So that‟s why the repentance of sins had so much to do with their political salvation,” said Charlie
indicating that he really understood it.
“Many people expected the Christ to be of the lineage of King David. This is why they call the Christ a
son of David (Mk. 12:35-37; Lk. 20:41-44). The political hope of the Jews is clear in the prophecy of
Zacharias or Zechariah the father of John the Baptist. Luke‟s account says, in part: „blessed be the Lord
God of Israel who has redeemed his people ... he has raised up a horn of salvation for us in the house of
David ... that we should be saved from our enemies ... and that we should be delivered out of the hand of
our enemies so we can worship the Lord without fear ...‟” (Lk. 1:67-74).
“Zechariah‟s prophecy expresses Judea‟s national wish to be free of the Roman oppression so they could
freely worship God. The Romans were their ultimate political authorities and their puppet High Priest
wasn‟t considered a true priest. The Jews couldn‟t do anything without the consent of the Romans,” I said.

“But the scripture doesn‟t say „Romans,‟ it says „enemies,‟” protested Charlie.
“The Romans, in Jesus‟ day, were the enemies of the Jews and they yearned to be out from under their
oppression. John the Baptist believed his purpose was to prepare the way for the Christ by preaching the
kingdom of heaven was near and the baptism of repentance for the remission of sins (Mt. 3:1-12; Lk. 3:3).
During his ministry people wondered if he was the Christ (Lk. 3:15). People were expecting the Christ,
who was to deliver them from the Romans, was going to appear and any rising superstar was suspect,” I
said.
“So now I know why, in Matthew‟s Gospel, Herod was so threatened by the Christ child. He tried to kill
him because he was worried he might lose his throne. Why would he care if the Christ was only going to
teach spiritual things to the people? I mean, others were probably doing that everyday all over the country,”
said Charlie.
“You got it Charlie, you got it,” I said with pride. “You‟re starting to understand the politics of Jesus‟
time. Why do you think Jesus during his ministry, as portrayed in the Synoptics, never made a plain public
declaration that he was the Christ?” I asked.
“You‟ve got me. I thought he would want everyone to know that,” said Charlie in a surprised tone.
“No. On the contrary the Synoptics tell us Jesus wanted to keep it a secret. He knew what the people
expected from the Christ and he never accepted that role. Luke records an occasion when Jesus rebuked
demons who shouted out, „thou art the Christ.‟ He prevented them from speaking (Lk. 4:41) as he
obviously didn‟t want people to know. On another occasion in a private discussion with his disciples he
admitted to being the Christ but he commanded them not to tell anyone” (Mt. 16:13-20; Mk. 8:27-30; Lk.
9:18-21), I said.
“Wow, I didn‟t know that,” said Charlie. “How come people sometimes refer to the Christ as the Son of
God?” asked Charlie.
“Well it‟s possible that this is a later tradition that was projected into the story. This is a view that the
clergy doesn‟t care for because it implies that some of the dialogues in the Gospels were invented,” I said.
“Well they didn‟t have tape recorders,” said Charlie. “Are there any other possibilities?” asked Charlie.
“Most people think that Jesus was called the Son of God because of his immaculate conception but it is
most certainly wrong,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“The Immaculate Conception is the belief Mary conceived Jesus by the Holy Spirit (Mt. 1:18-25; Lk.
1:26-35). It was a miracle as Jesus didn‟t have an earthly father. The early church obviously believed in the
Immaculate Conception but it‟s not anything that Jesus taught. That‟s the root of the puzzle,” I said.
“What‟s the puzzle?” asked Charlie with interest.
“If we accept that the dialogues written in the New Testament are records of real conversations it means
that in Jesus‟ day there were many people and some demons who believed that the expected Christ or
David-like king was also the Son of God,” I said.
“What do you mean; many people and some demons?” asked Charlie with a smile on his face.
“You‟ll remember when I mentioned Luke‟s account of when Jesus rebuked the demons who cried out he
was the Christ,” I said.
“Yes,” answered Charlie.
“He actually has the demons saying: „you are Christ the Son of God‟ (Lk. 4:41). Mark‟s parallel account
has the demons simply saying: „you are the Son of God‟ (Mk. 3:11). The point is the Christ is also being
referred to as „the Son of God,‟” I said.
“So what‟s the problem? They‟re spirit beings and they obviously knew about the Immaculate
Conception,” said Charlie smartly.
“Okay, but wait. Matthew has Peter saying Jesus is the Christ Son of the living God” (Mt. 16:16), I said.
“Okay, so Jesus told Peter about his immaculate conception,” said Charlie.
“But he couldn‟t have. Jesus says to Peter: „that flesh and blood didn‟t reveal it to you but my Father
which is in heaven‟” (Mt. 16:17), I said.
“Oh, so Peter got it from God,” said Charlie in a puzzled tone.
“That‟s what it says, wait there‟s more. When Jesus is the High Priest‟s captive he asks him: „tell us if
you are the Christ, the Son of God (Mt. 26:63; Mk. 14:61; Lk. 22:70). The High Priest certainly didn‟t

believe in Jesus‟ Immaculate Conception. It tells us that many people, at the time, thought the Christ was
also the Son of God. This doesn‟t mean that everyone believed that Jesus was the Christ,” I said.
“I know what you mean. People were expecting the Christ to come, whoever he was, and some of them
also called the Christ the Son of God,” said Charlie indicating he was following me.
“That‟s right. John‟s Gospel agrees with the Synoptics in regards to what the Jews believed about the
Christ. John‟s Gospel has Martha, prior to the Lazarus‟ resurrection, claiming that Jesus was, „the Christ,
the Son of God which should come into the world‟ (Jn. 11:27). So you see John also used the term „the Son
of God‟ interchangeably with „the Christ.‟ The question is: why did people think the Christ was the Son of
God?”
“Yes. Why would the Jews say the Christ who is expected to be a son of David also is the Son of God?”
said Charlie as he wondered. “And at this point in time you can‟t say it‟s because of Jesus‟ Immaculate
Conception,” repeated Charlie as his mind searched for an answer.
“Another point is that you can‟t say it‟s because of Jesus‟ teaching in the temple when he asked the
question why do the scribes say the Christ is David‟s son?” (Mt. 22:42; Mk. 12:35; Lk. 20:41) I said.
“Yes. Demons and people are calling Jesus the Son of God prior to that talk. So, why do you think the
Jews expected the Son of God was going to come?” asked Charlie.
“There is a scripture in Isaiah that says: „The Lord himself shall give you a sign; Behold a virgin shall
conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel. Butter and honey shall he eat, that he may
know to refuse the evil, and choose the good. For before the child shall know to refuse the evil, and choose
the good, the land that you abhorrest shall be forsaken of both her kings‟” (Isaiah 7:14-16).
“Boy that sounds like Jesus,” said Charlie.
“Matthew even claims that Jesus‟ birth fulfilled the prophet‟s prediction that a virgin shall have a child
named Emmanuel, which means God with us (Mt. 1:23). Matthew cut out a single verse from a prophecy
that was given against the kings of Israel and Syria who tried to conquer Jerusalem (Isaiah 7). The sign of
the child was given to King Ahaz and the house of David (Isa. 7:13-16). Some people erroneously think
Isaiah predicted that the Christ was to be born of a virgin,” I said.
“Well it does seem to say that, doesn‟t it?” stated Charlie.
“Yes it does but the Hebrew word is not the particular term for „virgin.‟ Matthew‟s use of the term tells
us he used a Greek translation of the Old Testament called the Septuagint. It means that either the original
translators or subsequent copyists erred. The term should have been rendered simply as „young woman.‟
Since that‟s the real case it isn‟t really a prophecy about Jesus‟ or anyone else‟s Immaculate Conception,” I
said.
“I didn‟t know that,” said Charlie.
“Hindsight is twenty-twenty. If Matthew didn‟t know that there was an error in his translation then his
use of it is excusable. Even so, if you were a Jew in Jesus‟ day and read Isaiah‟s prophecy would you have
concluded the Christ was going to be the Son of God?” I asked.
“I doubt it,” admitted Charlie. “I think it would have gone clear over my head,” admitted Charlie.
“Exactly. Isaiah‟s prophecy doesn‟t even sound messianic like other scripture‟s which speak of a king or
the Lord himself who kicks the butts of Israel‟s enemies” (Psalms 110:1-7), I said.
“Yes, Isaiah seven doesn‟t kick butt,” laughed Charlie. “We still don‟t know why the Jews believed the
Christ would be the Son of God,” said Charlie.
“There are some more hints in the Gospels. The first one comes to us courtesy of Jesus‟ cousin,” I said.
“Jesus‟ cousin! Jesus had a cousin?” asked Charlie.
“Yes, Mary and Elizabeth were cousins; that means Jesus and John were also cousins” (Lk. 1:44), I said.
“Oh, John the Baptist,” said Charlie still sounding puzzled.
“You‟ll remember when John was in jail and had heard about Jesus‟ ministry he sent two of his disciples
to Jesus to find out if he was the expected one (Mt. 11:1-5; Lk. 7:20). There‟s something strange about it
though,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“You‟ll recall that John didn‟t want to baptize Jesus as he thought that he needed to be baptized by him.
After Jesus came up out of the water the Spirit of God descended on him like a dove. There was also a
voice from heaven which said this is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased” (Mt. 3:13-17), I said.

“Oh, I see what you mean. After that why should John have any doubts about who Jesus was? That is
strange,” said Charlie.
“Anyway, Jesus‟ answer to John‟s disciples is interesting. He says go back and tell John about whatever
you see is going on in my ministry. Then he gives them an impressive list of miracles: the blind receive
sight, the lame walk, lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised and the poor have the gospel
preached to them (Mt. 11:4-5). The point is the voice from heaven called Jesus his son after John baptized
him. Jesus is conveying to John the Baptist the miracles he performed, witnessed by his disciples, confirms
he is the expected Son of God,” I said. “Then he tells John‟s disciples: „blessed is he, whosoever shall not
be offended in me‟” (Mt. 11:6), I said.
“Yes, but why does John doubt it and why is he offended?” asked Charlie.
“The New Testament doesn‟t specifically say,” I answered.
“Okay, then what do you think?” asked Charlie as he pressed me for an answer.
“I think that John and Jesus had a lot of things in common. They both preached and believed that they
were living in the end time and felt an urgency to preach the kingdom of God was coming soon (Mt. 3:2;
Mt. 4:17). John also boldly preached that a greater person was coming after him who was going to baptize
people with the Holy Spirit (Mk. 1:7-8) and with fire (Mt. 3:11). Jesus started his ministry and preached the
Kingdom of God and performed miracles but he didn‟t preach he was the Christ,” I said and paused.
“Maybe John expected a bolder messiah. Jesus didn‟t preach he was the Christ and so John started to
doubt,” said Charlie.
“That‟s my guess exactly, Charlie. John spent much of his public ministry preparing for the Christ and he
probably expected someone who was going to tell the world who he was and just blow the people away by
his admission. As it was Jesus, in the Synoptics, kept his messiahship a secret. Jesus tells John, in effect, he
is letting his miracles act as his calling card. As a matter of fact Jesus felt his miracles were sufficient proof
and reason enough for people to repent” (Mt. 11:20-24), I said. “But it‟s also possible that Jesus and John
had very different ideas about who the Christ was,” I said.
“How‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“Let me keep you in suspense for a minute,” I answered.
“Okay but some of the Jews must have believed this Christ or Son of God was going to be a miracle
worker of some kind,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. Jesus even plainly taught that John the Baptist was the Elias or Elijah who was supposed to
come before the great and dreadful day of the Lord (Mal. 4:5-6; Mt. 11:13-14; Mt. 17:10-13). It‟s another
indication that Jesus clearly believed he was living in the end time,” I said.
“What is the day of the Lord?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s the time of trouble predicted by the Old Testament prophets prior to the coming of the Lord‟s or Son
of man‟s kingdom,” I said.
“Oh yes, the theme in the Son of man prophecies is the end time or the day of the Lord,” said Charlie.
“The clergy often dances around Jesus‟ teaching about John the Baptist being Elijah. They say John was
only a type of Elijah and the real Elijah is going to come in our day,” I said.
“They‟re calling fish, turtles again,” said Charlie. “They want you to believe that the literal message is
replaced by something that is symbolic. Jesus said John was the Elijah who was predicted to come. He
didn‟t say he was a type of or symbolic of the real Elijah,” said Charlie.
“The Great Deception is clouding people‟s thinking again. Anyway, the Jews had different ideas about
the Christ or Son of God. There were many prophecies about the Christ. Some of them come from the Old
Testament and others are from unknown sources. For example, Matthew‟s account speaks of unknown
prophecies that claim that the Christ would be called a Nazarene (Mt. 2:23). John‟s Gospel says after Jesus
miraculously fed the crowd of five thousand from two fish and five barley loaves the people tried to force
him to be their king (Jn. 6:1-15). Some of those people thought he was the prophet who was predicted to
come into the world” (Jn. 6:14), I said.
“What prophet?” asked Charlie.
“We‟re not sure who they had in mind. People have different ideas. Some people think it‟s referring to
the expected Moses-like prophet (Dt. 18:15, 18) I mentioned before. Others think it refers to the Christ,” I
said.

“But there were some people who expected the Christ would be a miracle working prophet,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. Even the fourth Gospel agrees with the Synoptics on this point. Some people in Jerusalem
did believe that Jesus was the Christ by virtue of his miracles. After all, they reasoned, when the Christ
comes will he do more miracles than Jesus? (Jn. 7:28-31). There is also another very interesting reference
to this expected prophet King of Israel,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s in the first chapter of John‟s Gospel,” I said. “This is John‟s account of Jesus calling his disciples to
follow him. After Philip had been called he told Nathanael he had found the one who is written about in the
law and by the prophets. When Philip introduced Jesus to Nathanael he shocked him. Jesus knew Nathanael
had been under the fig tree before he spoke to Philip,” I said and then paused.
“So what‟s the big deal about that?” asked Charlie.
“This is obviously an example of Jesus‟ clairvoyant perception. Nathanael was so taken back by Jesus‟
perception he said: „Rabbi you‟re the Son of God; you‟re the King of Israel‟” (Jn. 1:44-49), I said.
“What do you mean clairvoyant perception?” asked Charlie.
“I mean as in ESP or extra sensory perception. It means people sometimes see things with their mind‟s
eye rather than their regular eyes,” I said. “It‟s kind of like the images you see when you are imagining or
fantasying about something. It‟s like having a day dream or even a regular dream,” I said. “You see things
inwardly with your mind‟s eye.”
“So you‟re saying Jesus saw Nathanael under the fig tree, in his mind‟s eye, before he even met him,”
said Charlie.
“That‟s right,” I answered.
“Wow,” said Charlie.
“Anyway, the incident illustrates Nathanael and Philip and many others, for that matter, were expecting a
king to rule over Israel who had the foresight of a prophet,” I said.
“What‟s interesting is Peter‟s brother Andrew was a disciple of John the Baptist. John‟s Gospel tells us
John the Baptist had spotted Jesus and referred to him as the „Lamb of God‟ as witnessed by Andrew and
another disciple. After that Andrew told Peter he had found the Christ. It just happens that Philip was also
of Bethsaida, the same city as Andrew and Peter” (Jn. 1:35-50), I said as I paused.
“So maybe they all were disciples of John the Baptist, or at least they were all influenced by his teachings
and were expecting the Christ to appear in Judea,” said Charlie.
“It seems reasonable. John the Baptist probably taught the Christ would be a miracle working prophet,” I
said.
“How do you know that?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s like you said Nathanael was probably John the Baptist‟s disciple or at least knew of his teachings.
Nathanael thought the Christ would be a prophet,” I said.
“And Nathanael learned it from John the Baptist,” concluded Charlie.
“Yes. And don‟t forget Jesus told John‟s disciples to tell him about the miracles they witnessed,” I said.
“That‟s right,” said Charlie.
“They all expected the Christ to come in their time,” I said. “John the Baptist admitted he wasn‟t the
Christ and that his ministry would diminish when the Christ appeared. Still, in the incident when the crowd
tried to force Jesus to be their king he simply left and went up into a mountain to be alone” (Jn. 6:15), I
said.
“I guess Jesus didn‟t want to be the kind of king the people expected,” said Charlie.
“That‟s exactly right. In the Synoptics Jesus never openly admits to being the Christ or the Son of God as
it would have put his public ministry into jeopardy. It‟s only at the end when he is interrogated by the High
Priest that Jesus admits he‟s the Christ to anyone outside of his inner circle. You‟ll remember when I said
the leaders charged Jesus before Pilate of being the Christ who was challenging the authority of Rome.
They claimed Jesus went all over the country stirring up the people against Caesar. They said he forbad
people to give tribute to Caesar, claiming he was the Christ a king” (Lk. 23:1-5), I said.
“Yes, I remember. It must have been a serious charge,” said Charlie. “So Jesus, in the Synoptics, during
his ministry never makes any Christ or Son of God-like claims to the public,” repeated Charlie.
“There is only one seeming exception to this rule in Matthew 11:25-30,” I said.

“Do you mean Matthew has Jesus admitting in public to being the Christ?” asked Charlie in a surprised
tone.
“Not quite, but if you start reading the King James Version from Matthew 11:20-30 and then compare it
to the parallel account in Luke 10:13-24 it‟s clear that Matthew‟s account is missing some vital details,” I
said.
“How can you tell?” asked Charlie.
“In both sections Jesus reproached the towns where he had performed miracles because most of the
people didn‟t turn from their sins. Then he begins to say some Son of God things. In Matthew‟s account
you can be fooled into thinking Jesus is still talking to the multitudes or crowds (Mt. 11:7) but Luke clearly
tells us he was talking to his disciples” (Lk. 10:17-24), I said.
“Well, what did Jesus say?” asked Charlie.
“Well he says things like: „all things are delivered to me of my Father: and no man knows the Son, but
the Father; neither knows any man the Father, save the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal him‟
(Mt. 11:27). You can read the rest,” I said.
“Let me see,” said Charlie as he reached for the Bible. “I see, what you mean. In this case it makes sense
to check what the parallel account of the same story says,” concluded Charlie.
“Well, Luke gives us more details. It makes me think that Matthew‟s account was edited or cut short,” I
said.
“I see what you mean,” said Charlie. “So Jesus really said these Son of God-like things to his disciples.
But there still are some differences in these two accounts,” concluded Charlie.
“It‟s true but then that‟s often the nature of the Gospels when you compare parallel accounts,” I admitted.
“In Jesus‟ day the Christ and the Son of God were terms which, for many Jews, meant the same thing,”
Charlie summarized. “Is that about the best we can do?” he asked.
“Well of course Adam was the Son of God in the sense he was created by God (Lk. 3:38). In Daniel it
says King Nebuchadnezzar saw one like onto the Son of God in the midst of the fiery furnace where he had
cast Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego” (Da. 3:23-27), I said.
“Yes, that‟s one of my favorite stories. They walked out of the furnace and not one hair on their heads
had been burnt and they didn‟t even have the smell of smoke on their clothes,” said Charlie in an elated
tone. “I wonder who the mysterious being was?” asked Charlie.
“The scripture doesn‟t say. Christians often advance the idea it was the Lord in spirit form.
Nebuchadnezzar may have been comparing the image of the mystery figure to one of their Babylonian gods
whom they called the Son of God. We just don‟t know. But it‟s fair to say that whoever this figure was, he
wasn‟t human,” I said.
“Maybe it was an angel. God had sent angels to protect Daniel when he was thrown into the lion‟s den,”
said Charlie.
“It could have been. The point is the Jews believed the Christ or Son of God was going to be a human.
You see the common people, demons and religious leaders either affirmed or questioned whether or not
Jesus was the Christ, the Son of God,” I said.
“That‟s right, Jesus was standing there in the flesh. So that narrows the field. We can eliminate spirit
beings,” said Charlie with a smile. “So where do we go from here?” asked Charlie.
“We can go to Psalms 82,” I said.
“I hope it‟s a good one,” said Charlie.
“It says, God stands in the congregation of the mighty; he judges among the gods,” I said.
“What gods?” asked Charlie.
“Hold on, it goes on to say:
How long will you judge unjustly, and accept the persons of the wicked? Defend the poor and fatherless: do
justice to the afflicted and needy. Deliver the poor and needy: rid them out of the hand of the wicked. They
know not, neither will they understand; they walk on in darkness: all the foundations of the earth are out of
course. I have said, You are gods; and all of you are children of the most High. But you shall die like men,
and fall like one of the princes. Arise O God, judge the earth: for you shall inherit all nations” (Psalms
82:1-8), I said as I put down my Bible.

“Boy that sounds inspiring ... What gods?” repeated Charlie.
“Psalms 82 is referring to the judges and leaders of Israel as the gods which God judges,” I said.
“You mean people are being called gods,” said Charlie.
“Yes. The Psalmist admonishes these judges to judge justly. When he says: „I have said, You are gods,‟
he‟s referring to the first verse where God judges among the gods,” I said.
“So that‟s when God called these judges gods. Right on. People in authority are being called gods,”
paraphrased Charlie.
“There‟s more. The same verse goes on to say ... „and all of you are children of the most High‟ which in
other translations it is rendered „you are all sons of God.‟ Then it says: „but you shall die like men‟ which
means they‟re humans who will „fall like one of the princes.‟ “The Psalmist is clearly calling people in
authority gods and children or sons of God,” I said.
“I get it,” said Charlie. “If the leaders were the sons or children of God then some Jews probably believed
the Christ would be a Son of God.”
“Exactly, a King David-like leader, would have to be an exemplary and just leader. In Jesus‟ time this
expected ideal human, miracle working, prophet-king may have acquired the title „The Son of God,‟” I
said.
“There is also another reference in Isaiah 9 that speaks of this King David-like ruler. In the Good News
Bible it says:
A child is born to us! A son is given to us! And he will be our ruler. He will be called, Wonderful
Counselor, Mighty God, Eternal Father, Prince of Peace. His royal power will continue to grow; his
kingdom will always be at peace. He will rule as King David‟s successor, basing his power on right and
justice, from now until the end of time. The Lord Almighty is determined to do all this” (Isa. 9:6-7), I said.
“So it‟s another reference to this King David-like leader being referred to as God,” said Charlie. “And I
thought that was something only the Egyptians said about the Pharaoh and the Romans regarding the
Emperor.”
“Well you‟re right. People in other cultures had similar ideas about their rulers. In the case of the Jews,
only this special Christ was to be given this elevated status,” I said. “There were also some other unknown
prophecies about the Christ which many people believed. Who knows what they said about the Christ,” I
said. “There may even be a reference to an expected Son of God in one of the non-biblical fragments of the
Dead Sea Scrolls.”
“Wow!” said Charlie.
“This fragment is supposed to speak of the coming of someone who „by his name shall ... be hailed [as]
the Son of God, and they shall call him Son of the Most High,‟” I said as I read from a book called „The
Dead Sea Scrolls Deception‟ from my library. This is an extraordinary discovery as it would be the first
time the term „Son of God‟ has been found in any Palestinian text outside of the Bible,” I said.
“Where is the fragment now?” asked Charlie.
“We aren‟t certain. This information was leaked to a magazine called the Biblical Archeological Review
in 1990 by an unnamed scholar. A vast collection of the Dead Sea scrolls have been in the hands of a small
group of mainly Catholic scholars. For over forty years the group‟s leadership has not allowed outside
scholars to have access to the unpublished scrolls. Speculation has it that they are holding onto any material
that could be damaging to the church‟s doctrines,” I said.
“What kinds of things?” asked Charlie.
“Since they haven‟t, to date, shown all their books to the „tax man‟ we can‟t be sure. Some people think
that they will even hide the most damaging fragments and they will be forever lost to the scholarly world
and hence to everyone else,” I said.
“There should be a law against it,” protested Charlie.
“In all fairness they have released a lot of this literature and some of it contains numerous parallels
between the community that resided at Qumran and the early church. They had a Teacher of Righteousness,
a counsel of twelve leaders, the cleansing of sin by bathing in water, they believed in the coming of a

Messiah and other things that are similar to the early church. The literature produced by this community
certainly adds to our understanding of the general era of history when Christianity originated. This Catholic
controlled group of scholars has been criticized for trying to spoon feed the world with the least damaging
views possible,” I said.
“It does sound very similar,” said Charlie.
“The critics say the Catholic scholars are trying to down play the similarities between the scrolls and the
New Testament literature in an effort to maintain a sense of uniqueness regarding the origin of Christianity.
They also charge that the leaders of the project have used their clout to attack the reputation of scholars
who have wavered off the party line,” I said.
“What do you think?” asked Charlie.
“I don‟t think there‟s any convincing evidence that the scrolls are referring to Jesus of Nazareth,” I said.
“There seems to have been some similar beliefs and practices among several different groups at the time.
Still I do think the leaders have been dragging their heels. It makes you wonder whether or not they‟re
hiding things.”
“Everybody should be allowed to see these scrolls,” protested Charlie. “Why should they decide when
and if others can see them?”
“It does seem unjust, but the adult world is full of politics,” I said.
“It‟s hard to know who to trust,” said Charlie in a discouraged tone. “Jesus didn‟t tow the party line,” said
Charlie as his spirits rose. “Just what kind of Christ did he believe he was?” asked Charlie.
“In the Synoptics Jesus never directly calls himself anything except the Son of man. For example Jesus
asked his disciples: „Who do men say, I the Son of man, am?‟ (Mt. 16:13), I said.
“What does it mean?” asked Charlie.
“„The Son of man‟ is a term that means different things in various books in the Bible. It is used in a
poetic sense in the books of Job, Psalms and Isaiah (Job 25:6; 35:8; Psalms 8:4; 80:17; 144:3; Isaiah 51:12;
56:2). You have to read each verse in context but it usually refers to the offspring of man or to humans in
general. But in other books it‟s used in a different sense,” I said.
“That‟s why you said a symbol or term isn‟t always used in the same way in the Bible,” said Charlie.
“Right on Charlie, you always have to carefully read each usage of a term. The term „Son of man‟ is used
extensively in the book of Ezekiel. The Lord referred to Ezekiel as the „Son of man‟ when he inspired him
to prophesy. For example it says: „the word of the Lord came unto me, say Son of man prophesy against the
prophets of Israel who prophesy out of their own hearts. Hear the word of the Lord ...‟ (Eze. 13:1-2). The
Lord also referred to the prophet Daniel once as Son of man” (Da. 8:17), I said.
“Boy that is different. Do you think Jesus thought he was a prophet so he referred to himself as the Son of
man?” asked Charlie.
“That could be part of it, but there‟s much more. There is a section in the book of Daniel that describes
one of Daniel‟s visions. It says: „one like the Son of man came with the clouds of heaven to the Ancient of
days and received an everlasting kingdom that all nations and peoples would serve‟” (Da. 7:13-14), I said.
“That sounds a lot like what Jesus told his disciples in the Olivet prophecies we talked about,” said
Charlie enthusiastically. “What did Jesus preach to people?” asked Charlie.
“He went around preaching repentance and the gospel or good news about the kingdom of heaven. He
said: „The time has come, the Kingdom of God is near. Repent and believe the gospel or good news‟” (Mk.
1:14-15; Mt. 4:17, 23), I said.
“What did he mean by the kingdom of God?” asked Charlie.
“You can‟t really understand the Christianity revealed in the Synoptic Gospels without appreciating the
massive influence Daniel‟s „Son of man prophecy‟ had on Jesus. He plainly believed the kingdom of God
or the kingdom of heaven was coming to the world in the lifetime of his contemporaries (Mt. 10:23; 16:2728; 24:34; 26:64). He vigorously taught spiritual principles, performed miracles and healed the sick. His
urgent message was that it was the time for the kingdom of God to come to earth. Sometimes his message
to the public was confusing,” I said.
“Yes, like when he taught in parables,” volunteered Charlie.
“That‟s right. But what he taught his disciples was very specific. Once he told them: „when the Son of
man sits on the throne of his glory they would also sit on twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel‟

(Mt. 19:28). They all waited for the time Jesus predicted when the Son of man would come in his glory,
with the angels, and take his throne. He said he would gather all nations before him and he would separate
the sheep from the goats. Then the king would invite the chosen ones to come and inherit the kingdom
which was intended for them from the beginning” (Mt. 25:31-34), I said.
“I can‟t emphasize enough just how soon Jesus taught his disciples the Son of man‟s kingdom was
coming. After he called the twelve disciples he sent them out to preach the gospel of the kingdom of
heaven. He said they wouldn‟t finish going to the cities in Israel before the Son of man comes (Mt. 10:23).
He said the Son of man would come in his Father‟s glory with his angels and reward everyone according to
their works. Some of them standing before him wouldn‟t die before they saw the Son of man coming in his
kingdom” (Mt. 16:27-28), I said.
“Boy that‟s exactly what he said to his disciples in the Olivet prophecies,” said Charlie. “How do the
clergy get around it? I mean Jesus said the same thing many times.”
“He sure did Charlie. Mark‟s parallel account is even more interesting. The last verse in Mark 8 says:
„whosoever is ashamed of me and my words in this adulterous and sinful generation of him will the Son of
man be ashamed when he comes in the glory of his Father with the holy angels‟ (Mk. 8:38). Then the first
verse of chapter nine reads: „And he said unto them, there are some people standing here who will not die
before they see the kingdom of God coming in power‟” (Mk. 9:1), I said.
“I got it!” said Charlie in an excited tone. “The chapter break doesn‟t make any sense between the last
verse in chapter eight and the first verse in chapter nine,” said Charlie proudly.
“My, my, I can‟t pull anything off with you around,” I said with pride. “You‟re absolutely right! The two
verses should have run together as the last two verses in chapter eight. They didn‟t begin dividing the New
Testament into chapters until the 1300‟s and verses until the 1550‟s. It was a convenient way of
cataloguing the scriptures. In most cases they did a good job in separating the subject matter into chapters
but they really blew it here and you‟ll never guess why?” I said confidently.
“Okay, you got me,” said Charlie as he was still beaming with pride.
“The two verses read together clearly say the Son of man‟s kingdom would come before some of the
people, of their sinful generation, who were standing in front of him died. Chapter nine verse two begins
the story of when Jesus, six days later, took Peter, James and John with him into a high mountain. As he
stood before him he was transfigured and his raiment became white as snow. Then Elijah and Moses
appeared and talked with Jesus. The disciples wanted to make three tabernacles, one for each of them. Then
a cloud overshadowed them and a voice from the cloud said: „this is my beloved Son, hear him.‟ Then the
disciples looked around and saw no one except Jesus. He told them not to tell anyone until the Son of man
had risen from the dead” (Mk. 9:2-10), I said as I looked intently at Charlie.
“I don‟t get it. Verse two begins another event that took place six days later,” said Charlie looking
puzzled.
“Charlie you won‟t believe this one. The clergy tries to tell people when Jesus said that some of them
wouldn‟t die before they saw the kingdom of God come with power it refers to the disciples who saw the
transfigured Jesus with Elijah and Moses,” I said.
“Come on Dad, you‟re kidding,” said Charlie in disbelief. “Jesus is saying exactly the same thing here
that he repeated in the Olivet prophecies. You know, this generation will not pass away before all of these
things happen,” said Charlie.
“You‟re right. The clergy can‟t accept that these prophecies have failed. The Son of man didn‟t come
with the clouds and his angels in the lifetime of his contemporaries. The prophecies have failed but the
clergy doesn‟t want the Great Deception to die,” I said.
“How can they get away with this one?” asked Charlie.
“Some of them say things like Elijah and Moses will be with Jesus in the kingdom of God and the
disciples foresaw the future event. Others say Elijah and Moses are in the kingdom of heaven and so the
kingdom did appear to the disciples. In the King James version they have Matthew calling the event a
vision (Mt. 17:9) but whatever they saw it wasn‟t the Son of man coming with the kingdom of God in
power as Jesus predicted,” I said.
“What‟s wrong with it?” asked Charlie.
“Where are the angels?” I asked.

“Angels?” asked Charlie.
“Elijah and Moses appeared and they heard the voice of God the Father but there weren‟t any angels in
the vision. Jesus clearly said the Son of man would come with the glory of his Father and with the holy
angels (Mk. 8:37). The whole thing is another example of clouded thinking stemming from the Great
Deception. The clergy simply doesn‟t understand, or doesn‟t want to understand the Son of man
prophecies. Jesus plainly taught his disciples that the Son of man had to die and be resurrected before he
could ascend to his Father‟s throne to receive the kingdom. In this instance Jesus plainly told the disciples
not to tell anyone about what they had seen until after he was resurrected. Jesus had to become the
supernatural Son of man before he could come back to earth with the angels in great glory,” I said.
“It‟s this teaching that is truly unique in the history of Israel. Jesus didn‟t believe he was going to be the
human political Christ who was going to deliver Israel from Rome. He believed he was going to be a
Supernatural Christ or the Son of man who was going to conquer Rome and all nations with his army from
heaven,” I said.
“It‟s also possible that John the Baptist, in the Synoptics, thought that Jesus was going to be the human
political Christ. When he was in prison he was confused why Jesus didn‟t proclaim he was the Christ. John
may have been wondering why Jesus wasn‟t stirring the people up against Rome. Why wasn‟t he raising
funds and organizing an army to fight against the heathens?” I said.
“So that‟s why you said that John and Jesus may have had two different ideas about the Christ,” I said.
“That‟s right. In the Synoptics Jesus‟ concept of the Christ is a radical departure from the common view.
It was totally outside of the consciousness of everyday Jews. Jesus never thought he was going to be the
King of Israel. He was going to be the King of God‟s Kingdom or the King of Kings,” I said.
“Wow,” gasped Charlie with an amazed look on his face.
“Jesus said something similar to the High Priest when he was being interrogated by the elders. When the
High Priest asked Jesus if he was the Christ he answered: „you said it. And after this you shall see the Son
of man sitting on the right hand of power and coming in the clouds of heaven.‟ After the High Priest heard
this he tore his clothes and exclaimed that Jesus committed blasphemy” (Mt. 26:64-65), I said.
“What do the clergy say about that?” asked Charlie.
“This is where their thinking really gets clouded. Some of them say things like in order for Jesus to fulfill
his prediction God will have to resurrect the High Priest just before his second coming, just so he can see it
happen,” I said.
“Boy does that ever sound crazy,” said Charlie. “Why did the High Priest say Jesus committed
blasphemy?” asked Charlie.
“The High Priest and the others present were most certainly familiar with Daniel‟s Son of man prophecy.
They knew that Daniel‟s Son of man was a supernatural being but it was debatable as to who it was
referring to. If they associated the Son of man in Daniel‟s prophesy with the Lord then they could say Jesus
was guilty of saying he was God. But this was a round about way of accusing Jesus of blasphemy,” I said.
“Yes, but the High Priest calls him on it,” said Charlie.
“They could have nailed him on it, but Luke‟s account is even more damaging. It says: „Are you the
Christ? tell us. And he said unto them, If I tell you, you will not believe: And if I also ask you, you will not
answer me nor let me go‟ (Lk. 22:67-68). Then Jesus tells them exactly what kind of Christ he believed he
was: „Hereafter shall the Son of man sit on the right hand of the power of God,‟” I said.
“That‟s right. It‟s the first time Jesus clearly admitted what kind of Christ he was to anyone outside his
inner circle,” said Charlie.
“It goes on: „Then they all said, Are you the Son of God? And he said, You said it‟ (Lk. 22:70). After he
admitted to being the Son of God it was all over. They said: „we don‟t need anymore witnesses as we have
heard him say it himself‟” (Lk. 22:71), I said.
“The High Priest‟s statement reflects how interchangeable these two terms were. To admit you were the
Son of God was the same thing as admitting you were the Christ. This was a damaging admission but the
whole thing wasn‟t what you could call a fair trial. All they wanted to do was to get Jesus to admit to either
question. Claiming to be God was blasphemy to the Jews and it was punishable by death. If Jesus admitted
to being the Son of God or the Christ he was to be charged with conspiracy to commit treason against
Caesar,” I said.

“Jesus was framed. Either way he was fried,” said Charlie.
“He sure was. During his ministry many people believed he was the Christ (Jn. 7:31). The leaders were
worried that if Jesus was the Christ then they might lose their positions of authority and the Romans would
destroy the nation (Jn. 11:47-48). At one point the leaders even agreed to put anyone out of the synagogue
that said Jesus was the Christ (Jn. 9:22). Jesus was constantly antagonizing the leaders and calling them on
their short comings. He threw the merchants out of the temple and had all of Jerusalem bussing over their
mismanagement of the people‟s affairs. They were fighting for their political asses,” I said.
“Yes, and Jesus was kicking their butts,” interjected Charlie.
“The Jews were subject to Roman law and they couldn‟t put anyone to death (Jn. 18:29-31). That sort of
thing could happen out on the streets as people were sometimes stoned to death but the Romans didn‟t
approve. It most certainly wouldn‟t have been appropriate for the chief elders and the High Priest to do a
thing like that to such a public personality,” I said.
“The only charge that was serious in the eyes of the Romans was the false charge of conspiracy to
commit treason against Caesar. The Jews claimed that Jesus was usurping Rome‟s authority,” I said.
“But Jesus didn‟t believe or say he was that kind of Christ,” said Charlie.
“He most certainly didn‟t. In the Synoptics Jesus often taught the public things about himself and the
kingdom of God in parables,” I said.
“Yes, and parables are often an unclear way of saying things,” said Charlie.
“The only time Jesus even gave the public a clear hint he had a different concept of the Christ was during
a presentation in the temple. He posed the question: „how is it that the scribes say that Christ is the son of
David?‟ (Mk.12:35). Then he said: „for David said, the Lord said unto my Lord, sit on my right hand until I
make your enemies your footstool‟” (Mk 12:36. Ps. 110:1).
“Boy it sounds a little bit like Daniel‟s Son of man prophecy,” said Charlie.
“Yes it does. This scripture was also very influential on Jesus‟ thinking. Anyway Jesus went on to imply
if David called the Christ, Lord how could he be his son? (Mk.12:35-37). The Christ that Jesus believed in
pre-existed King David. This Christ was going to come as the supernatural Son of man predicted by Daniel
who received the everlasting kingdom from the Ancient of days, which is a likely reference to God the
Father. In Jesus‟ thinking the Son of man was King David‟s Lord and not his son,” I said.
“Jesus thought the people of his time had it all wrong. He knew he was of the lineage of David but he
wasn‟t a political personality. He didn‟t believe in the human political Christ, which many people hoped
would appear. In the Olivet prophecies he privately predicted the temple was going to be destroyed and the
Jews were going to be taken captive, once again, into other nations (Lk. 21:5-6; 21-24). This isn‟t what the
people of his day wanted to hear yet his Son of man predictions gave his followers hope. Jesus totally
believed he was destined to become this supernatural Son of man but, during his ministry, he never
admitted it to the public,” I said.
“I didn‟t realize how important Daniel‟s Son of man prophecy is to the Christian message,” said Charlie.
“It was very important in Jesus‟ thinking as indicated in the Synoptics,” I said. “The world has continued
to survive even though the Son of man prophecies clearly failed,” I said.

THE TEMPLEGATE CRISIS AND THE OTHER SON OF GOD
“How did Christianity manage to survive? I mean the Synoptics are based on the failed Son of man
prophecies and the clergy is full of it,” said Charlie in an angry sounding tone.
“The church used deceptions to cover it up,” I said.
“Dad, the church‟s deceptions are better than the Watergate scandal,” said Charlie as he recalled a recent
history lesson.
“You‟ve got a point there. Two reporters revealed it to the world. A lot of people know about the
Watergate Crisis but how many people know about the later clergy‟s deceptions?” I asked.
“Say, maybe we should call it „Templegate,‟” suggested Charlie. “You know, Jesus predicted the
destruction of the Temple of Herod the Great. It was one of the signs that is supposed to signal the soon
coming of the Son of man‟s kingdom. It didn‟t happen and the clergy has been trying to cover up the facts
ever since,” said Charlie.

“I think it‟s brilliant. The Templegate Crisis it is,” I said as I smiled. “Charlie you and I aren‟t the only
ones who are aware of the failure of the Son of man prophecies. Others have commented on it. Since I‟ve
started talking to you and thinking about it, I think I‟ve broken some new ground in terms of understanding
the dynamics of the subsequent cover-up,” I said.
“Alright, the dynamics of the Templegate Crisis!” said Charlie enthusiastically.
“The fourth gospel is a revisionist‟s history,” I said.
“What do you mean ... a revisionist‟s history?” asked Charlie.
“Whenever a group can‟t accept the hard core historical facts of an event or of a person‟s life they will
sometimes try to revise the history in a manner that suits their fancy,” I said.
“But you can‟t revise history, that‟s something that has already happened,” protested Charlie.
“That‟s where you‟re wrong. Desperate people can do desperate things and, at times, even fool level
headed people,” I suggested.
“There are Neo-Nazis alive today who are trying to tell the world that the Holocaust didn‟t happen. They
say that the whole thing was grossly exaggerated. They want to expunge the event from our minds by
rewriting history,” I said.
“So you‟re trying to say that John‟s gospel attempts to revise or change the events in the life of Jesus,”
concluded Charlie.
“That‟s right. One of the new things I‟ve learned is how they pulled it off and how they continue to keep
the deceptions going,” I answered. “I don‟t know of anyone who has published the information that I‟m
about to tell you,” I said with excitement.
“Wow, that sounds important,” said Charlie.
“I think it is. Allow me to add a few things,” I said.
“Go for it. I‟m all ears,” said Charlie eagerly.
“It‟s like I said John‟s Gospel presents us with a different Jesus who was invented in an effort to rescue
the church from the Templegate Crisis,” I said.
“How did they do it?” asked Charlie as he smiled. He liked hearing me use the term he coined. I truly
thought it was a brilliant way to put it.
“There is one very significant part missing from John‟s Gospel regarding Jesus‟ ministry. I bet you‟ll
never guess what it is?” I asked.
“Okay, I give up,” said Charlie in an anxious tone.
“John‟s Gospel is the only one that doesn‟t include Jesus‟ Olivet prophecies including the destruction of
the temple and the timetable regarding the coming of the Son of man‟s kingdom. At the end of the book he
alludes to Christ‟s return but with a different twist. The book doesn‟t contain any direct statements
regarding the coming of the Son of man‟s kingdom,” I said.
“But why?” asked Charlie. “It‟s one of the central themes in Jesus‟ teachings,” said Charlie. “What is the
different twist John gives us about Christ‟s return?” asked Charlie.
“Well I‟d like to answer that question a little later. There‟s a lot of important things we should look at
first,” I said.
“What are they?” asked Charlie.
“John‟s Gospel was the last one written. It was written sometime well after 70 A.D.,” I said. “Scholars
differ on the time it was written but some think it was written around 96 A.D. Others say it was written in
the second century and it wasn‟t even really penned by John,” I said.
“Well at least we know that it was written sometime after the Templegate Crisis was well underway. It‟s
like we said a few days ago. It must have been a big let down on the church,” said Charlie.
“The ministry had taught the people for decades the temple was going to be destroyed. The Son of God
had said that heaven and earth would pass away but his words would never fail (Mt. 24:35). It was all going
to happen within the life span of their generation,” I said.
“Well the temple was finally destroyed. Christians everywhere heard about it. Many feared the events to
come but this news also bolstered their faith. They knew their Lord was coming soon. But the each year
passed uneventfully. The ministry continued to tell them to keep the faith. A few more things had to happen
but Jesus Christ was sitting beside his Father in heaven just waiting for his nod. More decades passed by

and life seemed to continue along in a normal manner. Can you imagine how people must have been
feeling in the last years just prior to the end of that generation?” I said.
“Yes ... some people probably even had their families break up over the faith. The writer of this Gospel
didn‟t want to touch the Son of man prophecies with a ten foot pole,” said Charlie.
“The predictions in the Synoptics had put the early church in a crisis of faith,” I said. “The leaders feared
for the consequences of Templegate. The temple was already gone and they knew if Christ didn‟t come
soon they would have an even larger crisis on their hands. You can bet your life people were asking a lot of
questions,” I said.
“So it was Matthew, Mark and Luke‟s fault,” said Charlie.
“Not really. The Templegate Crisis falls directly on the shoulders of Jesus. He clearly taught his disciples
he was going to come back as the supernatural Son of man before his generation passed away. The
leadership of the church must have constantly said things like: „well, no man knows the day or the hour of
our Lord‟s coming except the Father in heaven.‟ Unfortunately they couldn‟t simply recall the Gospels
from the market like General Motors does to fix a problem in one of their models. Something had to be
done to keep the faith going. The Apostle John, in his elderly years, or someone who posed as John,
responded to the challenge of Templegate and wrote the fourth Gospel,” I said.
“I can just imagine an old man with white hair and a beard, with his pen in hand writing every day until
late into the night,” said Charlie.
“That‟s neat image but they didn‟t write with pens like we have,” I said. “They probably wrote with a pen
made from a reed stem and ink that was made from a gum mixed with water to a right consistency and a
dark coloring probably made from charcoal.”
“Well I knew it was something like that,” said Charlie as he laughed.
“There is an old church tradition that says that a disciple named Prochorus acted as John‟s scribe.
According to this tradition the church at Ephesus encouraged John to write it. If this is true I can just
imagine a near senile old man trying to recollect details of a three-year period of his life that went back
almost sixty years. It seems more likely to be the work of the younger elders at Ephesus who used the
Apostle John‟s credibility to deal with the Templegate Crisis,” I said as I laughed.
“Boy, that‟s not funny, Dad. You might even be right,” said Charlie in a scolding tone.
“Well there is a statement in John‟s Gospel that attests that some group of people approved of the things
which he wrote. It says: „And this is the disciple who testifies to these things and who wrote them down.
We know that his testimony is true‟” (Jn. 21:24).
“John didn‟t write that passage. The question is how did this group of people implied in the plural
pronoun „we‟ know that John‟s testimony is true? What did they do? Follow him around and take notes
over sixty years ago? These bums probably pressured the old man to write some of this stuff while they
corrected him and edited the text as they went along,” I said. “In his elderly years John probably couldn‟t
even sign his name never mind write a treatise like the fourth gospel.”
“Boy, I never thought of that. They couldn‟t have known what happened. John was the last of the
apostles,” said Charlie as he started to think deeply about it.
“Revelation, which was written earlier, was probably the last book John actually wrote. By now the
leadership of the Ephesians and the rest of the clergy were taking more heat than they wanted to from the
Templegate Crisis. They needed to get the old man to fix the problem that he helped to create,” I said.
“Wow,” said Charlie as he expressed his shock.
“The church needed someone of great stature, an original disciple, who was an eye witness to Jesus‟ life
to attribute this Gospel to. Who could have been better qualified than the apostle John? In the eyes of the
church he was a respected superstar and many people must have hung onto every word he said. Even if he
was getting senile, can you imagine what it must have been like to have the Apostle John come to your
church for a special service? At the time there wasn‟t anyone left alive who was of his stature. Since this
Gospel doesn‟t make a single reference to the Son of man‟s prophecies it‟s clear that these Ephesian bums,
or whoever they were, were trying to keep the ship from running aground. This Gospel seeks to lead the
church into a different direction,” I said.
“Yes, John was the disciple whom Jesus loved,” said Charlie. “Or maybe it was the other John who was
the elder.” wondered Charlie.

“It‟s like I said before the authors of all four Gospels are content to remain anonymous. Church tradition
attributes the fourth Gospel to the Apostle John but I think he was used. Anyway it really doesn‟t matter
who wrote it. What it says is more important. So for simplicity sake let‟s just go along with tradition and
say John did write it,” I said.
“Okay,” agreed Charlie readily. He was getting disturbed by the images implied in John 21.
“You could say the need was certainly there. You could even say the spirit was in the air and John was
inspired,” I said. “Even if he was a little senile it‟s likely that John knew what the issues were all about.
The ways in which his Gospel is different from the other three should provide us with clues as to the impact
he wanted it to have on the church,” I said.
“Okay, that sounds reasonable,” said Charlie in a cautious tone. He was trying to make sure I didn‟t go
astray after that rather emotional round.
“In the Synoptics the term „kingdom of God‟ is used numerous times and is mainly presented as a
government or at least the power of the coming government of God. John only uses the term twice in his
Gospel and he presents a different concept about the kingdom of God. Jesus told Nicodemus you cannot
enter into the kingdom of God unless you‟re born again of water and spirit. He goes on to say that everyone
who is born of spirit becomes invisible like the blowing wind (Jn. 3:3-10). The second time he refers to the
kingdom of God, John has Jesus telling Pilate his kingdom isn‟t of this world (Jn. 18:36). In John‟s Gospel
the kingdom of God seems to be a family of invisible spirit beings living in another world or dimension,” I
said.
“That‟s interesting,” said Charlie. “I guess if you put both ideas together you could say something like
that.”
“Jesus tells Pilate: „You say that I am a king. I was born to be a king and my purpose in coming to this
world is to bear witness to the truth. He says: „everyone who is of the truth hears my voice.‟ In a sense John
has Jesus telling Pilate he is the King of the Truth or King of those who follow the truth (Jn. 18:37). The
sign on his cross claimed he was: „Jesus of Nazareth, The King of the Jews‟ (Jn. 19:19) but Jesus denied
being a king in this world” (Jn. 18:36).
“In the Synoptics when Pilate asks him if he is the King of the Jews he affirmed it by saying: „You said
it,‟” (Mt. 27:11; Mk. 15:2; Lk. 23:3), I said. “Another difference is that Jesus in the Synoptics would hardly
speak to Pilate and he marvels about it (Mt. 27:11-14; Mk. 15:1-5) John, on the other hand, has Jesus
engaging in conversation with Pilate,” I said.
“I read a passage in Luke the other night where Jesus said you couldn‟t see the kingdom of God. Isn‟t that
like John‟s invisible kingdom?” asked Charlie as he was obviously challenging me.
“Some people think Luke approached John‟s view of an invisible kingdom of God. In his account the
Pharisees asked Jesus when the kingdom of God was going to come. He said that you can‟t see it as it is
among you or in your midst or, as some versions have it, within you (Lk. 17:20-21). The Good News Bible
has a footnote that suggests that Jesus means it „will suddenly appear among you.‟ There are a lot of
different ideas about what Jesus meant but one fact is often over looked,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“Jesus‟ answer was deliberately evasive. He didn‟t really answer their question,” I said.
“Sure he did,” said Charlie in a challenging tone.
“Well he gave them an answer but he didn‟t answer the question. The Pharisees had asked him „when‟
the kingdom of God was coming. Jesus answered it couldn‟t be „seen‟ as it was within their midst. You see,
he clearly side stepped the question of „when,‟” I said.
“Yes, I guess he did,” said Charlie.
“Jesus had answered the question of when the kingdom of God was coming to his own disciples many
times,” I said.
“Oh, yes. He said it would come before his generation passed away,” said Charlie.
“Jesus expands on his answer in the verses that immediately follow. Jesus tells his disciples the kinds of
things that are common to the other Son of man predictions. He implies that the Son of man, in his day, will
be as bright as lightning which flashes across the sky and lights it up from one side to the other” (Lk.
17:24), I said.

“Boy that sounds like something you could see,” said Charlie. “He said something similar in the Olivet
prophecies” (Mt. 24:27).
“Right again. Luke has Jesus implying he would be rejected by his generation and the Son of man‟s
coming would be unexpected (Lk. 17:25-30). Luke even uses one of the same examples as Matthew did in
his Olivet prophecies to describe the days prior to the coming of the Son of man. They both said it would
be similar to the days, in Noah‟s time, before the flood when people ate, drank and got married” (Lk.
17:26-27; Matt. 24:37-38).
“But now we‟re ready to see aspects of a different Jesus of Nazareth in John‟s Gospel. He directly and
clearly claims Jesus was the Word who was made flesh (Jn. 1:1; 14). He clearly says Jesus was the Lord or
the creator God of the Old Testament (Jn. 1:3) who had been born a human being. The Synoptics make
claims such as Jesus was conceived by the Holy Spirit and was the Son of God (Lk. 1:35) but they don‟t
directly tell us anything about his preexistence as God. In the Synoptics Jesus was to become the
supernatural Son of Man and then only by implication he was the Lord of the Old Testament,” I said.
“Yes, you have to surmise that from Jesus‟ explanation of David‟s psalm” (Mt. 12:35-37), said Charlie.
“John‟s Gospel is the only one that clearly personalizes salvation. It solely claims that whosoever
believes on Jesus Christ would not perish but have everlasting life (Jn. 3:15). John tells us this in one of his
commentaries,” I said.
“What do you mean commentaries?” asked Charlie.
“Most of the time John seems to be simply narrating or telling us the history of Jesus‟ ministry just as the
other Gospel writers. Other times John gives us his own comments, conclusions or summaries. His first
nineteen verses represent his first commentary. On a few occasions he jumps right into the middle of a
narration and simply gives us his comments. John 3:11 to 21 is an example of an interjected commentary,”
I said.
“That‟s still okay isn‟t it?” asked Charlie.
“Sure it‟s okay. I wish he would have written better transitions between his narration of the story and his
commentaries but that‟s his style. In other words sometimes it‟s difficult for people to tell the difference.
His third chapter contains some commentaries which are particularly important,” I said.
“Why is that?” asked Charlie.
“In a way it summarizes the intent of his Gospel. In his commentary John tells us the Son of man
ascended up to heaven and whosoever believes on him will not perish but have everlasting life (Jn. 3:1315). It also implies that God is interested in the salvation of the whole world (Jn. 3:17). This theme is so
important to John he repeats most of it again in a second commentary he gives in John 3:31-36. This
section is confusing as some people think it is John the Baptist speaking. Anyway in this section the reader
is given a choice either you believe and accept the Son‟s salvation and gain eternal life or you disbelieve
and never see eternal life” (Jn. 3:36), I said.
“Yes, either you are born again of water and of the Spirit and enter in the kingdom of God or you don‟t,”
said Charlie showing that he understood.
“John in his Gospel continually hits us with the theme that Christ is the way to eternal life through the
resurrection. It is almost as if his Gospel is really a narrative written around the commentaries in the third
chapter,” I said.
“Matthew approached it in a very different way. He implies after the Son of man is back with his angels
and the government of God, he would judge the nations according to their works. He was to separate the
sheep from the goats. Those on his right side would be given eternal life in the kingdom while those on the
left would perish in the fire prepared for the devil and his angels” (Mt. 25:31-46), I said.
“Maybe this is what John the Baptist means, in the Synoptics, when he predicted the Christ would baptize
people with the Holy Spirit and with fire. He said every tree which didn‟t produce good fruit would be cut
down and cast into the fire” (Mt. 3:10-12), said Charlie.
“Good one, Charlie. It makes sense that the John the Baptist and Jesus would have had similar points of
view on a lot of subjects. John the Baptist‟s sermons must have been powerful. He preached the kingdom
of God and probably believed, like the Jesus portrayed in the Synoptics, in the soon coming of the
Kingdom of God,” I said.
“But that‟s not the view John‟s Gospel gives us,” said Charlie.

“That‟s basically right in that John‟s Gospel doesn‟t specifically say anything about the coming of the
Son of man‟s kingdom,” I said. “His Gospel moves us into a different direction. It‟s the only one that
preaches the personal salvation message based on belief in Jesus Christ that you hear so often today,” I
said.
“Wow,” said Charlie as he wondered where all of this was going. “Okay I‟m on the edge of my seat.
Keep going,” said Charlie.
“John‟s Gospel presents a radically different Jesus. The Synoptics have Jesus teaching or admitting to the
stronger things about himself privately to his disciples and he only refers to himself as the Son of man. In
John‟s Gospel he uses the same term but also calls himself the Son of God or simply the Son. In John‟s
Gospel Jesus is constantly teaching Son of God stuff „openly‟ to the public. In many of these instances he
calls himself the Son and refers to the Father and says something about their relationship. Jesus also
„openly‟ claims to be the Son of God who has the key to the resurrection to eternal life (Jn. 5:17-47; Jn.
6:27-29). Jesus plainly tells the public that he is the bread of life and those who believe on him would never
hunger or thirst. Jesus tells people he came down from heaven (Jn. 6:35-40). He says he that whosoever
believes on me has everlasting life” (Jn. 6:47), I said. “He claimed his teachings weren‟t his own but were
from his Father who sent him (Jn. 7:16). John even has Jesus claiming to be God when he says: „before
Abraham was I am‟ (Jn. 8:58). He even admits he is the Son of God to the Pharisees” (Jn. 9:35-41; Jn.
10:36), I said.
“I don‟t believe it,” said Charlie. “Jesus would never do that, it would have been curtains. Admitting he
was the Son of God was the same thing as admitting he was the Christ,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right! One time the Jews circled him and asked him straight out: „Tell us plainly if you‟re the
Christ.‟ Jesus gave them as straight an answer as he gave anyone. He said: „I told you but you didn‟t
believe me. The works that I do in my Father‟s name prove who I am‟ (Jn. 10:24-25). How much plainer
could his answer be?” I asked.
“It‟s similar to the answer he sent to John the Baptist,” said Charlie. “He is saying, „My works prove who
I am.‟ I would bet you anything that John‟s Gospel doesn‟t say one word about John the Baptist doubting
Jesus‟ Messiah-ship or being offended,” said Charlie.
“You‟re right. There isn‟t a single word about any doubts or being offended by his actions. John‟s Gospel
paints the opposite picture. He has John the Baptist fingering Jesus and calling him „the Lamb of God‟ in
front of two of his own disciples,” I said.
“I guess he meant Jesus was the Christ. Andrew, and possibly Peter, left John the Baptist and became
Jesus‟ disciples after that incident. John‟s Gospel shows us a Jesus which John the Baptist would have been
proud of,” said Charlie.
“Right on! John the Baptist would have heard about this bold preacher who affirmed his messiah-ship.
John would have sat contented in prison thinking, „there I told them the Christ would appear and now it‟s
happening exactly as I said,‟” I said.
“In John‟s Gospel Jesus is telling and showing the world he is the expected miracle working Son of God.
He said he‟s going to give his followers eternal life and he is one with the Father. The Jews almost stoned
him. They thought it was blasphemy for a mere man to claim to be God. One group of Jews obviously
thought the Christ was going to be human but they couldn‟t accept the idea he was the Son of God. Jesus
tried to teach them, using Psalm 82, a human could be regarded as god. In the end of the conversation he
affirms he is the Son of God” (Jn. 10:24-36), I said.
“Oh yes, Psalm 82 is really neat. We just went over that,” said Charlie. “But it‟s like you said, John has
already told us most of these things in his earlier commentaries ... Only now he has Jesus saying it. But
wow, Jesus is saying these things out in the open,” said Charlie in a tone that conveyed he disbelieved what
he had just said.”
“Charlie you‟ve got it. It‟s not just what John has Jesus saying but it‟s where he‟s saying it and to whom.
I mean John has Jesus telling people these kinds of things in the synagogue in Capernaum (Jn. 6:53-59) and
even in the temple in Jerusalem (Jn. 7:14-29). He even admitted to the woman of Samaria he was the Christ
and many Samaritans believed Jesus was the Christ, the Savior of the world (Jn. 4:25-26; 40-43). This is a
very different Jesus of Nazareth,” I said.
“It‟s interesting that John even has the Samaritans calling Christ the savior of the world,” said Charlie.

“It sure is. John even has Jesus saying: „that he didn‟t come into the world to judge the world but to save
the world‟ (Jn. 12:47). This concept of Jesus as the savior of the world is foreign in the Synoptics where he
is depicted more like the conqueror of the world,” I said, “so it‟s really hard to understand how the
Samaritans came to think the Christ was going to be the savior of the world,” I said.
“After the Son of man conquers the nations Matthew 25 says he will judge them according to their works.
I don‟t remember the Jews trying to stone Jesus in the Synoptics either,” said Charlie.
“No, they don‟t but Luke mentions that the people of Nazareth threw him out of town and were going to
push him over the edge of hill. They were angry about the sermonette he gave in the synagogue. Jesus had
implied he was a prophet without honor in his home town but he certainly didn‟t claim to be God,” I said
(Lk. 4:20-30).
“What did Jesus do?” asked Charlie in an interested tone.
“Jesus composed himself and walked straight threw the crowd,” I replied.
“Wow,” Charlie exclaimed.
“Anyway you‟re technically right,” I said. “John‟s Gospel left out all of Jesus‟ Son of man predictions
and the accounts of preaching about the soon coming Kingdom of God. He replaced it with a picture of a
different Jesus who went around preaching about his godhood. He was almost stoned on another occasion
right on the temple grounds” (Jn. 8:48-59), I said.
“I can see what you mean. Many people in Jesus‟ day expected a political Christ but Jesus, in the
Synoptics, believed he was going to be the supernatural Christ who would fulfill the Son of man
prophesies. John‟s Gospel presents Jesus as the spiritual Christ or savior of the world. You‟re right Dad,
there are different views of the Christ in the New Testament,” said Charlie beaming with pride.
“You know Dad; I have a difficult time believing that John‟s Gospel is real. It is just too different than
the other three. I smell a rat,” said Charlie.
“Charlie, now your starting to see why a lot of people don‟t believe John the Son of Zebedee wrote the
fourth Gospel. When you notice all of the differences it‟s hard to buy,” I said.
“So what do you think is going on?” asked Charlie.
“I think John‟s Gospel was written as a measure to deal with the Templegate Crisis. John, or whoever
wrote it, was clearly trying to steer the church in another direction,” I said. “It isn‟t a missionary Gospel in
the sense it doesn‟t give the church a specific mission at the book‟s conclusion. Then there‟s the clincher,”
I said.
“What clincher?” asked Charlie. Charlie just loved clinchers and he sounded as if he couldn‟t wait.
“This is what I was telling you about earlier. The last two verses in the twentieth chapter seem to be a
great logical ending to the gospel. It says: „Jesus did many other miraculous signs in the presence of his
disciples, which are not recorded in this book. But these are written that you may believe that Jesus is the
Christ, the Son of God, and that by believing you may have life in his name‟” (Jn. 20:30-31).
“Boy, that is a good ending,” agreed Charlie. “It concludes with the idea that you have to believe in Jesus
Christ to get eternal life.”
“The mystery is why the gospel doesn‟t end here. I mean how could you conclude the book in a better
way? The last chapter reads almost like an after thought. It makes me wonder if a later editor added it to the
book. It‟s the only chapter that „openly‟ deals with one of the issues of the Templegate Crisis. It seems to
have been written to deal with the idea, then held by people in the church, that John wouldn‟t die before
Christ returned” (Jn. 21:23), I said.
“It sounds like what Jesus said in the Synoptics. He promised all of the people of his generation wouldn‟t
die before the Son of man came with the kingdom of God,” said Charlie.
“That‟s exactly right, but chapter twenty-one dances around the issue,” I said. “I mean the question of
whether John was going to die before Christ comes, by this time, is hitting a pretty tender nerve. You‟ll
never guess how the writer handled it.”
“It sounds like he‟s pretty close to the bone. Okay, you‟ve got me,” acknowledged Charlie.
“The writer cleverly leaves the question open. He says Jesus didn‟t say John wouldn‟t die. Christ told
Peter, who inquired about John‟s fate, that it wasn‟t any of his business whether or not John was alive at his
coming” (Jn. 21:21-23), I said.
“I don‟t get it,” said Charlie.

“Today we know John has been dead and buried for almost two thousand years but the people in John‟s
day didn‟t know his fate. Christ could will that John would remain alive or he could die before his coming.
If he died before Christ came it wouldn‟t crush anyone‟s faith,” I said.
“So John could live or die and it didn‟t have anything to do with Christ‟s coming,” repeated Charlie
sounding as if he was displeased.
“The belief that Christ is going to return was never a problem. It‟s a belief that kept the church
continually looking forward. The Templegate Crisis stemmed from the disappointment people experienced
when he didn‟t return according to his timetable. John‟s Gospel tries to keep the reader looking forward but
is silent about any timetable. It even eliminates any potential time frame people may have associated with
John‟s death,” I said.
“How come?” asked Charlie.
“They had been teaching what Jesus plainly said for decades,” I answered. “But they didn‟t want to let
the crisis increase in relation to John‟s death,” I said, “or it‟s even possible that the last chapter was added
onto the book after John died and people were burning with Templegate fever,” I said with a smile.
“Yes, I can imagine what the Apostle John‟s funeral was like. Some people probably thought: „there lies
the last of the original apostles. The temple‟s gone; Peter, Paul, James, the others ... and now John ... and
the Lord still isn‟t here. I guess we‟re next. After all, who are we?‟” said Charlie with a look on his face
that indicated he was visualizing the scene.
“Well, don‟t let anyone ever say you aren‟t imaginative. John‟s death must have had a powerful
emotional impact on the church. The clergy had to do something and I think adding the last chapter helped
to calm people down,” I said.
“The fourth gospel, as deceptive as it is, was still a genius solution to their problem. Some people think
the Apostle Paul, with all the letters he wrote, was the real giant in the early church. He was a giant but
John‟s Gospel truly overshadows everyone‟s work. This Gospel saved the faith. It helped guide the church
through the Templegate Crisis and pushed it onward into the future,” I said.
“I can see some of that. But what are you thinking about?” asked Charlie.
“You were on to it earlier,” I said.
“I was?” said Charlie in a puzzled tone.
“At that time John‟s Gospel, doctrinally speaking, didn‟t say much that was too new. By this time the
church had sixty or more years of growth. In principle many of the things it says were already published in
letters that were circulating, some of which were eventually included in the New Testament canon. The
important thing is John‟s Gospel has Jesus himself preaching he was the spiritual savior of the world. In the
eyes of most church members the things that Jesus said carried more weight than what Paul, John or anyone
else said. Jesus is the savior not Paul or John,” I said. “It took a few centuries before the Great Deception
equalized everything that was written in the Bible into the word of God,” I said.
“What does that mean?” asked Charlie.
“It means the Great Deception got people to believe all the Bible is the word of God and therefore it all
carries about the same weight or at least it all plays a part in the divine plan,” I said.
“So, what did John‟s Gospel do?” asked Charlie.
“It prepared the church for the move away from the failed Son of man prophesies and onto Christ as
personal savior. So you see their Templegate strategy was to place more emphasis on spiritual salvation and
the attainment of eternal life,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“Since Jesus became the spiritual Christ the church needed a Gospel or history of his ministry that
portrayed Jesus openly preaching he was the spiritual savior of the world, that is he was the only way to
attain eternal life in the kingdom of God,” I said.
“Bogus, bogus,” cried Charlie skeptically.
“The early church couldn‟t deny the Son of man predictions and somehow many of them probably
believed in them to the end of their lives. After the generation of Jesus of Nazareth passed away the church,
in John‟s Gospel, had a vehicle whereby they could continue to preach Jesus Christ as the spiritual savior.
In time the church branched off into denominations but most of them kept the essence in the book of John
as being central to their teachings,” I said.

“What are people being saved from?” asked Charlie.
“They are being saved from death. You remember, John claimed if you believe in Jesus Christ you‟ll
have everlasting life but if you don‟t you‟ll perish” (Jn. 3:15, 36).
“What ever happened to burning in hell forever?” asked Charlie.
“Sometime later certain denominations who continued to preach Christ as the spiritual savior obscured
the plain message in John‟s Gospel as to the fate of non-believers and sinners. You have to remember John
says whoever believes in the Son has everlasting life (Jn. 3:36). In other words eternal life is something you
don‟t already have. It‟s something that comes from having faith in Jesus Christ. John repeats the theme in
the last verse in the second last chapter of his book. It says: „but these are written so you might believe that
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that believing you might have life through his name‟ (Jn. 20:31).
The consequence for the lack of faith is death not eternal life in hell,” I said. “The idea of souls suffering
forever in hell is a non-biblical idea that was invented later by some clergy members as a fear tactic to scare
people into the church,” I said.
“Do the epistles say something similar to John?” asked Charlie.
“Yes, but right now I‟m only talking about what John says in his gospel. You see today we have all of the
books in the New Testament bound together. The early church didn‟t. They had one Gospel or letter given
to them at a time. Some individuals and churches had collections of the writings but most people didn‟t
have the luxury of scripture hoping around the New Testament. Anyway, as we have seen, each book has
its own themes and intentions. Each one has to be read like any other book before you compare it to some
other works. The Great Deception has people erroneously thinking the books don‟t contradict each other,” I
said.
“In other words you can only say what each writer said about a person or topic in a specific book. There
isn‟t any guarantee the exact same idea is shared by all of the other writers,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. Take the three different concepts of Christ that we have looked at. All the Gospels agree in
principle on the human political Christ expected by the people and the Synoptics speak of the supernatural
Christ who was to fulfill the Son of man prophecies. John alone describes the spiritual Christ who is to
offer salvation or eternal life to all who believe on him. Most people read the Gospels with only the
spiritual Christ in mind and miss the message about the other two Christs,” I said.
“So you‟re saying that John‟s Gospel became central to the faith of all Christian churches,” said Charlie.
“That‟s about right Charlie and some clergy members have used the Symbolic Deception to blind people
to the clear message in the other Gospels. Even the Lord‟s Prayer in the books of Matthew and Luke,
recited by millions of people daily, isn‟t well understood. The second last verse says: „Thy kingdom come.
Thy will be done ... .”
“„in earth as it is in heaven‟” (Mt. 6:10; Lk. 11:2), interrupted Charlie. “I got it. Matthew and Luke
predict the coming of the Son of man‟s kingdom and so Jesus instructs people to pray for the kingdom to
come to earth,” said Charlie.
“You did get it,” I said. “Some clergy members used John‟s Gospel to convince us if enough people
converted to Christianity the kingdom would be here in the hearts of the people,” I said. “They were also
adept at using Luke‟s so-called invisible kingdom scripture to say the kingdom of God was within you but
they didn‟t consider who Jesus was talking to and why he answered the way he did (Lk. 17:20-21). They
also fail to mention the clear things Jesus said about the visibility of the coming of the Son of man in the
next few verses” (Lk. 17:21-37), I said.
“Yes, Jesus said the coming of the Son of man would be visible,” said Charlie.
“He sure did. When they recite the Lord‟s Prayer they are thinking about Jesus as spiritual savior rather
than the coming supernatural conqueror of the world. They are using the Symbolic Deception,” I said.
“Yes. They‟re calling fish, turtles,” said Charlie.
“People use the Symbolic Deception when they say clearly written things in the Bible are really symbols
for something else. Now I‟ve said if things are written in cryptic or symbolic language and the nearby
scriptures or common sense doesn‟t give us a clear interpretation then we can‟t say it means things beyond
the range of the clear scriptures,” I said.
“But it‟s still okay to have a theory or an idea about it,” said Charlie.

“Why sure it is. The Symbolic Deception implies that regular people, like you or I, can‟t be certain about
the meaning of things that are clearly written. They say things like Son of man‟s kingdom really means the
church on earth and other silly things like that,” I said.
“Can you give me another example?” asked Charlie.
“Sure, there are lots of them. Sometimes Christians who say they don‟t believe in allegorizing the clear
scriptures unconsciously use the Symbolic Deception,” I said.
“You‟re kidding. You mean the same people who wouldn‟t accept the „kingdom of God‟ symbolizes the
„church‟ make similar statements without realizing it?” asked Charlie in a surprised tone.
“Yes. Take for instance in the Olivet Prophecies when Jesus says: „Take heed for yourselves: for they
shall deliver „you‟ up to councils; and in synagogues „you‟ shall be beaten: and „you‟ shall be brought
before rulers and kings for my sake, for a testimony against them (Mk. 13:9). When Christians read the
„you‟ in these verses they think it‟s referring to modern Christians,” I said.
“Oh, yes. We went over that. Jesus was clearly speaking to Peter, James, John and Andrew (Mk. 13:3).
So they unconsciously think the „you‟ symbolizes modern Christians,” said Charlie in an excited tone.
“They sure do, and it‟s tied to the Great Deception. They believe the Bible is the inerrant Word of God.
Jesus said all of these things must come to pass before this generation passes away. The clergy has given
them their twisted reasons for believing the prophecies apply to our day and so now the „you‟ is symbolic
of modern Christians,” I said.
“Then they have to believe the silly notion that modern Christians are going to be beaten in synagogues
and brought before kings and rulers,” said Charlie as he started to laugh. “The Symbolic Deception is just
as subtle as the Great Deception,” said Charlie.
“They want you to learn to read the Bible in a way that‟s different from how we learned in school,” I
said. “At times literal expressions are symbolic of something else. It gets really goofy listening to people
who have been taken in by both deceptions and they don‟t know it,” I said. “At times they flip back and
forth from one deception to the other. Some of them say things like, „the Bible is the word of God but you
can‟t understand it because you don‟t have the Spirit of God. The spirit leads you to have the right
interpretation. You can‟t read the Bible because things aren‟t the really the way they appear to you,‟” I said.
“Boy, how can you talk to people like that?” asked Charlie.
“You can‟t, not about the Bible at least. They live in some other dimension. They dogmatically insist that
the clearest scriptures mean all kinds of crazy things,” I said.
“You could use the Symbolic Deception to make the Bible say anything you want,” protested Charlie.
“That‟s right. The Roman Catholic Church on the one hand played down the role of the Bible by insisting
their tradition plays an equal role. At times they also played down the second coming of Christ theme.
“What do you mean ... „their tradition?‟” asked Charlie.
“They maintained a lot of literature written by later church leaders is also important. They also
emphasized the decisions made at various Synods or church councils. In doing so they watered down the
supreme importance of the Bible even though they also called it „the word of God.‟ They used the
Symbolic Deception to claim the church is the kingdom of God on earth. They preached Christ as the
spiritual saviour of the world and it became most important to convert people and entrench church
government into the world. The power struggles between the Catholic church and state governments are
very evident in the history of western civilization,” I said.
“What happened?” asked Charlie.
“After Roman Catholicism became the favored or official religion in many countries and empires the
issue was who had more power the King or the Pope? The King ruled the country but the Pope ruled the
church. The King was a church member and therefore subject to the Pope. The Pope was a citizen and was
therefore a subject of the King. Who do you think eventually won the battle over who was the biggest
boss?” I asked.
“It must have been the king,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. How did you guess?” I asked.
“Well the Pope now rules the church from the Vatican, says mass and makes good will trips but leaders
of countries control armies,” said Charlie.

“That‟s what happened. The kings controlled the armies. King Henry VIII even declared himself the head
of the church in England that is now called the Anglican Church. The Pope excommunicated Henry but he
couldn‟t lead an army against England,” I said.
“No and King Henry didn‟t care about being excommunicated,” said Charlie.
“Other sectors of the church also didn‟t accept the Pope and developed their own traditions. Many of
them also played down the Son of man‟s kingdom. They emphasized Christ as a spiritual savior and
zealously preached Jesus Christ in the attempt to save souls,” I said.
“Who were they?” asked Charlie.
“Oh there are lots of them: the Lutheran Church, the Greek Orthodox Church, the Reformed Churches
and others,” I said. “Some of these churches continued to preach the entire Bible and fell more and more
under the sway of the Great Deception. There are many of them each with different doctrines. Some times
the Bible believing Christians are said to represent fundamental Christianity,” I said.
“What is fundamental Christianity?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s the branch of the church that believes the Bible is the inerrant word of God. Sometimes people call
the Bible believers fundamentalists,” I said.
“And to think that all of this stemmed from the failure of the Son of man prophecies,” said Charlie in an
amazed tone.
“Well if the Son of man had come with his kingdom as he predicted the government of God would have
been in charge long before the New Testament was canonized,” I said.
“It‟s amazing,” said Charlie.
“How did you ever learn all of this stuff?” asked Charlie.
“I read and thought, studied and learned. But most of all I read the Bible in the same way I was taught to
read anything else. One line in one book at a time,” I said sincerely. “The New Testament gives us the only
real account of what the early church did and believed. It tells us about their faith and how they dealt with
their problems. The story of the Son of man is an unbelievable tale that has been hidden in the pages of the
Bible. It‟s about time people opened their eyes and looked at what is really there,” I said with a smile.
“Dad it‟s a truly awesome story,” said Charlie sincerely. “And the pancakes were good too. See you later
I‟ve got to go to baseball practice.”
“Okay, slugger. Say your Mom and I are coming out to watch you play in your next game.”
“That‟s great. See you later ... ,” said Charlie as he got up to leave.
“alligator,” I interrupted. We both started to laugh.
After Charlie was gone I was still thinking about what we had shared. Then something dawned on me.
Cook number two had just taken off without helping me do the dishes.

THE OCCULT BOOK REVEALED
The next day Charlie approached me after school and started asking more questions. He was excited
again. He had obviously been thinking about what we had been talking about. Charlie was on a role.
“Dad, why do you think the Apostle John is the real author of the book of Revelation?” asked Charlie.
“The Synoptics paint one picture of the life of Jesus and John‟s Gospel paints another. I think if most
reasonable people, who are not under the sway of the Great Deception, knew about the Templegate Crisis
they would see through the veil in John‟s Gospel. I think John was „used‟ by other politically motivated
clergymen when he wrote the fourth Gospel. The book of Revelation at least states the author‟s name is
John (Rev. 1:4, 9). I think the real Apostle John truly loved the church and believed, to the end of his life,
that Son of man‟s kingdom was going to come according to Jesus‟ timetable,” I said.
“But if he was an honest man ... if there was even one honest man among them why didn‟t he write they
didn‟t understand why the Son of man‟s kingdom didn‟t come after the temple was destroyed?” asked
Charlie.
“That‟s the question that started the Templegate Crisis. People in their day were even angrier than you
are. The church was arguing with a gap theory. They were telling people there was this mysterious gap of
time between the destruction of the temple and the coming of the Son of man‟s kingdom. They also said
everyone should have faith as it was certain to happen sometime before the end of their generation,” I said.

“I guess they stuck to their guns,” said Charlie. “Didn‟t they write anything about this mysterious gap of
time?” asked Charlie.
“In a way John did write a letter about it. It was a long one which he wrote to the seven churches in Asia
Minor. It‟s often called The Revelation of St. John the Divine,” I said.
“Oh yes, you said the book of Revelation was a letter,” recalled Charlie. “So I‟ve finally got you to talk
about it,” said Charlie in an excited tone.
“You could say Revelation is the occult book of the New Testament,” I said.
“What do you mean? I thought occult meant something bad,” said Charlie.
“No, you‟ve been listening to the clergy. The term simply means „hidden.‟ Much of Revelation is written
in symbolic terms and the Great Deception has clouded people‟s understanding of the book.”
“So you‟re saying the Great Deception turned the book of Revelation into a book that people couldn‟t
understand,” said Charlie.
“It was certainly one of the factors,” I replied. “It was clearly written after 70 A.D.,” I said.
“Yes, it doesn‟t mention the destruction of the temple,” said Charlie.
“You‟re starting to catch on to things. It was also written before the fourth Gospel,” I said.
“How do you know that?” asked Charlie.
“The Templegate Crisis was in full swing and the church needed a prophetic outlook that was intended to
keep the church looking forward to Christ‟s coming. John only intended Revelation to be used from the
time it was written to the coming of the Son of man‟s kingdom,” I said.
“Okay, but how do you know Revelation was written before John‟s Gospel?” asked Charlie.
“Give me a minute, I‟m getting there. 70 A.D. is the beginning of the count down to Christ‟s expected
return. It‟s also the beginning of the Templegate Crisis. The end of Jesus‟ generation is the finish line. We
can determine from Jesus‟ Olivet prophecies the Son of man was going to come back somewhere between
these two time posts,” I said.
“Dad, that‟s brilliant. I like your idea about the two time posts,” said Charlie in an excited tone.
“Revelation is dealing with the Templegate Crisis by telling people what is going to happen without
mentioning the destruction of the temple. It had to have been written sometime within the two time posts,”
I said.
“Okay, that has to be right,” said Charlie.
“Traditionally scholars claim Revelation was written about 96 A.D. but they also admit this date is
uncertain. They‟re about 16 years too late,” I said.
“You mean it was written in 80 A.D. How do you know that?” asked Charlie.
“Let me save that for a minute. The content of the book tells me that John only intended Revelation to be
used up to the end time post,” I said.
“But the modern clergy is still using it,” protested Charlie.
“They are, but the early clergy spent decades telling people about the certainty of the finish line. When
time started to move beyond its ultimate stretching point the clergy was forced into taking other measures,”
I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“Historical events fixed the starting gate at 70 A.D. but they couldn‟t be as specific about the finish line.
They kept on stalling for time by pushing back the finish line. I mean what date is reasonable to say there is
absolutely no chance that someone could still be alive from Jesus‟ day?” I asked.
“I know, some people of the day learned the secret science of longevity. They wandered to the Himalayan
mountains and became a secret order of monks who live by breathing air and eating small amounts of a rare
moss that grows in a hidden valley. Some of those guys are still alive today,” said Charlie as he smiled.
“Yes, very funny wise guy,” I said as I laughed deeply. “At least no one can say you‟re not a creative
thinker. They could stretch the finish line back but at some point it‟s got to break,” I said. “John‟s Gospel
was introduced near, at or after the second time post. They used John‟s Gospel to cover up the Templegate
Crisis. It pushed the church into the second generation and beyond,” I said.
“I see. That‟s why they introduced the bogus history of Jesus of Nazareth,” said Charlie in a cynical tone
of voice.

“The early church used Revelation to deal with the early part of Templegate because they still believed
Christ was coming within his timetable. John‟s Gospel helped to take them over the line by helping to get
people‟s attention off the timetable and unto Jesus Christ as Spiritual Savior. The clergy has been using
deceptions right up to our own time,” I said.
“It‟s unbelievable,” said Charlie, “and they‟re still getting away with it. What did John write in
Revelation?” asked Charlie.
“Revelation begins by claiming it‟s the revelation of God to Jesus Christ via his angel to his servants. It
claims to reveal things that must soon take place or shortly come to pass” (Rev. 1:1), I said.
“Oh yes, we talked about that before. Almost two thousand years have passed and nothing has
happened,” said Charlie sounding angry again.
“That‟s true from today‟s perspective but it‟s like we said, the church needed something to explain the
mysterious gap of time between the destruction of the temple and the second coming of Christ. When John
used the phrase „things which must soon take place‟ he still believed Christ would come before the end of
the life span of Jesus‟ generation,” I said.
“How do you know?” asked Charlie.
“There are numerous other scriptures in the book that clearly show us John had the same timetable in
mind as Jesus did in his other Son of man prophecies,” I said.
“Are you saying Revelation is a Son of man prophecy?” asked Charlie.
“Well, if you said that you wouldn‟t be too far off the mark. It doesn‟t take John very long to introduce us
to some Son of man like material. John greets the seven churches that are in Asia and reminds them:
„behold he comes with the clouds; and every eye shall see him, and also they which pierced him and all
kindreds of the earth shall wail because of him‟” (Rev. 1:7), I said as I put down the Bible.
“The part of him coming in the clouds sounds exactly like the Son of man prophecies. Who are they
which pierced him?” asked Charlie.
“Common sense tells us the Romans were the ones who crucified him,” I said. “They pierced him when
they nailed him to the cross and a soldier even pierced his side with a spear,” I said.
“That means John expected the Son of man to come in the life span of the Romans who crucified him.
And that would be in line with the other Son of man prophesies that promised he‟d come before his
generation passed away,” said Charlie. “I suppose some people in the clergy are going to say God will
resurrect these guys just before Christ‟s coming so they can see it too,” said Charlie as he smiled.
“I guess the Romans and the High Priest will have some kind of „we crucified Jesus reunion,‟” I said as I
started to laugh. “Anyway John claims that chapter two and three of the book were dictated by one he
called „one like a Son of man‟ (Rev. 1:13-3:22). There is a scripture that follows which clearly identifies
this being as Christ,” I said.
“Oh yes, you went over that one with me before,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. Revelation 1:17-18 has the Son of man saying: „I am the first and the last, and the living
one; I died, and behold I am alive for evermore, and I have the keys of Death and Hades.‟ It‟s important
that John presents Christ as the clear source of this material. In other words, he is implying, calm down
everyone this stuff is from the highest authority,” I said.
“Maybe John used the term „Son of man‟ to indicate the Son of man predictions are still going to
happen,” said Charlie.
“Right, only he still means according to the timetable Jesus gave them. John used terms that are similar to
the Son of man prediction in Daniel (Da. 7:13-14). They both speak of „one as the Son of man.‟ Again in
chapter fourteen John describes someone „like a Son of man‟ sitting on a white cloud, wearing a golden
crown and holding a sharp sickle (Rev. 14:14). Later in chapter fifteen in reference to Christ it says: „Who
shall not fear and glorify your name, O Lord? For thou alone art holy. All nations shall come and worship
thee, for thy judgments have been revealed‟” (Rev. 15:4), I said.
“It sure sounds like a Son of man prophesy,” said Charlie.
“There are numerous other references that indicate that Revelation is a prophetic Son of man book. This
mysterious Son of man promises to give his faithful followers in the seven churches a crown of life so they
will not be hurt by the second death (Rev. 2:10-11), and they will be given power over the nations (Rev.

2:26) and allowed to sit with Christ on his throne just as he is allowed to sit with his Father” (Rev. 3:21), I
said.
“These promises are similar to those Jesus made to his disciples in the Synoptics,” recalled Charlie. What
is the second death?” asked Charlie.
“This is a concept that is introduced in Revelation, primarily in the twentieth chapter. Those who are part
of the first resurrection are blessed and holy for they shall rule with Christ for a thousand years (Rev. 20:6).
After the thousand years the devil and his angels shall be loosened out of prison to deceive the nations and
to gather them to do battle against the camp of saints in Jerusalem. God is to put down this rebellion by
destroying them with fire from heaven (Rev. 20:5-9). The devil is then cast into the lake of fire and
brimstone (Rev. 20:10). Revelation 20:13 describes another resurrection and the people are judged out of
the things which are written in the book of life. Whoever isn‟t in the book is to be cast into the lake of fire.
This is the second death (Rev. 20:13-15; Rev. 21:8). This scenario is different than the one that is in
Matthew‟s Gospel,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“Matthew implies that the Son of man will judge the nations shortly after his return. Do you remember
when he said that he would judge the nations according to their works?” I asked.
“Oh yes, those on his right will receive eternal life in the kingdom of God while those on the left will
perish in the fire prepared for the devil and his fallen angels” (Mt. 25:31-46), recalled Charlie. “I guess
you‟re pointing out that Revelation says this will happen 1,000 years after the Son of man returns.”
“That‟s right. Papias, one of the second century church leaders, up held the idea of an earthly
millennium,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s a word that means 1,000 years. The millennium scenario in Revelation was resisted by some
members of the clergy in later centuries including Eusebius. Perhaps they realized it contradicts the
judgment scenario in Matthew. In this case they try to save the day by saying the 1,000 year gap is
symbolic. They don‟t tell us what it symbolizes and the text in these passages seems very clear. The clergy
is simply using the Symbolic Deception again,” I concluded.
“I see,” interjected Charlie.
“The scenario in Revelation also differs from the strange one that Peter gives in his second letter. He
says:
But the day of the Lord will come like a thief. The heavens will disappear with a roar; the elements will be
destroyed by fire, and the earth and everything in it will be laid bare or burned up. Since everything will be
destroyed in this way, what kind of people ought you to be? You ought to live holy and godly lives as you
look forward to the day of God and speed its coming. That day will bring about the destruction of the
heavens by fire, and the elements will melt in the heat. But in keeping with his promise we are looking
forward to a new heaven and a new earth, the home of righteousness” (2Pe. 3:10-13), I read.
“I see what you mean. Peter is saying that the whole world would be destroyed when Jesus Christ comes
back. There isn‟t any mention of a 1,000 years gap. That is different,” commented Charlie.
“Do the survivors in Revelation live happily ever after?” asked Charlie.
“Yes, John speaks of a new heaven and a new earth but doesn‟t mention any fire that destroys the old
universe. He also describes a New Jerusalem that comes down out of heaven from God. There isn‟t any
sorrow, pain or death and the Kingdom of God lasts forever” (Rev. 21:1-2), I said.
“It all goes back to the Son of man prophecy in Daniel. Well it sounds better than going to heaven and
listening to harp music all of the time,” said Charlie.
“This is John‟s vision of the promise and end result of the Son of man‟s kingdom. The problem is
prophesies in Revelation, like the other Son of man prophesies have failed,” I said. “There are several other
clear scriptures that indicate that John expected the kingdom to come in his own time,” I said.
“Which ones?” asked Charlie.
“The Son of man commanded John to write to the angels of the seven churches. He praises them,
admonishes them and edifies them. In the process he makes many specific references that can only apply to

the churches in John‟s time. In the same breath he tells several of them he is coming quickly or soon (Rev.
2:5, 16; 3:3, 11). He praises the church of Ephesus for hating the deeds of the Nicolaitans which he also
hates (Rev. 2:4-6). He praises the church at Pergamos for not losing faith even in the days when Antipas his
faithful martyr was slain among them. He speaks against those who hold the doctrine of Balaam to eat
things sacrificed unto idols and to commit fornication (Rev. 2:14). He also speaks against those who hold
the doctrine of the Nicolaitans (Rev. 2:15). To the church of Thyatira he speaks against those who allowed
Jezebel, the false prophetess, to seduce his servants to eat things sacrificed unto idols and to commit
fornication” (Rev. 2:20-23), I said.
“I see what you mean, all that stuff is very specific of things going on in John‟s day. It doesn‟t have
anything to do with our time,” said Charlie. “And the Son of man is telling them to repent because he is
coming soon or quickly. How does the ministry get around this?” asked Charlie.
“Some of them say „quickly‟ is referring to the speed of Christ‟s coming rather than to its timing. The
problem is Christ is still clearly warning the seven churches of John‟s day he is coming. The whole
prophecy is supposed to be describing things which must „shortly‟ or soon come to past (Rev. 1:1; 22:6, 20)
which is a clear reference to timing and not speed. The people of John‟s day wouldn‟t have simply
understood „quickly‟ in terms of speed they would have been shaking in their sandals, looking up into the
sky for the Son of man‟s coming,” I said.
“You mean „shaking in their boots,‟” joked Charlie.
“One member of the clergy preached that each church mentioned in Revelation represents an era in the
history of the church. It was really a slick sales job. The church at Ephesus represents the first or Ephesian
era of the history of the church. The church at Smyra represents the second or Smyrian era in the history of
the church. He taught his church was operating in the Philadelphian era. The church in Philadelphia
happened to be one of the churches that received many praises. He said Christ was supposed to come back
during the spiritually slack Laodiceanian era,” I said.
“But the scriptures don‟t say anything about eras. He was calling fish, turtles,” said Charlie with a smile.
“He sure was. The Son of man was plainly speaking to the seven contemporary churches in Asia (Rev.
4:1, 20). The Son of man said to many of the churches he was coming quickly. This clergyman was
deceived by the Great Deception and his thinking was clouded. It‟s just too much to accept prophesies in
Revelation have failed,” I said.
“When you put these scriptures together with the one which refers to the Romans (Rev. 1:7) you‟ve got
Revelation predicting pretty much the same thing Jesus did in the Synoptics. It‟s flash and dash but the Son
of man still didn‟t show up,” said Charlie smartly.
“Yes, that‟s a good way to put it. There are many similar predictions in this book as there are in Jesus‟
other Son of man prophecies. War, martyrdom, and Jerusalem being trodden down by the Gentiles (Rev.
11:2) are all mentioned but the destruction of the temple isn‟t,” I said.
“Is the temple mentioned at all?” asked Charlie.
“The temple of God is mentioned in Revelation eleven but this is most certainly not the Temple of Herod
the Great or any future temple that may be built in Jerusalem. John was given a rod-like reed and was told
to measure the temple and the altar and count them who worship there. He was told not to measure the
outside court as it was given to the Gentiles. Jerusalem is supposed to be threaded under foot for forty-two
months (Rev. 11:1-2). The question is whether this is a real temple or something John saw in his strange
vision?” I said.
“It has to be something John saw in his vision,” replied Charlie.
“Right, the same chapter says this temple of God was in heaven (Rev. 11:19). John was taken up to
heaven after the Son of man gave him his messages for the churches” (Rev. 4:1-2), I said.
“So, John saw these things in heaven. Even so John doesn‟t say the temple will be destroyed like Jesus
does in the Olivet prophecies. Nor does it say a third temple will be built like some modern ministers
claim,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. John says he was in spirit on the Lord‟s Day (Rev. 1:10). Revelation doesn‟t say he literally
measured the temple either. I think it‟s a lead-in to the prediction regarding the time of Jerusalem‟s demise
(Rev. 11:1-2). We have to keep in mind that the Temple of Herod the Great had already been destroyed,” I

repeated. “John seems to be implying the times of the Gentiles (Rev. 11:1-2) were still going to happen
even though the temple was gone,” I answered.
“Do you mean John implied all of those statements in Luke‟s account, about the Jews being taken into
other nations and Jerusalem being trampled on by the Gentiles (Lk. 21:23-24), were still going to happen?”
asked Charlie.
“Yes. Even though hundreds of Jews had been taken captive in 70 A.D. Revelation was written ten years
later and John is implying that Jerusalem was going to get it again. Some people must have been confused.
They thought that at least that part of the Olivet prophecies had already been fulfilled. Revelation implies
that some of these things were going to happen in the near future.”
“How did it do that?” asked Charlie.
“I‟ll tell you in a minute. Another problem that must have surfaced was one we discussed before. It deals
with the issues that Paul‟s Man of Sin prophecy posed for the Templegate Crisis and the book of
Revelation,” I said.
“Oh yes, you said you were going to tell me about it when we discussed Revelation,” recalled Charlie.
“Heh, you remembered. In II Thes. 2:3-13 Paul predicted the coming of „a man of sin‟ or „the Wicked
One‟ who was going to sit in the temple of God proclaiming to be God. He also says that „the Wicked One
will come with the power of Satan and perform all kinds of false miracles and wonders, and use every kind
of wicked deceit on those who will perish. They will perish because they did not welcome and love the
truth so to be saved‟ (2Th. 2:9-10). Some people mistakenly think that Paul is speaking of a second
personality who will perform the miracles but that‟s not what he said,” I said.
“Why do they think it‟s referring to two people?” asked Charlie.
“For one thing the King James Version on this verse is a little hard to follow. People should look it up in
one of the modern English versions. The second reason is some people confuse II Thessalonians with some
verses in Revelation. They aren‟t the same but I‟ll talk more about that in a minute,” I said. “There are
some other problems that we have to address first.”
“What are the problems?” asked Charlie.
“After the destruction of the temple the clergy also had to explain what Jesus meant by the abomination
of desolation spoken of by Daniel the prophet mentioned in Matthew and Mark,” I said.
“I see what you mean,” said Charlie. Jesus, in the Olivet prophecies said: „when you shall see the
abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing where it ought not, (let him who
reads understand) let them which be in Judea flee to the mountains‟ (Mt. 24:15; Mk. 13:14). The early
clergy had to find some way of explaining how this happened before the temple was destroyed.”
“That‟s right,” I replied. “And Paul predicted that a miracle working „man of sin‟ would sit in the temple
of God and proclaim to be God. This also had to happen before the destruction of the temple,” I said.
“What did they say?” asked Charlie.
“The Roman general Vespasian was in charge of putting down an uprising in Galilee. Flavius Josephus,
whose Hebrew name was Joseph ben Mattathias, was in command of the Jewish forces in Galilee and he
surrendered to Vespasian. He predicted that Vespasian would become emperor. When his prediction came
true Josephus‟ future was secure. He adopted the emperor‟s family name and was granted the rights of
Roman citizenship,” I said.
“This must be the same guy who is supposed to have written those passages on Jesus. And this is what
you meant when you said he became a turn-coat and joined the Romans,” said Charlie in an upbeat tone.
“Yes, he was the famous Jewish historian of the period. Vespasian was emperor from 69 to 79 A.D. In
true Roman tradition, he was deified at his death,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“At their deaths the Romans deified or considered their favorite emperors as gods,” I said.
“Did people expect he was the man of sin?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s not too likely. He had been in Galilee but it was his son Commander Titus who was in charge of the
troops that captured Jerusalem and destroyed the temple in 70 A.D. He, like General Pompey before him in
63 B.C., walked into the Holy of Holies. But there is no record of him sitting in the temple and proclaiming
to be God and certainly didn‟t perform any miracles,” I said.
“Maybe some people still thought Paul‟s „man of sin‟ was Commander Titus,” said Charlie.

“Commander Titus was their strongest candidate but there were these loose ends which the church
couldn‟t explain” (2Th. 2:4, 9), I said.
“Yes, he didn‟t sit in the temple and proclaim to be God and didn‟t perform magic tricks. I guess people
were confused,” said Charlie as he seemed to be lost in thought. “They must have thought that something
was wrong with Paul‟s Man of Sin prophecy.”
“That‟s right. Vespasian died of natural causes in 79 A.D. and Titus became the Emperor. The news must
have caused considerable gossip and speculation within the Christian community,” I said.
“I guess it did,” said Charlie.
“Oh, wow!” exclaimed Charlie. “The „man of sin‟ is supposed to confront Christ at his coming. Paul
predicted that: „the lawless one will be revealed, whom the Lord Jesus will overthrow with the breath of his
mouth and destroy by the splendor of his coming‟” (2Th. 2:8), said Charlie as he read from the New
International Version.
“There wasn‟t any temple so the „man of sin‟ had to be someone who was present prior to the temple‟s
destruction. Titus was their man but they couldn‟t explain the missing pieces to the puzzle. It must have
turned up the heat on the Templegate Crisis. The church had to do something to reassurance people that the
Son of man prophesies would still shortly be fulfilled,” I said. “They needed another end time scenario.”
“What did the church do?” asked Charlie.
“John in Revelation wrote of an end time king called „The Beast.‟ This individual is joined by a miracle
worker called „The False Prophet‟ (Rev. 13:1-18; 20:10). They are two distinct personalities who hadn‟t yet
arrived on the scene. That is at least together,” I said.
“They are two different people but Paul only spoke of one guy the „man of sin.‟ What do you make of
it?” asked Charlie.
“You‟re right the man of sin is clearly one person. People read about the two personalities in Revelation
thirteen and try to project them into the Paul‟s Man of Sin prophecy,” I said. “It simply doesn‟t fit. If
people never read Revelation they wouldn‟t try to make two people out of the man of sin.”
“I can‟t believe it ... that‟s wild!” said Charlie. “Why did you say that the Beast and False Prophet hadn‟t
arrived yet on the scene together?” asked Charlie.
“Well I‟ll get to that in a minute,” I said. “The Beast and The False Prophet are spoken of in the thirteenth
chapter of Revelation (Rev. 13:1-18). The last verse is a famous one. It says: „This calls for wisdom: let
him who has understanding reckon the number of the beast, for it is a human number, its number is six
hundred and sixty-six‟” (Rev. 13:18).
“Oh yes 666, I‟ve heard of that,” said Charlie. “Did the early clergy say that Paul‟s „man of sin‟ was the
Beast in Revelation?” asked Charlie. “What do they mean about the 666?” asked Charlie.
“Let me answer that in a minute. But they couldn‟t say that as the „man of sin‟ had to sit in the temple and
proclaim he was God,” I answered.
“What did they do then?” asked Charlie.
“They could salvage Jesus‟ predictions regarding the abomination of desolation by naming certain acts by
Commander Titus and the Romans. That was important, but they had to down play Paul‟s prophecy. Paul
became the fall guy,” I said.
“So that‟s why, a few days ago, you said Paul‟s Man of Sin prophecy caused the church some other
problems,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. They simply had to say Paul and possibly others were wrong,” I said.
“But there isn‟t any historical record of them saying anything like that,” protested Charlie.
“No there isn‟t, but we can deduce the problems by looking at the evidence in the literature just like any
lawyer does when he discovers incriminating evidence. I don‟t need to have the admissions of the early
clergy regarding the Templegate Crisis,” I said.
“I guess they‟re not going to come right out and tell us that they have a crisis on their hands and this is
how they are going to cover it up. They were probably as confused as anyone,” said Charlie. “I guess you
do have to be like Mattlock,” said Charlie as he smiled. Mattlock was his favorite TV lawyer.
“The early Christians had to either discredit or simply gloss over Paul‟s Man of Sin prophecy. I know it
sounds blasphemous to modern Christians but at the time his letters weren‟t considered Holy Scripture. The

source of John‟s Revelation was said to be Jesus Christ and God. There was simply no other solution,” I
said. “They couldn‟t even conceive of the Third Temple Deception invented by the modern clergy.”
“Yes, the Great Deception probably began centuries after the New Testament was canonized,” said
Charlie. “Okay, but you‟re saying in order to sell Revelation and salvage the Son of man prophecies in the
Synoptics they had to at least down play Paul‟s Man of Sin prophecy,” repeated Charlie.
“That‟s right. Paul was dead by this time and so he wasn‟t around to defend himself,” I said.
“Do you think he would have been able to defend his position?” asked Charlie.
“No. I think he would have been as perplexed as anyone by the Templegate Crisis. John‟s Revelation
introduces The Beast and The False Prophet and they are never mentioned in any connection with the
temple. But you still get to believe in Jesus‟ predictions and you still have a political personality to fight
Christ and a miracle worker. Would you buy this package?” I asked.
“Gee, I don‟t know. Why do you think John didn‟t say the temple was going to be rebuilt?” asked
Charlie.
“They all knew the temple that Jesus clearly referred to in his Son of man prophecies was the Temple of
Herod the Great and it was lying in ruins. They couldn‟t get away with any third temple deception. Even if
the Jews had started to rebuild the temple in 80 A.D. it would have taken decades to finish and there wasn‟t
enough time. As it is the Jews haven‟t rebuilt the temple to this very day. The Templegate Crisis forced
them to at least alter Paul‟s end time scenario,” I said. “It‟s most likely that there were several different end
time scenarios. Some of them may have been based on other books that didn‟t make it into the New
Testament.”
“Yes you said that there was another book called Revelation and other writings. I can see what you mean.
But John‟s Revelation, at least, gets the church to look for the appearance of the Beast and The False
Prophet,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. Now I‟m ready to tell you how I know Revelation was written about 80 A.D.,” I said.
“You probably thought I‟d forgotten about that,” said Charlie in an overly self-assured tone indicating
that in all of the excitement he had forgotten about it.
“That‟s right. The key to understanding this comes from identifying the Beast in Revelation 17. You‟ll
remember the Literal Deception involves giving symbolic material interpretations that go beyond the range
of the clear verses,” I said.
“Oh yes, I remember,” answered Charlie.
“To get a realistic interpretation you always have to start by seeing what the writer tells us about the
correct interpretation. John wrote of a woman riding on a beast that has seven heads and ten horns (Rev.
17:3). John tells us the woman is the great city that has dominion over the kings of the earth” (Rev. 17:18),
I said.
“Okay. The woman is an important capital city,” said Charlie.
“John tells us the seven heads are seven hills on which the woman is seated” (Rev. 17:9), I said.
“Okay this capital city sits on seven hills,” said Charlie.
“John tells us that the woman was drunk with the blood of the saints and the blood of those who bore
testimony to Jesus” (Rev. 17:6), I said.
“Okay, so now we have a capital city built on seven hills where there has been a massacre of Christians
and this city rules over the kings of the earth,” concluded Charlie.
“Hah, that‟s good!” I said. “The only city in John‟s day that is literally built on seven hills is Rome, the
capital of the Roman Empire,” I said. “The Emperor Nero started the persecution of Christians in Rome
after a fire that broke out in 64 A.D. Apparently, people suspected him of starting the fire and he used the
Christians as scapegoats. He had hundreds of them tortured and killed in many unspeakable ways. He was a
real monster,” I said.
“Or Beast!” exclaimed Charlie.
“You‟re right,” I said as I chuckled. “Now John tells us the seven heads are also seven kings five of
whom have fallen, one is, the other has not yet come. The later clergy has used the Literal Deception to
claim the seven heads of the Beast represent „revivals‟ of the Roman Empire spanning over the last two
thousand years. This is nonsense. John clearly tells us these seven heads are also seven kings and five of
them have fallen (Rev. 17:10). He is obviously speaking about a dynasty of emperors, five of whom have

passed from the throne, but the modern clergy doesn‟t believe him. They‟re in effect saying John‟s clear
interpretation in Revelation is really symbolic of something else. It‟s ridiculous,” I said.
“So the seven kings can‟t mean seven revivals of the Roman Empire,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. In the Roman empire the emperor was the king over other or lesser kings,” I said
confidently.
“I can really see that. They‟re calling fish, turtles again,” said Charlie.
“Here‟s a list of Roman emperors and the years they reigned. It starts from Nero who began the
persecution of Christians in Rome” (Rev. 17:6), I said as I passed the list to Charlie:
1. Nero 54-68 A.D.
2. Galba 68-69 A.D.
3. Otho 69 A.D.
4. Vitellius 69 A.D.
5. Vespasian 69-79 A.D.
6. Titus 79-81 A.D.
7. Domitian 81-96 A.D.
“Hah, there‟s Nero, Vespasian and Titus,” said Charlie as he recognized the familiar names. “But what‟s
the purpose of the list? I don‟t get it,” said Charlie.
“John says five of these kings are already fallen and one is and another is yet to come and when he comes
he must remain only a little while (Rev. 17:10). So count off five kings and the next one you come to must
be the one who John says „one is,‟” I said.
“Oh, I see!” exclaimed Charlie. “John wrote Revelation during the reign of Titus between year 79 and 81
A.D. That‟s how you were able to date the book to about the year 80 A.D. Dad, that‟s impressive,” said
Charlie.
“Thanks, son. I think John was telling the church that Titus isn‟t going to be the one who confronts Christ
at his coming. There has to be another emperor who is the seventh king on the list. John says he: „is yet to
come and when he comes he must remain only a little while‟
“So John predicted that Domitian, or the next one on the list, would only rule for a short time,” said
Charlie.
“That‟s right. John goes on to say: „As for the beast that was and is not, it is an eighth but it belongs to the
seven, and it goes to perdition” (Rev. 17:11), I said.
“So the beast is an eighth king but he is one of the seven on the list,” said Charlie.
“That‟s exactly right. John is saying that one of the previous seven emperors would come back into
power as the Beast. Who do you think John had in mind?” I asked.
“Nero. It must be Nero. I don‟t know why but it‟s Nero,” said Charlie.
“You‟re right again. Nero was only 16 or 17 years old when he ascended to the throne. It means he would
have only been in his early forties during Titus‟ reign. Nero died under mysterious circumstances,
reportedly by suicide in 68 A.D. but information on the rumor mill had it that the emperor wasn‟t really
dead. He was simply waiting for an appropriate time to take back the throne and the empire. Christians
feared he would start killing them again,” I said.
“Oh boy, it sounds a little like what some people say about Elvis Presley. They don‟t believe he‟s really
dead,” said Charlie with a smile. “I wonder if people had a lot of Nero sightings in their day,” joked
Charlie.
“Oh boy! That‟s a good one,” I said as I laughed. “The theory that finally became widespread was that
Nero was going to be resurrected from the dead and he was going to lead the Parthians against Rome,” I
said.
“Who were the Parthians?” asked Charlie. “They were a warlike people who lived on the eastern edge of
Asia Minor. The Romans were never successful at subduing them and their border was the one unsettled
boundary in the empire.”
“They must have been a fierce people to stand up to the Romans,” commented Charlie.

“John also tells us that: „the beast, which you saw, once was, now is not, and will come out of the Abyss
or bottomless pit and go to his destruction or perdition‟ (Rev. 17:8). So you see this eighth king is someone
who once was, currently isn‟t but he is coming back into power,” I said.
“It‟s Nero,” said Charlie. “It‟s Nero!”
“The same sentiment is repeated in Revelation thirteen. It speaks of the same beast with seven heads and
ten diadems or crowns upon its horns. One of the heads seemed to have a mortal wound but the wound was
healed” (Rev. 13:1-3), I said.
“So the healed head that appeared to be dead came back to life. It is Nero, this is really freaky,” said
Charlie. “Where is the False Prophet?” asked Charlie.
“The church was waiting for the False Prophet to appear along with or around the second coming of
Nero. Nero had made his first appearance alone but the second time around he was expected to be joined by
this dark religious leader,” I said.
“Who are the ten kings?” asked Charlie.
“John tells us the ten horns are ten kings who have not yet received their power but reign with the beast
or eighth king for one hour or a short time,” I said. “So you see the emperor is a king who is over kings.
John believed the seventh king, who turned out to be Domitian, wasn‟t going to be around long and then
Nero would show up and appoint ten other kings to rule with him. They were supposed to burn Rome with
fire and fight the Lord of lords at his coming” (Rev. 17:13-18), I said.
“John was wrong about Domitian as he reigned for about 15 years,” said Charlie as he calculated from
the list.
“John was wrong but this is clearly what he had in mind,” I answered. “I think John‟s Revelation told his
generation to discard other completing end time scenarios such as Paul‟s Man of Sin prophecy and the idea
that Titus was the anti-Christ. He is telling them that Nero is the one who will fight Christ at his coming,” I
said. “It‟s funny though,” I said.
Charlie knew that I was about to say something really strange and he couldn‟t wait. “Go for it Dad,” said
Charlie in an enthusiastic tone.
“The church unwittingly allowed two different competitive end time scenarios in the New Testament
canon; Paul‟s and John‟s. They must have either glossed over it or, like the modern clergy, they deceived
themselves using their own deceptions.”
“Wow, that‟s unbelievable. How would the common people in the early church know what John was
saying?” asked Charlie.
“Well the clergy read the letters to the congregations and they would interpret it for them. They must
have been really excited to get a hot new letter from the Apostle John. You can be sure that many of the
clergymen at the time knew what the issues were. Identifying the Beast as Nero was probably popular for a
while but as time past it had to be buried. Revelation backfired on the church. Its soothing influence only
lasted for a while. It actually increased the tensions of the Templegate Crisis,” I said.
“I can see that. After a while the church had to admit that Nero couldn‟t be the Beast and so they were in
trouble again,” said Charlie.
“Right, that was when they started to either reinterpret or ignore it. The early clergy started to sound just
like the modern clergy: „Every thing is on track so keep the faith. Christ is coming soon.‟ They would tell
people things like this as they constantly changed the details of the end time scenario to conform to the
times,” I concluded. “Still they couldn‟t bury the identity of the Beast whose number is 666,” I said.
“Oh, yes, you were going to tell me about that,” said Charlie.
“In ancient mystical systems each letter in the alphabet was given a number. Some sources say that when
you take the letters in the title „Nero Caesar‟ written in Hebrew and add their number equivalents together
it totals 666,” I said. “Nero is the Beast that the Apostle John had in mind,” I said.
“Wow, Nero is the Beast,” said Charlie in an excited tone.
“The evidence that John believed that Nero was the Beast is overwhelming,” I said. “The second century
church and the church in every generation since have tried to twist it to mean something else.”
“John also disagreed with Paul another time in the book of Revelation,” interjected Charlie.
“What do you mean?” I asked.

“John also hammered Paul‟s doctrine of Christians being free to eat things offered to idols,” said Charlie
proudly.
“Yes, that‟s right,” I said in a surprised tone.
“John is saying all they needed was the second coming of Nero and his False Prophet, a few heavenly
signs (Mt. 24:24-29) and of course the Son of man coming in the clouds with his angels and great glory”
(Lk. 21:25-27), said Charlie as he read from his notes.
“That‟s about right Charlie. This is the atmosphere into which John presented the book of Revelation. It‟s
like we said earlier, the leaders of the early church argued there was a gap of time between the desolation of
the temple and the other events in the Son of man prophecies. John even alluded to this period of time in
the sixth chapter of Revelation. He described a period of rest prior to opening the sixth seal. When this seal
is opened it includes an earthquake and the sun becoming black as sackcloth of hair and the moon becomes
as blood and the stars of heaven fall to the earth (Rev. 6:10-14). These are the heavenly signs that are
supposed to proceed the day of the Lord or the coming of the Son of man‟s kingdom,” I said.
“John stuck to Jesus‟ timetable and clearly said these things were going to happen soon,” repeated
Charlie. “Verily I say unto you, this generation shall not pass away till all be fulfilled. Heaven and earth
shall pass away: but my words shall not pass away” (Lk. 21:32-33), said Charlie as he read from the King
James Version.
“There are other references in Revelation that also indicate the Son of man‟s kingdom was coming in
their day,” I said.
“What are they?” asked Charlie.
“Revelation 18 says the great city of Babylon has fallen. The merchants who used to do business in the
city are weeping and wailing. John takes great lengths to itemize the kinds of things they used to trade in
the city. The list includes: gold, silver, precious stones, pearls, fine linen, purple, silk, scarlet, thyine wood,
vessels of ivory and precious wood, brass, iron, marble, cinnamon, odors and ointments, frankincense,
wine, oil, wheat, beasts, sheep, horses, chariots and slaves and souls of men” (Rev. 18:10-13), I said.
“Oh, I get it. There isn‟t any city in our modern world that mainly does business in the items listed. This
is especially true with chariots that were common in John‟s day,” said Charlie.
“You got it,” I said with admiration. “We know that John is clearly speaking about Rome. The list would
make sense for the Rome of his day but it is out-of-place in the modern world. There isn‟t anything in this
section to indicate this list should be understood symbolically yet some ministers try to use the Symbolic
Deception to say it isn‟t a literal list,” I said.
“What does it mean by „slaves and the souls of men?‟” asked Charlie.
“In some modern translations they render this as „bodies and the souls of men.‟ „Bodies‟ may imply
prostitution and the „souls of men‟ may mean the slave trade,” I said.
“I guess prostitution has always been around but slavery isn‟t still around. Is it?” asked Charlie in a
hopeful tone.
“It‟s still going on, although illegally, in some underdeveloped countries. They often use these slaves as
prostitutes. Even in developed countries people buy babies on the black market,” I said.
“Yuck,” gasped Charlie in disgust. “I wonder why he called Rome, Babylon?” asked Charlie.
“One part of the answer is John, like Jesus before him, was greatly influenced by the book of Daniel.
Some of his material is similar to Daniel‟s. Daniel‟s book begins with Nebuchadnezzar‟s successful siege
of Jerusalem” (Da. 1:1-3).
“Who was he?” asked Charlie.
“He was the king of the Babylonian empire. After the siege of Jerusalem many Jews were taken captive
to their capital city called Babylon. One major difference between the books is Daniel tells us much of its
material had to remain shut up or sealed for many days, even to the time of the end (Da. 8:26; 10:14; 12:4).
Jesus and then John and the other leaders in the early church believed they were living in the time of the
end. Revelation makes no bones about it. It clearly tells us that the Son of man was coming soon,” I said.
“Okay, but are there any other reasons?” asked Charlie.
“Well let me make a few things clear before I give you an answer. Jesus studied the Jewish Scriptures
since early boyhood (Lk. 2:40-52). As he read books like Daniel and the others he became convinced that

he, among other things, was to fulfill the prophecies regarding the supernatural Son of man. He came to
believe he was living in the time of the end and had unsealed Daniel‟s visions and predictions,” I said.
“Matthew and Mark even say Jesus claimed the abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel the
prophet would be fulfilled before the coming of the Son of man‟s kingdom. The ninth chapter of Daniel
discusses the Messiah being cut off and then Jerusalem being destroyed along with the sanctuary in a time
of war. The destruction of the sanctuary is a clear reference to the temple. At the end of the war the leader
of the conquering armies will plan to defile the faith of the captives. He shall cause the sacrifice and the
oblation to cease. He shall cover the altar with abominations which makes it desolate (Da. 9:26-27). Jesus
must have known that in 167 B.C. Antiochus IV Epiphanies sacrificed a pig in the temple. He probably also
knew the Romans profaned the temple in 6 A.D by walking into the Holy of Holies. But in Jesus‟ view the
prophecies in Daniel were never really fulfilled,” I said.
“How is that?” asked Charlie.
“The temple hadn‟t been destroyed. Jesus must have believed he was the Messiah who would be cut off
before the Romans destroyed the temple,” I said. “As we‟ve seen Daniel 9 is really a reference to Judas
Maccabeaus being cut off and the feared invasion of Demetrius I Soter,” I said. “People gloss over this
since the prophecies regarding Demetrius failed,” I said.
“The Gospel writers probably glossed over it. Since Matthew and Mark, in the Olivet prophecies, speak
of the abomination of desolation as the sign they probably had the verses from Daniel in mind. Luke
probably did too as he speaks of armies surrounding Jerusalem. They are all talking about the destruction of
the temple,” concluded Charlie.
“I think you‟re right. People in their day, as in ours, were still waiting for the „prophecies‟ of Daniel to be
fulfilled. The eighth chapter in Daniel really refers to Antiochus IV Epiphanes who took away the daily
sacrifice and overthrew the foundation of his sanctuary (Da. 8:11). This king will be of fierce countenance
and understand dark sentences ...” (Da. 8:23).
“Wow, it sounds like Darth Vader in Star Wars,” interrupted Charlie. “In John‟s time Nero was suspected
of playing the part.”
“It does sound the same, doesn‟t it. Anyway it‟s just another reference to Antioch IV Epiphanes. But
since it says he shall also stand up against the Prince of princes (Da. 8:25) Jesus believed it referred to
him,” I said. “He was also influenced by other scriptures like this one,” I said as I passed the Bible over to
Charlie.
“Which one?” asked Charlie.
“Joel 3:30-31,” I answered.
“And I will show wonders in the heavens and in the earth, blood, and fire and pillars of smoke. The sun
shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the great and terrible day of the Lord come”
(Joel 3:30-31), read Charlie. “Wow, that‟s the heavenly signs! It‟s another direct hit in the Olivet
prophecies.”
“Keep going, read chapter three, the first two verses” I said.
“For, behold, in those days, and in that time, when I shall bring again the captivity of Judea and
Jerusalem, I will also gather all nations, and will bring them down into the valley of Jehoshaphat, and will
plead with them there for my people and for my heritage Israel, whom they have scattered among the
nations, and parted my land” (Joel 3:1-2), read Charlie.
“Do you remember Jesus predicted in Luke‟s account the Jews would be led away captive into all
nations?” (Lk. 21:24) I asked.
“Oh yes,” said Charlie, “here it is.”
“Joel 3:14-15 repeats the heavenly signs theme. It says: „Multitudes, multitudes, in the valley of decision:
for the day of the Lord is near in the valley of decision. The sun and the moon shall be darkened, and the
stars shall withdraw their shining‟” (Joel 3:14-15), I said.
“So right or wrong, Jesus got much of his material for his Son of man prophecies from the Jewish
Scriptures,” said Charlie.
“You got it Charlie. Jesus instructed his disciples telling them they were living in the end time and they
should preach the kingdom of God was near and people should prepare for the coming of the Son of man.

Jesus was finally taken prisoner, as he predicted, and was crucified. The church continued to preach the
kingdom of God as he instructed and eventually the Romans destroyed the temple ...,” I said.
“And during the gap John wrote Revelation and included everything that was supposed to happen and
more except he left out the destruction of the temple because that had already happened,” said Charlie.
“You got it again,” I said proudly. “Boy; the more we talk, the better you get at keeping up with me,” I
said.
“But I‟m still wondering why John didn‟t simply call the city Rome?” said Charlie.
“Politics, Charlie! You remember,” I said.
“Oh yes. It would have been curtains to write about the destruction of Rome,” Charlie said as he recalled
the previous discussion we had about the politics of the time.
“It is especially true during this time. The memory of Nero and his wicked persecution was still on their
minds. Some people feared the second coming of Nero,” I said.
“I bet they did,” said Charlie.
“It seems that some of the early Christians used the term Babylon as a code word for Rome,” I said.
“How do you know that?” asked Charlie.
“Near the end of Peter‟s first epistle he writes: „Your sister church in Babylon, also chosen by God, sends
you greetings, and so does my son Mark‟” (1Pe. 5:13).
“You mean that Peter wasn‟t really in the city of Babylon?” asked Charlie.
“Not to our knowledge. Early church writers claim that he, like Paul, was martyred in Rome during
Nero‟s persecution,” I said.
“So Babylon really is Rome,” concluded Charlie.
“There is another tradition regarding the Apostle John that is almost certainly wrong.
“What is it?” asked Charlie.
“Eusebius says John was exiled on the Isle of Patmos by the emperor. He quotes Irenaeus, another second
century writer, who says Revelation was written at the end of Domitian‟s reign which is around 96 A.D.
Domitian started the second persecution of Christians in Rome that was as terrible as Nero‟s. The problem
is John writes that: „the beast, which you saw, once was, now is not, and will come up out of the Abyss and
go to his destruction‟” (Rev. 17:8), I said.
“I get! It couldn‟t have been written during Domitian‟s reign. He says that the beast „now is not,‟” said
Charlie in an excited tone.
“You got it Charlie,” I said. “If John wrote during Domitian‟s persecution of the church then it‟s clear he
didn‟t think that he was the Beast. Yet Domitian was a monster who tortured and killed numerous
Christians simply because of what they believed. In this regard he was just as much a candidate to be the
Beast as Nero was. John is clearly telling his readers that the Beast was someone who had been on the
scene before, „once was,‟ he currently wasn‟t around „now is not,‟ yet is expected to come back „and will
come up out of the Abyss.‟”
“It all seems so clear, Dad. John was writing about his own time and day. He believed that Christ was
coming soon,” said Charlie.
“Right on. There is also another reason why John didn‟t write Revelation during Domitian‟s persecution.
Tradition says that John was tortured and dipped into boiling oil before he was banished to the Isle of
Patmos,” I said.
“Yuck, you‟re kidding,” interjected Charlie.
“We are forced to think of John‟s survival as a miracle. He claimed he was on the isle of Patmos on
account of the word of God and the testimony of Jesus (Rev. 1:9). The translators of the Good News Bible
translated it as: „I was put on the Isle of Patmos because I had proclaimed God‟s word and the truth which
Jesus revealed‟ (Rev. 1:9). These guys were taken in by the idea that John was banished or imprisoned and
they stretched the Greek. It could also be interpreted to mean he was there to preach to a small group of
people,” I said. “It‟s also possible that John implies that he received inspired instructions, or the word of
God, which told him to go there so that he would be in the right place and frame of mind to receive the
Revelation. Since Revelation was written around the year 80 A.D., John would have to have been around
seventy,” I said.
“How do you know that?” asked Charlie.

“It‟s simply an educated guess. If average age of the Apostles was around Jesus‟ age and John was one of
the younger men in the group, let‟s guess 20, he would have been close to seventy by 80 A.D.,” I
concluded. “If it was written around 96 A.D. he would have been close to ninety.”
“It sounds reasonable,” agreed Charlie.
“Still, scholars tell us that the style of Greek in the fourth Gospel and Revelation are different and the
evidence points to different writers. It is likely the Revelation was written by someone else named John or
some who wanted people to think it was written by the Apostle,” I added.
“Well, the author does not claim to be the Apostle,” agreed Charlie. “But why did the second century
people say it was written in Domitian‟s reign?”
“The church had suffered through Domitian‟s persecution and it didn‟t look as if Nero was coming back.
The second century church leaders attributed a later date for Revelation as they needed to push back the
timetable for Christ‟s expected arrival. In regards to the identity of the Beast, or antichrist as he is also
called, Eusebius quotes Irenaeus from book five of his series called Heresies Answered: „Had there been
any need for his name to be openly announced at the present time, it would have been stated by the one
who saw the actual revelation. For it was seen not a long time back, but almost in my own lifetime, at the
end of Domitian‟s reign,‟” I said as I put down the book.
“It‟s likely that his statement is a cover up. If he admitted that John thought the Beast was Nero it would
mean the prophecies had failed,” concluded Charlie. “I mean how long is it reasonable to say that Nero is
still alive?”
“Right! They needed an older age for John so they could claim that he wrote the fourth gospel that was
used to revise the history of Jesus. It helped save their butts,” I said as we both laughed.
“So you‟re saying it was all a part of the church‟s plan to deal with the Templegate Crisis,” concluded
Charlie.
“It could have been a loosely organized defense,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie
“The second century church leaders had to defend the New Testament literature. Since they all wanted
the church to survive they would say anything to preserve the faith that was once delivered,” said. “Several
early church leaders used Peter‟s statements in his second letter which implies that „a day for the Lord is
like a thousand years and a thousand years is like a day‟ (2Pe. 3:8) and connected it with the seven days of
creation in Genesis. One of these leaders, called Barnabas, taught the world would exist for 6,000 years that
was foreshadowed by the six days of creation. It would be followed by the seventh millennium, or another
1,000 year period, in which Christ will visibly reign on the earth.”
“I guess there were different ways to cover up the failure of the Son of man prophecies,” concluded
Charlie.
“It was a convenient way for the second century church leaders to defuse the Templegate Crisis. One
thing is certain,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“The modern church still has to deal with it today.”
“How do you figure that?” asked Charlie.
“We are now living approximately 6,000 years since the so-called creation day, which can be roughly
calculated using the genealogies in Genesis, and some ministers and Christian writers are making a big deal
about it. They fail to mention that the 6,000 year theory isn‟t even in the Bible. It‟s merely a theory which
the second century clergy invented to displace the Templegate Crisis,” I said.
“Well it makes sense,” said Charlie. “What else do they say?” asked Charlie.
“There are many different approaches but some churches haven‟t learned their lesson,” I said.
“Which churches and what lesson?” asked Charlie.
“The churches that twist Revelation to mean that it‟s speaks about seven consecutive revivals of the Holy
Roman Empire haven‟t learned the lesson. You have to keep your predictions obscure and open ended.
Don‟t give anyone a specific timetable so you can keep them guessing indefinitely. When you give people
specific time frames and what you say doesn‟t happen people begin to lose faith,” I said.
“Why haven‟t some members of the modern clergy learned not to do it?” asked Charlie.

“The reasons vary from sincere beliefs to business,” I answered. “In the process their audiences are being
set up for a Templegate-like crisis,” I said.
“How do they do it?” asked Charlie.
“The clergy uses the Great Deception to obscure the clear Son of man prophecies in the Synoptics and
does the same thing with those in Revelation. When people read the Son of man prophecies in the
Synoptics and attempt to blend them with the obscure ones in the book of Revelation they get really
confused. Then the clergy comes along and uses the Literal Deception to give symbols interpretations that
are two thousand years removed from John‟s day. They replace the clear time frame Jesus gave in
Matthew, Mark and Luke with an alluring but false one,” I said.
“It‟s fun though,” I said.
“What‟s fun?” asked Charlie.
“Listening to today‟s clergy use the Literal Deception in misinterpreting Revelation, Daniel, Ezekiel and
other books in the Old Testament,” I said.
“What do they say?” asked Charlie.
“Oh, they say all kinds of things like this verse refers to the Catholic church, this one is China, this one
means Russia, and this other one is the United States of Europe and ... “ I said.
“You mean the United States of America,” interrupted Charlie.
“Well they do say some verses refer to the United States but they also claim that others refer to a United
Europe,” I said.
“But I have heard about a United Europe,” said Charlie.
“Yes, it‟s been talked about for decades. Early when the talks began some members of the clergy began
to say it‟s all been predicted. We currently have the European Economic Community which represents a
group of nations who participate in an economic accord but it isn‟t a political state yet,” I said.
“But couldn‟t they be right?” asked Charlie as he interrupted.
“Charlie the Bible doesn‟t say one word about a United Europe. The clergy claims it will be the last
revival of the Holy Roman Empire. Even if there eventually is a United Europe of some kind it isn‟t
predicted in the Bible. It‟s the same as if the Jews eventually build another temple or maybe a dozen other
temples; the Bible doesn‟t say anything about it. The clergy is calling fish, turtles. In past centuries the
clergy used the same scriptures to mean the nations and movements of their day. The clergy, over time,
changes their interpretations of Revelation, Daniel, and other books and leads people into crisis after crisis.
They keep changing things and stalling for time but eventually time runs out on their predictions and their
people crash in a Templegate-like crisis,” I said.
“I was just trying to see if you were on your toes,” said Charlie as he smiled.
“Good one, Charlie,” I said as I laughed.
“Do you know what the funny thing about the book of Revelation is?” I asked.
“I know. The later clergy turned Revelation into a trap. Everyone who falls into it can‟t get out because
it‟s based on failed prophesies,” said Charlie. “The early church used it to try save its ass but it backfired on
them. Revelation didn‟t accurately predict the future in John‟s day and it doesn‟t say anything about ours,”
said Charlie with conviction.
“Yes, and people are still under the clergy‟s deceptions,” I said.

THE FOURTH SON OF GOD
“Dad what did the disciples do after Jesus died?” asked Charlie.
“Well it depends on who you believe?” I answered.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“You‟ll remember when we talked about how Matthew‟s account says first an angel (Mt. 28:7) and then
the resurrected Jesus instructed the two Marys that he would appear to them in Galilee” (Mt. 28:10), I said.
“Oh, yes. I remember. And then he goes on to tell us the eleven disciples went into a mountain in Galilee
and Jesus appeared to them” (Mt. 28:16-20), said Charlie.
“Right, then Luke says the resurrected Jesus appeared to a whole group of people,” I said.
“You mean it was more than eleven?” asked Charlie.

“Yes. Luke says Jesus met two of his disciples who were walking and talking on the road to a village,
near Jerusalem, called Emmaus (Lk. 24:13). The two didn‟t know it was Jesus but while they were having a
meal they recognized him and he vanished” (Lk. 24:13-31), I said.
“Kirk to Enterprise! Beam me up Scotty,” joked Charlie.
“Yes, something like that,” I said as I laughed.
“Okay, so far you‟ve got two. How do you get the whole group?” asked Charlie.
“Well, after Jesus vanished the two went back to Jerusalem to tell the eleven and the others who were
with them” (Lk. 24:33), I answered.
“Okay. Two plus eleven is thirteen. Then there were some others there. So there had to have been a
minimum of fifteen people there when Jesus appeared,” said Charlie “and probably more.”
“That‟s right. Mark says Jesus appeared to two of them as they walked in the country,” I said.
“That sounds like the same thing Luke said,” said Charlie.
“Up to this point it does. But then Mark says when they told the rest of them they didn‟t believe their
story. Then Mark includes an undetermined gap of time before Jesus appears to the others. Mark simply
says: „afterwards Jesus appeared to the eleven as they sat at a table; and he upbraided them for their
unbelief and hardness of heart, because they didn‟t believe those who saw him after he had risen,‟” I said as
I read from the Revised Standard Version (Mk. 16:14).
“So that indicates it‟s the first time Jesus appeared to the eleven,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. Jesus never calls them on the carpet for not believing after his first appearance to the
group,” I said.
“Yes, Luke‟s account also doesn‟t have any gap of time from the mystery two‟s tale and Jesus‟
appearance to a group of at least fifteen. Mark puts in a gap before Jesus appears to the eleven,”
summarized Charlie.
“You got it Charlie,” I said. “The verse I quoted from Mark is part of an ending that doesn‟t appear in
some manuscripts (Mk. 16:9-29) but it contradicts Luke‟s account just the same,” I said.
“Well, it‟s the same ole story. The Gospels contain messed up conclusions. It gets crazy when you
compare the details,” said Charlie.
“Each book was written, like any book, to stand on its own. Each one does a fine job on the basic story
but they don‟t really belong under the same cover,” I said, “if you are going to compare the specific details.
Every courtroom judges listens intently to testimony of the witnesses. When someone contradicts himself it
looks as if he isn‟t telling a straight story,” I said.
“Yes, I caught on to that a long time ago. What happened after that?” asked Charlie.
“In the Bible all we have is Luke‟s book called „The Acts of the Apostles‟ and the letters that the leaders
wrote,” I said.
“What about the book of Acts? What does it have to say?” asked Charlie as he smiled.
“Acts was written by the same writer as the third Gospel so he picks up pretty much where he left off. He
says the disciples continually praised and blessed God in the temple in Jerusalem. The resurrected Jesus
appeared to them for a period of forty days and showed them many infallible proofs. He continued to teach
them things that pertained to the Kingdom of God. He instructed them not to leave Jerusalem but to wait
for the promise of the Holy Spirit. The disciples asked Jesus if he was going to restore the kingdom to
Israel” (Ac. 1:1-6), I said.
“So, they expected the Son of man‟s kingdom to come to earth in their lifetimes,” said Charlie.
“Right, when the Holy Spirit came upon them on the day of Pentecost they began to speak with
inspiration and people heard what they said in many different languages. Peter was the first one to address
the crowd they attracted,” I said.
“I could have guessed it was Peter,” said Charlie.
“Some people thought they must be drunk but Peter said they weren‟t as it was only the third hour of the
day or about nine o‟clock in the morning,” I said.
“What did he mean by that?” asked Charlie.
“He meant it was too early in the day for people to be drinking wine,” I said. “Then Peter plainly and
clearly told them what their spiritual jubilation was all about. He said it was the fulfillment of a prophecy
spoken by Joel:

„And it shall come to pass in the last days,‟ said God. „I will pour my Spirit upon all flesh: and your sons
and daughters shall prophesy and your young men shall see visions and your old men shall dream dreams:
and on my servants and handmaidens I will pour out my Spirit; and they shall prophesy: And I will show
wonders in heaven above, and signs in the earth beneath; blood and fire and vapor of smoke: The sun shall
be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the great and notable day of the Lord come: And it
shall come to pass, whosoever shall call on the name of the Lord shall be saved” (Ac. 2:15-21), I said as I
put down the Bible.
“So Peter is telling everyone they‟re living in the last days,” said Charlie. “God had poured out his Spirit
unto the disciples and that‟s why they were high. They weren‟t drunk.”
“That‟s exactly right,” I answered.
“But Peter was wrong. They weren‟t living in the last days,” said Charlie.
“No they weren‟t. It‟s in the New Testament and it‟s wrong,” I said. “Some ministers try to dance around
it and say Peter‟s day was only a type of fulfillment of Joel‟s prophecy and the real fulfillment is coming
soon.”
“Baloney, Acts doesn‟t say it‟s a type of fulfillment. Peter says clearly „this is it‟ (Ac. 2:16) and he‟s
wrong,” said Charlie firmly. “The clergy is guilty of twisting the scriptures. The Great Deception is dead.
The Bible contains mistakes.”
“Anyway, Peter goes on and gives, in my opinion, one of the most inspired messages in the Bible. He
tells the people God had risen up Jesus of Nazareth, whom they crucified, to sit on David‟s throne as the
Christ” (Ac. 2:22-34), I said. “In effect Peter is telling the people they had it all wrong. The Christ they
hoped for was indeed David‟s son but he wasn‟t going to come as a flesh and blood political deliverer. God
had made this Jesus, who had ascended into heaven, both Lord and Christ. He was sitting on the right hand
of God until he made his enemies „a stool for thy feet‟” (Ac. 2:22-36), I said.
“Yes, he‟s implying Jesus, the son of David, has become a supernatural Christ or spirit being,” said
Charlie.
“Peter even said they should save themselves from this untoward or crooked generation. They should
repent, be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of their sins” (Ac. 2:37-40), I said.
“So it was Peter who gave Jesus the name, „Jesus Christ,‟” said Charlie.
“Right on. In a historical narrative this is the first time Jesus is referred to as Jesus Christ. The term is
referring to the supernatural resurrected spirit being who had been Jesus of Nazareth. All of the Gospel
writers, except Luke, refer to „Jesus Christ‟ in their introductions or early chapters as they are telling us the
story of how Jesus the human became Jesus Christ.”
“Does Luke ever use the name?” asked Charlie.
“Not in his Gospel. He introduces it in Acts,” I replied. “The Gospel writers wrote their books decades
after Peter‟s first inspired public speech and by that time Jesus was commonly known as Jesus Christ,” I
said.
“But he was a spirit being by that time,” repeated Charlie.
“Right, did you also notice Peter refers to „this generation‟ in the same way Jesus did? He speaks of
saving yourself from „this generation‟” (Ac. 2:40; Mt. 12:34, 39-42).
“No, but that‟s right. How do the clergy get away with it all?” asked Charlie in a bewildered tone. “Peter
in plain language said they were living in the last days. Come on that was two thousand years ago!”
protested Charlie.
“In this case they use the Great Deception and the Symbolic Deception. You know the Bible is the word
of God and the literal thing Peter said is symbolic of some other time,” I said.
“If the words don‟t mean what they say then no one can say what they mean,” retorted Charlie.
“In chapter three Peter preaches: „repent and be converted so your sins may be blotted out when the times
of refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord. And he shall send Jesus Christ, which was preached
before you‟” (Ac. 3:19-20), I said. “Peter is plainly preaching that Jesus Christ is coming.”
“Yes, as the supernatural Son of man,” added Charlie.

“He is the Lord whom the heavens have received until the times of restitution of all things which the
prophets spoke of since the world began. Jesus is also the prophet who was like Moses (Dt. 18:15-19). The
people are supposed to obey this prophet and those who don‟t will be destroyed” (Ac. 3:19-23), I said.
“I still don‟t see how the church got away with Templegate,” said Charlie. “What‟s the matter with
people? Can‟t they read?” interjected Charlie with anger in his voice.
“The book of Acts is supposed to have been written by Luke and his Gospel is a Son of man Gospel. He
has the apostles continuing to teach the Son of man was coming before the passing of their generation. But
Luke tells us that Peter made a giant leap forward in their understanding. He married the concept of the
people‟s expected political deliverer with the supernatural Christ. He is telling them these two views of the
Christ will be fulfilled in the coming of the supernatural Son of man,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“The Christ who most people hoped for was a human leader who was going to deliver them from the
Romans. Peter is saying Jesus Christ will be a supernatural being and he is coming to deliver them from
their foes (Ac. 2:35). But, now the stakes are even higher,” I said.
“How‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“Peter said the promises God made to Abraham will be fulfilled in Jesus Christ. He said: „You are the
sons of the prophets and of the covenant which God gave to your fathers, saying to Abraham, And in your
posterity shall all of the families of the earth be blessed‟” (Ac. 3:25-26), I said.
“You mean there‟s no harp music in heaven,” joked Charlie.
“No, the promises were for all the families of the earth,” I said. “You have to understand Acts has,
David‟s throne and the expected political Christ, the expected Moses-like prophet, the promises God made
to Abraham, the Son of man prophecies and those predicting the day of the Lord are all coming together in
the personage of this newly christened Jesus Christ,” I said.
“Wow,” said Charlie. “Jesus Christ is the main man in the whole Bible. It‟s as if all three views of the
Christ in the Gospels are being blended in a fourth Christ the Book of Acts calls Jesus Christ,” said Charlie.
“Charlie, that‟s brilliant!” I said in a surprised tone.
“Well, thanks,” said Charlie feeling proud.
“John‟s Gospel presents us with Christ the spiritual savior of the world (Jn. 3:11-18). In the book of Acts
you have to believe the word before you got baptized (Ac. 8:36-38). Peter also says there‟s no other name
under heaven that is able to save men (Ac. 4:12) and of course you either believe it or you don‟t,” I said.
“It sounds pretty much the same as the picture in John‟s Gospel,” said Charlie.
“Peter later says: „we believe that through the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ we shall be saved‟ (Ac.
15:11). Grace means „free gift‟ so salvation now i being seen as a gift from Jesus Christ which is one step
deeper into the mysteries of Christian salvation,” I said. “It‟s almost like this fourth view of Christ, called
Jesus Christ, takes on even more attributes. John‟s Gospel speaks of the spiritual Christ of faith. Acts tells
us about the spiritual Christ of grace,” I said. “This newly christened Jesus Christ is given almost every title
imaginable. He‟s the composite of the Christs in the Gospels and more!” I said in an excited tone.
“John also alluded to the spiritual savior of grace in his commentary when he wrote: „for the law was
given by Moses, but grace and truth came by Jesus Christ‟” (Jn. 1:17), I said.
“So you‟re saying that the idea of a spiritual savior of grace was developed in the early days of the church
and John alluded to it in his Gospel but only in his commentary,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. There was also another gift which you have to receive before you get the gift of eternal
life,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“The Holy Ghost or „Holy Spirit‟ as we say in modern English,” I answered. “Receiving the gift of the
Holy Spirit is clearly new in the book of Acts although the Gospels hint of its coming (Jn. 15:26-27).
People who repent and are baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins receive the gift of
the Holy Spirit (Ac. 3:38). Even in John the Baptist‟s ministry there was repentance in preparation for the
Kingdom of God and baptism for the remission of sins but no one received the gift of the Holy Spirit,” I
said.
“Oh,” said Charlie looking as if he was a little confused.

“You remember the Holy Spirit is like the power and inspiration of Christ or God. It was the power that
was inspiring or teaching the early church,” I said.
“The apostles and others continued to preach the Kingdom of God (Ac. 8:12; 14:22; 19:8; 20:25; 28:23)
but when they went into Jewish areas they also had to try and prove Jesus was the Christ from the Jewish
Scriptures” (Ac. 8:35-39; Ac. 9:20-22), I said.
“It‟s like the church is learning new things. Only in the beginning they‟re growing by leaps and bounds;
both in teachings and in numbers,” said Charlie. “What else happened to the Son of man?” asked Charlie in
a bewildered tone.
“Well for one thing, in most of the literature, they don‟t call the resurrected Jesus Christ the Son of man.
The only time he‟s called „the Son of man‟ is in the book of Revelation,” I said. “And even there he is
referred to as „one like onto the Son of man‟” (Rev. 1:13; 14:14).
“Well that‟s because Revelation is a Son of man book, like the book of Daniel. I still wonder why?”
asked Charlie.
“In the letters they often refer to Jesus in the way John preferred in his Gospel; the Son of God or simply
the Son. But now Jesus is also known by his new name Jesus Christ or the Lord Jesus Christ, Christ Jesus
our Lord or simply by his titles as the Lord or our Lord and Savior. Maybe they thought the title „Son of
man‟ reflected too much of his human side as by now he was the resurrected and divine Jesus Christ. Still
you have to wonder as the earthly Jesus used the title in reference to himself as the coming supernatural
Son of man spoken of in the book of Daniel. I do know that Jesus Christ is the fourth view of the Son of
God. He‟s the composite of all of the other views of the Christ,” I said.
“I guess it all comes together in Jesus Christ,” said Charlie. “It‟s funny though, people don‟t really know
much about him. I mean I didn‟t before I started to talk to you,” said Charlie.
“You know, I have to admit, in talking to you I‟ve learned a lot about him too,” I said sincerely.

I DO NOT COME TO BRING PEACE, BUT A SWORD
“With all of these different ideas about Jesus didn‟t it cause some people to wonder?” asked Charlie.
“Most Christians were blinded by religious zeal and the clergy‟s deceptions so they couldn‟t discern the
differences. In the early church other divisive issues were on people‟s minds. Before the end of the second
decade after the church began there was more than one form of Christianity,” I said.
“More than one form, what do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“You might say there were Jewish Christianity and Gentile Christianity. You have to understand that
Christianity grew out of Judaism and so the early Jewish Christians continued in the customs and dictates
of the Law of Moses. They worshipped in the temple and observed all of the customs except they saw Jesus
Christ in all of the things they did. In the beginning Christians or the Nazarenes (Ac. 24:5) were seen as a
new party in Judea among other more established ones such as: the Pharisees, Sadducees, Herodians,
Essenes and the outlawed Zealots,” I said.
“I see,” said Charlie, “but they kept the Law of Moses.”
“Right, the earliest Christians were Jews or Jewish Christians. One of them, named Stephen, was stoned
to death after he was accused of speaking against the laws and customs of Moses (Ac. 6:8-15). This was a
false charge. Stephen and the other early Jewish Christians never spoke against the law. At the very most
they were offering a new interpretation of the Jewish Scriptures. It was an acceptable practice to offer
different interpretations and debate them. Jesus did it many times and he was never called on it.”
“The Jewish Christians believed the Messiah had already appeared and he was expected to come back as
the conquering supernatural Son of Man. This position seemed to be „radical‟ to many orthodox Jews of the
day. If the Messiah had already come why didn‟t „they‟ recognize him? Why didn‟t he lead the nation to a
military victory over the Romans? And then there was the accusation that the establishment had murdered
the messiah!”
“Wow,” said Charlie in a shocked tone. “It‟s curtains for the Jewish Christians.”
“This is exactly what Stephen did in his apology or defense before the Sanhedrin.”
“I thought an apology was when you said you were sorry, like I do when I mess up,” interrupted Charlie.

“Well that‟s how we use the term today but it originally meant an argument which defended your
position. Several of the early church leaders were apologists as they defended the church‟s teachings
initially against the Jewish authorities, then against their own apostates or heretics and the pagan authorities
and Roman philosophers,” I said. “You could call Stephen an early apologist as he attempted to defend the
Christian position against the criticism of the Jews.”
“Who is the San ...?” asked Charlie as he couldn‟t pronounce the name.
“The Sanhedrin was the religious court of the Jews that controlled the daily life of the people. In practice
this council concerned itself only with the most obvious infractions of the Torah or Law. Since the Romans
recognized the Sanhedrin as the ruling body over the Jews it was allowed to deal with religious matters.”
“Charlie picture this scenario if you can. Stephen is standing before the court and gives them a long
speech which concludes with the idea the fathers had always persecuted the prophets who predicted the
coming of „the Just or Righteous One.‟ He tells the court that „they‟ had recently betrayed and murdered the
Righteous One. Then he boldly turned the tables on them and claimed it was „they‟ who hadn‟t kept the
Law” (Ac. 7:52-53), I said.
“Boy it sounds like he wanted to be killed,” concluded Charlie.
“I think that‟s a fair statement. It hard to imagine anyone saying things like that to the Sanhedrin. When
they stoned Stephen they did it in a moment of anger,” I said, “as the court didn‟t have the authority to
execute anyone. This is the reason why they had to turn Jesus over to the Romans. As bold and as suicidal
as Stephen may have been, he still didn‟t say anything against the Law of Moses.”
“Boy that would have been a dangerous thing to do,” acknowledged Charlie.
“Moses taught that nothing shall be added or taken away from the law (Dt. 4:2) and the Jews believed it
was to be for all time” (Ex. 12:14), I said as Charlie gave me his full attention. “Jeremiah‟s prophecy, that
some modern Gentile Christians mistake for their New Covenant, says: „This is the covenant I will make
with the house of Israel, after that time, declares the Lord. I will put my law in their minds and write it in
their hearts‟ (Jer. 31:31-34). This clearly means that these people, unlike their fathers, would become
inwardly zealous for the law. It‟s not a passage that speaks of doing away with the Law of Moses,” I said.
“Matthew‟s gospel was clearly written to Jewish Christians,” I said.
“Yes, you said that before,” said Charlie.
“The Jewish Christians tried to convince their fellow Jews that the Jewish Scriptures pointed to the
coming of Jesus as the prophesied Christ. Matthew‟s Gospel, in the section which is often called the
„Sermon on the Mount,‟ has Jesus teaching he didn‟t come to abolish the law or the prophets but his
intention was to fulfill them. He says: „... until heaven and earth disappear, not the smallest letter, not the
least stroke of a pen, will by any means disappear from the law until everything is accomplished‟ (Mt.
5:17-18). He goes on to say that those who disobeyed even the least of the commandments, and taught
others to do the same, will be called the least in the Kingdom of heaven. On the other hand those who kept
the law, and taught others to do the same, will be called great in the Kingdom of heaven” (Mt. 5:19), I said.
“Wow, the Emperor Julian was right. Jesus agrees with Moses. “What do modern Christians say when
they read that?” asked Charlie.
“The fact is that Matthew has Jesus, in some instances, disallowing things that were allowed in the law
and in every instance he is teaching an even stricter lifestyle. The law allowed people to divorce (Dt. 24:14) but Jesus disallows it except in the case of adultery (Mt. 5:31-32). Mark has Jesus telling the Pharisees
that Moses wrote the law on divorce because of the hardness of their hearts” (Mk. 10:1-12), I said.
“So when God inspired Moses to write the law on divorce he must have altered off course to satisfy the
people‟s desires,” concluded Charlie.
“There is also a similar passage about divorce in Luke and it includes the part about the law not passing
away” (Lk. 16:17), I said.
“You mean Timothy‟s Gospel,” said Charlie with smile as he recalled my theory.
“It says: „The law and the prophets were until John; since then the good news of the kingdom of God is
preached, and every one enters it violently. But it‟s easier for heaven and earth to pass away, than for one
dot of the law to become void‟ (Lk. 16:16-17). Then he went on to give his strict teaching about divorce
claiming anyone who remarries commits adultery,” I said as I put down the Bible. “This section sounds a
little crazy,” I said.

“Why do you say that?” asked Charlie.
“Luke has Jesus engaging in double talk. In his first statement he‟s implying the law and the prophets
were superseded by John the Baptist‟s, and presumably his, preaching about the kingdom of God. Then he
implies that even the tiniest detail of the law wouldn‟t be voided but then he goes on to void the law‟s
allowance of divorce. Luke is clearly dancing around the issues,” I said.
“I wonder why?” asked Charlie.
“The answer will be apparent in a minute,” I said. “The law allowed people to make oaths to the Lord
(Lev. 19:12; Num. 30:2; Deut. 23:21) but Jesus not only disallows it, he implies it comes from the evil one”
(Mt. 5:37), I said.
“I guess the devil must have inspired the oath passages in the law,” said Charlie. “If oaths were evil why
did Moses allow them?”
“That‟s a good point. Why do Acts record the account of Paul having his hair cut off at a place called
Cenchrea because of a vow or oath he had taken?” (Ac. 18:18) I asked.
“Yes, why?” asked Charlie in a perplexed tone.
“It‟s clear that Paul and Timothy, or the traditional Luke if you prefer, were really Gentile Christians who
were concerned about freeing Christians from the Law while Matthew was a die hard Jewish Christian who
is concerned with keeping Jews bound to the law,” I said.
“So how do modern Christians dance around the issue?” asked Charlie in a curious tone.
“Matthew‟s account says: „I tell you the truth, until heaven and earth disappear, not the smallest letter, not
the least stroke of a pen, will by any means disappear from the Law until everything is accomplished‟ (Mt.
5:18). Modern Christians usually twist things by saying Jesus‟ crucifixion fulfilled the Law and the
prophets but they‟re deluding themselves. The Law and the prophets do not „clearly‟ say a single thing
about Jesus‟ crucifixion. Jesus is referring to the coming of the kingdom of God and claims the law will
remain in full force until everything is accomplished,” I said.
“Yes, but Luke kind of waters it down by saying that the Law and the Prophets were proclaimed until
John (Lk. 16: 16) ... and only Matthew says:
Anyone who breaks one of the least of these commandments and teaches others to do the same shall be
called the least in the kingdom of heaven, but whoever practices and teaches these commands will be called
great in the kingdom of heaven” (Mt. 5:19 NIV), said Charlie as he put down his Bible.
“Right, that is a statement that no Gentile Christian would or could agree with,” I replied.
“So you‟re saying either Luke watered down the tradition or Matthew added to it,” concluded Charlie.
“That‟s right,” I replied. “Matthew expresses this tradition in the Sermon on the Mount. He gives us the
most extensive coverage of this material (Mt. 5:1-7:29). Luke also gives an account of this sermon but his
coverage is scanty in comparison (Lk. 6:20-49). He does give us a little more of this material in other
blocks of text where it appears in dialogue settings when Jesus is answering questions,” I said.
“Matthew probably did write his original account in Aramaic to a Jewish Christian audience who were
zealous for the Law. He is the only one who says: „Unless your righteousness exceeds that of the scribes
and Pharisees you will never enter the Kingdom of heaven‟” (Mt. 5:20).
“I wonder why?” asked Charlie.
“These passages have Jesus going beyond the range of his enemies. This is certainly something that every
Jewish Christian would have approved of. The Pharisees had rejected the Messiah who never spoke against
the Law of Moses. Jewish Christians were becoming a rising force in the Holy Land and they were still
struggling against the Pharisees,” I said. “I think Matthew probably wrote his gospel in Jerusalem,” I
concluded.
“Boy it sounds pretty clear,” interrupted Charlie. “Now I know why Paul took that oath in Acts,” he said
as he smiled.
“Okay, how do you know that?” I asked.
“Paul read Mark‟s Gospel but he never read Matthew‟s,” said Charlie as he continued to smile.
“Charlie, now you‟re blowing my mind. In a minute or two you‟re going to find out just how right you
are,” I said with a big grin on my face.

“Is there anything else in Matthew‟s Gospel like that?” asked Charlie.
“Matthew is also the only one who has Jesus saying that they should: „pray that their flight will not take
place in winter or on the Sabbath‟” (Mt. 24:20), I said.
“Oh yes, that‟s in the Olivet prophecies,” recalled Charlie.
“Matthew clearly implies that Sabbath keepers, like Jesus‟ early followers, would have a more difficult
time fleeing to the hills or mountains if their flight fell on the Sabbath,” I said.
“Why is that?” asked Charlie.
“There were strict Sanhedrin laws concerning a Sabbath day‟s journey. The Jewish high court considered
a Sabbath day‟s journey to be the distance from the Temple Mount to the Mount of Olives which was one
thousand paces. Distances further than this would constitute work and could be judged as a violation of the
Sabbath,” I said. “Fleeing Jewish Christians would be breaking the Sabbath and could be apprehended,” I
concluded.
“Okay, anything else?” asked Charlie.
“Well, Matthew takes great lengths in drawing obvious parallels between the life of Jesus and Moses
such as the massacre of innocent children associated with their births, and the holy family coming out of
Egypt just like the Israelites did before they went into the promised land. And, like I‟ve mentioned before,
Matthew also stretches his narrative to make many things seem to be the fulfillments of various prophecies.
Matthew‟s message, with its emphasis on keeping the Law of Moses, would be openly received by Jewish
Christians; especially those in Palestine.”
“Mark‟s Gospel casts the Pharisees and Herodians as Jesus‟ enemies (Mk. 3:6). There are instances when
Jesus either avoids or cleverly answers their questions (Mk. 8:11-13; 12:13-17). There are two occasions
when he warns others of their ways (Mk. 8:14-15; 12:38-40). But there is only one occasion when Jesus
reverted to name calling (Mk. 7:6). Matthew and Luke, in comparison, show Jesus raking the scribes and
Pharisees over the coals in one lengthy discourse. Luke does it in the eleventh chapter in a block of text
called the Six Woes and Matthew does it in chapter twenty-three called the Seven Woes,” I said.
“Which one did Luke leave out?” asked Charlie.
“Or which one did Matthew add?” I suggested. “All of the woes in both accounts are essentially the same
except Matthew adds one that says:
Wow to you, blind guides! You say, „If anyone swears by the temple, it means nothing; but if anyone
swears by the gold of the temple, he is bound by his oath. You blind fools! Which is greater: the gold, or
the temple that makes the gold sacred? You also say, „If anyone swears by the altar, it means nothing; but if
anyone swears by the gift on it, he is bound by his oath. You blind men! Which is greater: the gift, or the
altar that makes the gift sacred? Therefore, he who swears by the altar swears by it and everything on it.
And he who swears by heaven swears by God‟s throne and by the one who sits on it” (Mt. 23:16-22), I said
as I read from the New International Version.
“So it has to do with oaths again,” commented Charlie. “Since Matthew is the only one who criticizes
oath making (Mt. 5: 33-37) and Acts contains an account of Paul joining a group of men who had made a
vow or oath (Lk. 21:23-26) it has to mean that Matthew either added this oath stuff into his gospel or Luke
left it out,” concluded Charlie.
“It‟s a brilliant deduction my dear Watson,” I said with a smile.
“Thanks Dad, sometimes I think you are the real Sherlock Holmes,” said Charlie as he laughed.
“Since both gospel writers have essentially the same material that doesn‟t appear in Mark this material
probably comes from Paul‟s „Q‟ source,” I said. “In a minute or two you‟ll understand why Paul‟s „Q‟
material either didn‟t contain the „oath stuff‟ and the statement claiming that the greatest in the kingdom of
God would be strict keepers and teachers of the law or if it did he somehow chose to ignore it.”
“Oh, yes his books and notebooks that we talked about. Maybe Matthew added some material in his
account of the Sermon on the Mount,” said Charlie. “Let me see if I‟ve got it straight. Matthew was written
to Jewish Christians in Palestine and Luke, or Timothy, was written for Theophilus a Gentile Christian (Lk.
1:1) and Mark was written to Christians in Rome,” said Charlie.

“Right, except you have to realize that Mark probably wrote his gospel for Jewish Christians in Rome,” I
said.
“How do you figure that?” asked Charlie.
“You‟ll remember that Peter appeared at the Jerusalem Council after a mysterious absence. We
determined that he had probably been in Rome with Mark,” I said.
“So you‟re saying Peter had obviously been preaching to the Jews in Rome,” concluded Charlie.
“Right, this is further illustrated by Paul‟s comments in his letter to the Galatians as he recalled the
Jerusalem Council. He relates the observation of the chief Apostles: „... they saw that I had been entrusted
with the task of preaching the gospel to the Gentiles, just as Peter had been to the Jews. For God, who was
at work in the ministry of Peter as an apostle to the Jews, was also at work in my ministry as an apostle to
the Gentiles,‟ (Gal. 2:7-8). Paul is telling us that at least up to the time of the Jerusalem Council Peter was
known as an apostle to the Jews. Most historians say the riot in Rome, which led Emperor Claudius to
expel the Jews, was triggered by a crusade for Christ in the Jewish section of the city,” I said.
“So Peter was preaching to Jews and Mark wrote his gospel to Jewish Christians,” said Charlie. “I
wonder why it isn‟t as legalistic in tone as Matthew?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s more evidence that Mark wrote his gospel early. It was written before the Jerusalem Council which
means it was written when Jewish Christianity was the only game in town,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“I mean Gentile Christianity didn‟t even exist when it was written. Peter and Mark were in Rome and
they probably had very little information about what Paul and the others were doing in other provinces. The
idea that some Christians didn‟t have to keep the laws and customs of Moses hadn‟t even entered into Mark
and Peter‟s minds until the time of their reappearance in Jerusalem,” I said.
“I see, so Mark assumed the common belief,” said Charlie.
“Matthew was probably written sometime after the Jerusalem Council when it was decided that Gentile
Christians didn‟t have to keep the laws and customs of Moses. Matthew felt impelled to clearly state the
Law of Moses was intended to stand until the kingdom of God arrived.”
“And he was writing to Jewish Christians in Palestine,” repeated Charlie.
“Even the earlier account, in Acts, of Peter preaching to the house of Cornelius doesn‟t contain any hints
of him teaching against the Law of Moses” (Ac. 10:1-11:18).
“Who are they?” asked Charlie.
“Cornelius and his household are described as the first Gentile converts to Christianity,” I said. “He was a
Roman centurion who was stationed in Caesarea on the coast,” I replied. “It is often thought that Cornelius
may have already been a Gentile convert to Judaism who was referred to as God fearers (Ac. 10:1). In
Jerusalem, and elsewhere, Christians remained zealous for the law. If the decision to allow the house of
Cornelius to forsake the laws and customs of Moses had already been made then what was the point of the
Jerusalem Council?” I asked.
“Are you saying Gentile Christianity began after the Jerusalem Council?” asked Charlie.
“Well perhaps in an official sense. The Apostle Paul had already been teaching his form of Christianity
when some Jewish Christians who Paul refers to as „false brethren‟ (Gal. 2:4), tried to bind the Gentile
Christians to the dictates of the Law. Paul, Barnabas and Titus took the issue to the apostles in Jerusalem”
(Ac. 15:2-5; Gal. 2:1-5), I said.
“Boy I‟m a little mixed up myself so I can see why they were confused,” said Charlie. “How did Paul
start Gentile Christianity?” asked Charlie.
“It is sometimes thought that Paul in his letters developed numerous new doctrines. He did offer
numerous opinions and rulings but I can only think of one major doctrine that was uniquely his. It is one of
the two doctrines he used to try to justify Gentile Christianity,” I said.
“What two doctrines?” asked Charlie.
“The first one is called the Grace Doctrine. Grace means gift and a gift is something you can‟t earn. Paul
and the early church taught that salvation is a gift God was going to give to those who had faith in Jesus
Christ” (Ro. 5:15-19), I said.
“Okay, salvation is a gift; but what do you receive?” asked Charlie.

“Salvation is the gift of eternal life in the Kingdom of God. Paul taught the Lord was coming in their
general life time to resurrect the dead in Christ to eternal life. Those who are still alive will be caught up to
meet the Lord and the others in the air. They would all be with the Lord forever” (1Th. 4:13-18; 5:1-6), I
replied.
“Paul didn‟t develop the Grace Doctrine as Peter is the first one who expressed it in the book of Acts at
the Jerusalem Council. He says: „We believe it is through the grace of our Lord Jesus that we are saved,
just as they are‟ (Ac. 15:11). Since Peter says „we believe‟ it was obviously believed by the early church
and we can‟t say for sure who was first to verbalize it,” I said.
“Yes, the Grace Doctrine has to be one of the major early teachings,” agreed Charlie. “But if the Jewish
Christians believed it, it can‟t be enough to justify Gentile Christianity.”
“Right, it just means you can‟t earn salvation. Paul‟s second doctrine is the one that is essential. I call it
the Lawless Doctrine. We can see it developed in his letters after the Jerusalem Council,” I said.
“But, what happened at the council?” asked Charlie.
“When Paul and his entourage arrived in Jerusalem it wasn‟t long before some Jewish Christians, who
belonged to the party of the Pharisees, brought forth their charges. They insisted the Gentiles must be
circumcised and commanded to keep the Law of Moses (Ac. 15:5). Peter stood up and made his statement
and then it was James‟ turn to speak,” I said.
“What do you mean Jewish Christians who belonged to the party of the Pharisees?” asked Charlie. “I
thought the Pharisees were the bad guys.”
“That‟s not really the case. The Pharisees were among the strongest parties in Jerusalem and many of
them came to believe that Jesus was the Messiah. They were, like all Jewish Christians, very zealous for the
Law of Moses” (Ac. 21:20), I said.
“Okay,” accepted Charlie. “What did James say?”
“After he agreed with Peter he ruled that Gentiles should avoid eating three things: meat offered to idols,
meat that had been strangled and blood. They should also avoid fornication” (Ac. 15:20, 29), I said. “He
concluded the meeting with the thought that: „Moses has in every city them who preach him, being read in
the synagogues every Sabbath day‟ (Ac. 15:21). He was implying that Gentile Christians were free to
choose to get more involved with the teachings of the Law of Moses but it wasn‟t a requirement,” I said.
“We have to understand that James and the others aren‟t saying the Law of Moses had been fulfilled. On
the contrary in their discussions it‟s apparent the Law of Moses, although burdensome, was in force as
always for Jewish Christians (Ac. 15:10). On the surface it seems that this was the first time that the Grace
Doctrine had ever been used to exempt a group from having to keep the Law of Moses but that‟s not
exactly what happened,” I said.
“What happened?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s clear the Jerusalem leadership ruled that Gentile Christians didn‟t have to keep the Law because they
had never been bound to it,” I said. “The Grace Doctrine was only used as a rationale to not bind the
Gentiles.”
“How do you know that?” asked Charlie.
“The decision really related to whether or not the Gentile Christians should be „bound‟ to the Law of
Moses (Ac. 15:10, 19). Instead of binding them to the Law they were told to avoid four different things. At
the same time they could voluntarily get more involved with the Law just like other Gentiles,” I concluded.
“So these guys must have been a little bit like you Dad,” said Charlie with a wide grin on his face.
“What do you mean?” I asked.
“They were long winded. They just kept on talking and talking,” said Charlie in a funny tone as he started
laughing.
“Yes, real funny wise guy,” I said as I grinned.
“How does Paul express the doctrine?” asked Charlie in a serious tone.
“Paul‟s Lawless Doctrine is expressed in different ways but it‟s essentially the idea that „Christ is the end
of the Law, that everyone who has faith may be justified‟ (Ro. 10:4). You have to understand that this is not
the same thing which was decided at the Jerusalem counsel,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.

“The Jerusalem Council didn‟t say „Christ is the end of the law.‟ They simply said the Gentiles weren‟t
bound to the law.”
“Now, I can see what you mean. Paul‟s teaching goes beyond the range of the council. This Law of
Moses thing was a big deal,” said Charlie.
“Paul also expressed his Lawless Doctrine in his letter to Galatians. He wrote:
Before faith came, we were held prisoners by the law, locked up until faith should be revealed. So the law
was put in charge to lead us to Christ that we might be justified by faith. Now that faith has come, we are
no longer under the supervision of the law. You are all sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus, for all of
you who were baptized into Christ have clothed yourselves with Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek,
slave nor free, male nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus. If you belong to Christ, then you are
Abraham‟s seed, and heirs according to the promise” (Gal. 3:23-29), I said as I put down my New
International Version.
“Paul implied there was neither Jew nor Greek and „everyone‟ of faith was no longer under the Law.
There wasn‟t a Jewish Christian alive in Palestine who would have made a statement like that. It‟s clear
from this and other passages that Paul was truly interested in developing a „Lawless‟ form of Christianity
for Jews and Gentiles. It‟s unfortunate that we call this Gentile Christianity,” I said.
“Yes, I guess you‟re right,” said Charlie. “Paul wants everyone to attend his church.”
“About seven or eight years after the Jerusalem Council Paul was arrested by the Romans after some
Jewish Christians almost killed him,” I said.
“You‟re kidding,” said Charlie.
“Acts records that during Paul‟s last visit to Jerusalem James warned him there were people who were
saying he was telling Jews who lived in Gentile areas to abandon the laws of Moses (Ac. 21:21). The truth
is Paul was guilty of speaking against the Law of Moses to Jews and the leaders in Jerusalem were
squeamish about it. Thousands of people who were zealous for the Law had joined the Christian party in
Jerusalem and they were riding on a wave of success. They couldn‟t afford any negative publicity.”
“I think even James was puzzled. Somehow his ruling at the Jerusalem Council got twisted and it was
coming back to haunt him. Apparently he never dreamed any of it would be suggested to Jews. Paul‟s
presence in town put the entire Jerusalem leadership into jeopardy. James had to play politics and suggested
that he take part in the purification ceremony (Ac. 21:21-24) to make the impression that he still lived
according to the customs,” I said.
“But you‟re saying that‟s not real,” offered Charlie.
“I think Paul‟s zeal for the Law had been displaced by his greater desire to preach the gospel. Paul wasn‟t
really keeping the customs while he had been living among the Gentiles as his manner was to become like
the people he preached to. The closer Paul got to Jerusalem the more Jewish he became. He had certainly
been telling his congregations that they didn‟t need to keep the Law of Moses and his letters prove many of
them were Jews,” I said.
“Which letters?” asked Charlie.
“Paul began preaching the Gospel in the synagogues of the Diaspora and his first converts were Jews,” I
said. “He wrote his letters to the Galatians and Romans, stating his Lawless Doctrine, before his problems
in Jerusalem began. Some of the people he wrote to, such as Priscilla and Aquila, were Jews or Jewish
Christians” (Ro. 7:1; 16:3; Ac. 18:1-2).
“Oh boy, they were in trouble. James was no dummy he tried to save their butts,” said Charlie in an
intense tone.
“In the days that followed this was among the charges which some Jews, from the province of Asia, used
to stir up a crowd against Paul. This is when they dragged him out of the temple area and were going to kill
him but some Roman troops saved his life and put him under arrest” (Ac. 21:30-33), I said as Charlie
starred at me intently. He couldn‟t resist a good action story.
“The next day Commander Claudius Lysias ordered the chief priests and the Sanhedrin to assemble so
that Paul could answer their charges.”
“So, Paul is in real trouble,” concluded Charlie after he heard me mention the Sanhedrin.

“I‟m afraid he was having a bad hair day,” I said as I laughed. “Paul told the council that he was on trial
due to his hope in the resurrection of the dead. This didn‟t have anything to do with it but Paul used it to
divide the court” (Ac. 23:6-8), I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“The Sanhedrin was made up of Sadducees and Pharisees. The Sadducees only accepted the books in the
Pentateuch. They didn‟t believe in the resurrection or in angels and spirits but the Pharisees did. They
started to argue among themselves and when things became violent the commander tore Paul away from
the meeting” (Ac. 22:30-23:10).
“Paul must have had a hard life. A lot of people wanted to beat on him,” joked Charlie.
“Paul‟s accusers also had their problems. Commander Lysias saw through to the root of the issue. In a
letter that he wrote to Governor Felix he said in part: „I found the accusations against him had to do with
matters of their law, but there was no charge against him that deserved death or imprisonment‟ (Ac. 23:29).
After a plan to murder Paul was foiled the Jews brought a lawyer named Tertullus with them to air their
charges before the governor in Caesarea. Tertullus also must have known that Paul‟s violation of Jewish
laws wouldn‟t amount to a conviction as he twisted the facts.”
“What did he say?” asked Charlie.
“You have to recall that the crowd had been stirred up by the accusations that Paul had been speaking
against Israel, the Law of Moses and the temple. They even said he had brought some Gentiles into the
temple area and defiled it (Ac. 21:28). But Tertullus accused Paul of starting riots all over the world as a
leader of the party of the Nazarenes and that after he tried to defile the temple they seized him” (Ac. 24:59), I said.
“Boy, what happened then?” asked Charlie.
“Paul denied Tertullus‟ charges,” I said.
“Was he guilty?” asked Charlie.
“Not of those charges. Paul had certainly taught Jews who lived abroad the Lawless Doctrine but that
wasn‟t brought up,” I said. “Riots often followed in the wake of Paul‟s teachings but it wasn‟t true that he
started them. Paul was certainly minding his own business in the temple area when the Jews set upon him
(Ac. 24:12-13). Felix knew that Paul was innocent but he kept him in prison hoping he would try to buy his
way out. It‟s probable that Felix did get a bride,” I said.
“From Paul?” asked Charlie in shock.
“No, the Jews probably bribed Felix to keep Paul in prison. At least there is some unstated reason why he
wanted to grant the Jews a favor (Ac. 24:27). It‟s strange but Paul was held prisoner for two year without
being formally charged (Ac. 24:27; 25:27). Anyway we know that Antonius Felix ruled from 52 A.D. to 60
A.D. In the year 60 A.D. Porcius Festus succeeded him. When Paul stood before Festus, he told his first
lie,” I said.
“You‟re kidding,” said Charlie even though he knew I wasn‟t.
“It‟s the first time Paul denied speaking against the Law of Moses. He said: „I have done nothing against
the law of the Jews or against the temple or against Caesar‟ (Ac. 25:8). Paul most certainly had taught the
Lawless Doctrine to Jews,” I said.
“That‟s right,” said Charlie in a surprised tone.
“In order to avoid a trial in Jerusalem Paul appealed to Caesar. Festus‟ problem was that he didn‟t have
any formal charges to write to the Emperor regarding Paul‟s case so he asked King Agrippa, who was
visiting, to help him,” I said.
“Boy is this ever getting complicated,” commented Charlie.
“After Agrippa heard Paul even he was convinced of his innocence” (Ac. 26:32), I said.
“What did Festus charge Paul with?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s strange that the author of Acts doesn‟t tell us. In terms of Jewish law Paul was guilty of speaking
against the Law of Moses to the Jews of the Diaspora but he was innocent in terms of Roman law,” I said
and then paused for a minute to think.
“Charlie, check out this scenario. Commander Lystra saved Paul from the angry mob in the temple court.
Paul was about to be flogged by the Romans but Paul warned them he‟s a Roman citizen (Ac. 22:22-29).
The next day Paul cleverly turned the Sanhedrin into a bunch of babbling idiots (Ac. 23:10). When

Commander Lystra wrote to Governor Felix he indicated that in terms of Roman law Paul was innocent.
Tertullus, the Jewish lawyer, knew he couldn‟t charge Paul with speaking against the Law of Moses so he
charged him with causing riots all over the world (Ac. 24:5-6). Governor Felix was a scoundrel. The Jews
couldn‟t prove their charges but he still kept Paul under house arrest for two years without laying a single
formal charge. Luckily Paul was allowed some liberties and his friends visited him and took care of his
needs (Ac. 24:23).
“Wow, Felix is Paul‟s worst nightmare,” commented Charlie.
“Governor Festus, who didn‟t know Paul lied to him, decided Paul wasn‟t guilty of breaking any Roman
law. King Agrippa, in turn, also found Paul innocent. Together they decided to have Paul escorted to Rome
simply because he had appealed to Caesar. This sounds strange to us but when a Roman citizen appealed to
the Emperor the case passed out of the jurisdiction of all other magistrates,” I said.
“Yes, but since they knew he was innocent they didn‟t have to go by the letter of the law,” protested
Charlie.
“The trip to Rome took many months and there were many adventures with a friendly Roman Centurion
who guarded Paul named Julius. The centurion on one occasion even saved Paul‟s life” (Ac. 27:1, 11, 31,
43).
“Yes, but what was Paul charged with?” asked Charlie.
“We can only guess. Festus couldn‟t have sent any prisoner to Rome without a formal letter explaining
the charges. It doesn‟t make sense to think he wrote to the Emperor simply explaining how Paul had been
found innocent but in the course of events he appealed to you.”
“That does sound crazy,” admitted Charlie. “If Paul is innocent why is he wasting the Emperor‟s time?”
“Festus probably left out some details and maybe fabricated others. He couldn‟t afford to look like an
idiot before Caesar‟s court.”
“That‟s an interesting story Dad, but what‟s your point?” asked Charlie.
“My point is there isn‟t anyway that Paul would have written the book of Hebrews anytime after he was
in Rome under circumstances like this,” I said confidently.
“Boy, Dad, have you been drinking?” asked Charlie as he smiled about his joke. “What does all of this
have to do with the book of Hebrews?”
“Very funny! I did say that I would tell you more about this book.”
“Oh yes,” said Charlie as he recalled the discussion, “but that was a crazy introduction.”
“In the book of Hebrews the Lawless Doctrine is taken to its ultimate point. Throughout the book the
writer implies that Jewish Christians don‟t have to keep the law or customs of Moses as the New Covenant
is superior to the Old (Heb. 8:6-7; 10:1-18; 12:22-24). This is a position that would have blown the
Jerusalem leadership‟s mind. They were all very zealous for the Law,” I repeated.
“So that‟s why you said Paul couldn‟t have written Hebrews to the Jews in Jerusalem,” recalled Charlie.
“Some members of the clergy imagine that Paul was released from prison around 63 A.D. and wrote the
letter to Jews in Palestine who under the stress of trials were in danger of relapsing into Judaism. The fact is
the early Jewish Christians in Palestine never truly left Judaism. They continued to keep the Law of Moses.
They practiced circumcision, offered sacrifices, kept the Sabbath and Holy days and yet looked for
salvation by the grace of Jesus Christ. They were everyday Jews who simply belonged to the Christian
party. The major difference between them and other zealous Jews is that they believed that the Messiah had
already come in the flesh and was going to return as the supernatural Son of man,” I said.
“I guess that is a nutty theory,” agreed Charlie.
“Since Hebrews describes the Jews as a people who offer sacrifices (Heb. 10:1) it was either actually
written before 70 A.D. or it was made to appear that way,” I said.
“Yes, that‟s because the sacrifices ceased to be offered after the Romans destroyed the temple,”
interjected Charlie.
“Well, some historians say the Jews continued to offer sacrifices for a time in the ruins of the temple but
it‟s a mute point. The writer, especially with his reference to Timothy at the end of the letter, is certainly
trying to masquerade as Paul. Eusebius tells us that Peter and Paul died in Nero‟s persecution perhaps
around 66 A.D. It‟s extremely unlikely that Paul wrote Hebrews,” I said.

“I know, you told me about the footnote in some King James Versions which indicate that Timothy wrote
it from Rome but are there any other reasons why Paul didn‟t write it?” asked Charlie.
“The book of Hebrews is dangerous as it was written to convert Jewish Christians to Gentile Christianity
and before 70 A.D. that‟s a no-no,” I said with a smile.
“How do you know that?” asked Charlie.
“The book is addressed to the Hebrews. Eusebius writes that Paul had written it in Hebrew, but Aramaic
maybe what he means, and says that some sources indicated it was translated, in all proba bility into Greek,
by either Luke or Clement who was a second century Bishop of Rome. Others in the early church doubted
that Paul wrote it but they didn‟t say it wasn‟t originally written in Hebrew.”
“The writer‟s opening statements say that: „In the past God spoke to our ancestors many times and in
many ways through the prophets‟ (Heb. 1:1). Since he speaks of „our ancestors‟ (Heb. 2:2) we know he‟s
writing to Jews. Gentile Christians are spiritual children of Abraham and heirs to the promise (Gal. 3:29)
but they aren‟t blood relatives or ancestors of the Jews. Abraham wasn‟t a Jew or an Israelite either. He was
the father of Isaac and Jacob who was renamed Israel. Abraham was the father of many nations.”
“In Romans Paul speaks of the Gentiles figuratively as a wild olive branch that has been grafted into the
tree in place of some of the natural branches that were broken off. The natural branches symbolize the
unbelieving Israelites and the wild branch the Gentile Christians. Paul hopes the natural branches will be
grafted back into the olive tree” (Ro. 11:13-27).
“So God is the olive tree that nurtures the Gentiles and the Israelites alike,” concluded Charlie.
“That‟s right. In the third chapter of Hebrews the writer calls his audience, „My Christian brothers, who
also have been called by God‟ (Heb. 3:1). So now we know he‟s writing to Jewish Christians. In the bulk of
the letter the writer is clearly trying to convince them the Law of Moses and the Old Covenant have been
superseded by faith in Christ and the New Covenant,” I said. “In other words the writer pushes Paul‟s
Lawless Doctrine and hence Gentile Christianity specifically onto Jewish Christians.”
“Why did you say specifically?” asked Charlie.
“Paul wrote Romans and Galatians prior to being charged in Jerusalem. These books were written to
Christians who were members of his Gentile Christian churches that were a mixture of Jews and Gentiles.
The Jews had converted to Paul‟s form of Gentile Christianity. It is in this sense that Paul was truly guilty
of speaking against the Law of Moses to the Jews of the Diaspora. Paul was very subtle. When he went to
the synagogues he didn‟t preach against the Law as that would have been suicide. He tried to convince
them that the Messiah, alluded to in the Jewish Bible, had already come. He taught the Lawless Doctrine to
his Jewish converts after they began attending his Gentile Christian churches. Paul was attempting a
dangerous balancing act. The Lawless Doctrine was the tool by which he managed to keep converted Jews
and Gentile Christians in the same church. It‟s no wonder that the Spirit and fellow Christians and prophets
forewarned him of the danger that awaited him in Jerusalem” (Ac. 20:22-24, 36-38; 21:10-15), I said.
“So you‟re saying that these predictions weren‟t all that marvelous,” concluded Charlie.
“The book of Hebrews is a direct frontal assault onto Jewish Christians and Paul never operated in this
manner. He was a lot smarter than that,” I said.
“Boy it would have been suicide for Paul to have written that letter,” acknowledged Charlie. “He was
already on the hot seat for doing that.”
“One thing is certain though,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“Time was running out on Paul,” I said.
“Yes, it seems likely that the orthodox Jews, in Jerusalem at least, had the upper hand and were kicking
the Jewish Christian‟s butts,” said Charlie. “It‟s hard to imagine Paul writing something as incriminating as
Hebrews to the Jews at this time, even if he didn‟t put his name on it,” concluded Charlie. “What else do
we have on this?”
“Origen, a third century Bible scholar, thought that the content of Hebrews reflected Paul‟s other works
but wasn‟t characteristic of Paul‟s usual roughness of speech and phraseology. Although he valued the
letter his sources claimed either Clement, the second century Bishop of Rome, or Luke may have written
it,” I said. “In one statement he concluded: „Who wrote this epistle God only knows.‟”

“Many modern scholars agree that the concepts in Hebrews are admittedly Pauline in nature but its
excellent literary style isn‟t. People who can read the Greek manuscripts claim the style in Hebrews ranks
with the best in the New Testament. They say it is generally superior to what is found in the other epistles
of Paul,” I said.
“Earlier you said that the church historian...” said Charlie as he paused.
“You mean Eusebius,” I added.
“Yes him. You said his sources said Clement or Luke had only translated Hebrews into Greek,” said
Charlie sounding bewildered.
“That‟s what Eusebius‟ sources said but Origen‟s said something a little different. In Biblical studies and
even in historical studies in general the sources don‟t always agree.”
“Yes, just like the different stories in the New Testament. Since you think Timothy was the real author of
the third gospel and Acts, maybe Timothy also wrote Hebrews after Paul was martyred around 66 A.D.,”
said Charlie.
“If that‟s the case, there are a lot of questions,” I said.
“What are they?” asked Charlie.
“If Hebrews was truly written after 65 A.D. and before 70 A.D. from Rome some crucial details are
missing in the letter. Nero is said to have committed suicide in 68 A.D. and Vespasian became emperor.
The Christians in Rome had been through a grueling persecution and the people in Judea were at war with
the Romans. We are supposed to believe that the writer of Hebrews doesn‟t even devote a single word to
any of these tragic events. He doesn‟t even request prayers for the saints in Rome or those in the Holy
Land,” I said.
“What do you make of it?” asked Charlie.
“I think Hebrews was probably written by some Gentile Christian bishop at a later time and I don‟t think
it was Timothy. Although the writer made it look like it was penned by the Apostle Paul prior to 70 A.D.”
“I guess you‟re right,” said Charlie as he smiled.
“Stranger things have happened. Eusebius claims that Clement, as Bishop of Rome, had quoted many
thoughts from Hebrews in his own widely read letter to the church at Corinth. He offers this as proof that
Hebrews was not a recent work, as some people of his day must have thought, but it had been around for
some time. If it was a first century letter my guess is it had to have been written after 70 A.D.,” I said.
“Some Jewish Christians survived the destruction of Jerusalem or escaped before it started. They
continued to spread Jewish Christianity despite the fact that the temple had been destroyed. Some Gentile
Christian bishop responded by masquerading as the Apostle Paul. It is the only book in the New Testament
that is openly written to Jewish Christians that claims they don‟t have to keep the Law. The Gentile
Christian church used this book to help stamp out Jewish Christianity. People have been confused ever
since,” I said.
“Wow, that‟s interesting. I know that Gentile Christianity still exists today but what happened to Jewish
Christianity?” asked Charlie in a serious tone.
“The destruction of the temple brought about a severe blow to both mainstream Judaism and Jewish
Christianity,” I said. “The temple was the symbolic center of their religious practice. Judaism survived but
after the temple was gone the sacrifices, at least in time, ceased. By the second century the Gentile
Christians became the dominant Christian group and eventually, although blindly, oversaw the
canonization of the New Testament. Jewish Christian groups became the minority players and were seen as
confused, if not heretical, offshoots.”
“And the Gentile Christians included Matthew‟s Gospel into the canon because they twisted it using
Paul‟s Lawless Doctrine to mean the law and the prophets were fulfilled by Jesus‟ crucifixion,” interjected
Charlie.
“That‟s right,” I said. “The New Testament is like a salad that is mainly made up of Gentile Christian
literature intermixed with a bit of Jewish Christian literature. Both camps use deceptions to delude
themselves and others,” I said.
“I can see what you mean. What else is there, other than Matthew, which you could say leans towards
Jewish Christianity?” asked Charlie.

“We have to include the Book of James, as it‟s supposed to have been written by the chief leader of
Jewish Christians. He addresses his letter to the twelve tribes scattered among the nations (Jas. 1:1). The
twelve tribes is an obvious reference to Israelites of the Diaspora. Centuries earlier Joshua had led the
twelve tribes into the Promised Land. There were specific areas for each tribe but some people moved out
of their areas and intermixed. Even though the Assyrians took the ten northern tribes into captivity around
722 B.C. the Jews at times still referred to themselves as „the twelve tribes.‟”
“I wondered what that meant,” said Charlie.
“There are occasions when James writes as if the Law is still in force just as you would expect from any
early Jewish Christian leader,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“He says things such as: „if you keep the royal law found in Scripture, Love your neighbor as yourself,
you are doing right. But if you show favoritism, you sin and are convicted by the law as lawbreakers. For
whosoever keeps the whole law and yet stumbles at just one point is guilty of breaking it all‟ (Jas. 2:8-10).
Although Paul sometimes says similar things (Gal. 5:3) he also includes ideas such as: „Christ is the end of
the law so that there may be righteousness for everyone who believes‟ (Ro. 10:4; Gal. 5:6). James and other
early Jewish Christian leaders would never say things like this,” I said. “He couldn‟t bring himself to utter
anything close to the Lawless Doctrine to the churches in his charge.”
“James goes go on to claim that those who show mercy will be judged by the mercy of God (Jas. 2:1213). This is the hope of Jewish Christians,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“Jewish Christians continued to keep the law but when they stumbled they looked to the grace and mercy
of Jesus Christ,” I said.
“But for them the law was still in effect,” interjected Charlie.
“That‟s right. This will become amply clear in my next example. James says:” „Brothers, do not slander
one another. Anyone who speaks against his brother or judges him speaks against the law and judges it.
When you judge the law, you are not keeping it, but sitting in judgment on it.‟ (Jas. 4:11).
“The idea is the law was still totally in effect. A Jew or Jewish Christian would never judge the law. It
was the law that was used to judge you. The duty of a Jewish Christian was to keep the law. James didn‟t
write a single word against the law. He couldn‟t have told them, like Paul, they didn‟t need to perform
circumcisions or follow the customs of Moses,” I said.
“That would have been a weird thing for the leader of the Jewish Christians to say,” agreed Charlie.
“Especially when you think about what Jesus said to them in Matthew,” said Charlie as he recalled Jesus‟
statement regarding the law in the Sermon on the Mount” (Mt. 5:17-19).
“Most people don‟t know that James is a Jewish Christian book and it confuses them. This was especially
true of the great 16th century Protestant reformer Martin Luther who referred to the book as „an epistle of
straw,‟” I said.
“I thought Martin Luther was a famous civil rights leader,” said Charlie. “Boy he must have been three or
four hundred years old when he died,” said Charlie as he smiled.
“Very funny, that was the Reverend Martin Luther King,” I said as I smiled. “Martin Luther died in
1546.”
“What did he mean, „an epistle of straw?‟” asked Charlie.
“Luther was comparing James to the writings of other apostles such as John, Paul and Peter. He claimed
the others put Christ into their central themes but James didn‟t contain anything of the nature of the Gospel.
He thought that James ascribed righteousness to works and neglected to mention the Passion, Resurrection
or the Spirit of Christ. He didn‟t think it was written by any apostle,” I said.
“Didn‟t James mention Christ?” asked Charlie.
“He introduces himself as: „James a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ‟ (Jas. 1:1). He says they
are: „believers in our glorious Lord Jesus Christ‟ (Jas 2:1). He tells them: „there is only one Lawgiver and
Judge, the one who is able to save and to destroy‟ (Jas. 4:12). He warns them that: „the Lord‟s coming is
near ... The Judge is standing at the door!‟ (Jas. 5:8-9). Jewish Christians emphatically believed in Jesus
Christ,” I concluded.
“I guess you‟re right! Luther didn‟t understand James was a Jewish Christian book,” said Charlie.

“Nor have the vast majority of Christians. The problem stems from their inability to view these books as
separate works. The Great Deception makes them think everything in the book is the word of God and
when they do not see what they expect they get confused,” I said.
“Okay, I can see what you mean. Are there any other Jewish Christian works in the New Testament?”
asked Charlie.
“Well, even the Apostle John in Revelation wrote passages that favored Jewish Christians,” I said.
“You‟re kidding,” said Charlie in a surprised tone.
“In Revelation 7 he wrote about 144,000 servants of God. There are twelve thousand from each of the
twelve different tribes of Israel who are sealed or protected before God allowed the plagues of the four
angels to harm earth and sea” (Rev. 7:1-8), I said.
“Oh, I get it. These people must be Jewish Christians, twelve thousand from each of the tribes,”
interrupted Charlie.
“That‟s right. Some people mistakenly think it‟s referring to Christians at large but that‟s not the case.
John identifies them as Israelites. There is a great innumerable multitude of people whom John describes
after discussing the 144,000 Jewish Christians. These people are from every nation, tribe, peoples and
tongues that came out of great tribulation (Rev. 7:9-17). They weren‟t sealed or protected but they
apparently repented and made it into the kingdom of God” (Rev. 7:14), I said.
“The group of 144,000 is discussed again in the fourteenth chapter. They are pictured as appearing with
the Lamb on Mount Zion and they have the Father‟s name written on their foreheads. Here they are praised
as those who didn‟t defile themselves with woman; they are chaste or virgins; they follow the lamb
wherever he goes; they have been redeemed from mankind as first fruits for God and the Lamb, and in their
mouths no lies were found for they are spotless. These people sing a new song before the throne and before
the four living creatures and before the elders which no one else can learn” (Rev. 14:1-5), I said.
“Early Jewish Christians believed they would have special status in the Kingdom of God. This is
especially true of the 144,000 Jewish Christians. Peoples of all races are allowed a share in this paradise but
they do not enjoy the same status as this elite group,” I said.
“I guess if you‟re a Gentile Christian you have to fly in the second class coach,” joked Charlie. “What do
Gentile Christians say about these verses?” asked Charlie.
“They either say they don‟t know what it means or they twist it to mean things it doesn‟t say. One church
teaches that many of the perches in the group of 144,000 have already been filled by their own members.
Some of these chosen people are dead but this contradicts what the scriptures clearly say. John intended
this group to refer to Jewish Christians who were still alive in his time. They were of the generation which
Jesus said would live to see the coming of the Son of Man. Even if you twist all of this around, as they do,
it still can‟t refer to people who have passed on,” I said.
“That‟s right, Revelation says these people are protected from the plagues of the four angels so they have
to be alive at Christ‟s coming” (Rev. 7:2-3), recalled Charlie. “I guess people will buy almost any crazy
idea the clergy sells.”
“I think it‟s fair to say John is implying these 144,000 Jewish Christians will occupy important positions
in the Kingdom of God. It‟s similar to Jesus‟ teaching that those who obey the Law and teach others to do
the same will be called great in the Kingdom of God (Mt. 5:19). This line of thought indicates that the
Apostle John probably had pro-Jewish Christian leanings right to the end of his life,” I said.
“I can see what you mean,” said Charlie.
“I imagine the Apostle Paul would have had a hard time dealing with the doctrine of the 144,000. He was
too caught up in claiming an equivalency of all Christians to readily accept this teaching (Gal. 3:26-29;
Eph. 2:19-22; 4:4-5). I think of this as Paul‟s greatest contribution to Christian doctrine,” I said sincerely.
“But Paul was dead by the time Revelation was written,” recalled Charlie, “so he couldn‟t say anything.”
“Right, it‟s funny though,” I said.
“What‟s funny?” asked Charlie.
“In the early days of the church Jewish Christians were trying to convert Gentiles Christians to Jewish
Christianity. It‟s this attempt that the Apostle Paul vigorously opposed in his letters. When Gentile
Christians started to play the dominant role in the early church they tried to convert Jewish Christians to
Gentile Christianity,” I said.

“Yes, that‟s why you said the book of Hebrews was written,” recalled Charlie.
“Later Gentile Christians didn‟t stop to think that Revelation claims that 144,000 Israeli-Christians were
destined, if not to occupy the chief seats then, to enjoy special status in the Kingdom of God,” I said.
“There‟s another funny thing,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“It relates to what I said before. The Gentile Christians oversaw the canonization of the New Testament
and unwittingly allowed several books with pro-Jewish Christian passages into the canon,” I said.
“Yes, I wonder why they did it?” asked Charlie.
“They were deceived by their own deceptions,” I said as I smiled.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“They called fish, turtles anytime they had to protect their doctrines. They did it so often they unwittingly
allowed Jewish Christian literature into the predominantly Gentile Christian canon,” I said.
“Wow, what a joke,” said Charlie as he laughed.
“It‟s proof of what I said. The canonization of the New Testament occurred haphazardly. At times there
wasn‟t a lot of critical judgment involved,” I said.
“I can see that,” agreed Charlie.
“Generations of Gentile Christians couldn‟t or didn‟t want to read numerous clear pro-Jewish Christian
passages without twisting them. The clergy tried to tell the world the books in the New Testament were in
harmony but they couldn‟t throw away the smoking guns.”
“I guess they baffled themselves,” said Charlie as he thought about what I had just said. “I know that
Gentile Christianity is still around today but what happened to Jewish Christianity?” asked Charlie in a
serious tone.
“The first century form of Jewish Christianity died early in the history of the religion but ... you might be
able to say that the modern Sabbath keeping Christian churches, such as The Seventh Day Adventists, the
Worldwide Church of God and their offshoots, are faint remnants of Jewish Christianity,” I said as I
collected my thoughts as I cautiously moved along.
“How‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“Although most of these people in these groups aren‟t true Jews they do observe, at least, some of the
dictates from the Law of Moses. Maybe I shouldn‟t call them Jewish Christians as that would confuse them
with the „Jews for Jesus‟ people who are true Jews, most of whom have converted to Gentile Christianity.
Modern Sabbath keeping Christians are slightly closer in doctrine to the original Jewish Christians but
maybe we could simply refer to them as Sabbatharians,” I said.
“Okay,” agreed Charlie.
“The Law states the Sabbath is the seventh day of the week and people shouldn‟t do any major work from
sunset on Friday evening to sunset on Saturday evening. Sabbath keeping Christians usually attend services
on Saturdays. Some of these churches insist Christians must tithe or pay one tenth of their income to the
clergy. Some forbid their followers to eat unclean meats and impel their followers to obey other laws. They
think that the laws regarding Israel‟s sacrificial system have been fulfilled but the certain parts of the Law
are still in effect. They twist the New Testament literature, which was written for Gentile Christians, to
agree with their doctrines. The Sabbatharians, like Gentile Christians, sell the Great Deception and teach
their own form of Christianity,” I said.
“You mean they somehow twist the counsel in Acts, the books of Romans, Galatians and Hebrews?”
asked Charlie.
“They twist it to say the Law of Moses which was fulfilled only refers to the ceremonial laws,
circumcision and sacrifices,” I said.
“Is that what it means?” asked Charlie.
“No, the Law of Moses, or simply the Law, includes all the details in the Law. There wasn‟t any law of
ceremonies and sacrifices,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“There were laws regarding circumcision, sacrifices and ceremonial things within the Law of Moses but
THE LAW refers to everything it contains; including the Ten Commandments. It doesn‟t simply mean any
part of it,” I said.

“The Sabbatharians usually say the Ten Commandments, including the commandment to keep the
Sabbath, are still in effect. They point out that the Sabbath goes all the way back to creation” (Ge. 2:1), I
said. “But they are really selectively choosing items from within the Law of Moses.”
“The early Jewish Christians didn‟t do that. They kept the whole Law,” I said, “including the
circumcision of their males.”
“Yes, they never truly left Judaism,” interjected Charlie.
“Modern Sabbatharians believe in the Great Deception and twist the Gentile Christian passages to make it
appear to say things the words don‟t mean,” I said.
“Well, I always thought the Ten Commandments were good. What about them?” asked Charlie.
“In the prelude to the Ten Commandments God says: „I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of
the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage (Ex. 20:2; Deut. 5:6). It indicates that the Ten
Commandments were intended for Israel as she was the nation who came out of Egypt and received the
Law and the covenant,” I said. “The first four commandments are of a religious nature. They are things that
God expected from the Israelites but there are many other commandments of a religious nature in the Law
of Moses.”
“What about the statement regarding the Sabbath in Genesis?” asked Charlie.
“The account in the first chapter of Genesis doesn‟t include any commandment for people to observe the
Sabbath. Nor does it provide its readers with any instructions on Sabbath keeping. It was probably added to
the later Hebrew Bible to illustrate how important Sabbath keeping was in their culture. There isn‟t even a
single example of anyone keeping the Sabbath prior to Israel‟s reception of the Law of Moses. The
commandment to rest on the Sabbath actually appears in Exodus prior to the Ten Commandments” (Ex.
16:22-30), I said.
“The last six commandments deal with basic principles of dealing with your neighbor. You know; honor
your parents and don‟t: murder, commit adultery, steal, bear false witness and lust after things that belong
to your neighbor (Ex. 20:12-17; Dt. 5:6-21). Many of these laws are essential principles for the survival of
any society. They aren‟t really the greatest spiritual principles in the Bible” (Mt. 22:37-40; Jn. 15:12-13), I
said.
“Yes, I never thought of it that way. How could a society function if people were allowed to steal from or
murder others?” said Charlie.
“Paul called the Ten Commandments which were carved in letters in stone the dispensation of death. Yet
when Moses received it, it came with such splendor the Israelites couldn‟t look at Moses‟ face because of
its brightness. The story says this aura or light around Moses faded in time but Paul implies the splendor of
the New Covenant is even greater and everlasting” (2Co. 3:1-11), I said. “The Ten Commandments are part
and parcel of the Law of Moses. It contains religious precepts and commands people not to do evil things
but they don‟t tell you how to love.”
“Christians, according to their own teachings, are supposed to go beyond the spiritual range of the Ten
Commandments. It‟s in this sense that Paul says just because Christians are under faith or grace and not the
Law they are not free to kill or steal etc.” (Ro. 6).
“Boy what a mess,” said Charlie. “No wonder, people don‟t really understand the Bible.”
“You have to be able to see what‟s in the tossed salad,” I answered.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie as he smiled.
“It‟s like I said the New Testament is like a salad where both Gentile and Jewish Christian literature has
been tossed together. Modern people use deceptions to twist the things that get in the way of their positions.
Sabbatharians cite Old Testament scriptures which say things such as Sabbath keeping is an eternal sign
between God and his true people. Gentile Christians counter those arguments by stating that when a
marriage is over or a contract is expired it means it‟s no longer in force. The commandment to keep the
Sabbath is an element of the Old Covenant and Christians are supposed to be under the New Covenant. The
Great Deception has turned the whole thing into a funny farm,” I said.
“Boy, I‟ll say,” interjected Charlie.
“It‟s interesting that at least some of the early Gentile churches reversed the Jerusalem decision regarding
eating meat offered to idols,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.

“Paul wrote in I Corinthians 8 that it‟s okay for a believer to eat meat offered in sacrifice to idols
considering idols were nothing and there was only one true God. However an individual had to be sure they
didn‟t upset the weaker conscience of another who might see them eating in an idol‟s temple. If their faith
was offended then it would be a sin against Christ” (1Co. 8:1-13), I said.
“I get it. An idol is only some wood and metal. Who cares if someone waived a steak or two in front of
it? If the price is right and you‟re hungry eat it,” joked Charlie, “just as long as someone new in the faith
doesn‟t get offended.”
“That‟s right. This is an example of what is referred to as situation ethics. It means that the „right thing to
do‟ depends on the situation. There is only one problem. Do you remember when the Son of man evaluated
the churches in Asia in Revelation,” I said.
“Oh, yes,” said Charlie as his mouth dropped wide open. “He was really angry with those who ate things
offered to idols,” he said as he picked up the Bible and turned to Revelation. “Here it is. I made some notes
in my margin. He chewed out the churches at Pergamos and Thyatira for those who taught, among other
things, „to eat meat sacrificed to idols‟” (Rev 2:14, 20), said Charlie. “What do you make of it?” asked
Charlie in a bewildered tone.
“If they were worshipping the idol then the Son of man would have condemned them for idolatry. It‟s an
example of Gentile Christian leaders moving their congregations in directions beyond the scope outlined by
Jewish Christian leaders. There was an on-going dispute between Jewish and Gentile Christianity and
Gentile Christianity in time distanced itself from the church in Jerusalem.”
“You said that it happened after the destruction of the temple,” recalled Charlie.
“That‟s right but it could have started after James was martyred around 62 A.D. when Ananus was High
Priest. There was obviously a power struggle going on between James and the leaders of the Christian party
and Ananus and the leaders of the Sadducees and the Pharisees. You can be sure that none of the parties in
Jerusalem spoke against the Law of Moses. After James was murdered it‟s likely that some Jewish
Christians left Jerusalem. Others left, as Eusebius tells us, before the war began,” I said.
“Oh yes, they went north to that town,” recalled Charlie.
“Pella,” I said to remind Charlie. “The point I‟m making is that during the first century the power base of
Jewish Christians diminished and they became a scattered group. Peter may have even referred to some of
them in his first letter. He wrote to: „the exiles of the Dispersion in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia and
Bithynia‟” (1Pe. 1:1), I said.
“The Apostle John, who was perhaps the last great Jewish Christian leader of the early church, seems to
have vigorously stuck to the decision of the Jewish Christian leaders in the Acts 15. He came down hard on
the Gentile Christians who took the liberty to go beyond its scope,” I said.
“But could somebody say that it was the Son of man who said these things about eating meats offered to
idols and not the Apostle John?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s what some modern Christians would say but the Great Deception also implies that God inspired
Paul‟s more liberal statements in Corinthians regarding things offered to idols. If that‟s the case then you
have to believe that the Holy Spirit inspired Paul and John to write contradictory statements. What would
be the point of that? Either Christians are allowed to eat meat which had been offered to idols or they
aren‟t,” I retorted.

TENT MAKERS AND TITUS
“Dad, I was reading Acts about Priscilla and Aquilla. It says that Paul met them in Corinth and they
worked together making tents (Ac. 18:1-4). Do we know anything else about them?” asked Charlie.
“Well, we do know a little bit. It‟s interesting how much some of the minor characters mentioned in the
New Testament literature can tell us about the events of their day,” I replied.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“Take Priscilla and Aquilla for example. We know they were Jews who were among those whom the
emperor Claudius expelled from Rome in 49 A.D. They probably met at the synagogue where Paul
preached on the Sabbaths.”
“By this time Peter had probably brought Mark‟s Gospel with him to Jerusalem,” interjected Charlie.

“When Aquilla found out Paul was a tent maker by trade he probably invited him to work with them in
their tent making business. It must have been an interesting relationship. Paul was their leader in spiritual
matters while Aquilla was the owner of the business. I can imagine the long hours they spent working
together. They probably talked about Jesus and the Gospel while their hands were busy cutting and sewing
fabric,” I said.
“That must have been neat,” commented Charlie.
“Paul and Aquilla and Priscilla must have become the best of friends (Ac. 18:1-11). It‟s possible Paul‟s
work as a tent maker was at least one source of income that made it possible for him not be a financial
burden on the church at Corinth” (2Co. 2:14).
“Okay, but he might have had other sources of money,” interjected Charlie.
“Right, the church at Philippi was very generous in supporting Paul” (Php. 4:10-20), I said.
“After Timothy and Silas came from Macedonia most of Paul‟s time was spent in preaching the gospel.
He spent one and half years in Corinth teaching the word of God among them. They wrote first
Thessalonians soon after Timothy and Silas arrived, probably around 51 A.D. and the second letter
sometime before they left, maybe in 52 A.D.”
“Sometime after Gallio became proconsul of Achaia, which was around 52 A.D., the Jews brewed up
trouble in Corinth and Paul, Priscilla and Aquilla left (Ac. 18:12). This was probably around 53 A.D. They
went to Syria and then to Ephesus where Paul left Aquilla and Priscilla,” I said.
“Acts tells us that Aquilla and Priscilla met a Jew named Apollos who was preaching about Jesus in the
synagogue although he only knew the baptism of John. They invited him to their home and taught him the
higher things about Christianity. After he spent some time with them the church gave him a letter of
recommendation and Apollos went to preach in Achaia (Ac. 18:24-28). Meanwhile Paul had travelled to
Caesarea, Antioch and returned to Ephesus,” I said.
“While he was in Ephesus it‟s likely he wrote at least two letters. We have one of them in the New
Testament,” I said.
“Which one is that?” asked Charlie.
“First Corinthians,” I replied.
“Which one didn‟t make it into the Bible?” asked Charlie.
“The letter that Paul wrote prior to First Corinthians,” I replied (1Co. 5:9).
“Oh, yes,” said Charlie.
“We know that First Corinthians was written from Ephesus as Paul tells us he‟s there (1Co. 16:5-9). The
salutation is interesting. It is addressed from Paul and Sosthenes” (1Co. 1:1), I said.
“Who is Sosthenes?” asked Charlie.
“He was the president of the synagogue in Corinth and was one of Paul‟s converts. The Jews beat him in
court right in front of Gallio the proconsul of Achaia,” I said.
“Why didn‟t he stop it?” asked Charlie.
“He didn‟t want anything to do with their religious disputes (Ac. 18:12-17). It seems when Paul left
Corinth for Ephesus Sosthenes probably joined him later,” I said.
“Maybe the Jews were really angry and he had to flee for his life,” suggested Charlie.
“It‟s a good guess but there is evidence that a considerable amount of time had lapsed. Paul has received
news of the Corinthians from a group he refers to as Chloe‟s people. They didn‟t mention anything about
the former persecution by the Jews. Paul also implies that Apollos and Peter or Cephas were accustomed to
preaching to them (1Co. 1:10-13). Acts mentions Apollos‟ early visit to Achaia but when did Peter enter
into the picture? This letter was probably written around 55-56 A.D. as it‟s prior to Paul‟s last visit to
Jerusalem. He requests they prepare the aid to the church in Jerusalem” (1Co. 16:1-4).
“Yes, you mentioned that before. I guess Paul must have spent considerable time in Ephesus,” concluded
Charlie.
“Right, for over two years he ran his ministry from Ephesus (Ac. 19:8-10). Paul certainly appears to be
the one who is directing activities. Paul tells the Corinthians Timothy is travelling doing the Lord‟s work. If
he passes through Corinth Paul requests their aid, hospitality and courtesy and to send him on his way back
to Ephesus. He had also strongly asked Apollos to go to Corinth with the others but he was unable to make

it at the present time (1Co. 16:10-12). Paul, just like any good manager, also praises the good work of
Stephanas, Fortunatus and Achaicus” (1Co. 16:15-18).
“Then near the end of the letter he sends the Corinthians greetings from Aquila and Priscilla and the
congregation which meets in their house” (1Co. 16:19), I said.
“It sounds as if Priscilla and Aquilla were ministers or teachers,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. The next time we encounter them Paul is sending them his greetings and they‟re back in
Rome” (Ro. 16:3-5), I said.
“Oh yes, you mentioned that before,” commented Charlie.
“Paul wrote Second Corinthians about one year after the first epistle; around 56-57 A.D. (2Co. 9:2). Acts
claims that Paul decided to go to Macedonia and Achaia on his way to Jerusalem (Ac. 19:21-22). The
problem is it‟s the long route to take. His letter fills in the missing details. Paul indicates he wrote it from
Macedonia (2Co. 2:13; 9:4) and had personally collected the offering from the Macedonians (2Co. 8:1-5).
He wrote of the difficulties which befell them in Asia (2Co. 1:8-11) which are also mentioned in Acts (Ac.
19:23-40). He says he sent Titus, and others, to the Corinthians to help them prepare the offering and for
Paul‟s arrival” (2Co. 8:16-9:1-5; 10:2).
“Did Paul get there?” asked Charlie.
“Yes, Paul probably wrote the book of Romans from Corinth around 57 A.D. just before he left with the
offerings from the churches for the church in Jerusalem,” I said.
“How do you know that?” asked Charlie.
“Paul wrote that he was about to embark on a trip with an offering from the churches in Achaia and
Macedonia to the poor saints in Jerusalem (Ro. 15:25-27). Corinth was probably Paul‟s last stop as he was
going to Jerusalem. He planned to visit the Romans on his way to Spain after he finished his business in
Jerusalem” (Ro. 15:22-24).
“Although it‟s difficult to prove I think that Galatians was also written from Macedonia. Galatia is among
the first areas that Paul visited (Ac. 13:13-14:23). When he returned for his second visit there didn‟t seem
to be any problems (Ac. 16:1-7). While he was in Macedonia Paul must have heard news of problems and
discontent that had apparently been aroused by Jewish Christians. In this letter Paul vigorously defended
his person and his teachings,” I said.
“Yes, Paul kicked butt,” said Charlie in a proud tone.
“He probably wrote it just after he wrote Second Corinthians,” I said.
“Why do you think that?” asked Charlie.
“There are three reasons. When Paul refers to the instructions he received from the Apostles at the
Jerusalem conference they asked him to remember the poor. This is an obvious reference to the poor saints
in Jerusalem and Paul states that it‟s „the very thing I was eager to do‟ (Gal. 2:9-10). He seems to express a
measure of pride in mentioning this detail so he may have actually been in the process of collecting the
gifts from the Macedonians and Achians,” I said.
“Okay, what‟s the second reason?” asked Charlie.
“Paul doesn‟t mention Timothy or Titus in this salutation. He merely mentions „all the brothers with me‟
(Gal. 1:1). It‟s likely that Timothy went with Titus to Corinth as is indicated in Second Corinthians (2Co.
8:16-24). It would certainly be unusual for him not to mention Timothy at least since Galatia was his home
province and he was well liked by the people (Ac. 18:1-2). This is also one of the few letters where Paul
mentions that he is writing it in his own hand (Gal. 6:11). Timothy must have been somewhere else,” I
concluded.
“Paul also discusses his Lawless Doctrine in the early chapters of Second Corinthians just as he does
more elaborately in Galatians. In both letters he defends his ministry and reminds his audiences of his
special credentials (2Co. 3:1-3; 10; 11; Gal. 1:11, 15; 2:11-13). Both letters, at times, take on a heated tone
as he is dealing with similar problems within both church areas. It‟s possible that after he finished Romans
he penned Galatians while these things were still fresh on his mind,” I said. “If that‟s the case then
Galatians may have been written around 57 A.D. while Paul was visiting in Macedonia,” I said.
“Well, it sounds reasonable,” said Charlie. “I guess Paul was constantly on the move and things always
seemed to go sour on him,” commented Charlie. “I guess it kept him going.”

“It‟s true he had several home bases in his career: Damascus, Jerusalem, Antioch, Corinth, Ephesus,
Caesarea and Rome,” I said as I listed the main ones. “There are a few interesting things about his life and
ministry,” I said.
“What are you thinking about?” asked Charlie.
“First of all Timothy emerged as his favorite disciple. When he wrote II Corinthians he cites him as a coauthor (2Co. 1:1). We don‟t know what became of Sosthenes who was the only other single individual who
received the same status in First Corinthians (1Co. 1:1). Anytime Timothy isn‟t mentioned in later letters
you can be fairly certain he was somewhere else. The other thing is it‟s clear that Timothy had copies of
most of Paul‟s letters when he wrote the Acts as the information in them generally jives with the letters,” I
said.
“Yes, I noticed that,” said Charlie.
“What about the rest of Paul‟s letters. Can you tell when they were written?” asked Charlie.
“The other genuine letters were all written from Rome and they tell us a quite a bit. But I‟ve already
mentioned that I don‟t think Hebrews, I Timothy and Titus were truly written by Paul,” I said, “and there
wasn‟t any second imprisonment in Rome.”
“You‟ve already explained why you think Hebrews and First Timothy is bogus but what about Titus?”
asked Charlie.
“Well I already hinted that the details in the letter simply do not jive with the rest of the literature in the
New Testament. Paul is supposed to have left Titus in Crete although the book of Acts mentions Paul‟s
prison vessel stopped on the island in route to Rome (Ac. 27:7-12) yet there is no mention of Titus being
with him. In this letter to Titus Paul also speaks of his plan to spend the winter in Nicopolis that was a town
on the coast of the Adriatic Sea just north west of Corinth (Tit. 3:13) but the book of Acts doesn‟t mention
it,” I said. “The other thing is that II Timothy indicates that Titus had actually been in Rome while Paul was
a prisoner before he left him to go to Dalmatia” (2Ti. 4:11).
“If Paul was a prisoner on board a ship he couldn‟t have made any plans to spend the winter anywhere,”
concluded Charlie.
“Exactly,” I replied. “The information given to us in Titus speaks of some unknown journey Paul took.
Some people who believe in Paul‟s second imprisonment theory imagine this trip to Crete must have
occurred after Paul was released and was in route to Spain. But the problem is if Paul really made the trip
to Spain from Rome as he had once planned (Ro. 15:24) then going to Crete is moving in the wrong
direction. Paul should have sailed west to Spain not east back to the island of Crete.”
“And the last we know of Titus is that he left Paul for Dalmatia,” and he probably had deserted him,”
recalled Charlie. “Maybe we are supposed to believe Paul scooted all over the Mediterranean before he was
imprisoned the second time.”
“Exactly, the details do not jive,” I repeated. “Some people say maybe it was some unknown trip and I
respond by saying maybe Paul also took a trip to Mars!” I said as I started to laugh at my corny joke.
“Yes, Paul preached to the Martians,” said Charlie as he played along with me.

THE GOOD FIGHT OF FAITH
A few weeks passed and Charlie didn‟t ask me anything else about the Bible. I thought maybe he had
finished his exploration and was satisfied at least for the time being. I noticed a certain new spirit in him.
Somehow he wasn‟t the same boy any more. He was in good spirits and it was a real pleasure to be around
him. Then one day while we were fishing at the cottage Charlie got inquisitive again.
“Dad, you‟ve got a bite,” said Charlie.
“No, it‟s just the current moving my bobber,” I replied.
“Say, Dad I read about these guys who were going on an expedition to find Noah‟s ark. What do you
think?” asked Charlie.
“These guys have bought the Great Deception and believe in a worldwide flood even though there isn‟t
any clear evidence that such a thing ever happened,” I answered. “It‟s a wild goose chase if you ask me. At
least they can enjoy the scenery while they benefit from the exercise,” I said with a chuckle.
“Dad, you don‟t have to poke fun at them,” said Charlie.

“You‟re right son. Even if there was a flood and Noah did build an ark. It just unlikely any of it could
have survived over the centuries. Even if someone does find a few wooden beams on a mountain they
would have a hard time proving it‟s from Noah‟s ark. It might make a good Steven Spielberg movie
though,” I said.
“Yes. Maybe they could have Harrison Ford star in Indiana Jones Finds Noah‟s Ark,” Charlie said after
he paused to think up the title. “He could find it on a mountain frozen and in perfect condition. He gets into
it and it starts sliding down the mountain. It hits a crevasse and he falls deep underground. Indy is
unconscious but when he comes to he is surrounded by a group of mutants who are Noah‟s direct
descendants. Jones finds a lost underground civilization whose people became disfigured from too much
interbreeding. Some of them think he‟s the second Noah who was prophesied to come back. Other mutants
are angry because Indy moved their sacred ark. They have a big war in the underground caverns and Indy is
stuck between the factions,” said Charlie as his mind was racing.
“Boy, Charlie you had better write Steven Spielberg about your idea,” I said.
“Do you think he‟d like it?” asked Charlie.
“Well, judging from some of his movies, you never can tell. But there‟s only one problem,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“You can‟t own an idea about a movie so you don‟t have anything you can sell,” I said.
“Do you mean, they could take my idea and I wouldn‟t get paid?” asked Charlie in disbelief.
“You have to have a script. Now that‟s something you can sell,” I said.
“Oh. You mean I would have to write everything first,” said Charlie.
“I‟m afraid so,” I answered.
“I don‟t think I could do that, just yet,” said Charlie.
“You‟ll never know if you don‟t try,” I said.
“Dad ... I wonder why people believe the Bible is the word of God?” asked Charlie after a moment‟s
silence.
“Well we‟ve talked about that before. The reasons vary from person to person. Some people have been
taken in by ministers who argue that fulfilled prophecy proves it. They say the Bible has never been wrong
but there isn‟t a single prophecy you can really prove. The clergy reads things into the scriptures and
sometimes even twist historical facts a little to make prophecies appear fulfilled,” I said.
“But can‟t people see through what they are doing?” asked Charlie sounding like he was really interested.
“Some people can, but then Bible believers often start their name calling. They‟ll call you carnally
minded or they‟ll say Satan is deceiving you ... as if name calling changes anything,” I said.
“So it doesn‟t matter what you say to those who want to believe it,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right Charlie. You hit the nail on the head. Many people simply want to believe it. They look at
the moral teachings and think it can‟t be wrong. They look at the salvation message and it gives them hope.
Many of them get high on simply reading the book,” I said.
“What do you mean, they get high?” asked Charlie.
“I mean these people really enjoy Bible study. It makes them feel as if God is speaking to them. If they
have a problem they turn to the Bible for guidance. It gives them a secure feeling,” I answered.
“What‟s wrong with that?” asked Charlie.
“Why nothing, when that happens you might even say the word of God is speaking to them through the
Bible. The inspiration you can get from Bible study is truly awesome but the word of God can also inspire
you anytime anywhere. The spirit of God can give you the word of God while you are gazing at the stars in
the night sky or watching a breath taking sunset. The word of God can come to you while you‟re walking in
the park. People get confused and think the uplifted feeling means the book is the word of God. In most
cases it doesn‟t matter what you tell them because you often can‟t fight a feeling with logic,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“It is kind of like being in love with a girl. Everybody around you may be giving you all kinds of reasons
why she isn‟t good for you. But when you see her all you feel is love. Reason alone can‟t fight confused
feelings,” I said.
“Is that bad?” asked Charlie.
“Good or bad, it‟s just the way it works,” I said.

“Why do Bible believers have confused feelings?” asked Charlie.
“They have them because they have been taken in by the Great Deception. I often get inspired from Bible
study. It‟s just that I don‟t confuse the Bible with „the word of God.‟ The Bible believers feel inspired from
Bible study too but they‟re confused. Some of them are even happy to be confused,” I said.
“What can you do about it?” asked Charlie.
“Simply tell the truth and let those with ears to hear simply hear it,” I said.
“That sounds like something Jesus said,” said Charlie.
“Yes, that was his approach. All you can do is sow the seeds and then let nature take its own course. It‟s
too bad though,” I said.
“What‟s too bad?” asked Charlie.
“I can think of situations when the results of being confused by feelings were disastrous,” I said.
“When was that?” asked Charlie.
“Do you remember hearing the tragedy of the David Koresh‟s cult near Waco, Texas?” I asked.
“Yes, I remember hearing it on the news. A lot of people died, including some federal agents. Remember,
we watched the television special,” said Charlie. “He was the wacko from Waco,” joked Charlie.
“David Koresh preached the Great Deception. He would tell people if the Bible is true then he is the
Christ. People would come and listen to him as he preached from the Bible. He would slant and twist the
scriptures until a small group of people believed he was the Christ. He convinced them that he had to come
back to live a lustful life so he would have a better understanding of people in the judgment. He was
supposed to start a special race. He had sex with many of the women in the sect, including children, and it
didn‟t matter whether they were married or not,” I said.
“How could any rational person accept it?” asked Charlie.
“Well that‟s the thing of it Charlie,” I answered.
“What do you mean; „the thing of it.‟ Now you‟re sounding like a wako,” laughed Charlie.
“Good one number two!” I said as I laughed. “The thing of it is people don‟t get involved in cults because
of reason alone. I mean you have to pretty much agree with the basic teachings of the group but you also
get fished in because of the feeling of belonging to a special group that has a divine purpose. The leader
becomes a Father or Mother figure and the members become like brothers and sisters. There‟s tremendous
pressure for everyone to conform to the same beliefs and it doesn‟t matter how irrational they are,” I said.
“Cult leaders always begin with familiar ideas you can easily agree with and they gradually get you to
accept unfamiliar or even bizarre ideas. In the process the group draws you in with a feeling of belonging to
a special family. It‟s powerful medicine,” I said.
“Why do you call it medicine? Are the people sick?” asked Charlie.
“In a way they are. I suppose in a subtle way we all are,” I said.
“Hey, I‟m not sick,” said Charlie adamantly.
“I don‟t mean physically sick. I mean we‟re all incomplete in some way. People who feel a sense of being
lost in the world are the ones who are most likely to fall prey to the cults,” I said.
“What‟s a cult, Dad?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s a group of people who are united by the belief in a religious purpose of some sort. They‟re usually
very intolerant of the beliefs of others because they believe they have God‟s truth. These groups are often
governed by a top-down style of leadership and follow strict moral codes. The leadership often tells them
that all other religions and philosophies are simply the ideas of men. They usually divide the world into
good and evil. Their church is good while the world is evil. They usually have a book such as the Bible that
they revere as being divinely inspired. The life of the members is usually dominated by church activities.
The members become narrowed minded,” I said.
“But many of them are happier,” said Charlie.
“And so it is with everyone who was been healed,” I answered. “People are free to believe anything they
like.”
“But Dad what if all churches are cults? I mean even the Catholics have a Pope and some of the other
stuff,” said Charlie earnestly.

“It‟s true. Most churches start out being considered cults until their activities become more accepted by
main stream society. Eventually some of the teachings of the cults loosen a little but sometimes it doesn‟t,”
I said.
“I suppose you could say that even Jesus started a cult,” said Charlie showing me that he was one step
ahead of me.
“Some people would say that. The early Christian church was thought of as being a Jewish sect. Jesus and
his followers had all of the trappings found in modern cults,” I said.
“What‟s the difference between what the early church did and what the modern churches are doing
today?” asked Charlie.
“One of the biggest differences is the early church used their persuasive abilities to convince people Jesus
fulfilled many prophecies in the Jewish Scriptures and the accounts of eye witnesses were true. Most
people they preached to could not read. Modern churches preach the Great Deception and try to prove
things from the Bibles they waive from the pulpits to a large population who can read,” I said.
“Why is it so different?” asked Charlie.
“Technology,” I answered.
“Technology, what do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“Printing presses have put Bibles into the hands of millions of people who can read. The modern clergy
now has to convince people they are the ones who truly understand the Bible,” I said.
“In Jesus‟ day they also didn‟t have things like microphones, amplifiers and speakers,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“I mean they had to rely on natural acoustics to convey their voices when they delivered their sermons. It
limited the number of people who could clearly hear them. In a large crowd the people in the back usually
couldn‟t hear as well as those closer to the speaker. The acoustics in natural settings and that within most of
their buildings, with few exceptions, can‟t compare to our high tech auditoriums and stadiums. In the past
there was a greater possibility of communication breakdown and people distorting the message. The Roman
Emperor at the Coliseum probably signaled but maybe it wasn‟t like the Hollywood version with a thumb
up or down,” I said.
“Oh yes. I remember that and the chariot race in Ben Hur. The roar of the crowd was so loud you
couldn‟t hear anything even if someone was speaking,” said Charlie enthusiastically.
“Our ability to communicate hasn‟t only improved in face to face settings. We now also have audio and
video tapes, television, the big screen and more. Our technology allows us to communicate beyond the
limitations of time and space. So the audience you can reach is tremendously larger, you can reach them
infinitely faster and with greater precision. Now all of this power is within reach of the cult leaders,” I said.
“Wow,” gasped Charlie. “There should be a law against it or something,” said Charlie.
“Not really. You can‟t limit their freedom without doing harm to our own. The evangelical movement is
one arm of the church that is perpetuating the Great Deception and is currently growing. More Bible
believers are joining activist organizations that are attempting to limit or alter our freedoms,” I said.
“Up until now we have mainly been discussing beliefs. The problem is some of the people who believe in
the Great Deception want to actively change public policy to mirror their private religious beliefs. They‟re
trying to remake society in the image of their church,” I said. “A few of these groups are even threatening
to become militant.”
“It sounds sinister,” said Charlie.
“It could affect our lives. One thing they‟re attempting to do is slap stricter controls on the kind of books,
tapes, records, television programs, movies and the like that can be published or aired. They are against the
depiction of violence and various forms of sexual expression,” I said.
“Isn‟t it a good idea?” asked Charlie.
“To some extent but didn‟t you enjoy watching Sylvester Stallone in the Rambo movies?” I asked.
“Do you mean they don‟t want us to see Rambo and other action movies?” asked Charlie in a perplexed
tone.
“It works both ways, Charlie. I think the strength in our political system lies in expanding rather than
limiting our freedoms. Some rules and controls make sense but I don‟t think you can increase government

censorship too much before you start limiting our freedoms. I, and a lot of other people, simply don‟t think
it‟s the way to go,” I said. “There has to be a middle ground in these disagreements.”
“Yes, let people decide what they want to read and watch,” said Charlie as he was obviously worried
about losing his action movies. “What else are they trying to do?” asked Charlie.
“Some people are saying the Genesis account of creation should be taught in science classes in schools
and not just the theory of evolution. The findings of numerous earth scientists prove the earth is millions of
years older than the approximate 6,000 years assumed by biblical chronology,” I said.
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“People have taken the ages of all known people in biblical genealogies that go back to Adam and added
them up. Then they add the known years from the lists to the present. The total figure is less than 6,000
years,” I replied.
“So they say that Adam was created a little less than 6,000 years ago?” asked Charlie.
“Yes, but the accumulation of the findings of modern science has long since broken the dam represented
by this genealogical count. The clergy has been trying to extend the biblical time frame ever since. Once
again they have been trying to repair the break with bandages,” I said.
“The clergy and others have developed a set of theories which they call creation science. One of their
theories involves a modern interpretation of the length of days described in the seven day creation account
in Genesis. The first problem is that they gloss over the second and contradictory creation account in the
second chapter of Genesis. Then they try to convince us the „days‟ mentioned in the first chapter of Genesis
are really long periods of time or ages which do not contradict the findings of hard science. Yet the terms at
the end of each of the first six day mentioned in Genesis are common terms used to define regular days. It
says that each of first six days of creation had an evening and a morning” (Ge. 1).
“Are they calling fish, turtles again?” asked Charlie as he recalled the fun we had with the analogy. But
by now he could tell when the clergy was using the Symbolic Deception to call something which is clear,
symbolic of something which is unusual.
“You‟ve got it. I guess we‟re to assume God worked for six ages of undetermined length and then rested
from all of his works on the seventh age of undetermined length. Charlie, if it says „day‟ it means „day.‟
The „evenings‟ and „mornings‟ are terms used to describe regular days,” I repeated.
“Another attempt to bring Genesis into the twentieth century is to use another gap theory,” I said.
“Oh no, it seems as if whenever they get into trouble they invent a gap of time. How much time do they
want us to buy this time?” asked Charlie in an elated tone.
“This time it‟s millions of years,” I answered.
“Millions of years, you‟re kidding! I‟m not going to buy millions of years. Nothing doing,” joked Charlie.
“Well, that‟s what they‟re selling,” I said as I went along with his joke. “This gap theory claims there‟s an
undetermined gap of time between Genesis 1:1 and Genesis 1:2. We are supposed to believe the millions of
years prior to the creation of Adam and Eve, with the dinosaurs and other prehistoric creatures, existed
during the gap. They say there was some kind of massive destruction of the pre-Adamic world,” I said.
“What do you mean pre-Adamic world?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s the world prior to the creation of Adam and Eve. From this point-of-view Genesis 1:2 is supposed
to be telling us about the beginning of six days of re-creating or making the world ready for humankind.
The problem is Genesis doesn‟t specifically say anything about this gap of time and Genesis 1:5 implies all
the events up to that point occurred during the first day. There isn‟t any specific mention of any re-creation
or remaking of the world,” I said.
“It sounds like another time warp,” said Charlie as he chuckled again.
“Or maybe a mind warp,” I said as we both laughed. “For thousands of years Bible believing people have
understood Genesis as it‟s simply written. It‟s a seven day account of creation. None of them assumed that
days were ages or there is any mysterious gap of time hidden in the account. Since the impact of modern
science the clergy has been trying to blend the Genesis account with the findings of hard science. What
they‟re really trying to do is sell the Great Deception,” I said.
“I guess they‟re trying to prove that biblical and scientific truths aren‟t contradictory,” said Charlie.
“Charlie the Bible clearly contradicts itself numerous times. But it‟s still a source of incredible inspiration
for those who have eyes to see,” I said.

“There you go again. Didn‟t Jesus say something like that?” asked Charlie.
“Charlie the spirit of God inspires you with the mysteries of life. The Great Deception blunts the spirit
and takes the edge off the mysteries. The clergy says they have the truth of how we all got here but they
have to cook the books to prove it,” I said.
“No way, I‟m not eating any cooked books,” joked Charlie.
“A part of creation science involves a criticism of the different theories of evolution. And truly the
various theories do not explain everything. Charles Darwin was one the major early evolutionists. The thing
about his theory is he didn‟t rely on supernatural forces to explain the origin of the species. This is why his
theory belongs in a science class and creation science doesn‟t,” I said.
“Why is that?” asked Charlie.
“Science class is supposed to concern itself with the study and theories of natural forces and not those
that are described in religious writings,” I said.
“Okay what is the origin of the species?” asked Charlie thoughtfully.
“On earth there is quite a diversity of living things. Each group of living things is called a species such as
dogs, cats, birds etc. The question is how did different species originate? Darwin said that specific traits in
successful organisms enable them to survive. The different species compete with each other and in the
process new traits. These beneficial traits are passed on to their offspring. These changes continue until a
new life form or species gradually evolves. Natural selection is the name given to the process,” I said.
“If schools eventually have to teach creation science it would only be fair to give equal time to the
creation myths from other traditions. Science class would begin to look like comparative mythology class.
Of course the people who are pushing for these reforms don‟t really want other creation accounts to get
equal time with the Bible. I guess they would ideally like all science teachers to simply teach everyone the
Bible is the word of God and all other accounts are false,” I said.
“You don‟t think they‟ll really get away with it do you?” asked Charlie.
“No, our society has become too diverse. We are made up of all kinds of people: Christians, Jews,
Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, Native Indians, Atheists and others. Prayer in school is also being debated. In
our multi-cultural society prayer to a Christian God is offensive to some people; so is the celebration of
Christian holidays like Christmas and Easter. Some people don‟t think we should decorate the schools with
Christmas symbols and get the children to sing Christmas carols,” I said.
“No Christmas carols?” said Charlie in surprise. “How come?” he asked sounding disappointed.
“Everybody who goes to school isn‟t a Christian. Their parents pay the same taxes and why should their
children be subjected to Christian traditions when the school is run by a state which is supposed to be
separate from the church,” I said.
“Oh, I get it,” said Charlie. “If you want to sing Christmas carols you can sing them at home, on the
streets or at church.”
“Some groups are against abortion and others are against euthanasia,” I said.
“What is the last thing you said?” asked Charlie.
“Euthanasia is usually called mercy killing. Those who are against it don‟t want others to have the right
to peaceably end their lives before some incurable or tragic illness slowly kills them,” I said.
“Oh yes. I heard about that. There was this doctor on the news that was charged with aiding someone‟s
suicide. Dad why should anybody care if a really sick person decides they don‟t want to suffer anymore?”
asked Charlie.
“A large part of the debate is whether or not a sick person should have a right to a doctor assisted suicide.
In some countries, such as Denmark, people have had hassle free access to doctor assisted suicide for years.
And quite frankly some doctors have been quietly and unofficially helping people in our country for years.
Some of the people who oppose it think the Bible is against euthanasia,” I said.
“Is it?” asked Charlie.
“No, Charlie. Euthanasia and abortion for that matter aren‟t specifically discussed in the Bible. Nor is the
subject of blood transfusions and cremation yet there are those who oppose those practices while they
erroneously think the Bible is on their side,” I said.
“Do you mean people think the Bible says we aren‟t supposed to cremate the dead or have blood
transfusions?” asked Charlie in disbelief.

“That‟s what they think but these subjects aren‟t specifically discussed in the Bible. You‟ll recall that the
early church leaders had a conference and concluded that Gentile Christians should abstain from eating
meat which has been offered to idols, strangled animal carcasses, blood and fornication (Ac. 15:20, 29; Ac.
21:25). They condemned eating blood but it doesn‟t have anything to do with blood transfusions. This
modern medical practice wasn‟t even heard of in their day. Now some people think blood transfusions
aren‟t desirable but the truth is the Bible is silent on the subject. Cremating the dead is another modern
practice the Bible doesn‟t specifically discuss but many people think burial is the only acceptable thing to
do,” I said.
“It sounds like people are calling fish, turtles again,” chuckled Charlie. He knew they were reading
whatever they wanted into the scriptures again.
“Christians often cite the sixth commandment from the 20th chapter of Exodus as proof of God‟s will on
euthanasia and abortion. You know this one Charlie. It says „Thou shall not kill‟ (Ex. 20:13). The real sense
of the commandment is „you shall not murder.‟ Israelites were allowed to kill animals for food and were
commanded to sacrifice animals. They were commanded to execute people who committed certain crimes
(Ex. 21:12, 15-17, 29) and their soldiers were expected to kill their enemies in battle. So the real intention
of the sixth commandment is to make a statement against murder,” I said.
“Isn‟t abortion murder?” asked Charlie.
“Well that‟s one of the central questions in the debate. The opposing factions have different answers. I‟m
not saying that anyone should be on one side of the fence or the other. I‟m only pointing out the Bible
doesn‟t specifically address the issue.”
“Okay, I can accept that,” said Charlie as he wondered where I was going.
“The Law says the penalty for deliberate murder is death (Ex. 21:12). Chapter twenty-one of Exodus
implies that if in the course of a brawl someone caused a woman to have a miscarriage it isn‟t murder,” I
said.
“You‟re kidding,” said Charlie in a surprised tone.
“It says if a man hurts a pregnant woman so she loses her unborn, he shall be punished. The man would
have to pay whatever fine her husband imposed provided the judges determined it was just. The man could
receive the death penalty only if the woman subsequently died (Ex. 21:22-23). So you see the Bible places
a higher value on the life of the human. Unfortunately most people don‟t go on to read these verses,” I said.
“We should understand these verses layout the penalty for anyone who caused a woman to have a
miscarriage, seemingly unintentionally in a brawl. Abortion is the act of willingly submitting to or
engaging in a procedure which terminates a pregnancy and the Bible doesn‟t specifically address the issue,”
I said.
“Yes, but it does imply that causing a miscarriage isn‟t murder,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right Charlie but an Israelite also had the right to kill his slave,” I said.
“Slavery, killing slaves! I remember seeing the TV series called Roots. It was horrible. No way!” said
Charlie in a tone that suggested he wouldn‟t accept it.
“I know it sounds crazy but the Law of Moses allowed people to be bought and sold just like cattle,” I
said.
“Crazy isn‟t the word for it,” said Charlie. “And I thought the Israelites had just got out of Egypt. I mean
the whole nation was in slavery,” Charlie said in disbelief.
“I know what you mean Charlie but a master could even beat his slaves. If a master beat his slave to death
he could be punished but the Law doesn‟t say he would get the death penalty as he would if he murdered
anyone else (Ex. 21:12). If the slave died a day or two after the beating he couldn‟t even be punished
because he was his property” (Ex. 21:20-21), I said.
“That‟s not right!” said Charlie as his mouth dropped wide open in disbelief. “The Bible doesn‟t give the
same value to the unborn ... it lets real murderers get off scot free and even supports slavery!” said Charlie
with indignation.
“That‟s right Charlie. The Law has specific rules governing slavery. A Hebrew could only be held as a
slave for six years but in the seventh year he was set free. If the master had given him a wife and they had
children he had to make a very difficult choice,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.

“If he wanted to go free he had to leave his wife and children behind. If he wanted to stay with his family
he had to remain a slave for the rest of his life” (Ex. 21:2-6).
“That stinks,” said Charlie. “I can‟t even imagine having to make such a cruel choice,” said Charlie sadly.
“It was cruel Charlie,” I agreed. “Christians usually justify this kind of thing by saying something like,
„well it was just the Old Covenant and life in those days was hard.‟ But wait a minute. The Law of Moses
was given by a so-called just and loving God. Paul called the Law holy (Ro. 7:12). None of the writers say
what you said. Some parts of the Law stinks,” I said.
“It‟s hard to imagine,” said Charlie.
“You see Charlie, in our times some people are trying to impose their own morality on everybody. Much
of it stems from their terrible misunderstanding of the Bible.”
“What do you mean?” asked Charlie.
“I mean people are lobbying and demonstrating for a lot of different positions which they assume are the
ones that Jesus would support. The Bible is practically silent on these issues and people are puffed up in
self righteousness,” I said.
“How is that?” asked Charlie.
“It‟s almost like what the Gospels tell us about events in Jesus‟ day. Jesus was confronted by members of
various groups in his society. Jesus had particular problems with the scribes and Pharisees whom he called
hypocrites. They added many things to their religion that weren‟t in the Law of Moses while they missed
the main mark within the Law” (Mt. 23:1-30), I said.
“It‟s similar to what people are doing today. Many aspects of the religion that people, in activist groups
and churches, are practicing don‟t come from the Bible yet they‟re proud of saying they go strictly by it.
They are missing the main mark. They have been taken in by the Great Deception,” I said.
“How have they been missing the main mark?” asked Charlie.
“As the early church passed the literature around, which eventually became the New Testament, they saw
it as a source of inspiration. When the later church imposed the idea the Bible is the inerrant word of God
its inspiration became desperation. The clergy is desperate in its need to prove and reprove the Great
Deception. It has had to fight the ideas of modern science and invent foolish theory after foolish theory in
its vain attempt to try to do the impossible,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“They have been trying to prove faith. To prove is to rationalize and faith is to believe. Faith is
knowledge of things unseen and reason is figuring from the things that are known. They can‟t see the path.
It‟s inspiration that leads to faith. Faith leads to understanding. Understanding leads to wisdom. Wisdom
leads to non-judgment and acceptance. Acceptance leads to love, the main mark. Charlie the Great
Deception blinds people on the path. They have a form of inspiration and faith but their understanding
becomes clouded and hence they lack wisdom. They become intolerant and judgmental towards others and
so the love of God can‟t fully flow through them,” I said.
“The only ones Jesus judged were the leaders of his time who were supposed to lead the people towards
the higher path to God. They had a form of godliness which fooled most people but Jesus was perceptive
(Mt. 23:28) in the sense that he could see how the leaders were blocking and keeping people from
proceeding (Mt. 23:13). They were mainly interested in preserving the status quo and maintaining their
positions of power (Mt. 23:6). Jesus had to play the role of an iconoclast,” I said.
“What‟s that?” asked Charlie.
“An iconoclast is one who destroys icons or idols. He is one who rocks the boat with revolutionary idea s
in his field. They always have to deal with the resistance of the herd and fight it out with the leaders of
those who don‟t want to change. Many of today‟s Christian leaders have been blinded by the Great
Deception and the blind are trying to remake society,” I said.
“Do you think they‟ll be successful?” asked Charlie.
“No Charlie. They‟re a minor current off the mainstream. Our society isn‟t perfect but it‟s great in the
sense it values its freedoms such as freedom of speech, freedom of the press and freedom of faith.
Everyone is free to believe whatever they want. Some people act as if freedom of speech is solely meant for
them. They don‟t really „feel‟ that others have the right to say what they believe,” I said.
“That‟s ridiculous,” protested Charlie. “We all have the right to say what we believe.”

“It‟s not that they can deny our rights. They can‟t! It‟s just that they „feel‟ we are doing something evil if
we don‟t agree with them. But they can feel whatever it is they feel. We are all free to communicate our
beliefs,” I said with conviction.
“We are a society that maintains itself by checks and balances designed to keep the extreme elements
from dominating. There will always be perceptive people who can see beyond the Great Deception. These
people are members of the press, writers, artists, intellectuals, politicians, tradesmen, truck drivers, factory
workers, housewives and others. They understand the hidden agenda that motivates people in these activist
groups and will not stand by and watch our freedoms fall,” I said.
“How will they do it?” asked Charlie.
“It will be like it has always been: idea by idea, tactic by tactic, book by book, speech by speech, group
by group, step by step,” I said.
“Boy what a struggle,” said Charlie sincerely. “Dad, I was thinking. Christianity began with Jesus‟
ministry when he preached the Kingdom of God was coming.”
“It‟s true, but you might be able to make a case which says it began when John the Baptist started
preaching the same thing and predicted the Christ was about to appear,” I said.
“Okay. But Jesus made his specific Son of man predictions that failed. Then I was reading the Bible and
came upon this verse which says: „Charity never fails: but whether there be prophecies they shall fail;
whether there be tongues, they shall cease; whether there be knowledge, it shall vanish away‟ (1Co. 13:8).
Isn‟t Paul saying that prophecies can fail?” asked Charlie.
“You were reading Paul‟s famous chapter on love, first Corinthians thirteen,” I said.
“Do you mean charity means love?” asked Charlie.
“That‟s right. Paul was writing about the relative importance of love or charity that is eternal as compared
to temporary spiritual gifts like prophecy, tongues and knowledge. Paul didn‟t have any notion the Son of
Man prophecies would fail. In the fifteenth chapter of Corinthians he implies Christ will resurrect his
followers at his coming. Then he will rule until he subdues all of the enemies of the kingdom of God; the
last one being death. Then everyone will be subject to God the Father (1Co. 15:22-28). So you see Paul
emphatically believed in the fulfillment of the Son of man prophecies,” I said.
“I guess he did,” said Charlie.
“Peter also commented on prophecy when ...,” I said as I picked up Charlie‟s Bible again and turned to
another scripture. “He said in his second epistle that: „we also have a more sure word of prophecy;
whereunto you do well to take heed as unto a light which shines in a dark place, until the day dawn and the
day star arise in your hearts‟ (2Pe. 1:19). Anyway in this letter he went on to write about his certainty of the
promises regarding the Lord‟s coming,” I said.
“But Peter goes on to say: „Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private
interpretation. For the prophecy came not in the old time by the will of men: but holy men of God spoke as
they were moved by the Holy Spirit‟” (2Pe. 1:20-21), read Charlie. “People are going to use this to say
you‟re reading your own interpretations into the prophecies,” said Charlie.
“Oh, I‟m sure they‟ll say that. Charlie look ... first of all that comment, like I said before, is referring to
the prophecies in the Old Testament. The clergy and other deceivers are the ones who are trying to conceal
their own private misinterpretations. They will accuse me of doing the very thing they‟re guilty of. They
are the ones who twist the scriptures, including prophecies, to make it look as if they apply to our day. Let
me ask you a question,” I said.
“Okay,” said Charlie as he continued to smile.
“Is there anything I have said within the last few minutes that needs to be interpreted?” I asked.
“No, I understood everything you‟ve said,” replied Charlie as he wondered where I was going.
“So you see, we only need to interpret verbal or written communication that is unclear. We clarify
unclear messages by trying to use clearer words. Many prophecies were written in obscure language using
strange symbols,” I said.
“And we can‟t truly understand them unless other verses in context clearly defines them,” interrupted
Charlie.

“That‟s right. If we do otherwise we‟re guilty of giving the scriptures our own private interpretation.
Charlie I‟ve shown you numerous clear scriptures that prove Jesus and his disciples believed they were
living in the last generation before the coming of the Son of man‟s kingdom,” I said.
“You sure have. And I can see how the clergy has been twisting them over the centuries with their private
interpretations. I don‟t see how they‟ve got away with their deceptions,” said Charlie.
“Some people say God needs to deceive each generation of believers into thinking they‟re living in the
end time in order to keep them motivated. That means that Jesus was the author of the Son of man
deception,” I said.
“I read a scripture that implies the devil is the father of liars (Jn. 8:44). It doesn‟t make any sense to say
that God is the author of deception,” said Charlie.
“No it doesn‟t. Jesus could have left the timing of the Son of man prophecies open ended so the church
would have remained perpetually vigilant through out all generations. The thing is Jesus truly believed he
was living in the time of the end” (Mk. 1:15), I said.
“The church couldn‟t accept the plain fact Jesus‟ Son of man prophecies failed,” said Charlie.
“That‟s right. Christianity was about to die on the vine because the harvester didn‟t come in due season.
The clergy is the real author of these deceptions,” I said.
“You mean without deceptions Christianity couldn‟t have survived?” said Charlie.
“Charlie it‟s pretty hard to convince people to follow the Son of God who gave us a bunch of failed
prophecies. The Great Deception was the solution chosen by the fundamentalist branch of the church. But
whenever they got into trouble dealing with the plain truth they used the Symbolic Deception and called
fish, turtles,” I said. “They twisted the scriptures to keep people hoping in Jesus‟ failed prophecies. The
Roman Catholic Church and some of its offshoots often use the Symbolic Deception to spiritualize the Son
of man‟s kingdom to mean the church. Their doctrines have also moved in so many ways far afield from
the clear teachings in the New Testament literature. Usually the clergy uses both deceptions and their
congregations just eat it up. It‟s funny though,” I said.
“What‟s funny?” asked Charlie. “Here we go again,” he murmured.
“The fundamentalists often say the Roman Catholic Church and its offshoots are deceived. Yet they don‟t
see how they‟re deceiving themselves by their own misinterpretations of the scriptures. They use the same
form of deception every time it suits their purpose,” I said.
“Yes. When their doctrines don‟t add up the fundamentalists either use the Symbolic Deception, the
Literal Deception or argue with a gap theory. Yet they pride themselves in their belief that the Bible is the
„word of God,” said Charlie.
“The other funny thing is the concept of being a Christian, in many sectors of our culture, has come to
mean the same thing as being a moral or good person,” I said.
“It is funny, isn‟t it?” agreed Charlie as his mind stopped to ponder the contradiction. “I guess people will
just continue fighting the good fight of deceptions,” joked Charlie.
“You‟re right, son you‟re right,” I said in a serious tone.
“One more question?” asked Charlie.
“What‟s that?” I said.
“What‟s left?” Charlie asked sincerely.
“The same things that have always been there,” I answered.
“What are they?” asked Charlie.
“Inspiration that leads to faith, faith that leads to understanding, understanding that leads to wisdom,
wisdom that leads to non-judgment and acceptance, and acceptance that leads to love that is eternal,” I
answered slowly with a warm feeling in my heart as I looked at the boy who was my son. There was a
special feeling that seemed to be moving between us. Although we had grown incredibly close over the
past few weeks this was more than the special kind of love a father and son can share. There was an
awesome sense of mutual respect for each others‟ humanity and dignity. For a brief moment it felt as if
Charlie wasn‟t my son and I wasn‟t his father. We were both simply human beings.
Charlie had entered into a new level of personal awareness and freedom. He knew, in a spiritual sense, he
was ultimately responsible for himself. It was up to him to make his own decisions based on the
inspirations he received along the road that leads to the future. Charlie had successfully crossed the bridge

of fear religion and knew there wasn‟t any turning back. I couldn‟t help but be amazed by the not-so-small
miracle I had witnessed.
“I wonder what‟s next?” asked Charlie as he broke the silence.
“I‟m not sure what the future holds for Christianity. I only know the churches will eventually have to face
Templegate and all their deceptions,” I said with sincerely. For a while Charlie and I simply sat silently
watching the water run on its journey to an unknown place. Then Charlie spoke up again.
“Dad, I have to tell you something,” said Charlie.
“What‟s that son?” I asked.
“When we first started having these discussions I thought you were being a bad guy. I was so confused.
Now I know you‟re not against the Bible as you really love the literature. You simply don‟t like the way the
clergy misuses it ... and now I know it doesn‟t matter how loud they scream from the pulpits or how large
their churches are. A deception is a deception. You simply wanted me to deal with what‟s real. You really
had my best interests at heart,” said Charlie in a sincere tone.
I simply nodded and gave him a loving hug. Without saying another word we knew we would shelf our
discussions about God, Christianity and the Bible for a time.
“Hey Charlie!” I shouted.
“What‟s up Dad?” Charlie asked.
“You‟ve got a fish on your line!” I said in an excited tone.
“Oh, boy!” said Charlie with delight as he watched his bobber being pulled underwater while he grabbed
for his fishing rod.
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